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Preface

At the time the first edition of Rock Mechanics and Engineering was being
printed, important progress was being made both in theory and practice of
rock mechanics. Some new advances were analysed in an 'Appendix' to the
book, which is now incorporated, with the necessary additions, in the relevant
chapters of the second edition. New developments of the new Austrian
tunnelling method (NATM) and similar methods caused the important
chapter on underground power-stations to be rewritten, and several new
chapters to be added.

The problem of bridging the gap between scientific research in rock
mechanics and practical engineering has become more acute. Such bridging
has recently been achieved in Fluid Transients (Jaeger 1977); it is also vital to
applied rock mechanics, as explained in the Preface to the first edition.
Many geologists suggest that the rock quality designation (RQD) of
Deere is the most reliable parameter for an engineering classification of
jointed rock masses. Some geophysicists did not agree and recently introduced
their own more complex classification, based on the combination of several
parameters describing rock characteristics. Engineers in charge of the con-
struction of large tunnels and underground works were not convinced by
these efforts and base their own designs on the rock deformations they expect
to occur.

The second edition deals with these problems in several new chapters.
There is no better method to deal with them than the close analysis of some
case histories. The discussion on the engineering classification of jointed
rock masses and the required rock support is illustrated by the description of
the second Gotthard Tunnel (16 km long), now under construction and the
design of the third, so-called Basis, Tunnel (40 km long).

Many other points require illustration by case histories and two new
chapters are introduced. One concerns the stability or instability of rock faces
and possible rock slides (chapter 15). The work done for the 300 m high,
very steep, rock abutment of Tachien Dam is one of the situations analysed.
Underground works is the second subject chosen for extensive new develop-
ments (chapter 16). Three very large underground works, Kariba South
Bank, Kariba North Bank and Waldeck II are described and analysed,
showing the rapid evolution of modern techniques.

Comparing all the case histories on dam foundations, slope stability, rock
slides, underground works developed in this second edition brings an answer

[ix]



x Preface

to the many attempts at classifying jointed rock masses for engineering pur-
poses. There is no universal rule or classification to solve problems of applied
rock mechanics. Any one problem is to be examined in its many aspects
from first principles, using all information available from geology, geophysics,
rock hydrology and engineering.

I should like to express my thanks to Professor F. C. Beavis who pains-
takingly read through my revisions, suggesting a number of corrections and
several most helpful emendations.

C. J.
Fully, July 1978



Preface to the first edition

The first attempts at investigating the mechanical and physical properties of
rocks go back to the second half of the last century; but systematic efforts to
develop this into a real science of rocks are recent.

One of the more important results of these efforts has been to show the
paramount importance of voids, fissures and faults at the level of rock
crystals or grains of the rock material and of large masses of rocks in situ.
Any theory of rock mechanics which considers rocks to be no more than
homogeneous masses is just a first approximation. All the properties of rock
and rock constants: strength, elasticity, plasticity, perviousness and reactions
to sound and to seismic waves depend on the gaps, voids or fissures of the
rock as much as on the skeleton of the solid material which builds it up. It is
from this point of view that this book has been written.

One of the main purposes of the book is to stress the many links between
rock mechanics and engineering. Mining engineers and civil engineers
cannot excavate mines or build structures without a knowledge of rock
mechanics. This is now accepted by these professions, which include dis-
cussions on rock mechanics at their international congresses and symposia.
On the other hand, the benefit that rock mechanics gets from the development
of modern engineering techniques has seldom been adequately appreciated.

Mining engineering was active at the start of engineering geology and,
some decades later, at the birth of the new science of rock mechanics—
different from both engineering geology and petrography. It is less well
known how great an impulse rock mechanics got from progress and research
in civil engineering. Among civil engineers, dam designers were the first
to become interested in the progress of rock mechanics. They soon realized
that rock foundations were part of the design of any dam. They developed
their own techniques for measuring the strength and elasticity of rock
masses: in situ, at the rock surface, in trenches and in galleries. They recog-
nized the paramount importance of the joints, fissures and faults in the rock
masses and contributed to the development of methods for tridimensional
representation of families of fissures, testing their shear strength and curing
them. The latest tendency of dam designers is to direct their efforts towards a
more precise description of the type of rupture occurring at different depths
inside the rock masses, and an estimate of the static and dynamic effect of
water seeping through the joints and fissures. New chapters of rock mechanics
were opened by the joint efforts of dam designers and rock specialists.

[xi]



xii Preface to the first edition

Entirely new points of view on the kinematics and dynamics of rock slides,
unknown to geophysicists, were developed by engineers responsible for the
design of large water reservoirs. More recently, vibrations of the earth's
crust and earthquakes were analysed by them.

For many years, tunnel designers worked from empirical rules. At the
beginning of the century interest in the strength, elastic and plastic properties
of rocks arose. The notion of stress and strain patterns developing about
empty galleries or caverns, or around pressure tunnels, is more recent: the
sudden undertaking, for many purposes, of large underground works,
forced specialists to consider new methods of stress and strain analysis. The
finite element method allows the analysis of jointed rock masses, crossed by
fissures or faults. More recently still, the effects of rock relaxation about
cavities and the drop of the modulus of deformation in relaxed rock were
analysed. These entirely new concepts about the behaviour of rock masses are
initiating new lines of research in rock mechanics. And progress in engineering
is linked with active research in rock mechanics.

Part one of the book (chapters 1 and 2) stresses the importance of the
geologist's work, without which the science of rocks would not exist.

Part two (chapters 3 to 8) co-ordinates the knowledge of the physical and
mechanical properties of rock acquired from the ample information sub-
mitted to the First and Second Congresses and the Sixth Symposium on Rock
Mechanics. Chapters 3 to 4 deal with the rock material—laboratory samples—
with no major fractures, and chapters 5 to 8 study the properties and
behaviour of rock masses in situ, and analyse strains and stresses in such
masses.

Abstract knowledge of rock properties is of limited use to engineers. It is
vital to bridge the gap between the accumulated scientific data on rocks and
the requirements of design and field engineers. The second half of the book
deals with practical applications. Part three analyses the diverse aspects of
rock slope stability (chapter 9) and the strains about cavities excavated in the
rock and the modern techniques of underground works (chapter 10). Chapter
11 discusses the very controversial problem of dam rock abutment design.

Part four (chapters 12 to 14) describes typical case histories, which
illustrates the more important points developed in parts two and three.

C. J.
Pulfy, March 1971



Part One
Introduction to rock mechanics

1 The historical development of rock
mechanics

1.1 The first attempts at rock mechanics

At the end of last century, geologists studying the formation of the Alps
were realizing that tremendous forces were necessary to lift continents and
form their mountain chains. Mining engineers and tunnel experts watching
rock bursts and rock squeezing in tunnels and galleries, suggested that
some 'residual forces' were still at work in rock at great depth. The German
tunnel expert Rziha (1874) was probably the first to be concerned with the
horizontal component of the forces acting in many tunnels. A few years
later Heim (Professor at Zurich University and at Zurich Federal Institute
of Technology) suggested that the horizontal force component must be of
the same order of magnitude as the vertical component and he forcefully
stressed this opinion in several papers (1878-1912). It took many decades
for geologists and engineers to realize the importance of the ideas of Heim
and Rziha.

In 1920, the Ritom tunnel, which had just been built south of the Alps
by the Swiss Federal Railways, was severely damaged. Inspection showed
many longitudinal fissures running along the tunnel. The rock strata had a
general dip towards the valley and it was feared that water seepage could
cause a rock slide. The tunnel was repaired.

At that time, the Swiss Federal Railways were also building the Amsteg
tunnel north of the Alps. They decided to start pressure tests in this second
tunnel. A dead end of the gallery was sealed off with a concrete plug provided
with a manhole and steel cover and was filled with water under pressure. The
tunnel diameters were measured by a spider with six branches and the
length variations of the six radii versus time were recorded on a rotating disc.
The varying water pressure was also recorded and strain-pressure diagrams
traced. The bulk modulus of elasticity was estimated as a ratio of stress
versus deformation. This was probably the first recording of the elastic
deformations of rock masses.

A few years later J. Schmidt (1926a, b) published a thesis in which he

[1]



2 Historical development of rock mechanics

cleverly combined Heim's ideas about residual stresses in rock, with the
newly formulated ideas of rock elasticity to produce the first attempt at a
theory of rock mechanics.

It was at this time that steel linings for tunnels and shafts were first intro-
duced, and several authors (Jaeger, 1933), in different countries, produced
papers estimating the stresses in the lining as a function of the relative
elasticity of the steel and the rock. A few years later the Chilean geologist
Fenner (1938) published a thesis which in many respects is similar to that
by Schmidt. These two pioneering works were ignored by most engineers
until many years later. Some of their theories were confirmed by Terzaghi &
Richart (1952).

1.2 European and American efforts

Many engineers were astonished at the wealth of material Talobre was able
to produce in 1957 in his excellent treatise La Mecanique des Roches. During
the preceeding ten years, research in the field of rock mechanics had been
slowly gaining momentum, and Talobre's treatise was most timely.

Important research had been going on on both sides of the Atlantic
mainly in connection with the mining industry. As early as 1916, Young
& Stock listed over a hundred papers dealing with mining problems and
the mechanics of subsidence, mostly in relation to coalfields. American
mining schools and the U.S. Bureau of Mines were very active and so too
were their European counterparts. They were concerned with theoretical
problems of stress around rectangular-shaped cavities but were also faced
with many practical problems. Techniques were being developed for meas-
uring strains and rock deformations, rock elasticity and convergence of the
walls of galleries and cavities. A treatise by Obert & Duvall (1967) gives an
extensive bibliography on the early efforts of American and European
mining engineers.

Most American experts regard 1950 as the year in which systematic
research into rock mechanics began in the USA. American mining schools
and universities were increasingly active, mainly on the national level.
Nation-wide symposia were organized; the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation at
Denver was leading world research on the properties of rock material and
rock masses; and an American Society of Engineering Geologists was
created, one of its aims being the development of rock mechanics, which
for many years was also the concern of the American Geophysical Society,
the American Society for Testing and Materials and their research com-
mittees. In several American universities the teaching methods in engineering
geology were modernized and adapted to the requirements of the petroleum
and mining industries.

In Europe during the years 1950 to 1960, the most active centre of research
outside the mining schools was probably the University of Vienna, where
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Stini created an Austrian Society for Geophysics and Engineering Geology.
This expanded rapidly and the 'Austrian School' became well known for its
efforts in precisely describing and defining the faults and fissures in rock, far
more exactly than is usual in engineering geology. Engineers from many
European countries congregated in increasing numbers at the annual
congress organized in Salzburg. After deciding against the possibility of
linking its efforts with the International Conference on Soil Mechanics, the
Salzburg group expanded on its own, forming the core of an independent
International Society for Rock Mechanics. This body organized the First
International Congress in Lisbon, Portugal, in 1966.

As early as 1951, dam designers started a parallel effort, when a suggestion
was submitted by the author to the International Commission on Large
Dams (ICOLD) to create a sub-committee on rock mechanics.

Up to this time geologists had been extremely careful in deciding where to
build dams. Dams were of relatively moderate size and there were few
problems on the stability of rock abutments. Isolated cases of dam rupture
were explained by uplift forces or by failing shear strength of the rock.
These two points initiated the development of techniques of dam foundation.

The demand for more and more electric power, led to larger dams and
to the introduction of bold arch dams. The problems of the strength of rock
abutments were becoming more pressing and more difficult. It became
imperative to include the elasticity and plasticity of the rock abutments in
the mathematical analysis of the arch dams and to consider with greater
care the strain and stress distribution in the rock masses. The techniques of
testing rock in situ, of analysing test results and of exploring rock abutments
with galleries attained a high degree of precision. It was felt that dam designers
and hydro-power engineers were fully responsible for the structures they
were designing and that they could not leave the task of developing methods
for rock testing, tunnel construction and dam foundation design to others.

In 1957, a small committee of experts, headed by G. Westerberg (Stock-
holm), submitted a report recommending the formation, within the organiza-
tion of ICOLD, of a 'Committee on underground work' whose aim would
be to solve the most urgent problems of rock foundation for large dams. The
first official meeting of the new committee was at the Sixth Congress of
ICOLD in New York, in 1958 (Guthrie-Brown, 1970).

On 3 December 1959, the dam of Malpasset burst, killing about 450
people. The Vajont disaster occurred during the night of 9 October 1963.
Members of the 1961 ICOLD Congress (Rome) and the 1964 Edinburgh
Congress were deeply shocked by these two disasters. There was no doubt
that everybody considered the furthering of rock mechanics as the most
urgent task for all dam designers.



4 Historical development of rock mechanics

1.3 Present trends

The Lisbon Congress (1966) was to show some important increase in the
knowledge of physical and mechanical properties of rocks.

The present trends can be summarized as follows:
(1) Research on the structure and microstructure of rocks; causes of

weakness and failure. This research mainly concerns universities.
(2) Laboratory testing of rock material; testing methods; standardization

of tests, classification of rock material for engineering purposes.
(3) In situ tests of rock masses. Physical and mechanical characteristics

of rock masses.
(4) The development of new methods of measuring strains, deformations

and stresses. Mathematical theories of stresses and strains in homo-
geneous and non-homogeneous space or half-space and in fissured
space. The introduction of new methods and the use of computers.

(5) Rock slopes, stability and safety of structures in rock; design of gal-
leries and cavities, design of rock abutments for dams, consolidation
of rock masses.

More recently, the efforts concentrated on:
(6) Research on the statics and dynamics of cleft water and water circula-

tion in rock joints.
(7) The foundation of large dams on rock.
(8) The classification of jointed rock masses for engineering purposes.
(9) Practical applications of the new Austrian tunnelling method and

similar methods. The design and construction of underground works.



2 Engineering geology and rock mechanics

2.1 The geologist's approach to rock mechanics

An American geologist, Professor Kiersch (1963), submitted to the annual
Congress of the Austrian Society of Rock Mechanics in Salzburg (1962), a
most interesting paper on the trends of engineering geology in the United
States and on the modern teaching methods introduced at several American
universities for training the new generation of engineering geologists. At
the same meeting Professor Bjerrum, from Norway, speaking on behalf of
A. Casagrande (President of the International Conference on Soil Mechanics)
brilliantly explained how rock mechanics should be integrated into soil
mechanics as a mere chapter of a wider, more advanced technical science.
The Congress reacted by deciding to expand their own efforts and to form
the nucleus of an International Society of Rock Mechanics.

Rock mechanics adopts many of the techniques developed in soil mechan-
ics based on the simple law of Coulomb which related shear strength of elastic
materials to the friction factor and the normal stress. But the behaviour of
rocks is far more complex than the behaviour of soils, and in many cases rock
mechanics uses techniques unknown in soil mechanics. The two are parallel
but distinct chapters of the science of discontinuous spaces as opposed to
the classical theory of strength of materials assuming a continuous space.
The links between rock mechanics, engineering geology and classical geology
are even more intricate and complex. It is not possible to think about rock
mechanics without examining and discussing these links.

Geologic materials possess certain physical, chemical and mechanical
characteristics which are a function of their mode of origin and of the sub-
sequent geologic processes that have acted upon them. As stressed by Deere
(1968, quoting Miller, 1965) in a lecture given at Swansea University: The
sum total of these events in the geologic history of a given area lead to a
particular lithology, to a particular set of geologic structures and to a
particular in situ state of stress.' All this geological information is of funda-
mental importance to rock mechanics.

The geological classification of rocks (lithology) refers to the mineralogy,
fabric, chemistry, crystallography and the texture of rocks. Even though
rock mechanics has set up a completely different classification, based on
strength, deformation and fissuration of rocks, an understanding of the
geological classification is of paramount importance.

[5]



6 Engineering geology and rock mechanics

There are many obvious similarities between technical methods developed
by geologists and methods used by rock mechanicists. One important con-
tribution by Duncan, Dunne & Petty (1968) concerns a detailed analysis of
the void index of rock materials classified by their absolute geological age.
Duncan writes:

Initially laid down as loose sands or muds, sediments have been subjected to
substantial overburden pressures during the course of geological time. As the
depositional load increased, lower layers suffered a volume reduction largely
attributable to a reduction of the pore volume of the rock. With decreasing pore
volume the deposit progressively increased in strength. The fine-grained materials
such as clay-shales, shales and marls and mudstones derived their eventual strength
largely from this diagenetic process. On the other hand, sands have larger initial
pores or spaces between grains, and they may be deposited intermixed with very
fine-grained interstitial material which later forms a cement bond around and
between grains. At high overburden pressures there is a welding together of in-
dividual grains arising largely from high stresses at point contacts between grains
and consequently from a pressure-solution effect. We describe as indurated the
rock materials with textures created by these more extreme forms of compaction.
All through the course of geological time progressive loading results in constant
changes in the texture, pore volume and strength of the materials.

2.1.1 The void index /

This index i is also called the index of alteration. However, there are possible
causes of alteration of rock material and of rock masses other than changes
in voids and pores and so the term 'void index' i will be the only one used
here.

The index i depends on: the type of rock material: sandstone, shale,
mudstone, etc.; on the age of the rock material and on its history, compaction,
deformation etc. It is least for indurated sandstone and indurated shales;
normally cemented specimens have a lower i index than poorly cemented
and poorly compacted specimens.

A classification of sandstone according to age and void index for indurated,
cemented and poorly cemented material is given in fig. 2.1, and for fine-grained
materials, clay-shales, shales, marls and mudstones, in fig. 2.2. A most
interesting correlation can be established between the age of rock material
and the void index i. Geologists and rock mechanicists (Serafim, 1968)
use the same technique for establishing this index i. The rock material
is oven-dried at 105 °C for 12 hours (24 hours by Serafim) and the weight of
water absorbed by the dried specimen is determined after immersion in water
for 12 or 24 hours. The void index i is

. __ weight of water absorbed
weight of dry rock

Indurated sandstones are often 300 to 600 million years old (extending from
the beginning of the Cambrian to the end of the Carboniferous periods).
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Poorly cemented sandstones are seldom older than Jurassic (about 200
million years); fine-grained indurated rock material is usually over 200
million years old.

Tests on rock materials have shown that swelling strains and swelling
stresses can be correlated with the void index. Similarly, the compressive
strength, seismic wave velocities and the modulus of elasticity of rock
specimens depend on the factor /. There is a direct link between the rock
classifications established by geologists, the void index and other rock pro-
perties of vital importance to rock mechanics.

600

550-

I 500

*2 450

I 400
^ 350 •

1 300-

1 2 5 °
% 200

100

50

Cambrian

Ordovician

Silurian

Devonian

Carboniferous

Permo trias

Jurassic

-Cretaceous

Tertiary
Quaternary

0.01 0.1 1.0
void index, /s

10 100 0.01 0.1 1.0
void index, /s

10 100

Fig. 2.1 Classification of sandstones: A indurated sandstones; # cemented
sandstones; O poorly cemented or compacted sandstones (after Duncan et al,
1968).
Fig. 2.2 Classification of shales, marls, mudstones, etc.: • indurated; O com-
pacted (after Duncan et al., 1968).

Most igneous rocks have a dense interlocking fabric, with only slight
directional anisotropy. Some sedimentary rocks are laminated and show
considerable anisotropy in mechanical properties; metamorphic rocks may
vary over a very large range of properties, most of them important to struc-
tural designers.

Some rocks are stable, others are capable of alteration. A massive porphyro-
blastic gneiss may be compact and competent, but exceptional surface
weathering may penetrate several metres deep. Quartz mica gneiss may be
poor on the surface, or even microfissured. Amphibolite may have poor
weathering characteristics. Wet quartz sand in quartz fissures can create
very different conditions in tunnels. Any geological information of this type
is of importance to the rock mechanicist and the designer.



8 Engineering geology and rock mechanics

Geologists must be able to determine the stability of rock masses, to
predict the likelihood of movements along rock joints, slip lines, bedding
planes, sheeting, cracks and folliations and be able to warn the engineer of
stressed and strained rock masses.

2.1.2 Engineering classification for intact rock

Geologists have introduced other classifications. Deere & Miller (1966) use
diagrams relating Eu modulus of elasticity of rocks at 50 % of the ultimate
strength to <rult, the ultimate strength.

Figure 2.3 shows the results for 80 specimens of the granite family, 26
specimens of the diabase family and 70 basalt specimens grouped in a small
area of the diagram, whereas values for sedimentary rocks are scattered.
Tables 2.1-2.3 are based on tables compiled by Deere & Miller (1966) when
summarizing their research.

Table 2.1 Engineering classification of intact rock on the
basis of strength

Ultimate compressive
Class Description strength (lb/in2)

A
B
C
D
E

very high strength
high strength
medium strength
low strength
very low strength

32 000
16 000-32 000
8 000-16 000
4 000-8 000

4000

Table 2.2 Engineering classification of intact rock
on the basis of modulus ratio E\\oult

Class Description Modulus ratio

H high modulus ratio 500
M medium ratio 200-500
L low modulus ratio 200

Table 2.3 Geological classification of intact rock by
joint spaces

Class Space

very close
close
moderately close
wide
very wide

2 in (5 cm)
2 in to 1 ft (5 cm to 30 cm)
1 ft to 3 ft (30 cm to 90 cm)
3 ft to 10 ft (1 m to 3 m)
10ft(>3m)
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8 16 32 64 x 103 lb/in2

very strength

500 1000 2000 4000

Fig. 2.3 Engineering classification for intact rock: I, granite; II, diabase; III, basalt
(after Deere & Miller, 1966).

2.1.3 Classification of joints

Although the word 'joint' is used by geologists for planes of structural
weakness apart from faults within the rock mass, it is often vital to differentiate
between the various types of joints (Duncan & Sheerman-Chase, 1965, 1966).

Within a sedimentary rock mass, bedding planes may be of considerable
lateral extent and relatively uniform throughout any one bed. Shrinkage
joints, although often random and discontinuous, are generally present
throughout large volumes of the bed. Tectonic joints, produced as a result
of regional earth stresses, are usually as prominent at depth as at the surface
(Mont Blanc tunnel).

Within an igneous rock mass, cooling joints are more closely spaced near
the margins of the intrusion becoming more widely spaced towards the
interior of the mass and eventually disappearing. Tension joints and tectonic
joints might be expected to be continuous depthwise.

Within metamorphic masses, open cleavage, open schistose and open
gneissose planes can be of considerable lateral extent within the one stratum,
although these structures are less consistent than the bedding planes of
sedimentary masses. Stress relief joints can be expected to show a parallelism
to the walls and possibly the floors of the valleys, but to become less frequent
in the interior of the mass and eventually to disappear.

This joint classification, suggested by geologists, is very different from the
classification adopted by rock mechanicists which will be dealt with later.
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2.1.4 Logging boreholes

Geologists obtain a great deal of information about joints and faults by
observation of rock outcrops, natural rock cuttings, rock slopes, rock faces
and gorges. Additional information is given by inspection of trenches,
galleries, adits and shafts; boreholes reaching deep into the rock are often
the preferred method.

Logging boreholes is a specialist's responsibility. The cores should be
oriented if possible and the main attitudes of the sets of joints should be
recorded. Description of the rock types, of the joint spacing, opening and
weathering should be described in detail. In some cases the boreholes may be
inspected by television cameras specially designed for the purpose.

2.1.5 The rock quality designation (RQD)

The rock quality designation (RQD) classification is based on a modified
core-recovery procedure, which, in turn, is based indirectly on the number of
fractures and the amount of softening or alteration in the rock mass as
observed in the rock cores from a drill hole. Instead of counting the fractures,
an indirect measure is obtained by summing the total length of core re-
covered and counting only those pieces of core which are 4 in (10 cm) or more
in length and which are hard and sound. For example, a core run of 60 in
length with a total core recovery of 50 in (or 83 %) would with this new
definition, be classified as having a recovery of only 34 in, since many small
(<4 in) rock pieces would not be counted. This gives an RQD of 57%.

Following Deere (1968), the relationship between RQD and rock quality
is given in table 2.4.

Table 2.4 Relationship between RQD and
rock quality

RQD (%) Description of rock quality

0-25
25-50
50-75
75-90
90-100

very poor
poor
fair
good
excellent

The effect of discontinuities in the rock mass can be estimated by com-
paring the in situ compressional wave velocity with the laboratory sonic
velocity of an intact core obtained from the same rock mass. The difference
in these two dilational velocities is proportional to the structural discon-
tinuities existing in the field. The velocity ratio v/vL9 where v and vL are the
seismic and laboratory sonic compressional wave velocities of the rock
mass in situ and the intact specimen respectively, was first proposed as a
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qualitative index by Onodera (1963). The sonic velocity for the core is
determined in the laboratory under an axial stress equal to the computed
overburden stress at the depth from which the sample was taken.

There is a correlation between rock quality as determined by the velocity
ratio and the RQD. For example, for different sources and different rock
types where (v/vL)2 = 0-8, the RQD was 0-70 to 0-90 and where (v[vL)2 = 0-6,
the RQD was 0-50 to 0-80.

There also exists a correlation between the RQD and the fracture frequency
(fractures per foot). For example, RQD = 0-75 corresponds to 1 to 3 frac-
tures per foot and RQD = 0-50 corresponds to 2 to 4 fractures per foot.

This is the outline of engineering geology, as pioneered by a few experts.
Some of their suggestions will be discussed in greater detail in later chapters.

Rock mechanicists endeavour to fill in the outlines of the geologist with
additional detailed information. They try to cover the specific points raised
by the design engineer, who is responsible for the reliability of galleries,
cavities and dam foundations. The links between engineering geology and
rock mechanics have been stressed here, as the techniques of both are
intimately related. Another way to see these links is to study some case
histories, showing how the work of experts from both sides is interrelated.

2.1.6 The integral sampling method

The previous paragraphs several times refer to the difficulty of obtaining full
information from borehole rock samples. The Laboratorio Nacional de
Engenharia Civil, Lisbon, has developed the integral sampling method for
total recovery of borehole cores (Rocha, 1971a; Jaeger, 1971) including the
fine core material lost when using conventional methods. Intact oriented
cores may be obtained in which the successive soil layers are kept in their
relative positions, and joints, faults and materials filling these defects can be
observed. The method consists of drilling a borehole with adequate diameter
(> 76 mm) down to the point where the method is to be applied. A narrower
coaxial hole is then drilled down from the bottom of the previous one, into
which a selected length of steel tube reinforcement (about 32 mm and 26 mm
external and internal diameters) is inserted. The reinforcement bar (whose
length is usually about 1-5 m) is installed using oriented installing rods and
their guiding equipment. The narrow borehole is then filled with an appro-
priate binder and, after it has set, the larger borehole is drilled so as to
overcore the zone of the mass previously reinforced with the bar.

2.2 Typical case histories
2.2.1 Predicting the temperature inside a deep tunnel

British, American and Canadian engineers were the pioneers of tunnelling
techniques (Thames tunnel in 1825-8). The 12-8-km-long Mont Cenis tunnel
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in France was the last to be hand drilled (1870). Engineers gained their
first experience of tunnelling under heavy rock-pressure conditions inside
the St Gotthard tunnel (1882) and later in the first Simplon tunnel (1906).
Geologists were, for many years, trying to help the engineers who were
engaged in designing the first long trans-alpine railway tunnels. Their
predictions of geological and hydrogeological conditions to be encountered
were, at that time, often inaccurate and unreliable. Accurate geological
length profiles were usually only established after completion of the excava-
tion.

Rock temperatures are high at great depth, and in saturated air the effi-
ciency of labour falls when the temperature exceeds 25 °C and becomes
almost impossible at 35 °C. The death rate among workers in the St Gotthard
tunnel was very high. Predictions of temperature is therefore an important
part of the preliminary survey for the design of any tunnel, the cover of
which reaches 1500 m (5000 ft) or more.

According to Thoma et al. (1908) and Andrea (1961) the normal geothermal
gradient under plains amounts to 0*031-0-033 °C/m, the reciprocal geothermal
gradient being 30-32 m for 1 °C. Where the earth surface is mountainous, the
gradient becomes greater under valleys and smaller under the ranges. At
great depth the surfaces of equal temperatures (geoisotherms) become parallel
planes.

The equation describing the equilibrium condition of heat flow along a
vertical section through the mountain containing the centre line of the tunnel
is:

d2d d2d
+ 0 ( 1 )

where 6 is the temperature and x, y are the rectangular co-ordinates (fig. 2.4).

0 Z>W2 brr

* 0 curves

Fig. 2.4 Geothermal gradients (after Andrea, 1961).

The solution of this equation for a regular undulating surface is given by:

0 = C, loge {A + V(A2 - 1)} + C2, (2)

where
A = Q2xlb + V{1 - (2 cos 2y\b - e

2*/b)e2x/b}. (3)
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and Ci and C2 are constants. The period of this 'symmetrical' function is bn
and the 0 lines or isotherms are undulating (fig. 2.4).

It can be proved that 2Cx\b is equal to the normal gradient (ddldx)x=00

which determines the value of the constant Cx.
For any value of 0 and D (fig. 2.4) the C2 is given by:

( epib i i \

where D is the height of the isotherm. A curve 0 = Q(y, x) can be traced
from known rock temperatures, measured at the surface of the mountain
range and then the isothermic curves inside the rock masses calculated step
by step, using d0/dx for y = 0 and y = (for/2), where bir = period of the
function. In practice, the mountain range will not be symmetrical and the
value of 2CJb varies with type of rock and fall of strata. It is suggested that
equation (1) could, in a general case, be calculated step by step using modern
analytical methods.

Andrea (1961) gives a table for the IC^b values (table 2.5).

Table 2.5 Idjb values in °C/m

Fall of strata Nearly vertical About 45° Nearly horizontal

Gneiss
Granite
Micaschists
Phyllites
(if wet: less)

0027-0028
0027-0028
0027-0028
0027-0-028

0033
0033

0-034-0-036
0031
(5-8%)

0034-0-036
0-034-0-036
0-037-0-041
0032-0033

The temperature gradient found in one tunnel cannot be assumed in another
without further investigation. By applying the gradient measured in the St
Gotthard tunnel (1882) the temperature inside the first Simplon tunnel
(1906) was predicted to be about 42 °C. In fact it was about 55° C.

Detailed investigations were carried out when designing the Isere-Arc
tunnel (1952) to determine the temperature conditions. This tunnel crosses
a high mountain ridge. The maximum overburden is about 2000 m and the
cross-section of the excavated tunnel bore 43 m2 (32 m2 after lining). The
distance between the extreme headings was 11 700 m, with no intermediary
adits. The weir at the tunnel intake on the river Isere was not a major struc-
ture; the whole power development depended on the timing of the work
inside the long tunnel. The problems of the temperature inside the tunnel
and tunnel ventilation were most important to the progress of the work.
It was decided to modify two Conway 75 shovels so they could, if necessary,
work in parallel; each shovel being able to handle 40 m3/h of crushed rock.
The daily progress was about 8 to 12 m. The actual temperature inside the
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tunnel could be maintained at 34 °C, slightly under the limit of 37 °C pre-
dicted by the experts. Two pipes of 1 m diameter and 5 to 6 km in length
were used for ventilation. Fresh air was pumped into the tunnel at the rate
of 12 m3/s by 185-h.p. compressors.

2.2.2 Tunnels, galleries and cavities

Predicting geologic formations and the hydrogeology to be encountered
along a tunnel is the major task of the geologist.

(1) Lotschberg (Switzerland). The 14-6-km-long railway tunnel (1913) was
designed to cross the river Kander well beneath the normal water level.
Construction ran straight into alluvium which filled the old river bed well
below the present river; several workers were killed. The gallery was sealed
off and was by-passed by a tunnel about 1500 m long. Lack of systematic
geologic prospection before the construction was the direct cause of this
disaster.

(2) Mauvoisin (Switzerland). The site of the proposed 237-m-high arch
dam of Mauvoisin, at that time the highest arch dam in the world, was
examined most carefully from the geological point of view. The depth of
alluvium filling the narrow gorge at the site was measured seismologically.
To enable a direct geological survey to be made, it was decided to drive a
gallery deep into the rock abutment on the left-hand side of the gorge. This
gallery was planned to pass beneath the gorge and to extend into the right-
hand abutment. In addition to a first-hand inspection of the rock, water
from several springs was analysed. Later, the geological gallery was used
for grouting a deep grout curtain under the dam. When the narrow gorge
was reached the gallery unexpectedly penetrated into alluvium, which
suddenly gave under the pressure of the water. The gallery was flooded and
four engineers were killed.

It is most likely that wrong interpretations were placed on the wave reflec-
tions in the narrow triangular-shaped gorge.

(3) Malgovert (France) (Pelletier, 1953). Immediately after the Second
World War French power-stations were nationalized. Electricite de France
was created to administer the whole French electric generating system, with
the exception of the power-stations on the river Rh6ne itself, which were
entrusted to the Compagnie Nationale du Rh6ne, in Lyons. Electricite de
France immediately realized that there was an acute shortage of power in
post-war France, and possible schemes were hastily examined. A plan
proposed for the upper valley of the Isere was found to be too modest. A
new scheme was designed for a 180-m-high arch dam at Tignes and the first
power-house at Les Brevieres (3 X 44 000h.p., gross head 168-6 m). The
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Malgovert tunnel, 9 | miles long, was driven from the portals and through
twelve adits. The effective cross-sectional area of the tunnel designed for a
discharge of from 47-5 to 50m3/s was 160 ft2, while the excavation ranged
from 215 to 290 ft2 (20 to 27 m2). The head available between the pool at
the Brevieres power-station and the end of the Malgovert section was
2463 ft (750 m). The Malgovert power-house is equipped with 4 x 105 000
h.p. Pelton wheels.

On the upstream section, between the intake and adit no. 12, three different
methods were used: (a) 65-ft2 pilot tunnel in invert, (b) 65-ft2 pilot tunnel in
crown, (c) full-face (in a few places). The ground behaviour did not give rise
to any difficulties, except for the last 1000 ft, where heavy steel supports
were needed.

On the downstream section (started in January 1948), between adits 13
and 16, it had been decided to try the full-face method suggested by the
geologists. Two large jumbos, both carrying 8 DA-35 Ingersoll-Rand drifters,
were available and an American Conway 75 shovel. Forty-eight holes were
needed for the full heading. As work proceeded (1949), the quality of the
ground steadily deteriorated. Polygonal steel supports were erected at 4-ft
centres along the heading. Between adits 13 and 14, it became necessary to
revert to the so-called 'Belgian' tunnelling method, using top heading and
successive enlargements on part of the tunnel length. Between adits 14 and
16 a 100-ft2 invert gallery using drifters for full-face operation was started;
the widening of the small pilot gallery was carried out in either one operation
or in a number of steps, depending on the type of ground. Heavy longitudinal
reinforced concrete beams were used in places as a footing for the polygonal
steel arches which maintained the tunnel crown. With these methods it took
nine months to drive only 1531 yd.

Difficulties were encountered all the way from adit 13 downwards
(Permian-Carboniferous and Carboniferous rock formations). The tunnel
caved in with a consequent inflow of sand and water and collapse of the
overburden. The ground pressure was so great that the steel ribs used to
support the tunnel had to be spaced closer and closer together. When only
one foot apart the ribs twisted and the reinforced concrete beams sheared
through. Severe damage occurred in one adit where a lateral concrete wall
moved inwards by 5 ft and the rail track was lifted by 4 ft in a few hours.

At one point, the tunnel ran into swelling ground, and a stratum of badly
crushed shales was located near a fault. These shales were comparatively
dry, and driving was easy. A few days after excavation this ground became
wet, swelling and developing such a pressure that the steel supports failed,
even where they were set flange-to-flange. Work on the heading was stopped
and a diversion tunnel driven. But a failure in the roof near a fault caused a
heavy inflow of water (nearly 4000 gal/min) which flooded the tunnel. Yet
again work was stopped and several pumps brought into action. Progress
was held up for several months.
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A visitor to the tunnel site could have seen typical signs of a slow rock
slide on the mountain slope; not a tree stood upright! Site engineers, com-
menting on the difficulties encountered, said that because of the pressing
demand for electric energy, geological investigations had relied too much
on work done before the Second World War. The obvious rock creep was
considered to be a superficial movement; rock in the depth was declared to
be sound. Facts proved this opinion to be over-optimistic!

Rock slides are still not fully understood. The dynamics of creeping rock
masses have yet to be worked out and better methods for determining their
depth have still to be devised. (See the Vajont rock slide, chapter 14.)

As a result of this pressurized rock zone, the lining of the tunnel had to be
delayed until the creeping rock had stabilized. It was found that the tunnel
soffit had been lowered on average by one or two feet over a distance of
several kilometres and the cross-sectional area of the tunnel proportionately
reduced. Additional pressure losses would have occurred in the water flow
with a corresponding loss of electric power. It was decided to restore the tunnel
and cut the crown to the planned height before lining the tunnel.

Some poor rock characteristics in the Malgovert tunnel area below adit
13 were not due to creeping movements of the rock and could have been
foreseen in a more detailed geological investigation.

In 1946, while driving adit 13, a wet crushed-quartzite seam was
encountered at about 426 ft from the portal. The same seam was found
again near another portal. In both cases the heading collapsed, the tunnel
was filled with wet crushed-quartzite sand and the water pressure found to
bell51b/in2.

A specialist contractor was called in to carry out grouting operations to
strengthen the crushed rock. A cylinder of rock, about 81 ft diameter and
coaxial with the tunnel (19-6 ft diameter bore) to be excavated, was con-
solidated. A reinforced concrete bulkhead was built to provide protection
against fissures in the ground which might be formed as a result of the
grouting pressure. After consolidation, the tunnel was excavated, but not
to the end of the treated section. Another bulkhead was built and further
grouting carried out (2-8-in boreholes were drilled).

The powdery quartzite sand was treated in four stages (Pelletier, 1953)
(fig. 2.5).

(a) Sodium silicate solution grouting to prepare the ground.
(b) Cement grouting was continued until the quartzite was compressed at

1-432 lb/in2.
(c) Sodium silicate and phosphoric acid solution grouting. A grouting

pressure of up to 142 lb/in2 was used for this low-viscosity solution.
When the grout sets, after about 15 min, it forms a coherent gel, filling
the voids in the consolidated rock. The void ratio is 30%.

(d) Cement grouting keys the ground perfectly by further compression.
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boreholes

reinforced concrete
bulkhead

overlap

Fig. 2.5 Malgovert tunnel: method of grouting for tunnelling in quartzite.
Do = tunnel diameter, 19-6 ft; D1 = consolidated quartzite, 81 ft (after Pelletier,
1CKTI1953).

The usual methods were used for the excavation, although the consolidated
ground was so hard it was necessary to use jack hammers and explosives
instead of pneumatic drills. The tunnel was worked in 115-ft stages. No
further difficulties or falls occurred. Altogether 3800 tons of cement and
5240 yd3 of gel were used in 16 085 ft of tunnel and 3 J miles of reboring.

(4) here-Arc (France) (Olivier-Martin & Kobilinsky, 1955). Immediately
downstream from the Tignes-Malgovert scheme, the same team of French
engineers designed and constructed the Isere-Arc power development. It is
interesting to see how experience gained from the Malgovert tunnel was used
in the next step of the Isere Valley development.

The Isere-Arc tunnel, from the Isere to the Arc Valley, was designed for a
100 m3/s discharge, double that of Malgovert. A detailed geological survey
indicated that the tunnel would cross a weak inclined strata of schists, for
which the geologists were able to predict the approximate position and
thickness.

The problem facing the engineers and the contractor was how to cross
the weak zone of crushed rock. About 60 m were excavated full-face and the
tunnel supported with heavy steel arches (I-type differdinger steel weighing
36 to 44 kg/m). The tunnel was lined immediately behind the heading before
the rock mass started squeezing inwards. Daily progress, which under
ordinary conditions was about 8 to 12 m per day, dropped to 1 m per day.

As the difficulties increased it was decided to change to a bottom pilot
tunnel 14 m2 in cross-sectional area; a top heading pilot tunnel might have
been easier. The bottom heading was chosen because the rail track and the
whole equipment was at the level of the tunnel invert. The soffit was excavated
laterally as the bottom heading progressed. It took about eight months to
cross the 260-m zone.

At the time when the Malgovert and the Isere-Arc tunnels were built,
rock bolting was not known to Continental tunnel engineers. Commenting
on the Isere-Arc tunnel, the chief resident engineer, Kobilinsky, expressed
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the opinion that rock bolting would have substantially accelerated the work
on this tunnel.

Comparing the two tunnels built by the same team of engineers shows
how the more precise geological survey for Isere-Arc allowed the engineers
to change from full-face heading to bottom heading with a minimum loss
of time.

(5) Kemano (Canada) (Libby, Cook & Madill, 1962). Geologists at the
Kemano tunnel in British Columbia had noticed a fault crossing the tunnel
in hard, medium crystalline quartz-diorite. It ran at approximately right
angles to the tunnel and with a nearly vertical dip of 80°. The fault contained
mylonite \ in to 2 in in size (microbrecciated rock) and gouge (a soft clayey
material). At some places the wall rock was chloritized and softened for up
to several feet on either side of the fault. Two sets of closely spaced fractures,
probably related to primary jointing, also occurred on either side of the fault.
Fracture members were 4 to 7 ft apart for a distance of 30 ft from the fault.
It is known to geologists that faults filled with mylonite and gouge erode
deeply to depths of several feet, whereas faults filled with only mylonite or
with only gouge erode less.

The engineers in charge of the construction decided not to line it as the
tunnel was 16-7 km long and the lining would cost about 12 million dollars.

About two years after completion, pressure losses along the tunnel
increased; a rock fall inside the tunnel was suspected. Piezometric measure-
ments made through boreholes from the surface down to the tunnel located
the rock fall in the region of the fault. The exact location of the rock fall was
confirmed by the reflection time of water hammer waves created by suddenly
closing the turbines.

Repairing the damaged tunnel was a major job. The rock fall formed a
natural dam inside the tunnel and the water held behind it had to be pumped
out. A 500-ft-long, 12-in pipe was used to pump 4000 gal/min (300 litre/s).
A timber bulkhead was built upstream of the huge cavern formed in the
tunnel roof by the fall. The space between the natural rock fall and the bulk-
head was filled with crushed debris to a level just above the original tunnel
crown and an attempt was made to shape the surface of the fill correctly.
A ventilation duct 4 x 6 ft was provided at the top of the fill. The cavern
walls were washed and 1000 yd3 of high-slump concrete was deposited by a
continuous operation on top of the fill, over the entire cavern area, to form
a protective arch, 6 to 12 ft thick, 35 ft wide and 65 ft long. A layer of f to
| in crushed rock, 3 ft thick, was blown on top of the concrete as a protection
against falling rocks. The fill was then excavated and steel ribs positioned
to support the protective concrete arch. Finally, the protective arch was
blocked and the tunnel lined with concrete. The whole repair operation had
been difficult and dangerous because pumping out the water had caused
further rock falls.
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Minor rock falls along the tunnel were stopped by the conventional method
of pneumatic concreting to about 24 in thick. The cost of the repair work was
2-1 million dollars less than that of lining the whole tunnel, but far more
than preventative action (local treatment of fractured area) would have been.

(6) Kandergrund (Switzerland, 1910) (Jaeger, 19636). Accurate information
from the geologists may not be sufficient to trace the real cause of damages.
The Kandergrund tunnel (4 km long) was designed and concrete-lined as a
free-flow tunnel with a large reservoir chamber excavated in the rock. Later,
the tunnel was put under pressure and the reservoir chamber used as a
surge tank.

Twice, the concrete lining was severely damaged a few hundred metres
from the tunnel inlet. Geologists pointed to very poor rock conditions. The
damaged section was relined and the poor rock blocked. The tunnel burst
a third time at the same place. Water, seeping through wide fissures in the
concrete lining, accumulated over a curved, impervious rock formation and
caused a landslide. A forest was destroyed and two people were killed when
a house at the foot of the slide collapsed. Geologists again pointed to the
obviously poor quality of the rock. For the third time, the rock was grouted
and blocked and the tunnel relined.

Three 30-m-long and 5- to 7-cm-wide fissures had formed in the soffit of
the tunnel lining and there was evidence that it had been lifted by extremely
high hydraulic pressures. Poor quality rock could not explain these conditions.

The rise in pressure inside the tunnel was caused by water hammer waves
forming standing resonance waves inside the tunnel. This complex hydraulic
phenomenon has since been observed in other hydro-power schemes. The
cause of all the trouble was a defective air valve on the pressure pipe line
(fig. 2.6). The standing pressure waves caused other minor cracks in the

intake surge tank

i \ fissures -=M vibrating
valve

Fig. 2.6 Kandergrund tunnel. Resonance of an odd harmonic (pressure wave)
causes severe damage to the tunnel (Jaeger, 1963).

concrete, and where the rock was very weak, the cracks had opened to wide
fissures. The geologists had traced the local poor rock conditions but not
the real cause, which was a problem of fluid dynamics.

(7) Mantaro (Peru). High in the Peruvian Andes at about 2400 m there is
a huge bend in the river Mantaro. Consulting engineers designed a scheme
utilizing the 1000-m gross head between the arms of the bend along the line
I-I (fig. 2.7). Alternatives to this basic scheme were being considered when
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news came that aerial surveys had discovered a major error in the mapping
of the river course. On official maps, the river penetrated the Peruvian jungle
along the course a in fig. 2.7. Aerial surveys had shown that there was

a false official mapping
!*" correct Mantaro
j second bend . '

Fig. 2.7 The two bends in the Mantaro river (not to scale) showing the three
possible lines for a trans-Andes hydro-power tunnel and the possible power develop-
ment IV-IV through the second river bend.

another big bend in the Mantaro and that a further fall of 1000 m could be
developed. Alternative schemes along the sections II—II or III—III were
considered, all equally attractive to the design engineers.

A team of experienced geologists, led by Professor Falconnier (Lausanne),
were on the spot for several months. They described the extremely involved
geology of the high Andes as a 'mass of granite rock, covered by an older
formation of folded and fissured metamorphic rocks'. Springs along the
edge of the impervious granite mass indicated the level of the water-table
which was inclined from south to north. A cross-section through the tunnel
proposed along III—III (fig. 2.8), indicated that both ends would be in

springs w v ' water table ^^_ Jt springs

impervious igneous rock impervious water table
rock

Fig. 2.8 Section III—III. The tunnel would have been under 400 m water pressure.
Fig. 2.9 Section II—II. The tunnel is above the water-table in fissured pressurized
rock (overburden about 2000 m).

compact granite but that the central section would be in fissured rock where
the water-table was about 400 m above the tunnel. Along the section II—II
the tunnel would be almost entirely through fissured pressurized rock but
above the water-table (fig. 2.9).

Peruvian engineers had just completed the construction of another, far
smaller tunnel to divert water from the upper Mantaro catchment area to
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the west coast (Pacific) crossing the First Cordillera. They had experienced
very severe difficulties due to the number of springs cut by the tunnel. In
order to discharge about 2 m3/s of spring-water, the area of this tunnel had
to be doubled.

The whole Mantaro problem had to be reconsidered. Route I-I was
discarded because development of the second Mantaro bend would have
been far more costly, or even impossible with the tunnel in this position. In
addition the east end of the tunnel I-I ran into gypsum, and anchorage of
the pressure pipe on indifferent rock would have been very difficult. Route
III—III was discarded because of the difficulty of driving a tunnel through
fissured rock 400 m below the water-table. Route II—II was acceptable to
the geologists, in spite of fissuration of the pressurized rock. Route Il-IIa
was an adaptation for local conditions and towards the possibility of develop-
ment of the second Mantaro bend.

This is an example of engineering geology because the geologists' findings
decided the basic design of the hydroelectric power scheme.

(8) Santa Giustina. Italian engineers had similar problems to solve when
designing the Santa Giustina power-house, which was to be sited in an
underground cavern. Starting from the high-arch Santa Giustina dam, a
pressure tunnel crosses hard fissured limestone. The Santa Giustina power-
station could have been located in a cavern excavated in this limestone, but
the engineers preferred to site it further downstream in pressure-developing
clayey schists. The sharply inclined pressure shaft leading to the power-
house required an elaborate design, to cross the contact line between the
limestone and plastic rocks. The cavern is oval-shaped with a heavy
reinforced-concrete lining to withstand the rock pressure. A reinforced-
concrete floor at the level of the generator floor is supposed to take the
horizontal thrust from the pressurized rock.

(9) Tunnel lining. Most rail and road tunnels are lined. Hydro-power
engineers are accustomed to balancing the cost of the concrete lining against
the cost of energy losses caused by rough unlined tunnels. In some cases the
final decision lies with the geologists who have to decide on the stability of
the rock or on its capacity to withstand erosion by the water-flow.

French geologists and rock mechanicists (Mayer, 1963) have devised a
method by which the resistance of some rock types to erosion is correlated
with the porosity of the rock and to its perviousness to air under pressure.
The method will be described in detail later.

2.2.3 Storage reservoirs and dam foundations

(1) Watertightness of storage reservoirs. Geologists alone are competent
to decide on the watertightness of storage reservoirs. Their decision is usually
based on a detailed geological survey of large areas to make sure there are
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no permeable rock strata through which water could seep out of the proposed
reservoir.

In his classical treatise on dams and geology {Barrages et Geologie, Paris,
1933) M. Lugeon, one of the great pioneers of engineering geology, mentions
two cases where geologists completely overlooked the danger of pervious
rock. The two dams were built in Spain in the 1920s, but the reservoirs did
not retain any water until expensive repairs were carried out.

The Camarasa Dam in Spain (1920) is founded almost entirely on fissured
pervious dolomitic limestone (Lugeon, 1933) with impervious marl of the
Liassic period several hundred metres below the dam crest. In 1924, Lugeon
was called in as an expert geologist. He measured the loss at 11-26 m3/s and
recommended that a grout curtain be driven under the dam itself and from
lateral galleries at the level of dam crest. The depth of the curtain varied from
112 to 394 m and was 1029 m in length; 224 boreholes were drilled at a
total length of 132 000 m (fig. 2.10).

1029 m

0 300 m

Fig. 2.10 Camarasa dam (Spain). Diagram of the grout curtain (Lugeon, 1933).

The grout curtain absorbed:

cement
ashes
sand and
asphalt
sawdust

gravel

40 734 tonnes
19 675

129 516
790
112

Conditions at the Monte Jaque dam in Spain on highly fissured limestone
were no better (Lugeon, 1933). There the geologist recommended closing
all the fissures from the upstream side with mortar. The work was done by
hand. The same technique has been used more recently on the abutments
of the Chaudanne and the Castillon dams in France.

A very similar problem occurred with the Dokan Dam in Iraq (Jones,
Lancaster & Gillott, 1958). This high-arch dam (height 111m, crest length
350 m, radius of upstream face, 120 m) is founded on dolomite, approximately
horizontally bedded shale, and higher up the valley sides, limestone. The left
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bank is a kind of peninsula against which the left abutment thrusts. The shaie
is rather soft and the ground broken by faults, joints and large caverns.

Several methods for rock consolidation and sealing the dam were dis-
cussed at different stages of the geological survey. One similar to that used
at Monte Jaque was considered together with a clay blanket covering the
reservoir bed upstream of the dam. Finally, the consultants decided on two
large grout screens one on either side of the dam. On the left bank (peninsula)
a 1348-m-long screen stopped water seeping through the narrow peninsula
and the curtain on the right bank (1033 m) stopped leakage through the
dolomite.

Some 375 000 m3 of rock were consolidated by injection with 1707 tonnes
of cement and 471 tonnes of sand (Jones et ah, 1958).

For the curtains (4 528 000 ft2):

Total cement injected 45 000 tonnes
Total sand injected 32 200 tonnes
Length of boreholes 601 000 ft

which is slightly more than required for the Camarasa grout curtain. The
cost was £2 400 000 in the 1950s.

In the three examples just given, the major responsibility lay with the
geologists, because the final decisions depended on the location and per-
meability of the rock stratas. More recently, responsibility for the design
of grout curtains and rock consolidation has been given to the rock
mechanicists. The design of the grout curtain has a direct bearing on the
overall stability of the rock abutments; a problem of engineering rather than
geology. Examples will be dealt with in detail in subsequent chapters on
dam abutment design.

(2) Reservoir slope stability. It is well known that a rock slope, which is
stable under natural conditions, may become unstable when submerged by
an artificial storage reservoir with a varying water level.

As early as 1846, the French engineer Alexandre Collin developed a theory
of the stability of clay slopes, which soil mechanics later extended by graphical
and analytical methods. The stability of rock slopes is a far more complex
problem, as rock masses may not have the relative homogeneity of slopes
formed by loose material. The geologist will be called upon to determine the
preferred lines of slip, possible faults, along which rock slides may occur.

An example is the tragic case of the Vajont rock slide (Jaeger, 1965a).
Several geologists, called in at an early stage, either completely ignored the
danger of a rock slide or described it as a superficial movement of the rock
masses of no danger to the reservoir. Several years later, a geologist (E.
Semenza) collaborating with a specialist in rock mechanics (L. Miiller)
accurately predicted that the rock masses were in slow movement and they
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correctly located the deep geological surface along which the slide would
occur. Here too, a problem which in the past used to be considered only
from the geological angle, is moving into the sphere of the rock mechanicists.

(3) Geology of dam sites. No major dam should be designed and built
without a geologist first submitting a very detailed survey of the area,
extending it well beyond the immediate vicinity of the dam foundations.
He should be given a detailed brief on which area to investigate and the type
of dam which is to be erected.

The site of the La Jogne dam (1921) (fig. 2.11), the first high-arch dam to
be built in the Swiss Alps, was carefully examined around the bottom and

pervious moraine

sound rock

Fig. 2.11 The La Jogne dam (Switzerland). Leakage occurred through the pervious
moraine; a trench filled with clay stopped the leak.

lower part of the rock walls of the La Jogne gorge. However, geologists did
not discover a former valley, filled with moraine, located at a higher level
but below dam crest. When the reservoir filled for the first time considerable
losses occurred through this moraine. The reservoir was emptied hastily and
a trench was cut through the moraine down to sound rock and filled with
compacted clay.

The geologist in charge of investigating the site for the Malpasset dam
carefully examined the bottom of the valley. He was probably not officially
informed that the proposal for a gravity dam had been dropped in favour of
a bold, thin-arch dam. Consequently he failed to comment on finding
fissured gneiss masses at a higher level and the dam collapsed when they
gave way under the thrust.

These are exceptional cases. In thousands of other dams collaboration
between geologist and engineer has been excellent. The geologist has been
able to produce the required information about the rock strata, their inclina-
tion, thickness, contact zones, faults and the stability of the faults, and the
mineralogy of the rocks and their chemical stability.

Information about the stability of faults is most important. Many dams
have been successfully built across weak strata, so bridging faults (Bort
dam in France, Bhakra dam in India), where the geologist has been certain
that the area is stable. On the other hand, in an earthquake area to build
across a contact zone or any fault likely to produce differential movements
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would be dangerous for dam foundations. (The Rapel dam in Chile does not
cross any dangerous fault.)

The final estimate of the safety of the dam foundations is the responsibility
of the designing engineer and the rock mechanicist. Their decision will depend
on detailed research on the rock fissures, rock microfissures, shear strength
of rock masses, faults, water passages and pressures; on rock strength and
on strains and stress distribution in fissured rock masses, in addition to the
findings of the geologists.

(4) Stable rock slopes for pressure pipes. Often the decision between an un-
derground power-station with pressure shaft and galleries and conventional
design with pipeline and power-house above ground depends on the cost,
which is determined largely by the local geology. Sound rock inside the
mountain and poor rock slopes for anchoring the pipeline would turn the
scales in favour of the underground design. Stable rock slopes, providing a
good anchorage for pipelines, would favour a conventional design. In such
cases the advice of an expert geologist is invaluable to the designing engineer.

2.3 Discussion

The short notes on the historical development of rock mechanics illustrate
the slow progress in this field. Mining engineers, petroleum experts and civil
engineers designing galleries, tunnels, cavities or dam foundations were
faced with increasingly difficult problems. The passage from the general
concept of a continuous space or half-space to the concept of fractured,
fissured rock masses was often difficult.

It has been suggested that in some cases a problem can be analysed mathe-
matically, assuming the space to be homogeneous and the rock compact
and competent, and then, using different mathematical methods, to assume
the rock to be fractured and fissured to a large extent. Comparing results,
it can often be seen that the real case is somewhere between the two. Circular
tunnels were examined on such lines (Jaeger, 19616; Zienkiewicz, Cheung &
Stagg 1966), as the axial symmetry of the equations is favourable to their
mathematical solution. The Vajont dam abutments were model-tested
using a similar approach.

Parallel to the progress of practical techniques the engineering geologists
also made constant efforts to master their increasingly difficult problems.

The various case histories summarized in section 2.2 show the breadth
of the engineering geologist's work and his responsibilities in connection
with rock mechanics. They also show how the work of an engineering
geologist in civil engineering or rock mechanics differs from that of a
geologist in soil mechanics or the petroleum or mining industries. There are
many textbooks dealing with the latter but little has been published on
engineering geology, rock mechanics and civil engineering.
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Progress in the mechanics of rock masses has not reduced the responsi-
bilities of the geologist. Even though the final responsibility for designs
generally lies with rock mechanicists and engineers, the geologists will be
asked more and more precise questions. To be able to give accurate answers
they will require a knowledge and understanding of the theory and practice
of rock mechanics.



Part Two
Rock material and rock masses

3 Fundamental concepts and description
of fissures

3.1 Definitions

The present practice of rock mechanicists is to consider the rock as it is, a
heterogeneous mass. This requires a precise definition of concepts and a very
detailed description of the rock masses and their mechanical aspects.

Terzaghi attempted to define 'hard unweathered rock' as chemically
intact and with an unconfined strength of more than 5000 lb/in2. The majority
of shales and slightly decomposed rocks would not fit this definition. He
described the joints which subdivide the rock mass into individual blocks and
assumes that there is no cohesive action across them, they are supposed to
be continuous. Other joints are more or less discontinuous. A section follow-
ing a discontinuous joint cannot enter an adjacent joint without cutting
across intact rock. That portion of a section located in intact rock is called a
gap. If c = cohesion of intact rock, A = total rock section, Ag = total area
of the gaps, then the effective cohesion of the rock, cf, is

However, the definitions given by Terzaghi were not sufficiently precise,
and another set were put forward by the Austrian School, mainly by Miiller
and summarized in a paper by Klaus W. John (1962). These definitions, with
a few modifications introduced by the French experts Farran & Thenoz
(1965) will be used throughout this book.

Rock mass refers to any in situ rock with all inherent geomechanical aniso-
tropies (John, 1962; Panet, 1967).
Homogeneous zones refer to rock masses with comparable geological and
mechanical properties such as type of rock, degree of weathering and
decomposition, and rock structure.

The classification of geological separations as suggested by Farran &
Thenoz (1965) is as follows.

[27]
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Microfissures are 1 pm or less in width and about the length of a crystal or
two to three molecules of water.
Microfractures are about 0-1 mm or less in width. Their extent is significant
despite the fact that they are barely visible to the naked eye. They often
depend on the schistosity of the material and have well-defined directions in
space.
Macrofractures are wider than 0-1 mm. They may be up to several metres
or more in length. The chemical, physical and mechanical properties of the
filling material are of considerable importance to the overall strength and
properties of the rock mass.
Fault usually refers to a large macrofracture with relative displacement of its
lips (in French \ faille).

The classification of fissures proposed by the rock mechanicists is different
from that used by the geologists and given in section 2.1. Geologists and
rock mechanicists obviously have different views about what is important
in the description of rock material and masses.

In the design of a deep tunnel only large geological fractures and faults
are important. All the major faults detected on the surface in the Mont
Blanc-Aiguille du Midi area were followed deep into the rock masses and
were cut by the Mont Blanc tunnel. Macrofractures may be vital to the design
of the foundations of the piers of a bridge or the anchorage of dam founda-
tions, Microfissures and microfractures determine the real crushing strength
of rock material and masses.

There are many relationships between geological fractures and the micro-
structure of rocks. This is obvious for sedimentary rocks, but also appears
in metamorphic rock masses. For example the geological fractures in the
Aiguille du Midi area follow the general microfissuration of the chlorites
and feldspars in the rock.

The modern 'engineering classifications of jointed rock masses' discussed
in sections 6.7 and 10.9 require a detailed description of all types of joints
encasing the rock mass.

Rock or rock material is the smallest element of rock not cut by any fracture;
there are always some microfissures in the rock material.

Most rock mechanic specialists make sharp distinctions between the tests
in situ on rock masses and tests on rock material in the laboratories. Similarly,
filling material in macrofractures and faults can be tested in situ or in the
laboratory.

3.2 Structure and anisotropy of rock masses

According to the Austrian School (Miiller, 1963a, b), the technological
properties of a rock mass depend far more on the system of geological
separations within the mass than on the strength of the rock material itself.
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Therefore, rock mechanics is the mechanics of a discontinuum, that is, a
jointed medium. The strength of a rock mass is considered to be a residual
strength which, together with its anisotropy, is governed by the interlocking
bond of the unit blocks representing the rock mass. The deformability of a
rock mass, its anisotropy, its modulus of elasticity and Poisson ratio result
predominantly from the internal displacements of the unit blocks within the
structure of a rock mass.

Bernaix, in a private report on the rock at Malpasset, mentions that the
gneiss was crossed by two families of fissures, the spacing of which was
several millimetres for one family and 1 cm for the other. They could hardly
be distinguished. He also mentions a Jurassic limestone where the spacing
of the microfissures was 10 mm and the spacing of microfractures 36 mm.

dimension of
test sample

Fig. 3.1 Families of fissures. The crushing strength depends on the size of the
sample tested (after Bernaix, private report).

Figure 3.1 shows schematically the structure of the rock mass. According to
Bernaix, the crushing strength of the rock samples depends on the spacing
of the fissures. This pattern of fissures also explains why the test results
depend on the size of the sample.

The pattern of microfissures and microfractures is, on a very small scale,
an image of the macrofractures which cross the rock mass. This complexity
justifies the remark by Bernaix that microfractures and the macrofractures
should be classified separately.

Other properties like wave velocity, elasticity or plasticity, strain and
strength also vary with the direction and the stratification. This is true, for
example, of the modulus of elasticity which is different in directions parallel
and perpendicular to the strata. Even granite shows some anisotropy. For
this reason also, the average values and the dispersion factor should be
calculated from tests on a large number of samples.
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It has recently been shown that the dispersion factor of some charac-
teristic values is one of the most important clues in the classification of rocks.
Rock mechanics should try to establish correlations between different rock
characteristics; for example, porosity and modulus of elasticity, permeability
and rock crushing strength. Similarly, the results of laboratory tests and tests
in situ should also be correlated. The heterogeneity or lack of homogeneity
of rock material and rock masses is another important feature.

3.3 Orientation of geological planes

The type of fissures considered here are macrofractures which are easily
distinguished by the naked eye.

The orientation of geological planes is defined by the three-dimensional
orientation of the line of dip of a particular plane, by the azimuth (between
north and the projection of this line on the horizontal plane) and the
altazimuth (between the horizontal and the line of dip). Geological planes
are graphically represented in two ways.
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Fig. 3.2 Representation of geological planes, (a) Three-dimensional illustration of
the method of W. Schmidt; {b) hemisphere if in equal-area projection.

(1) Schmidt's method (fig. 3.2). A joint plane K is positioned at the centre
of the hemisphere H. The line OP, normal to plane K, will pierce the hemi-
sphere at the pole P, this representing the orientation of plane K. The poles
of all the joints surveyed can be represented on an equal-area projection of
the hemisphere, producing a point diagram. The density of points indicates
the number of joints with approximately the same direction. Usually there
are three main directions for a system of joints.
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Fig. 3.3 Representation of geological planes (after Miiller, 1963a).

(2) Miiller favours another representation, shown in fig. 3.3. A unit square
U, coinciding with the geological plane K and located above the horizontal
plane D (drawing board) is projected onto D, thus defining the orientation
of the plane K. For engineering purposes Miiller's representation is preferred.
There are other methods to be found (Panet, 1967; Talobre, 1957).

The direction of the major fractures results from the prevailing stress
when the geological fracture occurred. Assuming ax and a3 (ax > <r3) to be
the two plane principal stresses at the time, fractures parallel to ax may have
occurred by brittle fracture or fractures at an angle smaller than TT/4 relative
to a3 by shear fracture (visco-plastic failure) (Panet, 1967).

3.4 Statistical density of fissures

The degree of jointing, denoted by K, indicates the number of intersections
of a particular set of joints per yard or metre measured normal to the geo-
logical planes. The average spacing of joints is denoted by d = \\K.

The unit block refers to the smallest homogeneous rock unit produced by
a system of geological separations intersecting a rock mass. Their representa-
tive shape and dimensions can be determined statistically from the orienta-
tion and spacing of the joints. The average volume of unit rock blocks is:

vUB = = (da)(db)(dc),

a, b and c referring to the three familes of joints.

Extent of joints. In order to evaluate the importance of a particular set of
joints for engineering problems, its extent is determined in both two and
three dimensions.
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(1) The two-dimensional extent is calculated (fig. 3.4) as the ratio of the
sum of the areas of the set of joints in a section parallel to the joints to the
area of the entire rock section. Thus

A1 + A2 + A3 + . . .

It follows then that K2 = 0 when there are 'no joints' and K2 = 1 when the
whole section is joint. There is a close resemblance between the Austrian
approach and Terzaghi's description of rock jointing, the Austrian school
insisting on more precise definitions.

o<

section
through rock

Fig. 3.4 Two-dimensional extent of geological planes. K2 = 1, whole area fissured;
K2 = 0, no fissure (after Muller, 1963a).

(2) The three-dimensional extent of a particular set of joints indicates
the total area of this geological separation intersecting a cubic yard or cubic
metre of a rock mass. It is defined by:

K3 = K2K,

in square yards per cubic yard or the equivalent in metric units.

3.5 Rock mechanics surveys

The engineering geologists are interested in the general description of the
area in which a structure is to be built and their approach and the definitions
used are given in section 2.1.

The rock mechanicists, usually working in collaboration with geologists,
are expected to give a more detailed description of specific areas. The follow-
ing features of the rock mass are described and measured.

Homogeneous zones and their extent and rock types are identified;
samples and drill cores prepared. Geological separations, their geomechanical
significance, the orientation of geological planes, jointing and faults are
recorded; also width of separations and fillings and the water conditions in
pores and faults are measured.
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Microfractures and macrofractures are represented in separate diagrams.
Microfractures (and to some extent microfissures) determine characteristics
of rock material, such as porosity, perviousness, dispersion of crushing
strength, etc. The macrofractures determine the gross characteristics of the
rock mass such as modulus of elasticity, the Poisson ratio, wave velocity,
and the type of strain-stress diagrams.

Contour diagrams representing the orientation of the geological joint
system (fig. 3.5) can be traced for fissures and fractures using the system

W90 270 E

300

Fig. 3.5 Contour diagram representing the orientation of the geological joint
system (after John, 1962).

devised by Schmidt. The lower hemisphere of Schmidt's representation is
used to trace lines of equal numbers of joint measurements per unit area on
an equal-area projection. Alternatively, a similar representation can be
obtained, using Miiller's representation of geological planes.

The geochemical properties of the individual joints and macrofractures
can be summarized as: the orientation of the joint, angles a and /?; the
spacing, rfand k = \\d\ the two-dimensional extent, /c2, and the three-dimen-
sional extent, K3 = K2K9 of the jointing, width and filling of the joints; and the
coefficient of friction, tan <f>, of the filling material.

Another valuable classification of rock gives the compression strength
of the rock samples and the spacing of the joints.

The following classification by crushing strength is suggested by some rock
mechanicists.
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Sound rock a = 500 to 1000 kg/cm2

Moderately sound, somewhat
weathered a = 200 to 500 kg/cm2

Weak, decomposed and weathered
rock a = 100 to 200 kg/cm2

Completely decomposed a = 20 to 100 kg/cm2

Others prefer the classification by values of anlt given by Deere (section 2.1).
The void index /, E, eruU, the ratio vjvL and the rock quality designation

(RQD) used by some geologists are useful values in rock mechanics.
The information on rock material is usually obtained from laboratory

tests on core samples. Information on rock masses requires extensive work
on site, such as constructing surface trenches, galleries, bore holes and
in situ tests. Determining the modulus of elasticity of rock masses and the
shear strength of the geological planes are time consuming, and costly. Tests
in situ may necessitate up to one or two years work by a team of experienced
geologists and rock mechanicists.



Physical and mechanical properties of
rock material

4.1 Physical characteristics

In any rock appraisal, it is important initially to determine the age and
nature of the geological environment in which the rock mass exists. Igneous,
sedimentary and metamorphic environments differ greatly and the result of
rock tests must be related to the appropriate geological situation. The origin,
crystalline structure and mineralogical composition of the rock are deter-
mined by the geologist or the mineralogist.

Excellent examples of such systematic research on rock material are given
in some publications of the Bureau of Reclamation (USA) (Dominy &
Bellport, 1965).

4.1.1 Definitions
The following symbols are commonly used:

Ws = weight of solid mineral matter in sample after oven drying to
constant weight at 105°C.

Ww = weight of water in the voids.
Vw = volume of water in the voids.
Vv = volume of voids.
Vs = volume of solid mineral matter.
V = total volume of a rock sample, i.e. solid and void.

yw = density of water at 4 °C.
ys = density of solid mineral matter.

ysat = saturated density of sample.
y = bulk density.

yd = dry density of sample.
The following physical characteristics can be measured.

Solid mineral grain specific gravity,

Vsyw yw

Porosity, n = VV\V.
Void ratio, e = Vv/Vs = /i/(l - n).
Moisture content, w = WwlWs expressed as a percentage.

Saturated moisture content (when the voids are fully saturated), WwjWs = /;
(this index is also called the void index, /, and is extensively used as the
primary characteristic of rock material, see section 2.1).

[35]
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Dry apparent specific gravity,

__ \W8 __Yd _n

Saturated apparent specific gravity,

„, Ws+Ww , Gb

4.1.2 The swelling test

An air- or oven-dried sample is placed in a shallow layer of water and the
extent of free swelling is measured on the axis normal to the bedding or
major joint system. Water in contact with the lower part of the sample is
taken up by the rock by capillary action. The swelling can be measured
simultaneously on all three axes to within 0*0001 in. The linear free swelling
coefficient is defined as: es = d///, where d/ is the change in the length / of the
sample from oven-dried to fully saturated.

This test is used to identify rocks which, for engineering purposes, can be
considered as: cemented, i.e. they remain as a coherent core or block with
no significant swelling on the absorption of water; compacted, i.e. they remain
as a coherent core or block with significant swelling on the absorption of
water.

Some rocks exist as weak compact rock in the dry state and collapse when
saturated. Swelling usually reaches its peak within five to ten minutes.
Cases have occurred where rock material collapsed after a much longer
time, even up to a year later. A test under water should be carried out for a
long period on any rock suspected of weakness before it is used for a dam
foundation.

The degree of cementation governs the ability of the individual grains to
reorientate under the influence of tensile stresses due to the water. If the
cement bond is strong, the expansion will be negligible; if the bond is weak
considerable swelling will occur.

Table 4.1 Dilatation in different rocks

Rock type

Sandstone
Limestones
Clays, shales, marls,

mudstones
Granites

Number of different
rocks tested

23
13

13
12

Number of swelling
types

11
0

11
5
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Sixty-one different rocks were tested by Duncan et al. (1968). None of the
limestones showed swelling within the measurement limits of the apparatus
used, although they included a wide range of limestones with the void index
varying from 0-2 to 4-3%. This non-dilatational effect results from the fact
that calcite will dissolve under pressure at low stress. Table 4.1 summarizes
some of the results.

Clays, shales, marls and mudstones displayed the highest values for unit
swelling strain. Some disintegrated completely, indicating that the internal
tensile stresses exceeded those which the material could sustain. Figure 4.1

O.IOOF

0.010 r

0.001

0.0001
1.0 10

void index

Fig. 4.1 Unit swelling strain versus void index. + , shales and other compacted
and indurated fine-grained rock materials; # , sandstones and medium-grained
cemented and indurated rock (after Duncan et al, 1968).

shows how the unit swelling strain ed is related logarithmically to the void
index i for clayey materials and sandstones.

The saturation swelling stress ad is given by the formula:

ad = edE,

where E (Young's modulus) is determined from the ultrasonic wave velocities
before and after saturation and ed is measured in the laboratory.

More interesting is the relation between the laboratory-determined seismic
velocity v (ft/s) and the void index i (fig. 4.2). This important correlation will
be examined in more detail later. Correlations have also been established
between the unit swelling strain ed and the compressive strength (see Serafim,
1968).

4.2 Anisotropy of rock material

Rock mechanicists started testing rocks with the same methods as those
used for concrete samples. It soon became obvious that rock materials are
far more complex than concrete, and that concrete-testing techniques would
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Fig. 4.2 Laboratory-determined seismic velocity versus void index. + , shale;
0 , sandstone; • , limestone; O, granite; A, basalt (after Duncan et aL, 1968).

only give a partial picture of rock properties. Rock anisotropy is one property
which illustrates the difference between rock and concrete. There are several
tests used to measure this.

4.2.1 Point-load test

Cores are drilled in the rock, in three directions at right angles to each other,
so as to cut probable weak planes at a convenient angle. The cores, 2 in in
diameter (±0025 in tolerance) and 4 to 6 in in length, are cut into discs about
1 in long. The density of the rock is determined and the cores and discs air
dried for at least two weeks prior to testing.

The disc is accurately positioned and compressive load applied through
the central axis by means of a pair of opposing hemispherical indentors.
Assuming a homogeneous isotropic material, the direction of failure would be
expected to be completely random. However, if a line of weakness exists,
there is a tendency for failure to occur in this direction. The number of failures
and their directions are classified by known statistical methods. The average
point-load breaking strength for each plane is determined by Reichmuth's
formula (fig. 4.3):

S = KPjd X t,

where S = point-load breaking strength, P = applied load, d = diameter
of specimen and t = its thickness and K = a shape factor = 0'10(t/d).
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Fig. 4.3 Point-load test.

4.2.2 Line-load tests

The disc to be tested is placed perpendicular to the platens of a testing
machine, and a compressive load is applied across the diameter. Specimen
failure nearly always occurs along the diameter through which the load is
applied; thus, the apparent breaking strength of an anisotropic rock is
strongly dependent upon the orientation of the direction of the loading, with
respect to pre-existing 'strong' or 'weak' directions. The results are analysed
statistically.

4.2.3 The needle test

This test is very similar to the point-load test, but the hemispherical indentors
or the spheres are replaced by a needle. The disc rests on a horizontal platen
oriented in a 0-0 direction and the needle is loaded. The test is repeated in
various directions and the critical loads tabulated against the angles.

A circular diagram can easily be traced which immediately reveals the
planes of weakness in the samples.

4.2.4 Correlations

Results of the point-load test and the needle test were found to agree
(Paulmann, 1966). Testing granite from Rowan County, N.C. (USA),
McWilliams (1966) summarizes his analysis as follows:

There was strong correlation between sonic anisotropy, maximum and minimum
tensile strength, preferred direction of failure, and the orientation of certain features
of microstructure. These correlations have been extended into a three-dimensional
frame of reference through the use of oriented specimens obtained on mutually
perpendicular axes from a common source [fig. 4.4]. It was found that a fracture
plane was approximately coincident with a prominent plane of foliation. Two other
planes were nearly coincident with each other and with microfractures of the quartz,
but perpendicular to the plane of prominent foliation.
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Fig. 4.4 Point-load tests on cores oriented in a three-dimensional frame of
reference.

Further correlations have been established between the compressive strength
and the modulus of elasticity.

Because of this anisotropy of rock material and the minuteness and density
of microfissures and microfractures, most rock samples tested in laboratories
are larger than the 'unit volume' of our definitions. This is one reason for the
dispersion of test results and it will be discussed further.

4.3 Modulus of elasticity of rock; Poisson's ratio

The static modulus of elasticity of rock material, E, and the associated
Poisson's ratio, v9 are measured on rock samples during uniaxial unconfined
compression tests. The methods used are identical to those used for concrete
samples. Deformations are measured in the direction of the load and in a
direction perpendicular to it.

When tracing a load-strain diagram for the deformation in a direction
parallel to the load, it will be seen that the strain seldom varies linearly with
the load. A curve instead of a straight line is obtained. The modulus of
elasticity can be seen by tracing the secant to this curve between the point
of origin of stress and a point corresponding to the test load. Sometimes
the value of Eo at the origin of the strain-stress curve is used to define the
modulus. The numerical value of the modulus will depend on the maximum
stress applied, on the rate at which the sample is loaded and, when successive
loadings and unloadings are applied, on their sequence. Slow loading of
sandstone may increase the E value obtained by 'rapid' loading by as much
as 30%.

The variation in results can be explained by comparing the small rock
samples under examination to a minute 'rock mass' with microfissures or
possibly microfractures. When giving figures for the static modulus of
elasticity, it is convenient to specify how the sample was loaded. The figures
may vary from 10 000 to 500 000 kg/cm2, the latter figure referring to hard
granite samples. Diorite, some limestones and quartzite give values of about
106 kg/cm2; marble may be as high as 1-5 x 106 kg/cm2.
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Two other parameters Es, the seismic modulus of elasticity, and Gs, the
modulus of rigidity, are used in parallel with the static modulus E. Es and
Gs are obtained by measuring the velocity of longitudinal and transverse
waves: seismic shock or ultrasonic waves. The equations relating the moduli
to the velocities will be discussed later in sections 6.2 and 6.6 dealing with rock
masses.

The most popular method of measuring shear and longitudinal wave
parameters in the laboratory is the single pulse method using quartz crystals.
Ultrasonic methods have also been used on very small laboratory rock
specimens, using procedures similar to those for metals.

Young's modulus can be calculated from the resonance frequency of
longitudinal waves or vibrations induced in a specimen (drill core) of rock
held by a clamp at its centre. The longitudinal velocity is given by:

ci = 2fL,

and

Es = c\9.

Where:

ct = longitudinal velocity of sound,
fi = fundamental longitudinal frequency,
L = length of the specimen in cm or ft,
p = rock density.

Similarly, the modulus of rigidity Gs, defined as the shearing stress divided
by the shear deformation can be determined from sonic resonance.

Hence, Gs = cfp, where ct = 2ftT (or transversal velocity). Furthermore,
Poisson's ratio, v, can be related to Es and Gs by

v = (EJ2GS) - 1 = (/f/2/2) - 1.

There is no practical method known for determining the static G for rock
samples. The tests also show that when the stresses applied to a sample
vary, the velocity of sound changes considerably. In the case of very dense
quartzite like that at Tignes (Malgovert Power Development, France),
tested under a transverse compression of 250 kg/cm2, the velocity of sound
changed from 4000 to 6000 m/s when the longitudinal stress was increased
from 0 to 1000 kg/cm2 (Mayer, 1963).

Comparison of static and sonic measurements of E show that values
obtained by static techniques are in general lower than those obtained by
sonic measurements (Link, 1966; Clark, 1966). This difference is due to
the presence of fractures, cracks or cavities which increase the static yielding
by their deformation, the sonic measurements being less affected. Some
values of Es/E0 for various types of rock (Clark, 1966) are given in table
4.2. Further values have been published by Link (1966).
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Table 4.2 Values of ESIEO for different
rocks

Rock type

Chalcedonic limestone
Oelitic limestone
Quartzose shale
Monzonite porphyry
Quartz diorite
Biotite schist
Limestones
Quartzose phyllite
Granite (slightly altered)
Graphitic phyllite

0-85
1-18
1-33
1-36
1-42
1-48
1-70-1-86
2-45
2-75
2-78

The problems discussed here will be reconsidered in more detail when
dealing with rock masses. There is often some similarity between the behaviour
of fissured rock material and fissured or fractured rock masses.

Similar difficulties arise with Poisson's ratio, which is obtained from the
measurement of the strain in a direction perpendicular to the load. According
to Link, hitherto published values of Poisson's ratio for rock are almost
exclusively determined at stresses below 50% of the fracture strength.
During uniaxial compression tests, the deformation perpendicular to the
direction of stress increases rather more than the longitudinal strain, and
hence the Poisson numbers, m = \\v, decrease considerably. This applies to
confining pressures.

The usual values for Poisson's ratio, v, vary between 0-2 and 0-3.

4.4 Tensile strength

4.4.1 Tests

Several methods are used to test the tensile strength of rocks, some of them
inspired by the usual methods for testing concrete.

(1) The 'bending test9, involves supporting a small rock beam at either end
and applying a load in the middle of it. Failure will occur when the stresses
under the load are higher than the rock tensile strength.

(2) A cylindrical rock sample, 10 mm in diameter and 80 mm in length, for
example, can be tested by axial tension. Small metallic rings are glued at
the ends of the cylinder. Another method consists of widening the cylinder
diameter at both ends in order to fasten it to the testing machine. American
laboratories use slightly larger cylinders than indicated here.
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(3) A cylindrical sample, 36 mm in diameter and 180 mm long is placed
in a hollow metal cylinder, slightly longer than the rock sample. The cylinder
is rotated about the axis perpendicular to its length. When rotation starts,
the rock sample is pressing against the dead end of the cylinder. Knowing
the speed of rotation co, the density p of the rock and the section where
rupture occurs, the tensile strength of the rock can be calculated. At a
distance x from the centre of the sample, the tensile stress,

ax =

The maximum stress occurs along the axis of rotation but rupture will
occur along a plane of weakness in the sample, which may not coincide with
the maximum stress value.

(4) The Brazilian test or line-load test (figs. 4.5 and 4.6). The disc to be tested,
of thickness /, is placed between the platens of the testing machine, and a

A B

Fig. 4.5 Brazilian test. ox, Fig. 4.6 Brazilian test. Poss-
compression stresses; oy, ten- ible rupture by shearing,
sile stresses.

compressive load applied across the diameter Z>. Rupture usually occurs
along the main diameter, with a complicated distribution of stress. In the
centre of the disc the stresses are:

vertically (compression),

horizontally (tension),

ax = 6PTTDI;

oy = -IPTTDI = - ~

When Mohr circles are traced for all the points along the diameter, it is
found that rupture may occur at points on the diameter other than the centre
and this has been confirmed by tests. It is also found that rupture depends
to some extent on the width of the contact area between the platens and the
disc. The width can be expressed by an angle of contact, 2a, which is also
one of the parameters in the series of tests.

Correlation between results obtained by methods (1) and (2) is good, but
the Brazilian test gives widely diverging results about two to four times
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larger than with other methods (Vouille, 1960). The dispersion of results
from tensile tests is usually very large and a number of results is required
to obtain acceptable average values. Most laboratories prefer the Brazilian
test as it is more reliable than others.

4.4.2 Tensile strength and brittle failure
Rock may fail by brittle fracture or by visco-plastic deformation, the latter
case being the more frequent. Brittle failure of rock has been investigated
by the Istituto Sperimentale Modelli e Strutture (ISMES) in Bergamo,
Italy, in connection with tests on the rupture of rock abutments in dams.

When a cylinder of homogeneous rock is hydrostatically compressed

+ °* = 0

Fig. 4.7 Brittle fracture of rock samples (ISMES laboratory).

along its cylindrical surface only (az = 0 in fig. 4.7) allowing the vertical axis
to deform freely, the following may be observed.

(1) The failure is instantaneous and of a predominantly brittle (bursting)
type.

(2) The ruptured surface is not that of a double cone, as might be expected
from the shear assumptions, but is always clear-cut, disposed normally
to the axis of the cylinder, and in shape which conforms with failure
from tension or loss of cohesion.

(3) The 'ideal' principal ultimate stress (o2) along the axis (z) of the
cylinder is but little removed from the pure tensile strength, that is:

and hence p{ = — 2 to ARt depending on v9 Poisson's ratio. (When a
wet clay specimen is subjected to a similar test, the internal shearing
creep causes it to fail under large, predominantly plasto-viscous
deformations.)

According to Fumagalli (1967) this brittle-type failure seems to occur
whenever the classical 'ideal' principal stress equals the limiting value of the
uniaxial tensile strength, that is, whenever

ah = ox — v(p2 + cr3) = Rt9

where ax is the highest tensile strength or the lowest compressive stress.
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The plasto-viscous type failure seems to occur whenever the equation
above does not hold or when ai{ < Rt. The 'intrinsic curve' which will be
discussed later, seems only relevant to plasto-viscous failures.

The ISMES laboratory has published a table (4.3) giving the ultimate
biaxial pressurepi9 the Brazilian test strength Rt and the compressive strength
Rc for two hard rocks:

Table 4.3 Biaxial pressure. Brazilian test strength and compressive
strength of two hard rock types (kg/cm2)

Rock type (1) (2) (3) Average

Mont Blanc granite/7f 140 125 135 133
Rt 62 49 48 53
Rc 1290 1250 1438 1326

Syenite p{ 200 215 195 203
Rt 70 64 55 63
Rc 1570 1027 1210 1269

4.5 Compression tests

Since research into rock behaviour began, compression tests on rock samples,
obviously inspired by similar tests on concrete, have been preferred by
engineers and geologists. Tests on unconfined rock specimens were found
to give an incomplete explanation of rock behaviour in situ. The necessity
of carrying out triaxial tests was soon recognized. Another aspect of the
problem, which has been the subject of considerable investigation, is the
effect of interstitial fluid pressure on the strength and deformation charac-
teristics. The results of the following test techniques should therefore be
examined: uniaxial compression tests on unconfined rock material, and
triaxial tests on confined rock specimens.

This chapter deals with tests where no pore pressure is induced or recorded
and tests where pore pressure can be induced and recorded.

Evaluation of the results usually assumes the validity of Coulomb's law
for the shear strength r:

r = c + dr tan <f>,

where
<f> = true angle of internal friction,
c = cohesion or 'no-load' shear strength,

cr' = effective stress normal to shear plane ~af = a — u9 where a = external
stress, u = pore pressure.

The results are interpreted from Mohr circles, the theory of which is
given in sections 4.5 and 7.1.
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4.5.1 Uniaxial tests on unconfined specimens

These tests are carried out on small cylinders 1, 2 or 3 in in diameter and
usually twice the diameter in length (table 4.4).

The strength of a sample of rock material is characterized by the load
under which it collapses, the load being calculated in pounds per square
inch or in kilograms per square centimetre (1 kg/cm2 equals 14-2 lb/in2).

The dispersion of results is greater for rock specimens than for concrete
and the standard deviation for uniaxial tests is greater than the standard
deviation for confined triaxial tests. This can be explained as the triaxial
compression closing fissures, mainly microfissures, and increasing the com-
pactness of the samples.

It was found that the standard deviation of a series of tests on a large
number of samples taken from the same source is a very important charac-
teristic of the rock. This will be examined in conjunction with the scale
effect in section 4.7.

Table 4.4 Strength data for intact rock (after Bieniawski,
1973). (1 MPa = 10-2 kg/cm2)

Rock type

Chalk
Rocksalt
Coal
Siltstone
Schist
Slate
Shale
Sandstone
Mudstone
Marble
Limestone
Dolomite
Andesite
Granite
Gneiss
Basalt
Quartzite
Dolerite
Gabbro
Banded ironstone
Chert

Uniaxial

Min.

11
15
13
25
31
33
36
40
52
60
69
83

127
153
159
168
200
227
290
425
587

compressive
(MPa)

Max.

1-8
29
41
38
70

150
172
179
152
140
180
165
138
233
256
359
304
319
326
475
683

strength

Mean

1-5
220
31-6
320
43-1
700
95-6
95-9
99-3

112-5
121-8
127-3
128-5
188-4
1950
252-7
252-0
280-3
298-0
4500
635-0
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4.5.2 Triaxial tests and equipment

Most laboratories use apparatus capable of testing rock samples with a
diameter of 2 to 3 in up to a load of 200 000 to 400 000 lb or about 100 000
to 200 000 kg and a confining pressure of 4000 to 8000 lb/in2 or even 12 000
lb/in2 (Paris laboratory of the ficole Polytechnique). The large triaxial shear
machine of the Bureau of Reclamation is capable of testing cores 6 in in
diameter and 12 in in length under 8 000 000 lb axial load and 125 000 lb/in2

lateral pressure.
Initially (up to 1963), triaxial testing of rock material was limited to

undrained specimens with no provision for measuring pore pressure. Later
observations made apparent the necessity to include pore pressure measure-
ments in order to provide a comprehensive picture of rock strength. Equip-
ment which would accommodate cylindrical specimens of the 2-5-in size (NX
cores) was developed in several American laboratories (especially that of
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers). (The standard size used in Paris was
2 cm diameter.)

to pore pressure
source

cylinder-*

to pore pressure
source

packing

spherical head

rubber membrane
rock core

oil under pressure

oil under
pressure

Fig. 4.8 Schematic section through a triaxial compression chamber designed to
measure pore pressure.

Figure 4.8 shows a schematic section through a triaxial compression
chamber designed to measure pore pressure. This consists of a base, cylin-
drical triaxial chamber, top, and accompanying hoses, gauges, and accessories.
The platens have several holes through which pore water pressure diffuses
into the specimen. To achieve high pore-pressures with relatively low-
pressure sources a pressure intensifier is used. The confining pressure is
held constant by manual operation of a screw piston and compensates
for volume changes resulting from strain of the specimen. It can also be
regulated automatically by a pressure regulator while setting up the appara-
tus. In assembly, a small plastic tube is coiled around the specimen to serve
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as an overflow while the chamber is pumped full of anti-foaming oil. Axial
strain during the tests is measured by a transducer. Corrections are made
for apparatus deformations during the test in order to determine the true
strain and strain rates of the rock specimen.

When starting the tests, the pore water system is filled to the top of the
platen and the specimen, dripping wet, is put in position. The top platen
and spherical seat are aligned and the specimen and end caps enclosed in
an impermeable rubber membrane, and finally the cylindrical chamber and
the top are assembled.

A slight load is applied and the confining pressure is gradually brought
up to working level. Pore pressure is then induced at both ends of the
specimen. It is permitted to back-pressure momentarily, the system is closed
from the pressure source, and the specimen progressively loaded at the
prescribed rate.

In so-called drained tests, the pore pressure on a saturated specimen is
held at zero, and any tendency toward induced pore pressure is permitted
to dissipate by drainage through the top and the bottom of the specimen.
In an undrained test the system is closed and no drainage is permitted. The
induced pore pressures are measured.

During the tests, the pore pressure should be maintained below the
confining pressure so that the increase during loading leaves the effective
confining pressure a3 a positive value (Neff, 1965). An increase in the pore
pressure is indicative of expansion and is most likely to occur during advanced
stages of failure.

It is suggested (Neff, 1965) that the following diagrams should be traced
for a detailed analysis of the tests. First a Mohr circle diagram and intrinsic
curve (envelope of failure circles). The normal stress a is plotted on the
horizontal axis for drained saturated specimens, for undrained saturated
specimens the effective normal stress a is plotted, a = a — u, and the pore
pressure at rupture U, is shown on the diagram. On the vertical axis, shear
stress r is plotted, as for soil or concrete tests and similarly the angle of
internal friction and the angle of the shearing plane at rupture.

Further plots should show the deviator stress a1 — a3 versus the axial
strain el9 the induced pore pressure u — u0 versus the axial strain, the shear
stress on the rupture plane versus the effective normal stress on the same
plane (vector curve). It is also possible to express the pore-pressure change
Aw which occurs under changes in the principal stresses Aa± and Acr3 by
Skempton's equation:

AM = B[ko3 + A(Aa± — A(T3)] with B^4.

The coefficient A is dependent on the relative deviation of the rock
behaviour from the elastic theory, which for some specimens is considerable.

Commenting on tests carried out in the Missouri River Division Labora-
tory, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Neff writes that it would seem that
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actual pore pressure characteristics are best determined from undrained
rather than drained tests, in which the pre-pressure build-up is recorded.
It is desirable to preload the specimen with the estimated overburden
pressure before making observations on the pore-pressure build-up.

4.5.3 Triaxial testing for rock joint strength

In rock masses, failure is likely to occur on a single joint or on a combination
of joint surfaces, as shown in fig. 4.9. Lane & Hock (1964) have carried

^rock joints

possible
failure
surface

shear stress

possible failure
surface

Fig. 4.9 Possible failure surfaces in jointed rock material under triaxial pressure
test.

out triaxial tests on rock specimens where an existing joint in the specimen
was likely to be the surface along which shear would occur.

The cores selected for testing contained a joint or fresh break which was
inclined at 45° to 65° to the horizontal. Tests were also made on particular
geological features.

The shear strength in the joint is obtained graphically from Mohr's circles
as shown in fig. 4.10. From a circle with diameter G1 — a3 and a line parallel
to the joint where rupture occurred, a point 4 is obtained representing the
point of rupture. If this procedure is repeated for several tests, the points
representing the rupture fall on a line 1, 2, 3, 4 (fig. 4.10) which is no longer
coincident with the conventional intrinsic curve (fig. 4.10 and section 7.1.1).

The Missouri River Division Laboratory has tested granite from the Norad
project and quartz monzonite with a machine capable of a 400 000 lb load
and confining pressures well over 10 000 lb/in2. Intact cores of granite were
tested and compared with jointed specimens and with specimens where the
wet joints were bonded with epoxy resin. A major improvement was then
obtained over the strength of samples with unbonded joints. The tensile
strength of the resin (4500 to 7000 lb/in2) is four to five times greater than that
of the intact rock, so that in a tension test the core specimens generally broke
in the intact rock and not at the glued joints.
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Fig. 4.10 Mohr circles for triaxial compression (p > p'): (a) typical diagrams for
determining the intrinsic curve; (b) fissured test sample (angle 0), r = shear stress
along the fissure (after Lane & Hoek, 1964).

Some other aspects of shearing problems were investigated. It was found
that the effect of the joint inclination is not large, provided it is kept within
45° to 65°. Some evidence also suggests that the angle of friction <f> is maximum
at low pressures and less when the crystals are sheared off. This is in line
with similar experiments by Skempton (1964) and Krsmanovic & Langof
(1963).

Limited tests with joints well bonded by such minerals as calcite and quartz
show quite high strengths, approaching those of the intact cores.

4.5.4 Other tests; additional remarks

For a significant increase in pore pressure as the external stress is increased,
the rock should have two basic characteristics: (1) a reasonably intercon-
nected system of pores between the crystals; (2) pores filled with a fluid
that is less compressible than the surrounding crystal structure. For these
reasons the concept of 'effective confining pressure' is not universally valid
(Neff, 1965; Schwartz, 1964; Mazanti & Sowers, 1965).

Tests carried out with conventional equipment assume that the two secon-
dary principal stresses are identical. Investigators were interested in the case
where a± > a2 > ff3. Instead of a conventional cylindrical core, the test
used the hollow cylinder triaxial technique loaded uniformly over the inner,
as well as the outer cylindrical faces. The cylinder was also loaded axially.
The circumferential stress in the cylinder wall then became larger than the
radial pressure on the cylinder.

Summarizing an extensive review of rock failure in the triaxial shear test,
Schwartz (1964) mentions that rock fails by either splitting, shearing, or a
combination of these (pseudo-shear). Rock failure is ductile or brittle
depending upon the degree of confinement. Shear failure will occur in rock
if confining pressures are sufficient to prevent splitting. The angle of slip
for shear failure is closely predicted by the Mohr criterion.
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The importance of compression tests should not be underrated but they
do not solve the basic problem of rupture in rock material.

4.6 Shear tests

One of the main conclusions of the preceding paragraphs is that failure of
rock samples under axial or triaxial compression usually occurs through shear
failure. Many dam designers also believe that the strength of rock abutments
for dams depends on the shear strength of the rock. This is why the greatest
importance is attached to shear tests. Several testing methods are used as
follows.

4.6.1 Punching shear test

The Georgia Institute of Technology utilizes a disc with a thickness of J
or £ in cut from a diamond drill core. This is placed in a cylindrical guide
and a piston forced through it. The results of such a punching shear tests are
comparable to the shear strength with zero confinement (the apparent
cohesion intercept of the Mohr diagram). A punching shear test is possibly
a representation of punching through hard rock underlain by a soft layer.

4.6.2 Classical shear test

This causes shear failure of a rock sample in a selected plane. The sample is
prepared by cutting a rim in it (fig. 4.11). When this is not possible, the rock

plastic material

Fig. 4.11 Rock sample Fig. 4.12 Weak rock sample
prepared for shear test. prepared for shear test.

should be cast in a plastic mould (fig. 4.12). The sample is then placed in
the testing apparatus and a constant compression load applied in the direc-
tion normal to the shearing plane. A shearing force is then applied in the
shearing plane which is progressively increased until rupture occurs.

In both the punching and classical tests, the real shear stress distribution
along the shearing surfaces is very complicated and only the average shearing
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strength is obtained. With the classical method it is possible to limit the
normal compression strength to small values in order to investigate the apex
of the intrinsic curve (fig. 4.10a).

The shearing apparatus consists of two stiff boxes catching the prepared
sample. Forces are applied to these in such a way that the shearing force
acts along the prescribed shearing plane. The upper box is fixed; the lower
box slides with a minimum of friction on a horizontal plane. The Paris
laboratory uses samples with a shearing surface of about 60 cm2 (about
10 in2). The normal compression force may be 500 kg and the horizontal
force as high as 3000 kg. The apparatus is equipped with a very stiff dyna-
mometer (80 /jm displacement for a force rising from 0 to 3000 kg) and with
micrometers measuring the relative displacement of the two boxes and the
vertical displacement of the upper box.

The average shear stress rmax is calculated by the formula:

where Tmax is the force causing rupture and A the area of the sheared plane.
Because of the vertical movement of the upper box, it can be assumed

that the shearing surface is lightly inclined and that a certain amount of
work is done in the vertical direction. It is suggested that the shear stresses
can be corrected and that the real shear is given by:

rreal ^ r — a I a H 1

where a is the normal stress on the shearing surface and a is the angle of
inclined shear plane. Skempton (1964) observed that, with increasing strain,
e, the shear strength, r, of some types of clay reaches a maximum value, Tmax,
and then decreases to a final value, Tult. It was found later, that this is due to
a realignment of clay particles in the shearing plane. Not all clay types have
this characteristic. Krsmanovic & Langof (1963) found that the same
occurs with some types of shales. Other authors have made similar observa-
tions for a variety of rocks. It seems that this property is general for rocks
and that it can be explained by the shearing of some crystals with progressive
destruction of the rock cohesion. In other cases it seems to be a decrease
of the internal friction factor. Figure 4.13 reproduces a typical shearing curve

Fig. 4.13 Typical curve showing T versus the shear deformation e.
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for rocks showing shear strength r versus strains e. Assuming that strains of
a few millimetres destroy the rock cohesion c = r0, the ultimate angle of
internal friction is given by:

tan <£ult = Tult/cr, for r0 = 0.

Bernaix (1966) has investigated the dispersion of test results, especially
for the values of tensile strength, shear strength and cohesion, which are
used for tracing the apex of the intrinsic curve. He came to the conclusion
that minimum shear strength, main values and maximum values can be used
for tracing Mohr circles (see section 7.1.1) and the three corresponding
intrinsic curves. As a result the intrinsic curve can be replaced by an 'intrinsic
zone' (fig. 4.14).
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Fig. 4.14 An 'intrinsic zone' replaces the 'intrinsic curve' as a result of the disper-
sion of test results (after Bernaix, 1966).

This result is important in analysing rock foundations of gravity and arch
dams of different types. The rock has usually deteriorated and is weaker
near the surface. Stresses transmitted from the dam foundations are limited
to about 50 to 80 kg/cm2 by the accepted permissible stresses for concrete.
These conditions correspond to the apex of the intrinsic curve. Sometimes
they are too high for the deteriorated rock strength and the foundations
have to be excavated deeper.

4.6.3 Extension of shear tests to fissured bodies

It is imperative to bridge the gap between laboratory shear tests on more or
less homogeneous rock material and in situ tests on fissured and fractured
rock masses. Three workers have been investigating this problem on more
or less parallel lines.

Miiller & Pacher (1965) tested concrete blocks 70 cm by 70 cm in soft
concrete to represent different types of fissures. Hayashi (1966) used models
(dimensions not given in the paper) where the cohesionless and deformable
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properties of joints were simulated by wax paper cast in plaster or by piling
up plaster strips.

The variables analysed by Miiller were the angle <j> of the direction of the
fissures relative to the main load pl9 the ratio n = /?i/p3 of the main load p±

to the secondary load/?3 and the frequency of intermittent joints on the same
plane K = eje; where e and e are the spacings (fig. 4.15). Tests were carried

70 cm

/ / / Ij—

TTTtTTTTTmTt

Fig. 4.15 Shear tests on a fissured body (after Miiller & Pacher, 1965).

out with one and with several rows of joints. The authors summarized the
results in a series of diagrams and compared them with the analytical methods
used by Donath (1963). Their conclusions are encouraging and confirm the
assumptions on which the circle of Mohr is based.

The testing arrangement used by Hayashi is somewhat different and more
like the classical shear box test described, but the results are similar to
those of Miiller & Pacher. Hayashi's photographs and diagrams (fig. 4.16)
show the complexity of the shearing process.

20 cm 20 cm

Fig. 4.16 Shear tests by Hayashi (1966) showing the dilatency, direction and shape
of bending cracks in a jointed body, (a) Negative joint system; (b) positive joint
system.

Progress is being made on a better interpretation of deformations which
develop along an indented fissure, its shear strength to final rupture. Figure
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4.17 represents the case of a regularly indented fissure, the force N being
constant but small, the shear force T increasing progressively. As long as the
resultant force F of these two forces remains within the cone of friction, no

N

k3h

Fig. 4.17 Model of a regularly dented fissure shearing under a constant normal
load N. (a) local conditions along inclined dent (angle /); (b) overall shearing
diagram (after Bernaix, 1975).

movement is possible along the face of the dent, inclined at an angle i (see
fig. 4.17). When T increases, sliding occurs along a plane i and the fissure
opens progressively. The shear strength of the model is given by a Coulomb
condition T = a tan <f> along the inclined plane i, causing displacements 6h
and <5/(see Barton, 1971; Bernaix, 1975).
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As deformation proceeds, the apices of the dents are broken and a new
angle of friction i in the direction of the force T is to be considered. This
reasoning has been extended to undulating surfaces and to the case of a vari-
able force N. These investigations are important as the shear strength of
fissures is a vital parameter in the engineering classification of jointed rock
masses, discussed in sections 6.7 and 10.9.

4.7 Dispersion of test results; scale effect and microfissuring

Compression tests on a large number of concrete blocks show some dispersion
no matter what precautions are taken in preparing the samples. It is also
known that the average crushing strength of concrete decreases as the size
of the sample increases. Theories explain that a large test sample can be
thought of as being the sum of several smaller samples, and that the average
strength of the larger sample does not depend on the average strength of the
smaller samples, but on the lowest strength of any of the small samples
(Weibull's Theory). Tests carried out by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
on a large number of concrete blocks confirm this.

It is to be expected that tests on rock material will show a similar tendency,
and they will, to some extent, depend on the microfissuration of the samples.
The Paris research laboratory (ficole Polytechnique) concentrated on these
questions when endeavouring to solve some problems connected with the
Malpasset dam failure. Assuming that the results of tests in the same series
are al9 a2, a3 . . . an, then the average value is:

M = (ax + a2 + a3 . . . an)/n.

Let us write that v{ = M — a% is the difference between the test result a{

and the mean M, then the standard deviation for this series of test results is
given by:

sd = VbflKn - i).
The standard deviation for tests on rock, whether tensile tests, shear tests
or compression tests is often high.

Bernaix tested small cylinders of 10, 36 and 60 mm diameter and height
twice the diameter, under uniaxial compression. He tested about 30 to 80
cylinders in each series of experiments and found that the ratio SdjM is
characteristic of some types of rocks. If R10 is the mean crushing strengh of
the 10-mm cylinders and R60 the mean crushing strength of the 60-mm
cylinders, the ratio R10lR60 is also characteristic of the same rocks. Bernaix's
results (1966) are reproduced in table 4.5.

There is an obvious correlation between the values of SJM and RlolR6o
and between the numerical ratios and the degree of fissuration and fractura-
tion. The denser the fissures and fractures, the higher the dispersion of the
test results. There is no such correlation between the degree of fissuration
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Table 4.5 Fissures and crushing strength of rock

Rock type

Very poor gneiss

Poor gneiss

Jurassic limestone

Biotite gneiss
Compact limestone

Fissures

microfissures; microfractures,
very intense

microfissures; microfractures;
macrofractures, intense

microfissures, very few;
macrofractures, intense

microfissures, average
no microfissures

SdIM

0-37

0-30

0-25

0-22
0005

J W * .

2-90

1-90

1-40

1-25
10

and the absolute value of the rock strength. A fissured rock, with a high
dispersion figure may be hard and show high compression strength; vice
versa, a soft compact rock, with few fissures may have a low strength.

Bernaix suggests that the ratios SdjM and R10lR60 can be used for classifying
rock masses. They can very easily be obtained from laboratory tests and
without expensive tests in situ.

4.8 Correlations of the void index /with some rock
characteristics

Geologists have established a correlation between the void index and the age
of the rocks (section 2.1). When some alteration of the rock occurs, the
basic void index increases and, for this reason, it is sometimes called 'the
alteration index'. That is, the void index is a measure of the compactness of
the rock material and of the compression the rock has sustained over millions
of years.

Another interesting correlation was established between the void index of
some rocks and the unit swelling strain, ed. The swelling tests appear to be
most important. When carried out over a long period (one year), they may
detect some basic weakness of the rock material. It is logical to inquire about
other possible correlations, especially those of vital interest to engineering
designers.

The Portuguese National Research Laboratory (Lisbon) has investigated
such correlations of the void index with rock characteristics, mainly the
modulus of elasticity and the rock strength. They worked with granites and
gneiss from Portugese dam sites, with rewarding results.

The rock samples are weighed after being soaked in water for 24 hours
and again after being dried in an oven at 104 °C. The difference in weight
represents the amount of water absorbed by the sample under such standard
conditions and is expressed as a percentage of the water absorbed, i. This
percentage is an indirect measure of the weathering of rocks such as granites,
gneiss, shists, etc.
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Serafim & Lopez (1961) and Hamrol (1962) have been able to correlate
the i values of granite and gneiss with the crushing strength measured in
uniaxial and in triaxial compression tests. A similar correlation exists for
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Fig. 4.18 Rock crushing strength, o, and tensile strength versus void index, i.

the tensile strength and the shear strength. They also proved that the
modulus of elasticity of the same rock decreases as the i value increases.
Similar research undertaken by other laboratories extended the range of
rocks for which these correlations were valid. Figure 4.18 reproduces the
main results published by Serafim and others.

These correlations indicate something of the internal structure of rocks and
allow a rapid and detailed analysis of large sites.
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The definition of the void index used here is that suggested by Serafim
(1968), Hamrol (1962) and Mayer (1963), but there are others.

Further research has shown that a distinction must be made between the
microfissures and minute cracks, and the more or less spherical voids. This
leads to two other definitions of / which will be dealt with in sections 4.10
and 4.11.

4.9 Permeability tests

The porosity of rocks is most probably linked to permeability and possibly
to some other characteristics. These problems were investigated in several
directions by different laboratories.

Farran & Thenoz (1965) at Toulouse have concentrated on micro-
fissuration of rock material. Microfissures can be studied under the micro-
scope after impregnation with coloured resins and their specific density
calculated in terms of area of fissures per unit of volume. The 'alterability
of rocks' depends mainly on the density of the microfissures.

4.9.1 Permeability to air; alteration of rock

The specific density of rocks can be estimated from their permeability to air.
To do this air is forced through a rock sample, the pressure on either side
of the sample is measured and the gradient calculated. The apparent permea-
bility is calculated from the volume of air seeping through per unit time.

Table 4.6 Air permeability tests on granites

Apparent permeability Description of rock sample, rock alterability
(cm3/s)

1-8 x 10"12 Very good.
2-5 to 3-2 x 10"12 Very good.
1 x 10"11 Very good, no signs of alteration.
1 to 3 x 10"n Compact rock, traces of rust along the

larger fractures. No traces of colour in
the mass of the rock material.

3 to 4 x 10"11 No alteration in the depth of the sample.
Some changes at the surface.

1 x 10"11 to 3 x 10"10 Quartz crystals getting loose. The rock
material coloured within the mass.

12 to 3 x 10~10 Rock is friable, likely to deteriorate into a
sandy mass.

1*4 to 3-2 x 10"10 Granite with few alterations; some voids
created by large missing felspars.

1-4 to 5 x 10" 9 Decaying rock, deeply altered.
1-4 to 5 x 10"9 Decaying rock material, rusty colour within

the mass.
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Table 4.6, after Mayer (1963), gives the results of air permeability tests
on granites.

Further research was undertaken in Toulouse to correlate the progressive
formation of microfissures in rock under varying stress conditions, and similar
changes in permeability and sonic velocity. Mayer (1966) writes

In this manner the initial effects of the application to rock of stresses capable of
causing failures have been discovered before the external appearance of the sample
would indicate that cracking had begun. These experiments have shown the existence
of a threshold which marks the start of microfissuring and which is clearly shown on
permeability-stress logs. In many tests the critical stress is less than one quarter,
and sometimes less than a fifth of the rupture stress . . . These same tests showed
that in certain granites some of the microfissuring induced by compression was
reversible; that microfissuring explained the fatigue phenomena resulting from
repeated cycles of compression and decompression in fragile rocks, and finally that
in the creeping of rocks at least part of the deformation under constant load corre-
sponded to the occurrence of microfissures with the development of voids . . .

4.9.2 Permeability to water

The same Toulouse laboratory tested the permeability of cylindrical rock
samples of 4 cm diameter and 3 cm length under a water pressure of
250 kg/cm2. The rate of percolation is measured and the effluent analysed.

In sound granite, few calcium ions are leached by the water at about
5 mg/1 of water per hour. In the case of granites attacked by water, silica is
dissolved and after a certain time redeposited, plugging the smallest voids
and decreasing the permeability. This indicates that this rock is likely to
deteriorate. In the case of limestones, the opposite effect occurs. When the
permeability increases with time limestones are likely to deteriorate.

The French Electricity Board (Electricite de France) used these laboratory
tests on selected samples from tunnels. For comparison, tests were also
carried out on unlined tunnel sections. After a few months the weaker sections
deteriorated under the water action, confirming the laboratory results. On
the basis of these tests, a precise lining practice was developed and only
safe rock was left unlined.

4.9.3 Permeability tests and techniques

Percolation tests on rock samples are more difficult than corresponding
tests on soil, mainly because of the slower rate of percolation. It is difficult
to measure rates lower than 0-01 cm3/h. Though it is desirable to use higher
percolation rates, alteration of the rock samples may occur, and they should
be watched closely. Gradients up to 1 in 1000 are used in the laboratory to
obtain the desired rate of percolation, whereas gradients of only 1 in 10 are
usual in nature.

Terzaghi (19626) distinguishes between 'primary percolation' dependent
on microfissures and some of the microfractures, and 'secondary percolation'
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dependent mainly on microfractures and macrofractures. The latter, although
frequently greater than 'primary percolation', cannot be observed under
laboratory conditions and can only be estimated accurately from tests in situ.

In laboratory examination of primary percolation it is important that the
samples be as large as possible. The Paris laboratory of the ficole Poly-
technique started testing samples of 36 mm diameter and 72 mm height on a
standard soil test rig but found it necessary to develop a technique better
adapted to rock samples. Samples of 60 mm diameter and 150 mm length,
using gradients as high as 1 in 1000 were used for the more impervious rock
types.

Water percolation is measured as a function of rising pressure gradients
and time. Rock samples may, however, deteriorate with the increasing
pressure gradient or with time, and it is essential to keep both effects
separated. This is determined by observing the percolation rate on a time
curve, which shows some horizontal sections of the curve, corresponding to
constant percolation flow.

Air enclosed in the pores of the rock samples must be eliminated before
starting the tests. It can be done conveniently by saturating the sample with
water under vacuum and allowing the water to percolate through it until
the effluent water collected from the sample is absolutely free of air bubbles.
Complete saturation of dense rock samples may take as long as one week.
Water used for percolation tests should be free of dissolved gases. For high-
pressure applications it is suggested that the percolation water should be
protected with a layer of oil.

The formula to be used for calculating the permeability factor K is:

K = QL/pA,

where Q is the discharge of water percolating through the sample, L the
length of the sample, A the cross-sectional area of the sample and p the
pressure differential between the two faces of the sample.

Some research laboratories use apparatus (fig. 4.19) derived from conven-
tional soil-testing equipment, where the rock sample is encapsulated in an
epoxy resin, with the object of preventing leakage along the external cylin-
drical face of the sample. Under practical conditions this is not always
possible, and in addition it is difficult to remove the epoxy coating when the
sample is required for further tests.

The Paris Laboratory developed an apparatus (fig. 4.20) where the sample
is protected with a plastic coating and plunged into pressurized water. The
radial component of the water pressure is always superior to the pressure
in the sample itself and no water can seep along the cylindrical face.

The upstream and the downstream faces of the cylinder are normal to the
axis, and the distance between them is equal to L.

It is possible to classify the rocks in two main categories according to the
percolation results in a direction parallel to the axis of the sample. When the
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Fig. 4.19 Longitudinal percolation test.
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Fig. 4.20 Longitudinal percolation test
(Paris Laboratory).

percolation factor is independent of the pressure gradient, it can be assumed
that the voids inside the sample are more or less spherical or ellipsoidal. When
the rock is microfissured, with fissures much longer in one direction than in
the other, the factor K will decrease with the pressure (fig. 4.21).

(a) (b)

Fig. 4.21 Rock samples: (a) with spherical voids; (b) fissured.

Among the rocks tested by Habib & Vouille (1966) were: limestone with
15 to 25% voids (K=7-5 x 10"8), and hard sandstone with 15 to 21%
voids (K = 2-4 x 10"8). In both cases the voids were more or less spherical,
and the K value remained constant with varying pressures.

With a microfractured quartz (parallel fractures, 0-1 mm wide) the K
value varied from 1*3 X 10"8 to 1*5 X 10"9, when the pressure rose from 0
to 45 kg/cm2. The microfractures were then parallel to the axis of the
cylindrical sample. When they were at right angles to the axis, percolation
through the very compact rock material was practically nil.

Similarly, a stratified hard schist showed a K value that varied from l*2x
10" 7 to 1-9 X 10" 8, as the pressure rose from 0 to 45 kg/cm2. This schist was
formed from layers of quartz grains alternating with layers of mica. The thick-
ness of the layers was approximately 0-5 mm with many of the micro- and
macrofractures parallel to the direction of foliation. Porosity was not more
than 5%.

It is probable that increasing pressures tend to close the thin fissures and
fractures, and to reduce the free passage to percolating water.
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4.9.4 Radial percolation tests

Axially bored samples, 60 mm in diameter and 150 mm long, but otherwise
similar to those used in the previous tests were used. The borehole had a
diameter of 12 mm and a length of 125 mm. The open end was closed by a
tube 25 mm long (fig. 4.22).

t

I
Li

/ **•:•;:

Fig. 4.22 Standard rock sample prepared for radial percolation tests (dimensions
in mm) (Ecole Polytechnique Paris Laboratory).

(1) With radial convergent flow. The pressure on the periphery of the
cylinder isp and greater than atmospheric; the inside of the sample or bore-
hole is at atmospheric and the water percolates in a radial direction inwards.
If L is the length of the inside hole, the flow through a cylinder with radius
r is:

q =

But q must be equal to the flow Q collected inside the inner hole and:

dp 1 Q dr K2uL

dr r KITTL

Integration from r — R1to R2 yields:

or,

•dp.
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These formulae show that Q and therefore dp/dr, the gradient of the percola-
tion flow, are proportional to the pressure p. More detailed analysis shows
that all the internal stresses in the cylindrical sample are equally proportional
to p. It is therefore not possible with this test series to separate the effect of
the field of stresses on the cylinder from the effect of the pressure on the
water percolation.

(2) With radial divergent flow. Water under pressure/? is introduced in the
inner hole of the sample, the external cylindrical face being maintained at
atmospheric. The flow of percolating water is reversed, but the pattern of
radial flow lines remains the same as for convergent flow. All the internal
stresses are again proportional to p, but are now tensile instead of compres-
sive. The gradient of percolation is now reversed and also independent on p.
It is now possible to compare results obtained when the sample is under a
field of compressive stress to the results obtained for the same sample under
tensile stress. Percolation through the ends of the sample is neglected as it
can be proved negligible.

The radial percolation test can be carried out under pressures up to
100 kg/cm2. Discharges as small as 0-01 cm3/s can be measured, which allows
the testing of very impervious rock samples.

(3) Results. The Paris Laboratory has produced some most interesting
results, comparing tests on rocks with closed pores and rocks with fissures
and fractures. These are given in fig. 4.23.

The factor K for rocks with closed pores (St Vaast limestone) is the same
for convergent and divergent flow. K is therefore constant and tests are
entirely reversible so long as the tensile yield is not reached.

With fissured rock samples the permeability decreases sharply with
increase in pressure. The curves show that the test is reversible. When the
flow is reversed, permeability increases rapidly until tensile failure occurs.
The passage from positive to 'negative' pressures occurs gradually and there
is no discontinuity in the value of K near the zero point of the curves. In
the region of'negative' pressures, so long as the point of rupture is not reached,
the tests are no longer reversible, as shown by the K versus p curves, but
returns to reversibility with increase of positive pressures.

It can be assumed from these tests that permeability does not depend on
the gradient of the pressures but only on the absolute value of the pressure.
Darcy's Law:

Q = KAS\

is therefore valid {A = cross-sectional area, S' = slope of the pressure line
or gradient of pressures, K = constant).

(4) Radial percolation under varying strain. Figure 4.24 explains the method
used for obtaining conditions where the strain on the cylindrical sample is
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Fig. 4.23 Radial percolation tests. Results for fissured rock (gneiss) and rock with
spherical voids (sandstone).
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Fig. 4.24 Radial percolation test under a pressure px > p0 (p0 = water pressure)
(dimensions in mm).
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different from the test pressure. The sample is surrounded by a thin layer of
granular material (for example very small glass spheres 0-1 mm diameter)
much more pervious than the sample. This material is surrounded by a
plastic sleeve to which a pressure px is applied, which is transmitted to the
sample through the granules. If water penetration is at a pressure p0 <pl9

the liquid will percolate through the sample under that pressure. The granular
material now transmits the pressure px — p0 to the sample. The stresses and
strains are obtained by adding both pressures.

A series of tests can be carried out either by maintaining px constant and
varying p0 or by maintaining p0 constant and varying px. These tests have
shown that the permeability coefficient K decreases more rapidly under an
increasing strain px than under an increasing water pressure p0. This test
method produces similar strain conditions to those existing, for example,
in the rock abutment under a dam where p± and/?0 are independent.

4.9.5 Comments

The longitudinal percolation test is the simplest and easiest to interpret,
but it has not been used for tests under tensile stress. It cannot be applied
to very impervious rocks, the limit being about K = 10"8 cm/s.

The radial permeability test under varying strain is the most informative,
but it is time consuming. The ordinary radial percolation test should be
considered as the standard test and results obtained with this method can
be summarized as follows:

A diagram showing the frequencies of the value Ko, obtained for a pressure
p0 = 0 (point of intersection of the curve K = K{p) with the ordinate
p = 0 on the diagrams) for a number of tests, illustrates the homogeneity of
the samples tested.

By calculating the parameter:

s \

where K-x is the permeability factor for diverging radial flow under a pressure
of — 1 kg/cm2 and K50 the permeability for converging flow under a pressure
of 50 kg/cm2.

4.9.6 Some results

There is no correlation between Ko and 5, each of these coefficients depending
on differing properties of fissures and fractures of the rocks. The coefficient
S probably depends on the extension of the micro- and macrofractures in
the sample and possibly on their direction. Ko probably increases with the
thickness of the fissures and fractures demonstrated when coloured water is
forced through the sample.
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Bernaix (1966) in his thesis describes a highly pervious sandstone with a
low crushing strength and with Ko — 7 X 10"8 to 8 X 10~4 cm/s, but with
S = 1*0. The samples were very homogeneous, without fissures and having
only closed pores.

Another series of tests were related to good quality biotite gneiss, where
Ko = 7 X 10"9 to 3 x 10"12 and S = 4 to 5. When the gneiss was slightly
altered, the perviousness increased to 4 x 10"7 to 9 X 10"8 and S = 10
to 25. When the gneiss was completely altered, the coefficient Ko increased
further to 2 x 10"6 or 9 x 10"6 but S dropped to 1 or 1-2, indicating a
change in the rock structure.

The most striking example refers to the Malpasset gneiss. The figures
obtained by Bernaix were: on the right bank, Ko = 3 X 10"11 to 3 x 10"5

and S = 7 to 200; on the left bank, Ko = 3 x 10"11 to 3 x 10"5 and S = 1
to 200 and more. The Ko values are quite acceptable, but the S values are

20

tensile
stresses

compression stresses

50 60 70 80 90
pore pressure (kg/cm2)

Fig. 4.25
1966).

Radial percolation tests. Malpasset gneiss, left abutment (after Bernaix,

unique to the Malpasset rock. Figure 4.25 reproduces some of the curves
obtained by Bernaix for rock on the left bank of the gorge.

Among other rocks tested by the methods described, some ophites and
rayolite were so dense that no percolation could be observed (Ko = 10"13).
Many granites were characterized by coefficients Ko = 10"10 and S = 1 to
1-4, others were more pervious with Ko = 3 x 10"9 to 5 X 10"8andiS'= 1-1
to 4. Limestones varied from Ko = 2 x 10"n and S = 1 to Ko = 10"7 and
S = 20. Gneiss also produced very variable percolation characteristics.
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The value S = 1 corresponds to rocks with closed pores. A rock sample
containing only microfissures will normally have an S value 1 to 5; the S
value 10 to 20 indicates the existence of microfractures.

4.10 Correlations between permeability and mechanical
properties of rock material

The crushing and permeability tests described in sections 4.7 and 4.9 have
established definitions of three major coefficients which accurately charac-
terize rock material: coefficient o\M which represents the dispersion of
material compression test results, coefficient R10lR60, which characterizes
the scale effect for uniaxial crushing strength tests on samples 10 mm and
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Fig. 4.26 Relative dispersion ajM versus percolation factor, S: (1) St Vaast lime-
stone; (2) biotite gneiss; (3) fissured Jurassic limestone; (4) Malpasset gneiss (right
abutment); (5) Malpasset gneiss (left abutment) Habib & Bernaix.
Fig. 4.27 Scale factor Rxo/Reo versus percolation factor, S: (1) St Vaast limestone;
(2) biotite gneiss; (3) fissured Jurassic limestone; (4) Malpasset gneiss (right abut-
ment); (5) Malpasset gneiss (left abutment) Habib & Bernaix.

60 mm in diameter, and finally coefficient S discussed in the previous section.
Only a limited number of rocks have been sufficiently tested to allow the
calculation of all three coefficients. However, Habib & Bernaix (1966) have
been able to publish two diagrams of major interest (figs. 4.26 and 4.27).
They reveal a very narrow correlation between different rock characteristics
from which it is apparent that the highly fissured Malpasset gneiss is in a
class of its own.

Further detailed research on different rock types has shown that most of
these properties can be explained by interpreting the theory of rupture of
fissured rock by Griffith (section 4.11).

Rock fissuring starts with microfissures at the scale of the crystals. Minute
dislocations caused by internal strains may exist in the crystalline mesh.
Extension of such microfissures can cause larger microfractures from which
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rock fracture may develop. There are also some correlations between etch-
pits, the minute dislocations and plastic deformations (d'Albissin, 1968;
Keith & Gilman, 1960).

The following testing technique has been described by d'Albissin (1968).
Small cylindrical samples 36 mm diameter and 72 mm high (or d = 10 mm,
h = 20 mm for single crystals) are tested in a triaxial test rig capable of
developing a lateral pressure of 1000 kg/cm and an axial thrust of 8500
kg/cm2, causing strain and deformation of the samples.

165 200
temperature (°C)

Fig. 4.28 Tests on marble of Mosset. Variations of the natural thermoluminescence
with lateral pressure: (1) intact marble; (2-5) later pressures in kg/cm2: (2) 245, (3)
390, (4) 980, (5) 5000; (6) crushed under pressure of 5000 kg/cm2 (after d'Albissin,
1968).

These internal dislocations can be detected by thermoluminescence whereby
electrons falling from one energy level to a lower one produce light. Crystal
dislocations can trap electrons and modify the light emitted. Incident gamma
radiation is reflected at another wavelength.

The strained rock samples are reduced to powder, the dimensions of the
grains being about 250 to 315 jum (200-315 /urn for single crystals) and are
then irradiated. The emitted light measured from highly strained and less
strained samples at different temperatures (figs. 4.28 and 4.29) gives a measure
of the internal dislocations within the rock material. Further correlations
were established from other tests involving acid corrosion of polished rock
surfaces.

The curves in fig. 4.28 show that a moderate strain causes an increase of
the thermoluminescence which then decreases with higher strains (Handin
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Fig. 4.29 Tests on marble of Mosset. Area under the thermoluminescence curves
of Fig. 4.28 plotted against average pressure in kg/cm2. Grains of 250-315 pm
(after d'Albissin, 1968).

et al., 1957; d'Albissin, 1968). Plastic deformations occurred at lateral
pressures of 980 kg/cm2 and 5000 kg/cm2 and temperatures of about 280 °C.

Additional permeability tests with air have been devised to detect any
incidence of chemical change in the rock material (Perami & Thenoz, 1968).
Air can penetrate through minute fissures which would not normally accept
any water. As the air does not react chemically with the mineral rock
materials it does not cause alterations to the rpcks. Perami & Thenoz (1968)
introduced a void coefficient:

k

where V = dry volume of the rock sample reduced to powder and vp the
volume of the pores. This formula yields:

The values V and V + vp are obtained by measuring the apparent specific
weight of the rock sample and the true specific weight when reduced to
powder. (The usual technique of Serafim measures the sample wet and after
drying for 24 or 48 hours at 105 °C.)

Tests on several granites have shown that when the permeability to air is
below a certain limit there is no chemical change in the rock. With higher
permeability, granites can be chemically altered by percolating water. The
same tests have shown (fig. 4.30) that there are two phases in the permeability
curve. During a first phase of increasing uniaxial pressure, the sample is
consolidated and the ratio KjKQ < 1 (Ko = permeability factor for no
load). When the pressure increases beyond a iimit causing microfissuration'
the K/KQ ratio increases rapidly, showing that intensive microfissuration
occurs.
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Fig. 4.30 Increasing uniaxial loading causes the granite sample to consolidate at
first. Beyond a certain load, microfissuration starts and the relative permeability
ratio, KJKQ, increases (after Perami & Thenoz, 1968).

4.11 Rock fracture

Testing rock material under uniaxial or triaxial compression produces
several different types of failure. Brittle tensile failure of rock samples may
occur under special conditions of uniaxial load (as it also may occur when
testing concrete samples). Brittle shear failure is normal under uniaxial and
triaxial load tests when the lateral confining pressure is moderate. When the
confining pressure is high or very high in the triaxial load test, failure may
be attributable to plastic shear. Where a pre-existing weak shear plane exists
in the rock, rupture by shear will occur along this particular plane. This
aspect has been discussed in detail in preceding sections. The four cases are
represented in fig. 4.31.

+ X
\\\ \

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 4.31 Failure of rock material; (a) brittle fracture; (b) shear failure; (c) visco-
plastic deformation; (d) shearing along a joint.

The mechanics of brittle fracture of rocks has been analysed by Griffith
(1924), who, in his theory, postulates that materials contain flaws or cracks
and that in compression large tensile stresses exist near the ends of certain
critically orientated cracks. Griffith suggests that the fracture occurs when
the most severely stressed crack propagates, the stresses being locally higher
than elemental cohesion.

Evidence exists to substantiate the validity of the Griffith model of fracture
(as modified by McClintock & Walsh (1962), and by Hoek (1968)). If grain
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boundaries are considered to be 'Griffith cracks', then the compressive
strength of certain rocks is related to crack length, as he suggests.

In fig. 4.32 it is assumed that the Griffith crack has the shape of an ellipse,
ax and 0*3 are the principal stresses where ax > a3, and k = a3lax with y)
the angle between ax and the crack. an is the stress at the end of the ellipse
and aN is the maximum of <rn. Griffith found that:

03) cos 2tp]

± - (<r? - <r§) v o s
when £0 is a parameter depending on the shape of the crack.
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Fig. 4.32 Fracture of test sample. 2C = length of initial crack, L = length of
secondary fissure (after Bernaix, 1967).

Assuming ip variable, aN is maximum when:

— = 0 or

When — 00 < k < —0-33, rupture occurs when 0*3 is equal to the tensile
strength of the material.

When k > —0-33 the tensile strength at is given by:

2a't = \[ax + <r3) - (01 - a3) cos 2tp] ± ^/\[{a\ + a|) - {a\ - G%) COS 2^].

When the material is isotropic with randomly distributed fissures, some at
the critical angle y)C9 rupture occurs when:

k)

Griffith's theory implicitly assumes that the rock material is under tensile
stresses. Hoek modified the theory with an assumption that the lips of the
crack are under compression. The equations of Griffith-Hoek now become:

2at = — M(°i + ^3) sin 2\p — /x{(a± + a3) — (ax — <r3) cos

where /n = friction factor, and:

a1 = (1 - kW[\ + ft*] - Ml +
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Hoek has examined some schists where the main cracks were parallel with
the foliation, with random secondary microfissures depending on the grain.
Both formulas were confirmed.

Paulding (1966) disagreed with some of Griffith's conclusions, and used
partially broken material to study the growth of cracks during brittle fracture
tests. In uniaxial compression this was accomplished simply by placing a
supported beam in parallel with the rock specimen to limit the advance of
the ram as the load-carrying ability of the specimen decreased. The volumetric
strain:

— = € l + e2 + €3, (with c2 ^ €3)

was computed from two perpendicular strain gauges, measuring ex and
*2 = €3> the principal linear strains.

2.0
stresses

Kb

Fig. 4.33 Volumetric strain versus stress curve obtained during uniaxial com-
pression test (after Paulding, 1966).

In fig. 4.33, where A F/F is plotted versus the stress/?, the rapid decrease
of A F/F from 0 to A is due to the closing of the cracks orientated so as to
close under the applied stress /?. From A to B the decrease is approximately
linear and after B the curve indicates the onset of crack growth (see fig. 4.30).

porosity, rj0

Fig. 4.34 Compressibility test on a jacketed specimen of rock containing narrow
cracks, A F/F = volumetric strain (after Walsh, 1965, and Paulding, 1966).

Figure 4.34 shows p versus AF/F. According to Walsh the tangent to
the end of the curve gives the porosity of the strained specimen. It corresponds
to the compressibility of the solid material when cracks are closed.
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As a result of a comprehensive series of tests on 28 rock types, Miller
(1965) classified the uniaxial stress-strain curves into the six types shown in
fig. 4.35. Type I exhibits almost straight-line behaviour until sudden explosive

Fig. 4.35 Typical stress-strain curves for rock material in uniaxial compression to
failure: (I) elastic; (II) elastic-plastic; (III) plastic-elastic; (IV and (V) plastic-
elastic-plastic; (VI) elastic-plastic creep.

failure occurs (basalt, quartzite, diabase, dolomites, very strong limestones).
The softer limestones, siltstones, tuff, exhibit a continually increasing
inelastic yielding as the failure load point is approached (type II). The type
HI stress-strain curve is typical of sandstones, granites and schists cored
parallel to the foliation. Metamorphic rocks (marbles, gneiss) are represented
by curve type IV. Highly compressible rocks (schists cored perpendicular
to the foliation) show the S-shaped curve of type V; salt deforms as shown on
curve type VI.

Analysis of the AF/F versusp curves (figs. 4.33 and 4.34) permits an indirect
estimate of rock fissures and the information thus obtained may be compared
with the information obtained from radial permeability tests. Miller's
analyses of the stress-strain curves (or = o(e)) for rock materials make a

1.0-

0.8-

0.6-

0.4-

failure limit

creep limit

0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0.01 concrete strain

Fig. 4.36 Influence of the rate of loading on strength and modulus of elasticity of
concrete. (1) t = 20 min; (2) t = 100 min; (3) t = 7 days; (4) t = oo;// = cylinder
strength at 56 days (= 5000 lb/in2) (after RueSch, I960).
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useful introduction to the analysis of similar curves obtained by in situ
tests on rock masses.

The rate of loading is a test variable which affects both the compressive
strength and the modulus of elasticity. The effect of loading rate on the
behaviour of concrete is well known (fig. 4.36) and a similar reaction might
be anticipated when testing rock materials.

Compression tests are normally carried out at a high rate of loading
(10 to 100 Ib/in2/s) and there is only very limited information on creep of
rock material. Serdengecti & Boozer (1961) published figures relating to
Berea sandstone and gabbro reproduced in table 4.7. H. R. Hardy (1966)

Table 4.7 Unconfined compressive strength (Ibjin2)
for sandstone and gabbro

Rock

Berea sandstone
Gabbro

Time to failure

30 s

8000
31000

003 s

12000
40 000

% strength
increase

50
30

published some curves showing the strain increase at constant stress versus
time for relatively short time periods of 2000 to 5000 s (fig. 4.37). Hardy
utilized a loading jig, incorporating Teflon insert-type loading heads, with

Om)

160H
c

1 120-i

1 80-

40-

s

800 1600 2400 3200 4000 4800 seconds

Fig. 4.37 Experimental results from a typical incremental creep test (Wombeyan
marble) at high stress (o = 12 445 lb/in2) (after Hardy, 1966).

which it was possible to uniformly load test specimens. Accurate and uniform
loading makes it possible to observe in detail incremental creep behaviour
to a total of less than 10 ̂ m in 2200 s.

Information on creep in rock material is still very scarce but it is linked
to the void index i. Research into this aspect should investigate possible
correlations in greater detail.
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Knowledge of the inelastic behaviour of geologic material (rocks and
minerals) has become increasingly important. Experimental determination
of the parameters that may suitably describe it is still very limited. The U.S.
Department of Mines has evolved a flexible and programmable load control
system designed to carry out a number of different test modes: constant
load, constant rate, constant load creep, etc. However, only limited informa-
tion is available on this programme (Hardy, 1966).

Recent systematic research by a team of French workers on microfissuring
of rocks (mainly granite) has confirmed Griffith's theory and shown a
relationship between the behaviour of rock samples under stress and strain
and their microtexture. Their findings are to some extent supplementary to
earlier results (mainly from the English-speaking area).

(kg/cm2)

105
3.3 (mm)

Fig. 4.38 Tensile strength at verus average length of cracks lm (in mm) (after
Montarges, 1968).

Figure 4.38 shows a correlation between tensile strength and the average
length of fissures /m, thus confirming Griffith's law:

at = Aim112 where A is a constant.

Discussion of a diagram similar to fig. 4.34 led Morlier (1968) to a new
interpretation of the void index. The porosity index rj0 thus obtained is the
porosity due to microfissures whereas i would be the total porosity including
the more or less opened spherical voids. This porosity (i — rj0) has no bearing
on the linear elastic deformations of the rock under high load. Figure 4.39
shows how the ratio VjV varies with TJ09 where V is the limit velocity in rock
without fissures and V a wave velocity. The equations of the straight lines
obtained are:

Pi = V[(l - 0-83 x 103i7o) for longitudinal waves and

V2 = V'2(l — 0-5 x lO3?7o) for transversal waves.

The equations were the same for eight different granites.
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Fig. 4.39 Relative wave velocities, V\V\ versus microfissure porosity, rjOi for eight
different granites (after Morlier, 1968).

The crushing strength of granites varies with the load increase rate as
shown in fig. 4.40 where:

af

o = ao + 0i log —9

^ a (kg/cm2)
4000-

3000-

2000-

1000-
a' (kg/cm2/min)

•

10 100 1000 10000

Fig. 4.40 Crushing strength, a, of three different types of granite versus rate of
stress increase, a' (after Houpert, 1968).

of being the rate of load increase in kg/cm2 per min, and also on the dimen-
sions of the grains (in mm) (fig. 4.41). The curves are given by equations of
the type a = at + kd~112.

Gstalder & Marty (1968) sought to establish correlations between the
uniaxial crushing strength Rc and the punching shear strength nT of rocks
(fig. 4.42). A distinction was made between the point where the limit of
elastic deformation is reached (i?e or ne) and the point of rupture (Rc or nr).
For very hard rock brittle fracture occurs when Rc = Re (the two points
being the same); for plastic rock Re < Rc and ne< nT.
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Fig. 4.41 Crushing strength, a, of granite versus greatest diameter, d (in mm) of
mineral components for varying rate of loading (after Houpert, 1968).

Fig. 4.42 Punching shear test considered for figs. 4.43 and 4.44.

An empirical relationship between nv and ne for about 30 different rock
types has been established (fig. 4.43). It was found that:

nr^ l-67fle.

The correlation between Rc and Re depends on the shape of the intrinsic
curve which, for some limestones, is about a Coulomb straight line and for
other hard rocks approximates to a parabola (Torre's rupture hypothesis).
This can be seen in fig. 4.44 where (in 100 kg/cm2 units): nT = 3-8i*c + 194
for hard granite, quartzite, very hard sandstone, and nv = \\RQ for plastic
limestones.

The research described in this section has detailed the many correlations
between crushing strength, shear fracture, brittle and plastic fractures, wave
velocities and microfissures or crystals which confirm Griffith's theory.

4.12 Classification of rock material

The detailed analysis of the physical and mechanical properties of rock
material and types of rock failure (chapters 3 and 4) should provide a basis
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Fig. 4.43 Empirical correlation obtained between nr and ne for about thirty
different rocks (after Gstalder & Marty, 1968).
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Fig. 4.44 Empirical correlation between nT and Rc. Curve 1 for granites, hard
quartzite and hard sandstone; curve 2 for limestones (in 100 kg/cm2 units) (after
Gstalder & Marty, 1968).
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for rock classification for engineering purposes. In practice, a general classi-
fication which would satisfy the needs of the mining and petroleum industries
as well as the various branches of civil engineering is no doubt impossible.
The rock properties necessary for an unlined pressure tunnel undoubtedly
differ from those required for easy rock excavation with no support, etc.
Therefore only classifications of limited validity are possible.

4.12.1 Conventional classification

An initial classification of rock materials can be based on some of their
mechanical properties and include the following.

(1) Ultimate crushing strength of rock samples under uniaxial loading.
Types of rock failure (fig. 4.31).

(2) The behaviour of rock under triaxial loading.
(3) Static and dynamic moduli of elasticity and the ratio Est&tlEAyn.
(4) The ratio £/orult (fig. 2.3).
(5) The strain-stress curves and their more important types (fig. 4.35).
(6) The tensile strength and brittle fracture (figs. 4.5 and 4.7).
(7) The shear strength: the curves r = shear strength versus As = tangen-

tial displacement (fig. 4.45) should be traced and the relevant ratio
noted.

(mm)

Fig. 4.45 Shear strength of rock, T, versus shear deformations (after Krsmanovic
& Langof, 1963).
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Besides the ratio rmax/rul t , the ratio Tmax/A^! (where As± is the shear
strain necessary to obtain the maximum shear resistance) proved to be of
great importance. Krsmanovic suggested plotting Tmax/Aji versus A^ ;
Tmax/A î versus r/crmax = (C/a) + tan <f> and a versus rmax[a, as shown in
fig. 4.46. Different types of rocks occupy different areas on this diagram,
thus allowing some classification.

Alogrmax/AS(kg/cm3)

A

T j — • log AS (mm)
5 10

Fig. 4.46 Rock classification suggested by Krsmanovid and Langof (1963), based
on the shear-strength characteristics of different rock material (AS = strain in mm,
a and T in kg/cm2).

4.12.2 Classification by void index,
A second classification, by void index, i, is possible and the more important
characteristics and correlations are briefly summarized here.

(1) Correlation between age of the rocks and the void index, j . The 'altera-
tion of rocks', possibly measured by the difference between the
theoretical value of i and the measured value (figs. 2.1 and 2.2).

(2) Swelling tests and the swelling strain, ed, versus the void index, i. Long-
term swelling tests (fig. 4.1).

(3) Correlation between the void index, crushing, tensile and shear
strength; and the modulus of elasticity (laboratory tests) (Serafim &
Lopez, 1961) (fig. 4.18).

(4) Correlation between the void index and the shock wave velocity (fig.
4.2).

(5) Permeability tests with air and water. The permeability factor K.
Radial permeability tests. Radial permeability versus strain (fig. 4.23).
The S = K-t/Kw factor (fig. 4.27).
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4.12.3 Classification based on other tests

(1) The dispersion of crushing test results and the scale effect (table 4.5 and
fig. 4.27).

(2) The Habib & Bernaix diagrams giving ajM versus S = K.^K^ and
^10/̂ 60 versus S = K.^KQQ (figs. 4.26 and 4.27).

(3) Tests to detect Griffith cracks, their density and direction.
(4) Tests on rock creep.

It is worth mentioning again that the dangerous Malpasset gneiss was
characterized by exceptionally high ratios of: cr/M, R10lR60 and S and is a
heavily microfissured, micro- and macrofractured rock which in spite of its
relatively high crushing strength proved unsuitable for dam foundations.
On the Habib & Bernaix diagrams (figs. 4.26 and 4.27) it stands unique,
with its poor characteristics easily recognizable, proving the practical value
of the suggested classification. Even where a rock exhibits good or excellent
mechanical characteristics, such as crushing strength, this does not preclude
the possibility of other causes of failure. The proposed classification would
reveal any such flaws.

Bernaix (1966) suggests that research on the density of micro- and macro-
fissures in addition to crushing tests may be essential. Research on the
porosity index i should be supplemented with research on the dispersion of
test results and scale factor, and on the permeability. The test methods
developed by Paulding et al. should be investigated further for possible
correlations with the methods suggested by Habib & Bernaix (1966). All
these tests centre on the density and shape of the voids which weaken rock
material.

4.12.4 Rock masses

The problem of the classification of jointed rock masses, as opposed to
jointed rock material is a most disputed one. Many geologists believe that the
RQD introduced by Deere (see section 2.1.4) is the most reliable parameter
for engineering purposes, but several geophysicists disagree, and have
developed their own 'engineering classification' (sections 6.7 and 10.9).
Tunnel specialists, on their part, base their designs on expected deformations
of the rock masses (section 10.10).

4.13 Filling materials for fractures and faults

4.13.1 Laboratory tests

The shear strength of filling material for fractures and faults is very often
tested in situ. Such tests, if carried out in trenches, on the surface of the rock
or deep inside galleries, are always very expensive. Techniques have been
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developed for testing this in the laboratory, which apart from being cheaper
has the advantage of allowing repetitive testing to get an indication of the
dispersion of results.

It seems, from tests carried out in Spain by Jimenes-Salas & Uriel (1964),
that the scale effect is less pronounced for filling material than for rock
material itself.

The thickness of the filling material is not critical. Its shear strength can
be higher than that of polished rock faces and the material itself. This can
happen when there are geological slips sufficient to cause considerable relative
displacement at the lips of a geological fault. In such cases a sample of the
polished rock face must be included in the laboratory test.

In general, boreholes are drilled into the rock, penetrating into the fault
and the cores obtained. These together with the filling material are then cast
in a block of concrete, and tested on shear.

The Paris Laboratory of the £cole Polytechnique uses a normal testing
rig for testing thin fissures, a few millimetres thick. The shearing surface is
about 40 cm2, maximum 60 cm2. When measuring the rmax value, filling
material may have a cohesion of a few kg/cm2. This cohesion usually dis-
appears when the strain has reached a few millimetres and the angle of
friction drops.

For larger fissures, fractures and faults, larger test samples must be used,
and the Paris Laboratory has developed special shearing equipment for this
purpose. Rock cores of 25 to 30 cm diameter, 50 cm long are extracted, and

rock

filling
material

plastic layer

Fig. 4.47 Preparation of a test sample: (a) rock core including filling material;
(b) two layers of plastic material preserve moisture of filling material; (c) concrete
blocks prepared for shear test.
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cast in a concrete block of 60 X 40 cm2 and 46 cm in height with a gap of
6 cm for the shearing plane. The shearing surface of the core may be nearly
1000 to 1500 cm2. The shear and normal compression forces applied to the
shear box are maximum 50 tonnes. These forces are very accurately checked
and can be constantly maintained over a period to give strains during creep
tests. Horizontal, vertical and angular displacements of the top of the shear
box are accurately measured. Pressures on the test core, normal to the box,
can reach 700 kg/cm2.

Some filling material test results obtained in Paris are summarized in
table 4.8.

Table 4.8 Filling material tests

Rock

Malpasset gneiss, left
bank:

Upstream face
Downstream face

Limestone:
Thin layer
Thick layer

C(kg/cm2)

5
small

10
2

Tmax

60°
60°

42°
5° for

a < 10 kg/cm2

30° for
cr > 10 kg/cm2

C(kg/cm2)

0
0

0
0

rult

45°
40°

30°
25°-33°3O'
average 29°

The figures relating to the upstream and downstream faces of the ruptured
Malpasset foundation rock on the left bank are most interesting. The
cohesion is obviously low but the friction is reasonably high, even for the
rult values. Therefore the explanation favoured by many experts that the
rupture was caused by a weakness in this clayish seam must be abandoned.

4.13.2 Effect of percolating water in filling material

This is a test which could hardly be carried out in situ, but can easily be
followed in a laboratory on dry and saturated cores. Results vary, depending
on the filling material. The material in the Malpasset seam was not substan-
tially lowered by being saturated. The shear strength of the clayish material
filling the joints of some limestones dropped far more. The angle <f> can drop
as low as 10° to 15° when flat surfaces are lubricated with saturated clay
interlayerings.



5 Residual stresses in rock masses in situ

5.1 Heim's hypothesis

Previous tunnelling experience shows that the rock through which the
galleries are excavated is stressed. These stresses, which exist in virgin rock
before excavation, are called residual stresses, natural stressing or rock
prestressing.

The Swiss geologist Heim (1878), observing the behaviour of rock masses
in the big trans-alpine tunnel excavations, was one of the first to conclude
that the tunnels were highly stressed in all directions. He assumed that there
was a vertical stress component av probably related to the weight of the rock
overburden and proportional to it, but added that there was also a horizontal
component ah to the stresses, most probably of a similar magnitude to the
vertical component. At that time his theory, discussed in a series of papers
(1878-1912), was extremely bold, although a similar hypothesis had been
proposed a few years before by the German tunnel expert Rziha (1874)
(fig. 5.1).

rv

Fig. 5.1 Stressing of a tunnel in all directions (k = vj{\ — v)).

Heim related these residual stresses to the gigantic forces which, many
million years ago, caused the mountain ridges of the Secondary and Tertiary
geological periods to be lifted. According to Heim the residual stresses have
a geological origin, a view to some extent confirmed by the fact that very
large masses of rock (for example the entire granitic plateau of Sweden)
show a horizontal stress component much greater than the vertical stress
field. This can only be satisfactorily explained by geological forces.

Terzaghi (1952) also advanced an explanation of the residual stresses
based on the elasticity of rock. If rock is strained in the vertical direction by

[85]
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its own weight it should also expand in a lateral direction; the well-known
Poisson's coefficient v is a measure of this. This expansion is hindered, at
great depth, by the neighbouring masses of rock. Along the vertical plane
in the rock mass, lateral displacement is nil in a horizontal direction. This
creates horizontal stresses opposing the lateral expansion. If Terzaghi's
explanation is accepted, the horizontal stress component would be well
below the value predicted by Heim's hypothesis.

A third explanation has been attempted. In a liquid in static equilibrium,
at any point P the local pressure is p = yy where y is the specific weight of
the liquid, y the depth under the surface of the liquid, and the pressure/? is the
same in any direction. This law, known as the hydrostatic distribution of
stress, was discovered in the seventeenth century by Pascal, the French
physicist and philosopher.

Mathematically, this particular stress distribution is linked to the absence
of any shear stresses in static liquid. It has been argued that in static rock
masses there is a tendency for shear stresses to be progressivley relieved,
giving a hydrostatic stress distribution, with the horizontal stress component
equal to the vertical. Since none of these explanations is entirely satisfactory,
this problem must be re-examined more thoroughly.

5.2 Stress relief at the surface of rock masses

If a deep gorge is cut through a rock mass (fig. 5.2), natural stresses in three
main directions will be found at greater depth, while in a direction normal

= 0 , . ,
-Rock fracture

Fig. 5.2 Stress relief at the surface of rock masses.

to the surface there will be no stresses. Geologists have observed that this
passage from a three-dimensional stress distribution to a two-dimensional
distribution causes rock fissures and fractures in directions parallel to the
gorge. These rarely occur at depths in excess of about 50 m. Climatic con-
ditions (temperature gradient at the surface rock) may also contribute
to such joints, sometimes being referred to as sheeting. Kieslinger (1960),
Vienna University, has described many such geological situations, which
have occurred mainly in granite. Such fractures, parallel to the gorge, existed
on the site of the Vajont dam, causing additional difficulties in designing
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the dam foundations. The rock had to be consolidated with post-tensioned
cables and cement grouting.

Engineering geologists will have to pay great attention to this aspect when
examining possible sites for large dams.

5.3 The effective modulus of elasticity and the effective
Poisson's ratio in rock masses

5.3.1 Terzaghi's approach

We assume k = ahjov to be the ratio of the horizontal field of stresses ah to
the vertical field of stresses av in the depth of rock masses. Terzaghi's approach
(1952), explained at the beginning of this chapter, related the k ratio to
Poisson's ratio, v9 of the rocks as follows.

If the stresses and the displacements are referred to three axes OX9 Oy9 OZ9

with Ox being vertical and Oy and 02 normal to OX9 then the strains eX9 ey9

and es are given by:

*x = « [<*x — v(Oy + °z)]>

K ( + )L

*z = £ [°z - <ax + ay)].

In these equations E is the modulus of elasticity and v the Poisson ratio for
rock. Assuming stress symmetry in a horizontal plane we get ay = aZ9 and
no displacements in a horizontal direction, we have

€y = c2 = 0 and 0 = ay — vav — vaX9

or

v
** and k = vj{\ — v).1 — V

For v = \ to \ we get ffy = <r2 = <xx/4 to ax/2, or k = 0-25 to 0-50 with fc =
0-3 as the most probable value.

A two-dimensional state of stress (oy = 0) would have produced

ex = — (ox — vaz) and c2 = 0 = - (pz — rcrx).
xS xS

With (T2 = vax and A: = v we would get

ex = - crx(l - v2) and £ = — (1 - y2).
E €x
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The ratio k = vj{\ — v) (Terzaghi's approach) with the usual values v =
0*3 to 0-25 or v = 0-2 accepted for rock material is contradictory to actual
measurements made in deep galleries. The most usual results, obtained in
several countries, favour Heim's hypothesis: az = ay = ax and k = 1. Work-
ing on the Terzaghi formula, k = 1 requires v = 0-5, which is never
measured on rock material in practice. This presents an obvious paradox
known as 'Heim's paradox'.

5.3.2 Poisson's ratio

The solution assumes that because of fissures and fractures, the effective
modulus of rock masses Eeti is not equal to the modulus E of rock material.
Similarly the effective Poisson's ratio veii for rock masses is different from the
v measured on rock material (C. Jaeger, 1966).

Working on a suggestion by Waldorf et al. (1963) it is possible to visualize a
rock mass cut into parallelepipeds by a series of horizontal fractures, with
two other series of vertical fractures at right angles to each other, the vertical
direction being called T . Assume that dx is the total deformation in the
vertical direction T , with dx = dH + dPi where d6i = OxdjE, being the dis-
placement due to the elasticity of the rock with E the modulus of elasticity
of the rock material, d1 the thickness of the rock considered, ax the vertical
stress and v Poisson's ratio. dei obviously represents the elastic deformation
of the volume of rock considered. Fractures are also squeezed plastically
and we can write (see also 7.2.6.):

where cx is a coefficient which depends on v. Working on Waldorf's assump-
tion it can be shown that the effective modulus Een measured in situ is given
by

These two equations link the moduli Eeff and E to the deformations: the
elastic deformation a&i depending on the rock material only and the deforma-
tion of the fissures depending on the degree of fissuration of the rock masses,
(This approach applies when the dimension d± is of the same order of magni-
tude as the loading area.)

A Poisson ratio veU can be defined on similar lines (C. Jaeger, 1966). The
deformation <53 in direction '3 ' , at right angles to direction ' 1 ' , is

where E is the modulus of elasticity of the rock material, 0*3 the horizontal
stress, d3 a distance and c3 a coefficient.
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Introducing the condition e3 = 0 for complex total displacements, a
fictitious Poisson ratio veU must now be introduced instead of the purely
physical v value for rock material, such as

On the other hand e = 0 and a2 = o3 yields:

a3
— Vett C3 = 0 Or Vett = ; > V,

0*1 + a3

showing how k = o3jax depends on veff and, implicitly, SeJdP3. EjEeU and
vlvell depend on the density of the fissures normal to the directions ' 1 ' and ' 3 \
Assuming for simplicity that

we obtain

Eeff _ _V__ _ (#1 + #3)
E vef{ a3

In cases where the basic assumption of Heim is correct and o1 = ov =
ah = o-g (as is usually found at great depth) then EeU = 2vE.

With v = 0-25, jE'eff = E\29 as found by Waldorf on site measurements.
Similarly, veff = 0-5, as required by Heim's hypothesis for av = ah and

It is important to realize that all the values E, Eeff9 dl9 d39 al9 a39 vl9 <56i, de^9

can be measured or calculated.

5.4 Strain and stress about cavities
5.4.1 The elastic field theory

Mechanical engineering textbooks solve the classical stress problem of a
steel plate perforated by a circular hole assuming the steel plate to be uni-
formly stressed by a unidirectional field of tensile stresses a. The stresses
around the circular hole are calculated using Airy functions.

It is a simple matter to reverse this problem and calculate the stresses about
a circular gallery excavated in rock. When loaded by its own weight only, the
compression stress field in the rock is a uniform potential vertical field.
Assuming a horizontal component of forces also, the two potential fields can
be added.

This problem of rock mechanics was first solved by Schmidt (1926), and
in 1938 the Chilean geologist, Fenner, published a similar solution. Terzaghi
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& Richart (1952) have explored the problem in more detail in a classic paper,
assuming different ratios for horizontal and vertical residual stress conditions
and different cavity shapes; circular or elliptical galleries, spherical cavities,
etc. Mining engineers tackled the problem of rectangular mining galleries.

An Airy function F of two variables (x, y) must be established to meet
a general condition:

2d*F(x,y)
dx2dy2 8 /

and additionally to satisfy the boundary conditions of the problem. The
stresses aX9 oy, and rxy in the (x, y) directions at the depth y are then func-
tions of x and y (fig. 5.3):

32F 32F J d2F
d

In these equations the field of external forces is accepted as the vertical
weight component of the rock in the y direction and it explains the term
yy9 where y is the specific weight of the rock.

Fig. 5.3 Airy function of two variables.

In the case of a problem with axial symmetry like that of a circular hole
in a steel plate or a circular gallery in rock, the variables to be considered
are obviously r/x and the angle 0 (fig. 5.4), where x is now measured in the
radial direction and the stresses to be observed at any point P inside the rock
are ar in the radial direction at in a circumferential direction and the shear
stresses rrt in the same direction as the gallery.

Fig. 5.4 Stresses about a circular gallery.
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Assuming the field of external forces to be a potential field of vertical
uniform loads p with no horizontal field of forces, the detailed calculation
(Terzaghi & Richart, 1952) shows that

where the radius of the circular gallery is r and x is the distance from the
centre O of the gallery to point P in the rock (JC > r). The angle 0 is zero
in the vertical direction, upwards directed (fig. 5.4). The boundary conditions
are obviously: for x = r, <rr = 0 and r = 0 all along the gallery. For x = oo,
ar = p in the vertical direction (0 = 0). For x = oo, <rr = 0 in the horizontal
direction (0 = 90°). Therefore, along the vertical axis for 0 = 0 and cos 20 = 1

5r2 3r*

which yields, as expected:

for JC = r or = 0, for JC = oo crr =/?.

Along the horizontal axis, for 0 = 90° and cos 20 = — 1:

and so

for x = r af = 0, for x = oo, <rr = 0,

as required.
The tangential or circumferential stresses at are as follows:

p

and for
ort=|(l-3)=-/>.

For
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which yields for x = r9at = 3/?. The ar and at vary with x (figs 5.5a and 5.5b).
The circumferential stress at along a horizontal diameter varies from at =
3/? in immediate vicinity of the tunnel bore to at = p at great distance; at a
distance x = 2r, ert is still at = 1-22/?. The high circumferential stress for
x = r may cause an overstraining of the tunnel wall and subsequent rock
failure.

The stresses along a vertical diameter are even more critical. Tensile stress
is ot = —p in a circumferential direction near the tunnel bore. These
stresses at remain negative until the point 1 — 3r2/x2 = 0 or x = ry/Z =
l-73r is reached when the at become positive. Along a horizontal diameter,
the radial stresses o> start from o> = 0 along the tunnel wall and increase to

1.22r

t! U11, timti
Fig. 5.5 (a) Diagram of radial stresses, ar; (b) diagram of circumferential stresses, at.

a maximum ar = 0-375/? for x = ry/2 and then decrease. Along a vertical
diameter, the ar start from ar = 0 to pass through slightly negative values.
There is a value o> = 0 for x = l-22r. These negative values are low: for
example, for x = 1-1, ar = —0-04/? only. There is an obvious danger that
these negative values may overstrain the tunnel soffit where tensile strength
may be low after rock blasting.

The solution suggested by Heim's hypothesis, where horizontal residual
stresses ah are equal to the vertical residual stresses av (ah = av = /?), is
obtained by superimposing two solutions as before, but at right angles.
Because of the symmetry of the solutions (oh = av)9 ar and at do not depend
any more on the angle <f> and for any value 0.

and

ar = p{\ — r2jx2) with aT = 0 for x = r,

at = p{\ + r2jx2) with at = 2/7 for x = r.

A cylinder of uniformly strained rock with maximum circumferential stresses
at = 2/7 is formed round the excavated gallery.

If the unlined tunnel were filled with water at a pressure p, equal to the
weight of the rock overburden, the pressures in the rock masses would revert
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to a uniform residual stress value p and be balanced, provided that av = oh.
If the unlined tunnel were bored in a rock mass, subjected only to a field of
vertical forces av =/? with no horizontal field ah = 0, and then filled with
water at pressure p, severe stresses near the tunnel soffit would reach
at = —2p and fissures would most probably develop there. Tunnel designers
must know the residual rock stresses in the rock mass through which a
tunnel has to be excavated, as the final stressed state depends on the combina-
tion of hydrostatic pressure and residual stresses.

In many cases the horizontal component of the residual stresses is ah = kav

with 0 < k < 1 (fig. 5.6). Tables have been calculated and stress diagrams
published for characteristic values of A: (Terzaghi & Richart, 1952).

i
<Jt = —p

<*h = 0

(a)

Fig. 5.6 (a) av = p, ah = 0, k = 0; for 6 = 0, ot = -p and for 0 = 90°, <rt = 3/?.
(6) av =p, ah = kov, k < 1; for 0 = 0, cr, > - / ? ; and for 0 = 90°, at < 3p.
(c) av = pfoh =z kav, k = 1; for any value of 0, at = 2p.

The theories developed in this chapter may be used for estimating borehole
diameter deformations under radial pressure.

According to the method of Merril & Peterson, the radial deformation
of a circular hole in ideal rock is used to calculate the plane stress and strain
around the hole. For uniaxial load, plane stress:

dor
u = —?(l + 2cos20);

Jb

for uniaxial load, plane strain:

u = — (1 - v2){\ + 2 cos 20);

for biaxial load, plane stress:

w = •=; [(** + <*v) + 2(ax - ay) cos 20];
E

and for biaxial load, plane strain:

2(ax - oy) cos 20];
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where u is radial displacement, d is diameter of hole, ax, oy are mutually
perpendicular applied stresses, 0 is angle clockwise^from ax and v is Poisson's
ratio. Furthermore when ul9 u2, u3 = borehole deformations at 60° angles,

Ox +
E
3d1 u2 + w3).

5.4.2 Extensions of the theory

(a) When rock is being overstressed and overstrained around the cavity the
theory of elastic deformation no longer applies. Plastic deformations caused
by overstraining and loosening of the rock penetrates into the rock mass to a
depth RL which can be estimated with the method of Kastner (1962, see
section 10.10).

(b) Overstrained rock should be supported. A simplified theory of rock
support is developed in sections 10.3.3 and 10.3.4.

(c) Problems concerning some special boundary conditions are often
complicated. These are summarized in section 10.3.5.

5.5 In situ methods of measuring residual stresses; measuring
stresses about cavities

5.5.1 Measurements of residual stresses

The conventional method for measuring residual stresses in rock is to bond
a strain meter to the rock (fig. 5.7). The indicated value is taken as the zero

overcoring slot

strain meter

rock core
stress relieved

Fig. 5.7 Measurement of residual strains by stress relieving a rock core.
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point. When an annular slot is carefully driven around the strain meter the
rock core to which the strain meter is attached is progressively relieved.
Assuming elastic rock deformations, the value indicated by the strain meter
is equal to the residual strain in the rock in the direction of the meter. After
the test the core is extracted and its modulus of elasticity determined in the
laboratory. In order to obtain full information on rock strain a rosette of
three strain meters is used. From the resulting measurements the principal
strains ex and e2 can be deduced. An additional strain meter may be used for
eliminating temperature strains.

_ ^ - flat jack

strain meter

Fig. 5.8 Measurement of residual stresses by using a flat jack (Freyssinet type).

In order to obtain stress values, the modulus of elasticity E of the rock has
to be assumed or measured. An average value Em is taken to be the same in
all directions. The arrangement shown in fig. 5.8 allows direct measurement
of the stresses. A strain meter is fixed to the rock wall and the zero point
observed. A slot is then excavated, which relieves the strains and stresses in
that area of the tunnel wall. A flat jack (also called a Freyssinet jack) is
introduced in the slot and the pressure observed for which the strain meter
again reads 'zero point'. This pressure p is assumed to be equal to the rock
residual stress in a direction perpendicular to the flat jack. A rosette of three
strain meters in combination with three flat jacks is used to obtain the princi-
pal rock stresses al9 a2 and <r3. This method was introduced in the USA
by the Bureau of Reclamation in 1947. Professor G. Oberti from ISMES,
and others began to use it in Europe at about the same time.
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The use of flat jacks is also advocated by Rocha (1971a), head of the
Laboratorio Nacional de Enghenaria Civil (LNEC), Lisbon, who has
developed a machine which cuts one or more coplanar contiguous slots by
means of a disc saw. The large flat jack is inserted in the slot and deformeters
at different points inside the flat jack measure the opening of the slot.

Kujundzic and others (1966, 1974) checked simultaneously, in situ, the
static elastic modulus, Est2Lt9 with flat jacks introduced into a slot cut in the
rock mass and the dynamic elastic modulus, E^, by means of seismic waves
crossing the same mass of rock (Jaeger, 1971).

A commercially available alternative is a triaxial borehole deformation
gauge which is introduced into a small diameter hole (usually 1-5 in), of
maximum depth of 40 ft. The overcoring borehole is 6 in in diameter. The
deformation gauge has six fingers which measure the borehole diameter in
three directions 60° apart (fig. 5.9).

in concentric borehole

1.5 in borehole f - piston

ixi
•3—triaxial borehole I ~~. ,
^ Reformation eauee berylhum/copperdeformation gauge

cantilever

Fig. 5.9 Borehole deformation gauge (after Obert & Duvall, 1967).

The first method described measures strains and stresses on the tunnel
walls, or preferably at the tunnel face, usually to a depth of about 5 ft in
areas where blasting has shattered the rock. Further disturbances of the
natural residual stress distribution is caused by the gallery itself. Some
research into this, working with models, has been carried out. Terzaghi's
opinion is that, for at least a few feet from the exposed surfaces in the rock
excavations caused by blasting, the stress conditions in the rock vary errati-
cally over very short distances.

Alternative methods are advocated where measurements are carried out
at the bottom end of boreholes. These methods were developed on both
sides of the Atlantic, mainly by mining engineers, who are less interested in
the real value of residual stresses in rock, than in minute changes in strains
and stresses which affect rock stability; but their methods can be used for
direct measurement of residual stresses.

One method developed by the National Coal Board in Great Britain
(fig. 5.10) comprises a high-modulus brass plug with embedded electrical
resistance strain gauges. A tapered prestressed plug is bonded with epoxide
cement into a borehole with a matching taper at the measurement point. The
resistance changes that occur in the strain gauges before and after trepanning
the slot around the borehole are measured using a strain bridge capable of
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strain-stress I .
A /

measuring A trepanning hole to
unit / ( relieve stresses

stress plug

Fig. 5.10 Measurement of in situ rock stresses using a high-modulus stress plug
set in a long borehole (National Coal Board and Sheffield University).

measuring to 1 microstrain. Since the plug is unidirectional, these measure-
ments have to be repeated at three different angles, say 45° or 60° to one
another in the plane measurement.

Hast (1958) drilled 20-m deep, 26-mm diameter boreholes by increments
of between 50 cm and 100 cm. After each increment a gauging device com-
prising a pressure cell 10 mm high (6 mm diameter) with wedges was installed.
The annular groove drilled round each borehole has a diameter of 87 mm.
Measurements were made in succession in three directions at 60° apart,
the cell being moved by 10 cm stages within the rock.

A team at Sheffield University (Great Britain) (Roberts et al.91962) inserted
a cylinder of very birefringent glass into a borehole. The cylinder was pre-
stressed by jacking platens at two diametrically opposed points. The magni-
tude of the prestressing is given directly in terms of an interference fringe
pattern which appears in the plug when viewed by polarized light, and which
changes when the surrounding rock is relieved by trepanning. The sensitivity
of the meter is determined by the length of the plug and the elastic constants
of the rock masses. Three readings have to be taken at different angles. This
device can detect changes in borehole diameters of 10"5 in. The disc method
has also been used to measure changes in strains on the rock surface by
bonding directly to the surface.

American mining engineers have developed similar methods mainly to
detect changes in the rock stresses. According to Terzaghi, prerequisites for
reliable stress computation are rock masses with only moderate anisotrbpy
and joint spacing greater than a few feet.

E. R. Leeman (1970) developed a method which involves cementing an
electrical strain gauge rosette, or 'doorstopper' (so called because of its shape),
at the bottom of a flat-ended, polished borehole. At least three boreholes,
drilled in different directions, are required for this method. Difficulties were
encountered in water-bearing rock masses (Ruacana underground power
station, Cunene River; Chunnett, 1976; Van Heerden, 1974).

5.5.2 In situ stresses in rock mass

The method used by the U.S. Bureau of Mines (Merrill & Peterson, 1961) to
determine in situ stresses beneath the rock surface is to drill EX (1-50 in)
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holes to a depth of about 20 ft into the tunnel wall. The gauge, developed
by the Bureau and slightly smaller than the EX hole, is inserted into the hole.
At this point, the rock around the gauge is under stress due to the weight
of overburden and its geological history. The EX hole is then concentrically
overcored with a 6-in diamond bit to a point just beyond the gauge to
relieve the in situ stresses. The resulting change in diameter is measured
with the borehole gauge (fig. 5.9). The gauge is advanced at 6-in intervals
and oriented in various directions 45° apart, successively overcoring. From
these observations, and from laboratory tests to determine the modulus of
elasticity, the existing two-dimensional stress field is computed in a plane
perpendicular to the drill hole.

The 6-in 'doughnut-shaped' cores are placed in a pressure sleeve. The bore-
hole guage is again installed in the EX hole and changes in hole diameter
measured as pressure is applied radially to the exterior surface. A thick-wall
cylinder formula is used to calculate the modulus of elasticity.

5.5.3 Some results of rock measurements; residual stresses
and strains about cavities

Results of measurements on residual rock stresses published in many coun-
tries, mainly by the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, show a wide range of values.
In many cases, if a rough average were taken, Heim's bold assumption
(k = 1) would seem to be confirmed. In a few cases k > 1 was found
(Portugal, surge tank chamber excavation). In Sweden there is a general
overstressing of granite in the horizontal direction, with an average value
k == 3 (Hast & Nilsson, 1964).

To supplement the direct measurement of residual stresses, strains around
cavities have been measured in some tunnels. Some information is available
on Straight Creek tunnel which was excavated in granite (Hartmann, 1966;
C. Jaeger, 1966). Rock displacements have been measured in a radial direc-
tion in boreholes drilled in the tunnel soffit at different angles. From pub-
lished diagrams it appears that areas of slight tensile stress exist almost
everywhere near the tunnel soffit. It is remarkable that in several instances
the radial displacements indicate radial tensile stresses in existence beyond
the point xx = l-22r, which theoretically is the limit for tensile stresses even
in the worst case, k = 0. Tensile stresses appear up to xx = l-8r. The higher
the average density of fractures, the larger the ratio xjr.

Theories cannot be developed whilst the available information is so limited,
but it is defined that tensile stresses tend to extend in fissured rock beyond the
accepted normal, and that the weaker the rock the more they spread. This
behaviour of rock under moderate tensile strain and stress is quite different
from that under moderate compression stresses and it can possibly be
explained by Griffith's theory of rupture of rocks.
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5.5.4 Special instruments

The modern trend towards lighter rock supports in tunnels and galleries
requires precise knowledge of the actual strains and stresses developing in
the rock, together with methods for registering minute deformations in the
rock masses.

Some of the specialized instruments already available are an indication of
how interest has recently shifted from measurements made on the surface
of the rock or at shallow depth to borehole measurements at some distance
from the rock surface.

(1) Rod type extensometer for boreholes. This is a rod which is fixed to the
bottom of the borehole and protected by a pipe or hollow rock-bolt which
(if it is attached to the sides of the drill by grouting or anchors) may also
provide the reference point for collar measurements. The relative distance
between the end of the centre rod and the end of the protective pipe is
measured by a dial gauge, strain meter or transducer. The comparative
rigidity of the protective pipe and centre rod makes installation of this
instrument difficult or impossible in boreholes exceeding one tunnel diameter
in length. The usual zone influence around a tunnel opening is more than two
diameters, so that both fixed points may be displaced and total displacement
is not measured.

(2) Wire type extensometers for boreholes. Wire type extensometers may be
tensioned with weights or with springs. They can be either single position
which provide information on two separate fixed points contained within a
borehole, or the more recently developed multiple position which makes it
possible to obtain much more useful and detailed data from a single borehole
(fig. 5.11).

/ / « / / /

T

Fig. 5.11 Schematic arrangement of a three-point borehole extensometer (Terra-
metrics).

klx

where A/ = length variation in mm; M = dial gauge reading in mm; k = spring
constant in k g / m m ; / = cross-sectional area of measuring wire in mm2 (2 mm steel
wire). In the figure a = tension head; b = anchors; c = grouted protection pipe;
d = measuring wires.
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With the wire coil-spring type, an invar wire is fixed to the anchors placed
inside the borehole. The 'air-end' of the measuring wire is clamped to a
tensioning pipe incorporating a spring to apply tension to the wire. The instru-
ment head is enclosed in a watertight housing. This extensometer is best
suited to long-term measurements.

The four-point coil extensometer consists of three independent spring-
tensioned wires, combined in a single housing with anchorages at three
different points inside a borehole. Completely waterproof, the thermically
insulated sensor head is fixed outside the borehole. The anchor assemblies
may be grouted individually, by the use of inflatable air pockets. The annular
space between the borehole walls and the plastic pipe protecting the wires is
filled with injected grout. The spacer pipes are coated with grease, so the
grout does not bond to them except at the anchor assembly points. The
measuring accuracy is ±0-01 in (±0-25 mm), and the measuring range is
±0-4 in (±10 mm) but this can be increased to ± l i n (±25 mm). An
improved version with eight fixed points and a sensing head capable of
remotely measuring their axial displacements is also on the market.

Such measurements, taken successively with time and tunnel face advance,
provide the basis for plotting rock mass strain gradients. It is possible to
outline stable zones, and those which are being compacted, compressed,
loosened, or placed in tension. Active major fracture zones penetrated by the
instrument's borehole can also be located.
(3) Borehole deflectometer. The borehole deflectometer (e.g. System
Terrametrics, fig. 5.12) moves in a drill hole of size 5 in, inside a 4-in plastic

Fig. 5.12 Borehole deflectometer (Terrametrics) a = deflection arm; b = deflec-
tion arm head; c = ball bearing supported ball rollers; D = drill hole diameter =
4 in or larger; a = deflection angle (measuring sensitivity ±0001 inch).

tube. A high degree of protection against water and extreme temperatures
must be provided. The borehole deflectometer measures rock deformation
normal to the axis of the borehole in any desired measuring plane.

It consists of two flexibly connected parts: the guide housing and the
deflection arm. A pivoted joint between the deflection arm head and the
guide housing allows the arm to vary its position as the instrument is moved
up or down the cased borehole. Ball bearing supported ball rollers are
mounted on both housings in a triaxial arrangement. One of each of the three
rollers is spring loaded. Two sets of rollers provide longitudinal stability for
the guide housing while the deflection arm has only one set. An anchored and
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tensioned steel wire passes through a knife-edge orifice plate in the guide
housing. Deflection of the borehole results in a corresponding bending of the
wire and the angular deviation of the wire is measured by electrical trans-
ducers. Semifixed multiple-point borehole instruments are also available.
Precise monitoring of rock mass movements normal to the borehole axis at a
number of points is thus possible.

More information on measurements of rock deformations in situ will be
given in section 10.11 on underground hydro-electric power stations, and in
sections 16.1 on Kariba South Bank and 16.3 on Waldeck II pumped storage
station.

5.5.5 Static equilibrium method

Consider a gallery of width D driven in rock. The vertical field of natural
stresses before the opening is driven is unknown. Consider a plane xy
perpendicular to the tunnel. Before the gallery is driven, the total force on
the rock mass between the points xx and x2 is

av dx = ovl, with
J + %! J+

dx = x2 — x1 =

After excavation of the gallery, this vertical force remains unchanged. A
number of stress gauges G±. . . Gn are installed on both sides of the tunnel
and stress increases caused by excavation of the gallery al9 a2. . . on are
measured (fig. 5.13).

Fig. 5.13 Static equilibrium method for determining the vertical component of
the field of stresses av.

To satisfy the condition of static equilibrium along / = (x2 — *i),

ovD = A2 = (A, + A[\

which yields the vertical stress field av before driving the gallery (see Morgan
& Panek, 1963).



Strains, modulus of deformation and
failure in rock masses

6.1 General remarks

Tests carried out on samples have shown the complexity of rock behaviour
when under strains and stresses. It has been proved that deformations,
strength and rupture of rock material, depend on the degree of fissuration
of the sample, the porosity and water content and the dispersion of the test
results. Griffith's theory is at the root of the problem of rupture of rock
material.

Rock material can be used as small-scale models of rock masses. But
microfractures and geological faults, bedding and stratification in the mass
intensify the defects observed in it. Measurements of the modulus of defor-
mation largely depend on the fractures and faults observed in the mass to
such an extent that in addition to a modulus of elasticity E9 a modulus of
total deformation istotai including non-elastic, non-reversible deformations
of the mass must be defined, and differ from the modulus of elasticity of the
rock.

Chapter 5 described how the strength of rock material depended upon
microfissures and microfractures; on voids, their density and shape. It will
now be seen that the strength of rock masses depends on microfractures,
joints and faults.

The scale effect observed on rock material is intensified in tests on rock
masses. It is of great importance when discussing test methods and results
to be fully aware of the actual volume of rock mass under examination. For
example, the Talobre tests with a 50-ton jack on a small bearing plate may
involve a far smaller volume of rock than a large size test with 4 x 300-ton
jacks. Similarly, a deformation test with a 20-ft- or 30-ft-long cable anchored
in rock will concern a very much larger volume of rock than a test with a
cylindrical jack in a borehole.

Tests to determine the modulus of deformation of rock masses usually cause
some progressive internal fracturing of the rock, which can be observed
either on a strain-stress diagram or on a strain-time diagram. The degree to
which the rock mass is stressed during the test is important. For example,
the Austrian test method keeps the stresses well below the rock strength,
whereas the method devised by Talobre systematically overstresses the rock
in order to reach its final crushing strength.

Failing rock cohesion, rock shear strength, rock tensile strength or rock

[102]
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brittleness are all possible causes of rock failure. For this reason we will
include shear and other tests in this chapter.

Correct interpretation of test results is often difficult, especially when the
rock mass is not homogeneous but stratified. The usual approach is to estab-
lish mathematical relationships between the strains and stresses and to check
them by in situ tests. Many analytical models have attempted to simulate
in situ conditions and these will be discussed in this and succeeding chapters.
Ideally, any method should be checked by direct calibration and more
attention should be given to this particular aspect of the problem.

6.2 Rock strain and the modulus of deformation; methods of
measurement

Measuring the modulus of elasticity of rock samples in the laboratory is a
simple and routine part of checking the physical properties of rock materials.
To do the same with rock masses in situ is, however, a far more difficult task.

One of the first tests on rock masses in situ was the measurement of rock
deformations during construction of the Amsteg tunnel (1920-1). A limited
length of the tunnel was plugged with concrete, and the space behind filled
with water under pressure p; the deformations of the tunnel diameters D
were measured in different directions. Curves showing the unit rock strain e
versus/? could be drawn, giving an average value for the modulus of elasticity
E of the rock mass in situ (see fig. 6.1). Engineers realized that the value E
could be used in estimating the required thickness of the concrete or steel

Fig. 6.1 Hydrostatic pressure,/?, in a gallery versus rock strain, e.

lining for a pressure tunnel. Several theories were developed during the late
nineteen twenties and early thirties.

A few years later, when large arch dams were built it was realized that
elasticity of the rock abutments could not be ignored when calculating the
elastic arches or shells forming the dam. Measuring the elasticity of the rock
for dam abutments became a most important feature of rock mechanics.

Experience gained in testing rock masses established that the curves
relating the rock deformations e to the rock stresses a were yielding important
additional information. The e = e(cr) curves can be used for classifying rock
masses for engineering purposes exactly as e = e(a) curves are used to
classify rock material. There are correlations between alteration of rock
masses and their Zs-values and between the lva lues and the rock crushing
strength.
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6.2.1 The pressurized gallery (water loading test)

The oldest technique is the one used inside the Amsteg tunnel. Similar
tests have since been carried out in many countries (fig. 6.2).

The principle of this method is always the same: water is pumped inside
the cavity and the pressure is maintained at a required level. Before any
measurement can begin the temperatures of the water and the rock mass have
to be equalized. Accurate measurement of radial displacements is the most

Fig. 6.2 Water loading test on an unlined gallery in rock. (1) Manhole; (2) air
outlet; (3) pressure gauge; (4) water meter; (5) water outlet; (6) cable tube; (7) invar
rods; (8) vibrating wire meter; (9) cable.

important part of the test. The method used at Amsteg was rather primitive.
The displacements at six points of the tunnel's circumference were directly
relayed through six stiff radial rods to a disc of metal located in the centre.
The disc was rotated during the test to record displacements versus time.

More sophisticated tests were carried out for the Eichen pressure shaft in
Switzerland. In addition to measuring the modulus of elasticity and the
total modulus of deformation of the rock, designers were concerned with
stresses developing in the thin steel lining of a steep pressure shaft and the
proportion of the load being transferred to the rock. Detailed theories have
been developed for estimating this transfer, taking into account the modulus
of elasticity of both rock and steel. Another aspect of the tests concerned the
inward buckling strength of the thin steel shell when stressed by outside
pressure from water filling the rock joints. New designs to reduce this danger
were tested.

The tests were carried out on a short gallery excavated in the rock in a
direction closely parallel to the proposed shaft. A great number of stresses
and strains were measured simultaneously and transmitted to an electronic
recorder. Because of the relative shortness of the length AL on which the
uniform radial pressure is aplied, the deformation curves along AL show
a maximum deflection in the middle of the length (Gilg & Dietlicher, 1965).
The results confirmed the basic theories of elasticity used for the design of
steel-lined pressure shafts.

Hydro-power tunnels are often built at relatively shallow depths where the
rock is anisotropic. Radial measurements in different directions are required
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to account for the actual E values in each direction. It is essential for all
measurements to be related to a stable tunnel axis.

As will be seen later, when developing the theory of tunnel linings and
borehole tests, the hydrostatic pressure in the test gallery causes circum-
ferential tensile stresses. The state of the rock is very complex and fissuration
is likely to be caused by tensile failure rather than by visco-plastic deforma-
tion. This type of test provides information vital to tunnel designers, partic-
ularly as natural residual rock stresses are also included. It will nevertheless
be appreciated that the modulus of elasticity E and the modulus 2stotai thus
obtained may differ from values obtained by other methods. The E value is
calculated from (Jaeger, 1933)

E =
Pa\\ + v)

r&r '

where P = internal pressure, a = radius to rock face (assuming circular
chamber), r = radius to point where deflection is measured, Ar = change of
radius r, v = Poisson's ratio.

6.2.2 The Austrian method

This method, developed by Austrian engineers (see Seeber, 1961) and also
used in Switzerland, is an alternative to that just described. The radial load
is not applied by water pressure but by a cylinder which radially compresses
a limited length AL of the tunnel (fig. 6.3). Yugoslav engineers (Kujundzic,
1965) used similar techniques, the main difference being that they applied
the radial load with flat jacks.

flat jacks

• steel "* gauge
cylinder ( b )

elastic rock
displacements

Fig. 6.3 (a) Austrian loading test (after Seeber, 1961); B= 1-75 to 200m,
b ^ 0-40 m. (b) Detail of the radial measuring equipment.
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Tests of this type were carried out in the 2-m-diameter Kaunertalkraftwerk
tunnel in Austria. The rock quality varies considerably throughout the tunnel
and a great number of sections had to be tested to make sure the overall
lining was strong enough. The rock quality was tested with seismic waves
between measuring points. The Austrians were careful not to overstress the
rock and to keep deformations elastic.

As shown in fig. 6.3 the testing rig consisted of a 2-m-long cylindrical
steel frame which was put into compression with radial wedges (the radial
pressure on the rock can reach 65 kg/cm2). Radial displacements are not
measured on the contact surface of the rock and concrete lining but about
15 cm inside them.

Deformations caused by a cylindrical jack such as the one described here
are not alike even if each steel ring forming the jack is uniformly loaded.
Theoretically, the deformations vary along the cylinder, describing what
looks like a gaussian probability curve. The cylinder can easily be displaced
along the tunnel. It can be seen from fig. 6.3 that all the deformations stem
from a stable axis.

This method can determine the required thickness of the lining, but it is
less informative about rock elasticity or plasticity.

6.2.3 Plate-bearing test

With this method a load is applied to a flat surface of the rock and the result-
ing surface deformations measured. The test can be carried out in an open
surface trench, inside a tunnel or gallery, or in a specially excavated rock
cavity. Inside galleries are often preferred because it is easier to support the
test rig on the roof or opposing wall. Loading tests can be horizontal or
vertical and the plate transmitting the load to the rock can be elastic or rigid;
the stress distribution under the plate depends on its shape and elasticity.
Rock settlements are measured under the plate or on an axis at some distance
from it. The applied force may vary from about 50 tonnes (Talobre jacks) to
1200 tonnes (4 x 300 tonnes) for the tests carried out inside the Bort tunnel
(France) (fig. 6.4).

0.10 m.

-—
1.

30
 m

—
*

X " « 1>"

"Z.

X
^ 0.10 m

Fig. 6.4 4 x 300-tonne jacks, mobile on rails, used inside the Bort tunnel (France)
(after Talobre, 1962).
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The theoretical basis is the well known Boussinesq solution for the normal
displacement of the surface of a semi-infinite elastic solid under the action of
a point normal load. This expression relates the surface displacements with
the applied loads as:

o P{\ - v2)
irEr

in which So represents the normal displacement of the surface at radius r
from a concentrated normal load P; v is the Poisson ratio and E is Young's
modulus.

Surface displacements can be expressed in the form:

in which S% is the average displacement of the loaded surface, A is the area
of the loaded surface, and m represents a coefficient dependent on the shape
of the loaded surface and the distribution of the load and stiffness of the
plate.

At Morrow Point dam the Bureau of Reclamation used 2 x 200-ton
capacity jacks 3 ft 10 in apart (fig. 6.5); load was transmitted through steel

3 ft 10 in
H H

cement-sand
mortar

8 x 8 in
timber

air operated
24 in diameter hydraulic

oak pad pump

- 24 in diameter
\ deformation oak pad

meter

Fig. 6.5 Jacks employed by U.S. Bureau of Reclamation for jacking tests
(Morrow Point dam).

jack shoes to hydraulic cushions and concrete bearing pads (24-in sides). The
bearing pads were cast directly against the rock surfaces which had been
trimmed by hand tools to a depth of about 2 ft beyond the original tunnel
wall. The hydraulic cushions were connected to a pressure-control switch,
which accurately maintained the desired load. AX (2-in) holes were drilled
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in the centre of each jack to a depth of about 16 ft. Each hole was provided
with an extensometer and changes in tunnel diameter were measured between
the two jacks with a micrometer.

As an alternative, Clark drilled a lyf-in borehole, 16 ft deep (fig. 6.6). A
tubing of outside diameter 1 in was grouted in the hole and the tubing pro-
vided with a special joint-meter. In addition cold rolled steel anchors were
imbedded in line with the vertical jack in the ceiling and in the floor, to which

^ rubber washer

m special joint
meter

tubing 1 in O.D.
0.188 in wall

1 $ in approx.

Fig. 6.6 Rock deformation gauge for foundation jacking tests (U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation).

invar rods were attached. The tunnel deformation was measured by observing
the increase of the gap with a micrometer as the load was applied. The dis-
placements are usually about 0-01 to 0-1 in and can be conveniently measured
by dial gauge reading to 0-0001 in with a range of 0-5 in. The deformation at a
depth z is calculated with Habib's formula:

E lira \j
az

a2 + r
+ 2(1 - v) tan"

where

a
z

radius of the bearing plate,
vertical depth under the plate.
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Similar techniques were used for the Dez Project (Iran), the Karadj arch
dam, and many others.

Some experts believe that a bearing pad of 24 in (61 cm) square is too
narrow and that the volume of rock strained by the load and the depth
reached by the strain are too small. Rocha et aL (1955) mentions loads of
300 tonnes over an area of 1 m2 and Stucky (1953) 720 tonnes over 1-2 m2.

Interpretation of the results of plate-bearing tests is complicated by the
presence of the loose zone having a much greater deformability than that of
the undisturbed rock mass. Manfredini et aL (1975) have developed a scientific
method of interpretation of the test results, based on the finite element
method. With this method it is possible to obtain the deformability of both
the loose zone, and the undisturbed rock, through surface measurements of
displacements of points located at different distances from the loading plate,
and on the walls of a borehole drilled at the centre of the loading area.

In situ triaxial tests. Rock failure under a loaded plate occurs by visco-
plastic deformation of the rock (see Prandtl-Terzaghi's formula). Swiss

LL
rock

frame I
srock lateral

flat jack

Fig. 6.7 Triaxial compression tests on rock in situ. The crushing strength of rock
is substantially reduced when compared to the standard compression test.

engineers (Gilg & Dietlicher, 1965) developed a method (fig. 6.7) for testing
rock under a triaxial stress field similar to that obtained in a laboratory. A
block of rock is cut out of the rock mass in situ and restrained laterally by
a steel frame. When vertically loaded, lateral flat jacks located inside the
rigid frame develop horizontal pressures. Failure occurs at far lower loads
than those applied in the classical plate-bearing test.

6.2.4 Flat jacks

Flat jacks - sometimes called Freyssinet jacks - used for measuring residual
stresses, may also be used for measuring strains, deformations and stresses.
The E values will be derived from the strain-stress curves e = c(cr).
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A slot is cut into the rock by drilling a line of overlapping holes and the
flat jack is grouted into the slot so that each face is in uniform contact with
the rock. Pressure is applied to the rock and the field of stresses perpendicular
to the jack are measured. Then the average displacements of the rock can be
deduced from the volumes of liquid pumped into the jack. The modulus of
elasticity is evaluated again using the Boussinesq solution. The test is repeated
in two directions to obtain the vertical stress field av, the horizontal field ah

and the modulus E of the rock masses. Rock anisotropy can be detected.
Another method for measuring the modulus E (fig. 6.8) demonstrates that

a reference point R will move with a component of displacement u in a

zm
-^ ^ >^ s s x x R, «—

\\W\\\ p>
Fig. 6.8 Reference point method for measuring modulus, E.

direction parallel to the main stress (pv in the figure, assuming the flat jack
to be in the horizontal position), u is given by the function:

in which A, B and C are functions of the Poisson's ratio, of the geometry of
the elliptical hole, of the flat jack and the location of R. The measurement is
accomplished by placing two reference pins R and R' symmetrically opposite
R. With an extensometer measurements are accurate to about 00005 in.
Two measurements are carried out with two flat jacks at right angles yielding
pv and ph for u = 0. The displacement u measured prior to installing the flat
jack (when p = 0) when stress relieving the rock, may now be used to cal-
culate E for known values ofpv andph, putting/? = 0 in the previous equation.

3.40 m

Fig. 6.9 Hydraulic flat-jack test (Yugoslavia). (1) Hydraulic flat-jack; (2) packing;
(3) reservoir; (4) pump; (5) deflection guages.
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This method sometimes yields higher values for the modulus of elasticity
E than that determined by the plate-bearing method, rock-bolt method or
convergence tests. At Oroville dam, in sound rock in the area of the under-
ground power-house, the flat-jack method gave E values about five times
higher than those obtained with other methods. Other authors have stated
however, that convergence tests give higher figures.

The Yugoslavs have published information describing an arrangement
where a large flat jack is introduced in a slot excavated in the invert or in the
walls of a gallery, at right angles to the axis of the gallery (fig. 6.9).

6.2.5 Miscellaneous tests

Cylindrical jacks. These were introduced in boreholes to test soils. Mayer,
giving the Third Rankine Lecture in London in 1963, demonstrated a power-
ful form of cylindrical jack for rock testing, developed by the Centre d*£tudes
du Batiment (Paris). It is possible to measure the modulus of deformation
in boreholes of standard diameter from 76 mm to 86 mm (3 in to 3£ in).
Electricite de France has designed another apparatus which can be used for
boreholes of 160 mm and higher pressures (fig. 6.10).

linear differential
' rings transformer rubber jacket

ring

Fig. 6.10 Cylindrical jack for rock testing in boreholes.

The theory of a radially strained borehole is easy to develop from the special
case of pressure galleries. The radial stress, ar, and the circumferential stress,
GU on the inner surface of the borehole are related to the pressure trans-
mitted by the jack, p, as

The radial deformation u of the radius r of the borehole is related to E, the
modulus of deformation of the rock, through the relation

where \\m = v = Poisson's ratio.
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According to Mayer the increase AD of the borehole diameter Do is given
by

AD 1 + v
-77- = -r=- [°v + 0h + (3 - 4v)(ov - ah) cos 0],
VQ It,

where 0 is the inclination of the borehole to the vertical.
Mayer did not rely on this theory and had the cylindrical jack calibrated

in blocks of marble or concrete against which the modulus of elasticity could
easily be directly checked. A French report to the Eighth Congress on Large
Dams (1964) indicates how calibration of the jack was carried out in a block
of concrete 1-70 m square, solidly cemented to sound rock inside a gallery
(La Bathie). The surface of the concrete was flush with the rock surface and
the measurements were carried out at a depth of 0-70 m. Load was increased
by steps of 10 kg/cm2.

Instruments of this type can be used in the exploratory stage. Used in
boreholes slanted in various directions, they will show the extent of fissura-
tions or cracking in the rock at different depths and reveal any anisotropy.
Initial tests in a considerably fissured gneiss revealed decompression of the
rock towards the slope of a valley as well as a progressive improvement of
the rock mass with increasing depth. Results obtained on various other sites
prove that this type of test is of great use.

Convergence tests {rock bolts). Since the development of rock bolting,
rock bolts and rock extensometers described in previous chapters are also
used for estimating the rock modulus E. Rock bolts have an additional use in
measuring the rising strain when rock around cavities is being progressively
relieved of stress. This rising strain should be recorded against time.

Cable method of in situ rock stressing. All the methods previously described
can be criticized because they can only test a small rock mass. For example, in
borehole tests the stresses decrease rapidly, starting from the edge of the
borehole. At a distance of only one diameter the stresses in competent,
tmfissured, rock decrease to one-ninth of the test pressure in the borehole.
Similarly, with plate-bearing tests on competent rock the stresses do not
penetrate deep into the rock mass, but strains of deeper penetration do occur
when the rock is fissured. For this reason several authors suggested the use
of tensioned cables for in situ tests to both the Seventh and Eighth Congress
on Large Dams, Rome, 1961, and Edinburgh, 1964.

For such a test (Zienkiewicz & Stagg, 1966) the load is applied through
a steel cable anchored at depth in a small borehole: a similar arrangement
is shown in fig. 6.11. In order that the reaction at anchorage point will not
appreciably affect the displacements at rock surface, a minimum anchorage
depth of eight to ten times that of the bearing-pad diameter is tentatively
recommended. The loaded area can easily be made large enough in relation
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cable head

jack

^loading pad
measuring arms

ground stations

Fig. 6.11 Cable tests with four vertical cables, each tensioned by three jacks and
horizontal jacks and tie bars (after Zienkiewicz & Stagg, 1967).

to the diameter of the borehole cutting through it, to justify neglecting the
presence of the borehole in the stress analysis. Loads of up to 1000 tons
can be applied in this way using a single cable, thus allowing a large volume
of rock to be influenced. Several cables could be used to apply even greater
loads if needed.

The cable approach has distinct advantages. In particular, the rock can be
tested at the exact foundation location and in the directions in which the actual
loads of the structure (dam abutment) will be exerted. The test could be
repeated at various levels of excavation, using the same borehole and cable to
obtain information about how rock characteristics vary with depth. With two
adjacent cables (Zienkiewicz & Stagg, 1966, 1967), loads tangential to the
surface can be applied, and information obtained about the variation of the
elastic modulus with direction of load (fig. 6.11). This is an important point
since the majority of rock masses have more or less anisotropic deformability.

The problem of displacements due to point tangential loads was
theoretically solved by Cerruti in 1887, giving a solution analogous to Bous-
sinesq (1885) and which can be integrated in the same manner to yield the
displacements due to loads distributed over prescribed areas (Jaeger, 1950).
Mitchell established expressions corresponding to the Boussinesq and
Cerruti solutions for the case of transversely isotropic material (i.e. material
in which there is a plane of isotropy and possessing differing properties in a
direction normal to this plane). This system is reasonably typical of many
stratified rocks (it possesses five independent elastic constants: two elastic
moduli, two Poisson ratios and an independent shear modulus).

It can be shown (Mitchell, 1900) that if the elastic modulus in the direction
perpendicular to the surface is E, and if nE is the elastic modulus in the plane
parallel to the surface, then the formulae for the average displacements of a
single square pad with a side a are:

S* =
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where 5* is the average displacement of the pad in a direction perpendicular
to the surface and

au =

where u is the average displacement of the pad in a direction tangential to the
surface. In these formulae vx = v2 = 0, and Ax and B± are functions of E
and n:

1 2

Field tests carried out by Zienkiewicz & Stagg yielded Ev = 3-60 to
3-95 x 10* lb/in2 and Eh = 1-98 to 1-78 x 105 lb/in2.

In similar lines Jaeger (Seventh Congress on Large Dams, 1961) suggested
a combination of the cylindrical jack test and the cable test with the cable

cable jack

cylindrical jack

P'2

Fig. 6.12 Combined cylindrical jack test and cable test. (1) Rock under test;
(2) cylinder for axial thrust; (3) oil pressure admission to (2); (4) cable; (5) lower
end of cable enclosed in rock; (6) borehole in rock for radial loading; (7) rubber
hose inflated for radial loading of rock; (8) canvas-reinforced ends of (7) vulcanized
to serrated ends of tube (9); (9) tube; (10) oil pressure admission to rubber hose (7);
(11) steel block for axial loading of rock.
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passing through the cylindrical jack (fig. 6.12). The cylindrical jack causes
tensile stresses to develop in a circumferential direction and the test would
yield valuable information on the tensile strength of rock in situ when under
triaxial strain and on the E modulus under such in situ conditions. Very
little is known about tensile strength of rock masses in situ, despite the fact
that local tensile failure and brittle fractures of rock masses may cause the
final collapse of a concrete dam.

6.2.6 Residual stresses and modulus of elasticity. The
Pertusillo dam case

The foundations of the Pertusillo dam (Italy) are an excellent example of
the importance of rock compactness and its effect on the modulus of elasticity
(Fumagalli, 1966a).

At depth, under the project dam (100 m high), the rock is a marl-clay
sandstone gres; the overburden is a conglomerate, the smallest thickness of
which is about 20 m (fig. 6.13). This conglomerate is characterized by the

Fig. 6.13 Geology of the Pertusillo dam (after Fumagalli, 1966a)

A = concrete, E = 250 000 kg/cm2, y = 2.5.
B = soft sandstone with clay,

E\ = 25 000 kg/cm2, E = 40 000 kg/cm2, y = 2.4, </> = 30°.
C = stony sandstone, E\ = 35 000 kg/cm2, is = 50 000 kg/cm2, y = 2.4, <t> = 30°.
D = conglomerates, E\ = 50 000 kg/cm2 mean modulus of the whole mass,

y = 2.4, </> = 30°.
E = Marl-clay sandstone mass, E = 10 000 kg/cm, compressibility modulus,

y = 2.5, + = 25°, c = 1 kg/cm2.

following figures: E = 50 000 kg/cm2, A = 2-4 tonnes/m3, <f> = 30° (angle of
internal friction).

The underlying gres was tested in deep prospecting galleries: rock cores
of 60 to 70 cm diameter were isolated and pressure was applied inside the
cut by means of cylindrical rubber pockets. Specific radial deformations,
measured with extensometers, were very high, e = 5 to 7 x 10"3 and an
E = 10 000 to 12 000 kg/cm2 was found, with y = 2-5 tonnes/m3 and<£ = 25°.
Rock cohesion was very low (c = 1 kg/cm2), for the foundations of a high-
arch dam (the figures are lower than those of the gneiss foundations of
Malpasset).
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Seismic measurements of the in situ rock elasticity, however, gave E
values as high as E = 500 000 kg/cm2, pointing to the fact that the in situ
rock was highly precompressed and had been compacted during a very long
geological period. High rock compaction was maintained by the weight of
the overburden conglomerates. Excavation of prospecting galleries and
drilling rock cores had relieved these residual stresses and the E value
obtained by the tests was correspondingly low.

Rock samples were systematically tested in the laboratory with a triaxial
equipment capable of developing 2000 tonnes. The tests proved that the defor-
mation modulus for low loads was low, but that the material could be
compacted after several loading cycles; the final modulus of elasticity was
high.

The design of the dam was checked on a model up to rupture by over-
loading. The arch dam ruptured, but not the rock abutment correctly
represented to scale. It was concluded that the equilibrium conditions of the
dam and rock were perfectly safe within ample elastic limits. Although the
material was of low cohesion and with a small angle of friction there was a
high degree of compactness maintained by a considerable overburden load
due to the overlying rock strata.

6.2.7 Correlation of measurements of the modulus E
In situ tests. Some figures have been given in section 4.3 correlating E
values obtained by the seismic and static methods. The figures are taken from
a table published by Clark (1966), and it is not certain that they all refer to
laboratory tests.

It is not to be expected that figures concerning the E values obtained by
different methods of in situ strain measurements should correlate; they
depend on: (1) the rock fissuration and the residual stresses in the rock, (2)
the degree of chemical and physical alteration of rock material, of fissures and
joints, (3) the degree of wetting of the rock and water percolating through the
fissures, (4) on the method used for rock testing: some methods cause
fissuration by tensile stresses whereas plate-bearing tests usually cause
rupture by shear. The state of residual stresses in the rock mass is very
important.

Test results may depend on the degree of stress relieving of the rock near
the surface or in the vicinity of cavities and galleries. They also depend on
the ratio of the horizontal field of residual stresses ah to the vertical field av.
Assuming ah^av = p during the driving of the tunnel, circumferential
compression stresses at will develop, opposing the tensile stresses ot caused
by pressure chamber tests. Radial stresses, however, would diminish as the
tunnel is driven, becoming zero at the edge of the cavity. In the event that
<*K ^ 0, vertical fissures may develop, lowering the E figures obtained by the
pressurized gallery method. Plate-bearing tests are similarly influenced by the
state of residual stresses.
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Recent tests carried out by French engineers show the static E values
measured in radially stressed boreholes to be 1-5 to 5 or 8 times higher than
simultaneous tests with the usual plate-bearing test method (see section 6.6).

If flat jacks are installed in a direction perpendicular to the tunnel axis it
will be found that the longitudinal stress, ah has not been diminished during
the excavation of the tunnel. The rock under such conditions remains nearer
to its original condition of soundness than does rock fissured on the radial
direction.

Convergence tests are likely to yield a different modulus than plate-bearing
tests. Because of physical limitations, it is often necessary to install rock bolt
extensometers a short distance back from the tunnel heading and some
small amount of unmeasured radial deformation may already have occurred.
Secondly, a scale effect: rock bolt extensometers 10 ft to 30 ft in length will
span the disturbed fractured zone near the surface, as well as a sizeable
thickness of sound, undisturbed rock beyond; the measured modulus of this
mass of rock may be a so-called 'effective' or average modulus. Plate-bearing
tests are usually carried out on rock already stress relieved.

At the Oroville dam the average modulus measured at five different sites
was: with the tunnel convergence method, 2-6 X 106 lb/in2; with flat jacks
method, 7-8 x 106 lb/in2.

Comparison of field and laboratory results. It is generally agreed that the
main reason for differences between laboratory and field values is due to the
jointing of the rock masses which differs in size and direction with the micro-
fissures of the rock material.

Other reasons are as follows. Alteration of the rock: this term can mean
alteration of the joints or alteration of the rock itself. As mentioned in section
4.8, it has been Portuguese research workers who have been mainly respon-
sible for studying the alteration of rock and its effect on rock compressive and
tensile strengths. They have also shown that the modulus of elasticity of
the rock, E, depends on the factor of 'rock alterability' or 'void index' /. Shuk
(19646) confirms the Portuguese findings. He tested a phyllite and found the
following average results:

i
0-3
20

E
85 000 kg/cm2

55 000 kg/cm2

Effect of saturation: it has been found that saturation or wetting of the intact
rock can lower the value of the modulus of deformation. Tests conducted by
Shuk on samples of phyllite-quartzite indicate that the reduction can be
as much as 70% of the dry rock values after three days immersion in water.
Bernaix found only a 30% drop in strength of some filling material in joints
of fissured limestone. Rate of strain: many authors (Talobre, Seeber, Hardy,
etc.) mention the decrease in strength properties and of the E value with the
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lessening rate of strain. Laboratory tests are usually performed more rapidly
than field tests. The reduction of the E value may be as much as 50%.
Seeber finds similar reduction for rock masses tested in situ at different rates.

Velocity of seismic waves. The velocity of seismic waves in rock material and
rock masses varies with the void index, /. (See section 6.6.1.)

6.3 Other in situ tests: shear tests. Tensile strength of rock
masses

6.3.1 Shear tests

In situ shear tests are next in importance to in situ tests on rock
deformability. Detailed information on such tests is available either on rock
shear strength or on tests of concrete blocks adhered to rock surfaces.

hydraulic jack
steel pad

steel frame

70 cm

Fig. 6.14 Shear test (Portugese arrange-
ment, Rocha). The force, P, has a hori-
zontal component, H, causing shear failure.

60 cm

Fig. 6.15 French shear
test (Electricite de France).

Portuguese tests. Serafim & Lopez at the Fifth International Conference
on Soil Mechanics, Paris, July 1961, discussed the technique they used in
Portugal (fig. 6.14). They carried out field shear tests on rock blocks of reason-
able size, attached to the base rock, and on concrete blocks moulded against
the rock surface. Such blocks include some fissures, seams and local altera-
tions of the foundation rock (fig. 6.15).

The blocks (70 x 70 cm and 30 cm high) were surrounded by very rigid
metallic frames. The blocks and the foundation were kept saturated during
the tests. Tangential displacements were measured at two points and the
normal ones at four points of the blocks, up to failure. Normal forces were
applied first, and only when stabilization of the deformations was reached,
were inclined forces applied. These were gradually increased until stabilization
of the displacements occurred at each step.
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The results were interpreted by tracing Coulomb's lines on a (cr, r)
diagram. Two criteria decided the 'tangential stress at failure.' One con-
sidered that failure occurred at maximum tangential stress and, the second,
that failure occurred when the direction of the vertical displacement of the
downstream side of the block was inverted (fig. 6.16).

Forty-four tests were carried out, each parallel and perpendicular to the
schistosity planes of analogous rocks, showing approximately the same index
of porosity. Shear tests parallel to the schistosity planes gave slightly lower
rmax values than other tests. (See also section 12.3 on Morrow Point dam.)

0.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.4 2.8 (+)
Vertical displacements (mm)

Fig. 6.16 Vertical displacement curves showing the inversion criteria of failure of
field shear tests (after Serafim & Lopez, 1961).

Failure took place in the rock in almost every rupture test on concrete
blocks moulded against rock. Some of the results are shown in table 6.1.

U.S. Bureau of Reclamation field tests. A 15 X 15 in by 8 in high block was
prepared. The block was made to project above the floor level of a tunnel
and was surrounded by a structural steel jacket. Shear and normal loads were
applied. The shear load was inclined so that its line of thrust passed through
the centre of the shear zone, between the projecting test block and the rock
mass, thereby eliminating overturning moments. Instrumentation consisted
of dial gauges which measured both vertical and horizontal deformations of
the block. The results were correlated with laboratory tests on large blocks
(approximately 1 yd3) and with triaxial tests to give a better interpretation
of the shearing resistance of the block. Tests were also conducted, utilizing
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Table 6.1 Shear strength of rocks tested in situ (after Serafim & Lopez, 1961).

Rock Direction of test

/

Weathered
granites

f 1

upstream
downstream i

Weathered r parallel to
schists and j cleavage
concrete on] perpendicular
schists v to cleavage *

Criteria for
failure

maximum
stress rmax

inversion
of

Index of
porosity -

(0

' 3

displacement

maximum

7
10
3
7

10
(

-
stress Tmax | —

Shearing strength

kg/m2

134
3-5
2-2
6-5
2-2
1-5

0 to 4
3-5 to 9

P

62-5
52
46-5
63-5
49
42

59 to 64
60

concrete blocks cast on rock to determine the cohesion and friction resistance
at the place of contact. (See also section 12.3 on the tests at Morrow Point
dam.)

Similar tests have been conducted by Electricite de France, as well as in
Spain, the USSR, and other dam-building countries. Bollo (France)
reporting to the 1964 Congress on Large Dams, writes that he found <f>
values as low as 12°-17°, others with <f> = 45°.

6.3.2 Anchorage shear tests

J. A. Banks (1957) carried out some interesting anchorage tests at the power
station site of the AUt na Lairige dam in Scotland. The scheme, which in-
corporated a gravity section dam, was originally designed for a limited
storage (8-3% of the annual run-off). A prestressed concrete design was
investigated (83 ft high) and it was estimated that storage could be increased
by 10% at practically the same capital expenditure by building a much
higher dam. The anchorage method first used at the Cheurfas dam in Algeria
was adopted, except that anchorage bars and plates were used instead of
cables. The bedrock at Allt na Lairige is granite, a far more compact
foundation than that of the Algerian dam.

The method used to test the strength of such an anchorage is clearly shown
in fig. 6.17. Rock surface displacements are measured with precision levels.
Rock displacements and concrete displacements relative to the bottom of the
pit well are measured with high-tensile steel wires. Figure 6.18 shows the
vertical displacement of the rock surface (line A) and of the concrete plug
(line B) relative to the rock at base of the pit. Line C gives the absolute
displacement of the rock surface, measured by precision level (accuracy ±

in). For all practical purposes the test results were reassuring. With a
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depth of only 18 ft for the test anchorage as against 26 ft for the anchorage
under the dam, a pull of 4400 tons did not damage an anchorage designed
for normal P = 1176 tons. The tests were carried out with a bare rock
surface, whereas under the dam the full weight of the dam plus the opposite

Fig. 6.17 Detail of test anchorage at Allt na Lairige dam: (A) Freyssinet flat jack;
(B) hand pump; (C) deflectometer; (D) crossbeam; (E) steel tube duct; (F) staffs
for vertical displacement measurement (after Banks, 1957).

Applied load (tons)

Fig. 6.18 Deformations recorded at rock anchorage test at Allt na Lairige dam:
(A) vertical displacement of rock surface relative to rock at base of pit under flat
jack; (B) vertical displacement of concrete plug relative to rock at base of pit under
flat jack; (C) approximate absolute displacement of rock surface measured by
precision engineering level; (/)) relaxation periods (after Banks, 1957).

force — P would hold the rock surface. There is no danger to the foundation
as long as weights and anchoring forces balance the overturning moment
from the horizontal hydrostatic thrust.

The analysis of stress conditions during the test shows that the anchorage
forces were transmitted by shear. The weight of the inverted rock cone of
18 ft height and 18 ft radius at the base is about 435 tons. This is quite
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inadequate to hold down an uplift thrust of 4400 tons and obviously the
uplift force was balanced not by the weight of the rock but mainly by shear
stresses. Figure 6.18 shows that deformations were more or less elastic for
P = 1000 tons. Beyond that plastic deformations and small ruptures
occurred, but the shear strength of the rock was not finally destroyed.

This complexity should be studied in detail by direct mathematical
analysis or with photo-elastic methods. It is likely that stresses in the immed-
iate vicinity of the application point of the forces are high and that strains
will locally reach the domain of plastic deformations, which substantially
complicates the theoretical approach. A tentative calculation using Bous-
sinesq's formulae is summarized in table 6.2. The maximum shear stress, r,

Table 6.2 Allt na Lairige dam, stresses about the anchorage

Depth above
anchorage

plate

x = 0-5m
1-0 m
5-5 m
7-95 m

P = 1000 tonnes

&v max Gh max
(kg/cm2) (kg/cm2)

192 10-6
48 2-6

1-6 0-08
0-75 0-04

p = 4400 tonnes

°v max
(kg/cm2)

840
210

7

°/i max
(kg/cm2)

46-5
11-6
3-8

is less than 30% of avm&x in a direction about <f> = 25° from the vertical.
The most dangerous horizontal stress (tensile stress) occurs for <f> = 0.
The maximum vertical stress <rmax = 840 kg/cm2 for P = 4400 tons as
tabulated, is lessened locally because the force P was transmitted to the
concrete anchorage through six flat jacks each 870 mm in diameter bringing
the stress down to

o w = 4 4 0 0 * 1Q3/(6 x 590°) = 120 kg/cm2.

The flat jacks burst before the rock failed.

6.3.3 Tensile strength of rock masses

Up to now attention has been concentrated on rock crushing strength.
Dam designers are very informative about vertical and shear stresses trans-
mitted from the concrete foundation to the rock foundation at the base of
gravity, buttress or arch dams, but they rarely give any information on how
these stresses are absorbed within the rock mass.

Some investigations going more deeply into this vital aspect have shown
that shear stresses parallel to the surface of a half-space cause tensile stresses
to develop inside the half-space. Zienkiewicz has calculated the tensile stresses
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below prestressed dams in the deeper rock mass between the dam heel and
the anchorage of the cable. At the Seventh Congress on Large Dams, Rome,
1961, the problems caused by such stresses were examined and it was sug-
gested that rock may not be able to stand tensile strains. In the case of rock
rupture along the line of highest tensile stresses, the dam may be in danger
of overturning or sliding. Zienkiewicz also suggested that a similar area of
tensile stresses existed in the rock foundation near the heel of buttresses in a
buttress dam. Jimense-Salas & Uriel (1964) and others examined the problem
for an ordinary gravity dam and found that the zones under tensile stresses
were more extensive than the areas mentioned by Zienkiewicz for anchored
dams. This is not improbable, considering how the shape of the dam may
influence stress distributions in the rock.

Measurements made inside Straight Creek tunnel (USA) showed that
definite areas were under tensile stresses along the soffit which was being
excavated in reasonably sound rock. These strained areas could have been
investigated with differential rock-bolt extensometers. It is interesting to
note that the areas under tension extend beyond those forecast by the theory
which assumes sound homogeneous rock and the worst possible case of K =
ahjav = 0 (see section 5.4). The area under tension extends even more
deeply into the rock masses with increasing density of the rock jointing.
This shows the importance of tensile stresses which develop in rock masses
and their obvious danger to the stability of large engineering structures.

There is no known method for the direct measurement of tensile strength
of rock in situ. An indirect method is to trace the so-called intrinsic curve
(using circles of Mohr) in the area near the point a = 0. Tensile strength
is expected to be about the same magnitude as the rock cohesion, but there
is no proof that this applies for rock masses.

The whole problem of tensile strength of rock masses will be discussed
from another aspect in the sections dealing with tunnel and dam engineering.
Model tests of dam abutment carried out by Fumagalli (19666) at the ISMES
Laboratory in Bergamo, show that there is a danger of rock failure by
brittle fracture when the dam foundations do not penetrate deep enough
into the rock. At greater depths failure occurs by shear fracture of the rock.

6.4 Creep of rock masses

Rock creep can be observed in situ and in laboratories under conditions of
constant load versus time. These slow rock deformations do not usually
cause rock rupture and they can be seen in salt mines and in the foundation
of some large dams. Slow rock deformations of another type can be observed
inside a tunnel shortly after it has been driven, when overstressed rock
reaches its limit of elastic deformation or even the limits of its crushing
strength.

The two types of rock creep occur under constant load. Repeated loading
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and unloading causes rock deformation curves versus time, which although
similar to rock creep curves result in internal ruptures of rock masses, even
when final failure does not occur. Such deformations cannot be classified
under 'creep' and they will be discussed separately.

6.4.1 Creep in salt mines

Rock salt at depth is under hydrostatic stress, and a cavity opened in it has
a tendency to close. Stress distribution around a cylindrical or spherical
cavity is such that the rock is triaxially strained, the radial component being
the minor principal stress in the vicinity of the cavity. Time displacements in
a radial direction are therefore dependent upon the creep characteristics of
salt in triaxial compression. In figs 6.19 and 6.20 some results of creep tests

6-••failure
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Fig. 6.19 Triaxial creep tests on rock salt. Stress difference: (a) 10001b/in2;
(b) 15001b/in2; (c) 25001b/in2; (d) 31251b/in2; (e) 3650 lb/in2 (after U.S. Army
W.E.S., 1963).

conducted in triaxial and uniaxial stress state are given. It can be seen that
at higher temperatures, the total rock salt strain is substantially increased.

According to these tests the radial strain er in salt mines can be calculated
by using the formula:

€r = 1-87 X 10"13((Ti - cr3)
2-98*0-36,

where (a± — a3) is the stress difference in lb/in2 and t the time in hours.
Griggs (1936) performed a series of experiments on rocks to determine

their creep characteristics. According to his findings, where rocks are sub-
jected to stress for long periods of time, the terms 'elastic limit', 'set point',
and 'strength' lose their ordinary meaning because they usually define
properties for short period tests. (Typical creep tests using field jacks maintain
constant pressure for six days and drop back to zero for one day before
raising the pressure again to a higher level for a further six days.)
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In an application of creep analysis to the deformation of a circular shaft in
salt the displacements were expressed by the formula:

Ur=-pB(a2/r) log (1 + bt\
where Ur = radial displacement, p = pre-excavation pressure in the rock
around the shaft, t = time in days, a = shaft radius, r = radial distance to
the point in the solid, B, b = constants. For salt Barron & Toews (1963)
found B = 76*6 to 90*8 and b = 1/2-7. More information on rock creep will
be given in section 6.5.
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Fig. 6.20 Uniaxial compression tests on rock salt (after U.S. Army, W.E.S., 1963).

a
b
c
d
e
f
g

compressive stress
(lb/in2)

525
750
1750
1750
2250
2250
3000

temperature

23
65
23
65
23
65
23

240 A (hours)

Fig. 6.21 Creep curves: (A) compact quartzite a = 56 kg/cm2; (B) schist a =
48 kg/cm2; (C) argilolith a = 56 kg/cm2; (D) weathered granite a = 19 kg/cm2;
(E) very weathered schist <r = 30 kg/cm2; (F) schist or = 48 kg/cm2; t = time in
hours, c = strain in microns (by French National Committee on Large Dams, 1964).
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A research committee of Electricite de France (1964) similarly observed
creep curves after several loadings and unloadings. The creep deformations
caused by a steady load following variable loadings were always far smaller
than those previously noticed (about 5 to 20%). The greater part of creep
deformations was found to be reversible. In one case a loaded schist failed
after five days (fig. 6.21).

6.4.2 Checking rock deformability against settlement of large
dams

The deformations and displacements of large dams are systematically
measured over long periods, and detailed material is sometimes available
which could be used to calculate the deformability of rock masses in reverse
order. Deformations caused by weight and pressure of the dam and hydrostatic
load involve very large masses of rock, far larger than any in situ test. The
scale effect must also be considered in the comparative analysis of the results.

Let Ec be the modulus of elasticity of the concrete, Er the modulus of the
rock and r\ = EcjEr. The radial deflection of the cantilevers, d, depends on rj
and it can be assumed (Gicot, 1964) that this function d is linear and that:

S ( + b)

where a and b are constants and Ec is usually known approximately. The
problem is in calculating r\ and Er from a series of tests. If possible, the method
should yield values for the elastic modulus, for the modulus of total deforma-
tion of the rock and at least some information on the creep of large rock
masses.

French engineers have buried related sonor extensometers (Coyne type)
both in rock and concrete. Assuming the field stress to be about the same on
both sides of the foundation line, we find that the ratio of measured deforma-
tions yields the ratio r\ of the two moduli. For example, for the La Palisse dam
the Ec value was Ec = 240 000 kg/cm2 and Er = 85 000 to 130 000 kg/cm2.
The curves obtained indicate that at the beginning of filling, the rock settle-
ment was far greater than the settlement of the concrete until a stable rj
value was reached.

A second technique is to measure the displacement of the abutments of an
arch dam. For example, the upper arch of the Chaudanne dam (France)
transferred a thrust of 275 tonnes to the rock. The radial displacement
of the arch was 8 mm at its centre, the tangential displacement of the abut-
ments was 0-85 mm. The Ec value was 200 000 kg/cm2 and the calculated Er

value was then 320 000 kg/cm2. The Er value at Tignes was found to be
110 000 to 170 000 kg/cm2.

At the Eighth Congress on Large Dams (1964) the French reported that
various testing methods gave widely differing results and that there seemed
to be no definite correlation between them. The French authors believe
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that Er values obtained from measurements of dam deformations are higher
than those obtained by direct measurements of rock deformations.

Similar reports were published about the Lanoux and Grandval dams.
(France). At Lanoux, the reversible deformations were 40% of the total
during in situ rock tests and 50% when analysing the deformations of the
dam. Detailed information is also available on the Rossens dam, which was
built on sandstone (Gicot, 1964). Jacking tests, as well as laboratory tests,
have shown a horizontal modulus of deformability ranging from 20 000 to
40 000 kg/cm2 with a minimum of 8000 to 10 000 kg/cm2 and a maximum of
80 000 to 120 000 kg/cm2. The so-called plastic deformations formed 20 to
50% of the total.

Vertically the test showed on an average deformability about 50% higher
than the horizontal factor. The Ec value for concrete was 400 000 kg/cm2.
The dam was designed for rj = 10 for the arches and rj = 15 for the canti-
levers and checked for rj = 20, and 30, taking into account a possible
creep of the sandstone.

The deflections of the dam were carefully and systematically measured
over the periods 1949 to 1951 and again from 1952 to 1962. Gicot analysed
these deformations and expressed them as

1 - i--/? -Ee -0.

and d = the calculated radial deflection of the cantilevers which becomes

6 = — (a + brj) = a* + bfi.

The observed deflection is (50 and the difference between computed and
measured deflections is

€ = acf. + bft — d0.

The conditions for ^e2 = minimum, require:

^ de _, de
> e — = 0 and >e— = 0;

** da ^ 30

Therefore,

2a(ax + bfi - d0) = 0,

and

2fi(aaL + bp — o0) = 0.

These equations yield:
a =
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and

By using this method it has been found over the period from 1952 to 1962
that: Ec = 380 000 kg/cm2 and rj = 4-2 as against Ec = 400 000 kg/cm2 and
YJ = 3 to 4-5 for the period from 1949 to 1952. The corresponding Er values
are higher than those measured direct from the rock. Gicot tried to separate
elastic and inelastic deformations. He found that during the first period
(1949-51) inelastic deformations closely followed the water levels.

An attempt was made to compute the possible effect of concrete creep.
A 'final specific creep' of 0-002% for a = 1 kg/cm2 was assumed. With such
a creep the irreversible deformations due to rock correspond to a value
Arj = 4-0 and the total value iytotal = 4-2 + 4-0 = 8-2. If the creep of the
concrete is assumed to be only 0-001 %, the value of Arj = 5-6 and qtotal =
9-8. These values correspond to an apparent total modulus of the rock
(including elasticity and plasticity) in the region of 45 000 kg/cm2 while the
real modulus of elasticity of the rock is about 90 000 kg/cm2.

6.5 Strain-stress diagrams and interpretation of strain-stress
curves

6.5.1 Definitions
These diagrams basically record the deformations, e, of rock masses caused
by a stress, o, applied to the surface. The diagram a = a(e) or strain-
stress diagram is designed to give basic information on the behaviour of
fissured rock masses in situ under uniform loading. Results depend on the
method used for obtaining rock deformations, on the point of measurement
(e.g. on the surface of the rock, and the depth of the rock mass), or at some
distance laterally to the applied load. They also depend on the rate at which
the load is applied and on its direction. Loading a borehole with a cylindrical
jack may take a few minutes whereas the Austrian technique for loading
tunnels and galleries spreads over weeks.

How certain stress, a, is obtained is also important. Figure 6,22 is a typical
stress-strain diagram where € are the strains of deformations and a the
average uniform compression stress. On such a diagram the curves OA
correspond to a loading of the rock from a = 0 to a = a±. Usually the
curve is concave downwards, corresponding to a non-linear stress-strain
deformation. When unloading the rock mass and reducing the stresses a,
the deformation does not revert to the O point (e = 0) but to a point Dx.
Reloading progressively to a stress a2 > tfi and unloading again yields a
curve D±A2D2. It is assumed that the deformations ODl9 OD2 are non-
reversible and are probably caused by the closing of fissures or small fractures.
The lines AXDX and A2D2 would correspond to the average elastic deforma-
tion of the mass of fissured rock. The lines AXDX and A2D2 are sometimes
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parallel; it may require several loadings and unloadings to obtain a constant
angle a for these lines. Elastic rock deformation is not always reached.

Several different definitions of Young's modulus can be seen from fig. 6.22.
The line A1D1 represents the modulus of elasticity Effl = t a n a x for the first

Fig. 6.22 Typical stress-strain curve for in situ rock compression tests. Definition
of the modulus of elasticity E = tan a, of the modulus of total deformation 2?total =
tan y and of k = ODjOE.

loading to an average rock stress a±; the line A2D2 the modulus of elasticity
E,2 = tan <x2 for the second loading up to o2. The Ea values correspond
to the more or less elastic rock deformations. The line OA2 defines a lsto ta l =
tan y which corresponds to the total deformation when loading and un-
loading the fissured rock mass up to ax then to cr2. jEtotal is the 'modulus of
total deformation'. Tracing a tangent OC to the origin O of the curve OA1

defines a modulus Eo = tan £. Theoretically Eo should be the same as the
static modulus when measured on rock samples in the laboratory; but there
is not enough evidence to support this. Finally, at any point of the curve
a = a(e) a local modulus E = d/?/de = tan d could be defined. This indi-
cates rock response to load increases at a certain point of the curve a(e). It may
also indicate some internal rock failure or changes in rock characteristics.

The curve OAXA2 is obtained by slow loading. Austrian experts have
introduced a similar curve OBB1 obtained by rapid loading of the rock
(fig. 6.23). They call it OAXA2 or OBXB2 'work curve' (Arbeitslinie) as it is

O2

Fig. 6.23 Slow and rapid loading of rock masses shown on the curves OAXA2 and
OBtB2. The shaded area represents the work of internal rock deformation caused
by slow loading.
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obviously related to the internal work of deformation in the rock. The shaded
area within the two curves OB^ and OAXA2 is called Arbeitsbereich and is
a measure of the work of internal rock deformation under long duration
load tests when the load rises slowly. This is not true creep.

The Ee and istotai values obtained from the load deformation curves
a = a(e) are of primary value as is the ratio k — OD1IOE1 of the plastic
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Fig. 6.24 Strain-stress curves for different rock types (after Oberti, 1960).

deformation OD1 which is irreversible to the total deformation OE±. American
geologists rightly consider this ratio to be an intensive characteristic of rock
masses. Additionally, the shape of the curve a = o(e) yields important
information on the behaviour of rock masses, and possibly on their structure.
The Eo, Ee, î totai and k values indicate the behaviour of rock mass under
strain and stress. These figures should always be accompanied by additional
information giving the value a for which the Ee, Etot&i and k values were
measured and defining the a value determination method.

Most of the strain-stress curves obtained in tunnels and galleries concerned
elastic and plastic deformations that did not reach the final crushing strength
of the rock masses. Out of 300 deformation curves recently recorded by
Electricite de France only three concerned rock masses where rupture had
actually occurred. Pressures of 320 kg/cm2 were used in the Roselend and in
the Gittaz galleries (France) without causing rupture of the rock.
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6.5.2 Interpretating strain and stress curves

Oberti, in a paper read in 1960 to the Salzburg meeting of the Austrian
Society of Rock Mechanics, submitted several typical strain and stress
curves characteristic of good, indifferent and poor rock (fig. 6.24). In the
case of good rock (type 1), the k value is small, and elastic deformation is
reached rapidly. It is obvious that the rock shown in the type 2 diagram is
less reliable and that type 3 has very poor characteristics.

Experts try to analyse the curves a = a(e) in detail. If the deformation
curve is a straight line, it indicates an elastic behaviour of the rock (fig. 6.25a).
A point of discontinuity (point A on fig. 6.256) may indicate some internal
rupture in the rock mass, possibly a local shear failure. A departure from a
straight line of deformation may suggest internal plastic deformation
(fig. 6.25c).

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6.25 Types of deformation curves.
(d)

More information about the behaviour of rock masses can be obtained
from systematic analysis of the successive loops of the strain-stress curves.
Mazenot has carried out such an analysis using a large number of strain and
stress measurements supplied by Electricite de France. His interpretation of
the curve is based on a theory developed by Talobre (see section 6.5.3).

Some curves clearly show not one, but two points of discontinuity. Shuk
(1963) produced a curve (Fig. 6.25rf) on metamorphic rock described as a
phyllite-quartzite. There are two points where the elastic limit had been
reached: A, for the phyllitic phase (small crystals), and B, a higher limit for
the quartzite phase with larger crystals. The general curvature and direction
of the line should also be observed.

The shape of the curve obtained when unloading the rock also has to be
analysed for possible discontinuities or indications of internal failures.
When the load decreases sharply, without a corresponding reversal of defor-
mations, the curve may confirm that some internal areas of rupture are no
longer behaving elastically (Talobre). It is normal practice to load the rock
in at least two directions, in order to detect possible directions of weakness.
These exist in any stratified rock, and may even exist in most crystalline or
metamorphic rocks. In stratified rock masses, the modulus of elasticity
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parallel to the strata is often two or three times greater than the modulus
measured in a direction normal to the strata. Assuming the values E± > E2

to be known in the direction parallel and perpendicular to the main rock
stratification, the value Ea at any angle a to Ex can be calculated assuming
the deformation by analogy to the sketch in fig. 6.25a. The E values are given
by an ellipse with Ex and E2 as the main axis (Jaecklin, 19656); fig- 6.26a.
In this respect the circular jacking of a gallery allows a far closer examination
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Fig. 6.26a Modulus of elasticity in stratified rocks. Ex and E2 have been measured
parallel and perpendicular to the rock main stratification. E varies from E2 to Ex
depending on angle a (after Jaecklin, 19656).
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Fig. 6.26b Typical radial deformation diagram obtained in the Kaunertal pressure
tunnel. Broken line, elastic deformations; solid line, total deformations (parallel
layers of marl, 0.30 m thick, 2.00 m distant) (after Seeber, 1964).

of rock-masses. It is possible to record the deformations, €, in any direction for
any load, a, in a circular diagram (fig. 6.26b). The contour lines corresponding
to elastic deformations can be traced. And, in addition, the characteristic
directions of maximum deformations (normal to stratification) and minimum
deformations (parallel to stratification) a = o(e) can be found and analysed.
These are needed for planning the lining of a tunnel or gallery.
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The strain-stress diagram can also be used to detect possible creep of the
rock masses. In fig. 6.27 rock deformation increases by Ae as rock stress
decreases, which obviously corresponds to rock creep as a function of time.
Constant load tests were carried out at Electricite de France over a period
of 240 hours, with loads varying between 19 kg/cm2 for decomposed granite,
30 kg/cm2 for a weak schist (curve E) and 80 to 160 kg/cm2 for very hard
limestone and gneiss. Curve E in fig. 6.21 is interesting because it shows the
accelerated creep of a weak schist after about 200 hours.

Fig. 6.27 Strain-stress diagram.

These French tests show that creep deformations can be reversible or
non-reversible, instantaneous or delayed, but that it is difficult on a strain-
stress diagram to separate instantaneous and delayed non-reversible de-
formations. It is believed that delayed deformations may represent about 5 %
to 20 % of apparently instantaneous deformations. Furthermore it is difficult
to expect test results obtained on a few cubic metres of rock over a period of
ten days to represent exactly the deformation of a dam rock abutment after
several years under varying hydrostatic loads. In some cases the creep

100

50

100 200 300

Fig. 6.28 Concave strain-stress curve
(after French National Committee on
Large Dams).

Fig. 6.29 The strain-stress curve is first
convex (a), then straight (b).
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deformation is practically reversible. In one case, it was found that the
deformation e had returned to e = 0 three months after suppression of the
load (p = 0).

The general trend of the strain-stress curve may give some further infor-
mation on the rock structure. Figure 6.28 shows that after several loading
and unloading cycles the envelope to the strain curve is concave, which indi-
cates progressive compression of voids and fissures and consolidation of the
rock. In fig. 6.29 the general trend of total deformations is a straight line,
which probably means there was some initial residual stress on the rock.
Diagrams (a) and (b) of fig. 6.30 published by a research team of Electricite

(a) (b)

Fig. 6.30 Strain-stress curves: (a) dry rock; (b) impregnated rock (after French
National Committee on Large Dams).

de France refers to dry and to impregnated gneiss showing the effect of im-
pregnation of rock masses.

6.5.3 The Talobre diagram

J. Talobre (1957) uses a movable 50-tonne ram during pressure tests in
galleries. The load, P, is transmitted to rock masses through a relatively small
rigid steel plate and pressures are increased so that the rock is stressed well
beyond the yield point. Internal ruptures occur in the overstrained rock caus-
ing so-called 'plastic' deformations.

To interpret the corresponding test results, Talobre traces simultaneously
the strain and stress curves on a a = o(d) diagram and the Mohr circles on
the T = T(CT) plane (fig. 6.31). Mohr's theory is that when material ruptures
the circle of Mohr representing that particular state of stresses is a tangent to
an 'envelope curve' or 'instrinsic curve, C. (Curve C is the envelope to all
circles of Mohr for which rupture occurs.) He uses this theory to interpret
in situ test results.

For example, starting from a point 1 on a curve a = a(e)9 the main stress
ax is assumed to be known (a1 = /?); the other two stresses a2 and <r3 can be
measured directly with flat jacks. This allows the relative circle to be known
on the (a, r) diagram. When decreasing the load from point 1 to 2, deforma-
tions remain elastic, as shown by the gradient of the curve 1 to 2. With
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further pressure decreases, deformations become inelastic. According to
Talobre this means that lateral pressures (cr3) take over. The circles from 2
to 3 and also from 3 to 4, obtained when pressures are increased again, are
a tangent to the 'intrinsic curve, C. From point 4 to point 6, deformations are
again elastic and the Mohr circles should no longer touch the curve C. By

X\c roc
.k deformation

elastic rock
deformation

Fig. 6.31
1957).

Strain-stress curves and corresponding Mohr circles (after Talobre,

increasing the pressure in the jack beyond point 6 the rock again yields
plastically to high pressures, and deformations become inelastic. From 6
to 7, circles of Mohr will again touch the curve C.

According to the theory and technique developed by Talobre, segments
of the intrinsic curve C can be traced when overloading the rock and causing
internal rupture of some areas in the rock mass. Other segments of the curve
C are obtained when unloading the rock. This causes stresses in the rock to
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become unbalanced, and further internal ruptures occur. When the second
principal stress is either known or measured Talobre uses the formula:

2c cotan </> + a3
= sin <

which will be demonstrated in the next chapter. In this formula a3 and ax

are the principal stress. For example, starting from some results obtained on
mica schists inside the Bort tunnel, plastic deformation started when a3

reached 20 kg/cm2. Tests proceeded with increasing pressure to 40 kg/cm2

when the second principal stress was a1 = x. Pressure was then dropped,
causing elastic rock deformations until plastic deformation recommenced
for a3 = 6 kg/cm2. If we assume that the second principal stress a± = x
remains unchanged, the equation then becomes

40 — x x — 6
2c cotan <j> + 40 + x 2c cotan $ + x + 6

Assuming c cotan <f> = 10 kg/cm2 we find that the equation yields x =
18 kg/cm2.

Some of Talobre's critics say his method is guesswork for either the second
principal stress a = x or the value c cotan (f>. But the second principal stress
at the start of the tests is equal to the residual stress and should be measured.
A second criticism involves the changes in direction of the second principal
stress during loading caused by Poisson's ratio, v.

More general remarks about loading-plate dimensions are relevant to any
plate-bearing test. Because of the small area of the loading-plates stresses do
not penetrate deeply into the rock and weak areas are not located, even at
shallow depth under the plate. In spite of these criticisms Electricite de France
now accept Talobre's theories as the basis of analysis for their strain-stress
curves. Mazenot's publication (1965) has already been mentioned in section
6.5.2. Further information on jack-testing fissured rock will be given in
section 12.1. It is important to compare the distance between joints to the
diameter of the loading pad. When this is small the joints reduce the
measured E value. Scale is important when comparing local test results with
conditions under a large concrete foundation.

6.5.4 The distribution of stresses in rock masses

Two main types of failure, brittle fracture and visco-plastic deformation,
have been observed on rock material in addition to shear fracture. Visco-
plastic has been seen on rock masses during shear tests or uniaxial compres-
sion tests (Gilg, 1965) but real rupture of the rock masses under a plate-
bearing test, (which usually causes the collapse of soils) is rarely observed.
Actual rock failure has been seen in several major dam ruptures, sometimes
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from excessive pressures. The conditions prevailing at the periphery of a
concrete arch or gravity dam are such that compression stresses, shear
stresses and moments are transmitted from the concrete abutment to the
rock foundations, whereupon rock strains and stress develop, causing the
surface to yield and deform. This deformation modifies the stress at the con-
crete boundary. The rock mass may be considered as a homogeneous
isotropic half-space or, alternatively, as a fissured mass of rock or a clastic
accumulation of independent blocks (fig. 6.32).

\N

4S°,-*/2 A
t-2* B 45° - 412

- 2 6

- ^ r i <T

(b)
(c)

Fig. 6.32 Loading of rock: (a) homogenous rock (formulas of Boussinesq); (b)
rock with little or no cohesion, conditions for rupture of rock; (c) stratified fissured
rock.

6.5.5 Brittle fracture and visco-plastic failure

Compression and shear tests on rock masses in situ, triaxial and shear
laboratory tests on rock material may be supplemented by additional infor-
mation obtained in the laboratories on rock mass models where the strati-
fications, faults and cracks are correctly represented.

Brittle fracture occurs whenever the classical 'ideal' principal stress equals
the limiting value of uniaxial tensile strength. The plasto-viscous type seems
to occur in all other cases and the higher the average isotropic triaxial com-
pressive stress a0 = (o± + a2 + <T3)/3 with respect to the diverging stresses
(tfi — 0"o)> (^2 — Co) and (0*3 — a0) the more important the microcracking
and the greater the deformations. The theory of the intrinsic curve to be
developed later may be satisfactorily applied to plasto-viscous failures.

In rock mass, the brittle type of failure normally occurs at the crystal
layers where the isotropic triaxial compression stress is usually less intense.
Owing to their stiffness, cohesion bonds are not assisted by numerous
hyperstatic connections within the rock mass and they fail abruptly as soon
as the elastic deformation limits are exceeded.

In a paper on the stability of arch dam rock abutments Fumagalli (1967)
describes the progressive failure of rock masses by plasto-viscous deformation
as follows:
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As the load increases the deformation processes affect the resisting structure by
successive frontiers located ever deeper within the rock and farther from the force
application plane. As the frontiers move deeper, the cohesion bonds in the receding
area gradually decrease while resisting stresses due to internal friction of the
material are called upon to mutually cooperate through a gradual redistribution of
the stresses.

At constant loading the deformation speed decreases and finally becomes nil as
long as possible state of static equilibrium is possible.

When collapse occurs it is usually a global phenomenon.

He describes these gradual plasto-viscous deformations after close ob-
servation of the collapse of an abutment mass, on laboratory dam models.
This type of collapse cannot be satisfactorily observed during in situ jacking
tests under compression, and it is seen even less clearly during in situ shear
tests.

6.5.6 Theories and methods

It is clearly appreciated that there are limitations in the different theories
and methods used to estimate stress distribution inside a strained-stressed
mass of rock.

Classical homogeneous isotropic elastic half space equations. Rock has been
simulated to a first approximation of homogeneous, isotropic space. The
calculation of stresses about a cavity located deep in the rock mass is a
typical example of how a problem can initially be solved by the classical
equations of strength of material. Another example is the case of a half-space
loaded by forces at its surface. The equations of Boussinesq (1885) and
Cerruti solve most of the problems (fig. 6.32a). The Prandtl-Terzaghi theory
(fig. 6.32ft) is an extension of Boussinesq's approach.

Fissured rock. Miiller & Pacher developed a method for estimating the
stress distribution in a mass of fissured rock. It assumes that a detailed survey
of the rock mass has been made, and that the direction, continuity and spacing
of the main families of fissures are known. The tensile strength and the shear
strength of the rock at any point of the mass and in any direction depend
on these fissures.

Clastic rock. The previous method assumes rock masses to be capable of
shear and tensile strength and thus to be able to transmit stresses across a
fissure: at least to some extent.

The clastic mass consists of blocks of rock, or other materials, piled on
top of each other with no possibility of shear or tensile stresses being trans-
mitted from one block to the next. Only compression stresses are transmitted
across a contact face or point between blocks. This theory has recently been
developed by several authors, and Trollope (1968) applied it to rock mechan-
ics. Krsmanovic (1967ft) built and tested some models representing this.
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Modern stress-strain analysis. Modern methods of stress-strain analysis
may be used for solving particular problems. These will be dealt with in
chapter 7. The mathematical approach based on Boussinesq's equations
yields over-optimistic results, but the alternative methods developed by
Miiller, Trollope, Zienkiewicz and others are more realistic.

6.6 Geophysical methods for testing rock masses

Direct in situ measurement of the static modulus of elasticity of rock masses
requires cumbersome and costly equipment. The information obtained is
extremely valuable, but the method is not adaptable to surveying large areas.
Economic geophysical methods have been developed for surveying large
areas of alluvium or bedrock. The seismic method directly measures the
dynamic modulus of elasticity of rock masses for comparison with the static
modulus. In addition it gives valuable information on the degree of fissura-
tion. Resistivity tests, used in soil mechanics can also be used in rock
mechanics.

6.6.1 The seismic method

(1) Sources. The principle of the seismic method is to send an elastic wave
or vibration through alluvium or rock and to pick up this wave at a distance
with receivers or geophones. The signals should give the velocity of the waves,
the length and trace of the path they have been following and the modulus
of elasticity of the medium inside which they have been propagating. This
wave may be produced by various methods: by a heavy blow with a hammer;
by an explosion on the surface or slightly below the surface of the ground;
by a vibrator or a source of ultrasonic waves. For example, Evison (1953)
used a high-frequency vibrator in shattered rock, resting on a thin layer of
mud. Electric sparks exploded underwater at a frequency of 2 to 4 per second
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were successful in a survey of the English Channel bedrock. Prospecting at
greater depths, an explosion of a mixture of propane and oxygen in a small
underwater chamber allowed the shock wave to penetrate the bedrock.

Explosions or acoustic waves have been used between boreholes for ex-
ploring rock layers at different depths. This method has been used in tunnels
and galleries to determine the depth at which rock is deteriorating through
blasting.

The principle of the seismic path is best explained by fig. 6.33. A wave
starts from point O at the surface of the soil or rock to be tested. It is known
that harder rock is located at an unknown depth, and assumed that the
modulus of elasticity of the upper layer, El9 is less than the modulus of the
lower layer, E2. Wave velocities v1 and v2 in the two media depend on Ex

and E2 and vx will be smaller than v2 (1̂1 < v2).
A complex system of waves emanate from point O and an even more

complex system is reflected back or deflected and then reflected at points
A, B, C, D, of the interface. These are registered by receivers located at the
points Gi, G2, G3, along a straight line at known distances from O.

(2) The wave path. The general wave equation is

where C is a constant and u the disturbance which propagates with time.
In the case of cylindrical symmetry it becomes

dt2 r dt\ dr

and for spherical symmetry:

c

3t2 dr2 '
where r is the distance from the point of origin.

In many cases the waves can be treated as plane waves (Jaeger, 1933) in
which case the integral of the wave equation becomes

u=g(x-vt)+f(x + vt),

g and/being functions of the distance, x, and time t, v being the wave velocity.
In geophysics, the path of waves and their velocity are of most interest. The

analysis of the wave path and its reflection determines the position of the
interface of different geological strata. The velocity v permits calculation of
the dynamic rock modulus.

Time can be measured very accurately and a time-distance curve is con-
structed with axis x and t.

A wave starting from O may reach the receiver Go directly. A wave can
reach the detector Gx by one of three paths: The direct path OGl9 the reflected
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path OBGl9 or the refracted path OACG±. If work is carried out on first
arrivals only the reflected path, which is always greater than the direct
path, and is covered at the same velocity vl9 is automatically eliminated.
For the direct path the time-distance curve is a straight line OMM'. . .
passing through the origin. Its slope is by definition equal to the velocity v±.
For the refracted path, the pulse travels down to the interface with the vel-
ocity vx and its incident is at the so-called 'critical angle', i'c. After refraction,
the impulse travels along the boundary with the velocity v2 (supposedly
higher than vx) and leaves the interface at the critical angle to reach G±. As
the distances AC, AD, AE, are covered along the interface at the higher vel-
ocity v2, there will be a point when the wave starting from O and following
the refracted path will arrive at one of the detectors Gl9 G2, or G3, before
the direct waves. The points of arrival are now on another time-distance
curve, the straight line NN, which does not go through the origin O. Let
ON = t*; it can be shown that the depth H of the upper layer to the inter-
face is given by

viv2t* x2 1 — sin V
H = \ - v2) 2 cos i" 2 V \v2 + vx

In a few cases the method does not work well: when the interface is a
weathered rock (weathered granite); when the two layers are similar and Ex

only slightly less than E2, or when the upper layer is covered by a thin layer
with high modulus of elasticity Eo> E±. Seismic tests in general concern
rather low stress levels by means of high-frequency vibration of very small
amplitude. They are not as precise as jacking tests, but they can economically
indicate variations in rock quality over a greater portion of the foundation.

(3) Wave velocity and the in situ dynamic rock modulus. When a shock is
produced on the surface or inside a body with modulus of elasticity Ed and
density p, shock waves progress in all directions. Various types of waves
can be detected: the dilatational, longitudinal or compressional waves with
higher velocity ve, and the transversal or shear waves with velocity vs inferior
to ve.

According to the elastic theory the following equations relate longitudinal
and transversal velocities ve and vs, the Poisson ratio of the rock mass, v, and
the dynamic modulus, Ed:

_ 2 (1 + v)(l ~ 2v)
d~V°p (1 - v)

Ed = 2v2p{\ + v), (2)

(3)
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It is usually difficult to register correctly the transversal waves and very
often only the first longitudinal wave is registered for the calculation ofEd.
The Poisson ratio, v, is estimated unless it can be measured on rock samples.

Numerical example (Evison, 1953):

Concrete
Longitudinal wave velocity, ve = 11 700 ft/s
Transversal wave velocity, v$ = 7100 ft/s
Specific weight, p = 137 lb/ft3

Poisson ratio, v = 0-21
Modulus, Ed = 3 600 000 lb/in2 (252 000 kg/cm2)

Fissured rock (indifferent quality)

Longitudinal wave velocity, ve = 6500 ft/s
Transversal wave velocity, vs = 2500 ft/s
Specific weight, /> = 122 lb/ft3

Poisson ratio, v = 041
Modulus, Ed = 460 000 lb/in2 (32 200 kg/cm2)

The Poisson ratio of this rock is rather high, probably due to fissuration.
One of the most interesting examples of systematic site investigations with

seismic waves was at the rock abutment of the high Vajont arch dam. The
rock was tested before and after grouting, which was stopped when the
overall wave velocity reached at least 3000 m/s. Other seismic tests were
carried out on the slopes of the Vajont gorge and Mount Toe; they illustrated
the progressive deterioration of the rock along the slope, before final collapse
occurred.

Ultrasonic waves are used inside tunnels. The time taken by longitudinal
waves travelling between two boreholes is recorded so that the depth at
which rock blasting causes damage to rock masses may be measured. The
wave velocity is less near the surface of damaged rock than at depth in sound
rock. Usually it becomes normal at depths of from 1-50 to 2-00 m corres-
ponding to the damaged zone.

Oliveira (1974/75) reports on a 25-km-long hydro-power tunnel, 3 m in
diameter, excavated in Portugal. Two solutions were considered: a free-flow
tunnel at level 90 m and a pressure tunnel at level 75 m, the top of the hills
reaching 120 m. The seismic method proved that both solutions were to be
located in dubious decomposed phyllites (ve = 2000 m/s); the better rock
was located too low. The free-flow solution at level 90 m was adopted.

(4) The velocity ratio v/vL. The effect of discontinuities in the rock mass
can be estimated by comparing the in situ longitudinal wave velocity, ve = v9

to the laboratory sonic velocity, vL9 of intact core obtained from the same
rock mass. The difference in these two longitudinal velocities is caused by
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the structural discontinuities which exist in the field. Figure 6.34 shows how
the ratio v\vL is correlated to the rock quality designation (RQD) (Deere,
1968). Duncan (1967) and Morlier (1968) have proved the correlation between

Onodera (1963)

20 40 60 80 100 %
Rock quality designation

(RQD) %

Fig. 6.34 Correlation of rock quality as determined by velocity ratio and RQD
(after Deere et al., 1966).
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Fig. 6.35 Correlation between E and i measured in laboratory (after Hamrol,
1962).
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Fig. 6.36 Correlation between velocity (in m/s) and permeability in Lugeon units
for two sites on granitic foundations. One Lugeon unit corresponds to loss of 1 litre
per minute per metre borehole under the pressure of 10 kg/cm (after the French
National Committee on Large Dams, 1964).
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the vL figures and the void index. Hamrol (1962) established similar relations
between Iwtic (laboratory) and the same void index / (fig. 6.35). Finally, a
French research team (1964) proved the correlation between the longitudinal
velocity vL and the rock permeability factor measured in Lugeon units (LU)
(fig. 6.36). Morlier (1968) has extended research to a similar ratio v/vL for
very dense rocks without voids but with slight fissuration. Instead of the
'porosity index,' /, introduced by Duncan, Serafim, Hamrol and others, he
developed the 'fissuration porosity', r\\ (fig. 6.37). When a compact rock is

hi A vol

vol

Fig. 6.37 Definition of the fissuration porosity, rj09 (after Morlier, 1968).

compressed equally on all sides hydrostatically the relative decrease, A vol/vol,
of the volume versus a follows a curve similar to that in fig. 6.37; tan a
represents the elastic modulus for purely elastic deformations and rj'o the
closing of the fissures. The r\\ value varies from 10"5 to 50 X 10"5 for granites
and from 100 X 10~5 to 300 X 10"5 for compact quartzites.
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Fig. 6.38 Correlation between rj0 and vjvL for eight different granites (after Morlier,
1968).

Assuming v'L to be the theoretical wave velocity in sound, compact rock
material, Morlier traces the lines vjv'L versus rj'o for different granites,
quartzites and similar rocks. He finds that the ratio vjvL is approximately
a linear function of rj'o (fig. 6.38). This confirms that any void, or fissure
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reduces the velocity of sound and shock waves; this applies equally to the
longitudinal and transversal waves.

There is, therefore, a closely interrelated group of factors or figures
(v, vL, vjvL, rj'o9 i, E9 Lugeon units, etc.) which all directly or indirectly
measure the porosity and fissuration of rock material and rock masses. These
correlations require more detailed investigation as they are the basis of other
rock characteristics.
(5) The rebound number R. Schmidt designed a hammer for testing the
strength of concrete. When the plunger is pressed against the surface of the
concrete the mass of the hammer is released. After impact, the mass rebounds
to a height indicated by a pointer against a scale. This height is the rebound
number JR. It has been proved that there is a definite connection between the
E values of the concrete, the concrete uniaxial crushing strength and R.

These types of hammers have been used on concrete for the past twenty
years and many authors have suggested that they be applied to in situ rock
tests. Duncan (1967) has published diagrams showing interesting correla-
tions between R and vL and the crushing strength of rock (fig. 6.39a, b).
The measure of the rebound number R is a rapid in situ test method requiring
additional detailed and precise investigation. Correlation of R with the void
index i depends on the type of rock and it is not very coherent (fig. 6.396).
It does not give any information on the fissuration of the whole rock mass
when used in situ. It does, however, detect local weak spots.

Research by Habib, Vouille & Audibert (1965) has shown that uniaxial
or triaxial pressures of up to 500 or 1000 kg/cm2 considerably increase the
velocity of some longitudinal and transversal waves. Figure 6.40 clearly
shows that these velocity increases are due to the closing of pores and
fissures by the uniaxial load. Triaxial loading causes similar velocity changes.

(6) Further research on correlations between E and v. Roussel (1968),
referring to an unpublished thesis by Schneider, reproduces a very interesting
diagram where a curve, k = Ed (dynamic)/^ (static) is traced versus XT (in
metres), XT being the wavelength and Ed the dynamic modulus of transverse
waves developing in rocks. The curve confirms the wide range of variations of
Ed/Es from about 1 to 13 (fig. 6.41), (Clark had found Ed/Es = 0-85 to 29).
The correlation with XT is astonishingly good. (Note the location of the
'Malpasset gneiss' number 13 in the diagram well at the upper end of the
curve). Figure 6.42 shows a similar correlation between Es and the frequency
of the translatory waves. The wave-velocity measurements were carried out
by the falling hammer method on a base of about 40 m (fig. 6.43).

Roussel (1968) published a detailed theory explaining this correlation.
His approach is based on the 'Kelvin-Voigt' model of visco-elastic vibrations,
represented in fig. 6.44. Such a system uses the equation

d2Z dZ
+ + £ Z 0
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Fig. 6.42 Correlation of Es (plate load tests) in kg/cm2 and the transversal frequency
(in Hz) (after Roussel, 1968).
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Fig. 6.43 Falling hammer method used on a base of about 40 m.
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Fig. 6.44 The Kelvin-Voigt method for visco-elasticity.

the solution of which is of the type

Z = Zo [exp ( - | ^ ] COS W(Elm)t + <f>l

The period of rock oscillation is

To = 2ny/(mlE) and co0 = ViE/m).
The amortization with the time is (in s"1): a = —r\\7m. Extension of the

theory to the propagation of longitudinal waves along an axis yields the
equation

d2u
2G) —

33u 32u
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A possible solution is

u = w0 [exp ( - ax ) ] [exp {ico(t - x/c)}].

(The X coefficient of Lame is obviously different from the wavelength
X = 2TTC\CO where co is the wave frequency.

In this equation u is the displacement of an oscillating point in the direc-
tion of Ox; a is the coefficient of amortization along Ox (in m"1) and c the
velocity of the sound or shock waves. Furthermore, X + 2G are Lame's
coefficients. The values of a, co and c can be measured and related to the rock
characteristics X + 2G,p and rj. It is therefore possible to show that:

2ac3co2

n = (co2 + a3c2)2

and rj = 0 when a = 0 (elastic vibration). When examining the rock from
the purely static point of view,

X + 2G = Es — - vs = Esf(vs\
iv)(l - 2vs)

where v is the Poisson ratio and the suffix refers to static values only (ex-
cluding viscosity effects).

On the other hand, when discussing the wave propagation it could be
proved that:

A + 2G = pc2co2 "~ a °
(CO2 + 0L2C2)2

and

Pc2 = Ed

l - v d

vd)(l -
= Edf(vd\

where d refers to dynamic values of E and v.
Finally:

Esf(vs) co2 - a2c2

Edf(vd) (co2

1.0

0.5-

2ac 4aC

Fig. 6.45 Theoretical curve Esf(vs)IEdf(vd) versus co for longitudinal waves (after
Roussel, 1968).
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This curve is represented in fig. 6.45 which shows how Esf(vs)lEdf(vd)
varies with co. It is very difficult to use this curve as the ratio f(vs)jf(vd)
varies considerably.

A similar theoretical development can be achieved assuming transversal
instead of longitudinal waves. The displacements u parallel to Ox are replaced
by the displacements v perpendicular to Ox and the function f(v) by the
function: g(v) = 1/2(1 + v\ which now varies very little with v. It is possible
to assume that g(vs)lg(vd) = 1 and therefore that

.CO*
Edg(vd) Ed (co2 + OL2C2)2

This curve is traced in fig. 6.46 where some of the points measured in situ
on dam sites are also marked with transversal waves replacing longitudinal
waves. The trend of the theoretical curve and of the measured empirical

Fig. 6.46 Correlation of Esg(vs)lEdgvd and co/occ for transversal waves (after
Roussel, 1968).

curve are the same, but there is still a gap between them. Roussel thinks that
this gap would be smaller if the Es values were based not on plate-loading
tests (giving low Es values) but on borehole tests which yield higher Es values.
Rock fissuration too is another factor which may explain the gap.

Results of this theoretical analysis are most satisfactory because they show
that Es and Ed must be different but related through a series of physical
coefficients, some of them being capable of direct measurement. The analysis
also emphasizes the often-neglected transversal waves.

The efforts by Roussel, Morlier, Duncan, Serafim, Bernaix and others
show how the whole structure of rock material and rock masses depends on
voids and fissures.

(7) There are situations in which it is important to study vibration levels.
This was done at Cabora Bassa (Oliveira 1974, 1975), where the maximum
particle velocities (vr = radial, vv = vertical, vt = transversal) were deter-
mined at a concreting site near the blasting site of a nearby cavity. Some types
of vibrations are detrimental to setting concrete.
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(8) The proposed Channel Tunnel (Reynolds, 1961). In 1802, a French
engineer, Albert Mathieu, put forward a plan for constructing a tunnel
under the English Channel. For many years (1837-67) the French geologist,
Gamond, investigated the Channel bottom. Later, another prominent
French geologist, de Lapparant (1875-6) made 7700 underwater soundings
and recovered 3276 samples from the sea bed. Test galleries were excavated
on both sides of the Channel.

The project was more strongly backed in France than in Great Britain.
A French company was formed, financed partly by the Compagnie Inter-
nationale du Canal de Suez and the French railways (Compagnie des
Chemins de Fer du Nord). On the British side, the idea was energetically
pursued by a British financial group.

After the First World War, while technical and economical reports
favoured the scheme, it was turned down for general political and military
reasons. After the Second World War, the political outlook had changed
sufficiently to remove any major opposition.

Between 1850 and 1960 many alternative ideas were submitted. They
included two parallel dams for rail and road transport, between which
barges and small ships could safely cross from Calais and Dover; a dam cross-
ing the Channel; several large bridge projects; and finally, a tube laid on
the Channel bottom.

After the Second World War an international study group began checking
the geological information obtained by de Lapparant and others. The main
risks were heavily fissured or broken rocks and buried valleys filled with
water-bearing sand or gravel which might be encountered at excavation
level because the hydrostatic water pressure would be such that crossing
these would be both difficult and expensive.

It has been established since 1867 (Gamond) that the basal half of the
lower chalk formation has all the features desirable for satisfactory tunnelling.
The lower chalk is about one quarter of the total thickness of chalk forma-
tion. It is a massive grey rock composed almost entirely of finely divided
calcium carbonate of organic origin, free of flints and without cracks or
fissures. De Lapparant had mapped this lower chalk formation but it was
essential to check his findings in detail.

The Study Group first undertook some land trials. Evidence from bore-
holes did not show a sufficient velocity difference in the middle and lower
chalk to provide a distinguishing boundary to the structure of these forma-
tions. According to H. R. Reynolds (1961), a seismic reflection method called
'Sonar System' was adopted in 1958. This utilized a high-frequency sound
source, which was installed beneath a motor launch. Results were good, but
the energy source was insufficiently powerful to overcome the rather absorb-
ant nature of the chalk strata. A 'Sparker' method was then adapted which
used an energy source from a 12 000-volt spark discharged under water.
The spark is produced at an electrode gap on the end of a cable towed by a
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survey launch. The gap can be regulated from J- to J-s intervals. The energy
waves reflected are picked up by a hydrophone towed on a parallel line. The
signals are amplified, filtered and printed on a chart, thus producing a con-
tinuous record of the underwater geological formation.

Reynolds also adds that another source of energy which could have been
used was the RASS (Repeatable Acoustic Seismic Source) which utilizes
the explosion from a mixture of propane and oxygen. These gases are
detonated by means of a sparking plug in a small chamber installed in a
torpedo-shaped container towed behind the launch. The pulses from this
have higher energy and lower frequency than spark pulses and they are used
for deep penetration below the sea bed. Reflections have been obtained in the
Gulf of Mexico at depths of as much as 4000 ft. The two methods can be
used at the same time to provide a simultaneous record of both shallow and
deep strata.

6.6.2 Electric resistivity method

The electric resistivity of rock, p'9 depends on the type of rock and on the
moisture content of pores and fissures. Table 6.3 gives an idea of the range
of values which have been measured.

Table 6.3 Rock resistivity, p\ in ohms j cm

Crystalline rocks, low porosity, 50 000-1 000 000
Consolidated sediments 5 000-100 000
Sand and gravel 8 000-150 000
Silt and clay 100-15 000
Sand and salt water 100-1 000
Sand and slightly salt water 1 000-10 000

Resistivity measurements of granite, for example, will detect weak
degraded moist rocks.

The main problem is in detecting geological strata with different electric
resistivity. For example, wet rock may have a resistivity level of one-fifth or
less than that of dry rock. In fig. 6.47 a borehole is put under tension between
the levels Ex and E2. The voltage difference is measured between two mobile
points Si and S2. Varying rock resistivity of the strata versus depth is recorded.

In fig. 6.48tz the equipotential lines in a homgeneous mass of rock between
the points E1 and E2 are circles. If the electric current comes in contact with
low-resistivity strata (fig. 6.486) the flow lines are deformed. The electric
flux concentrates in the low-resistivity strata. Assuming that the distance
EXE2 = L in fig. 6.49 is progressively increased, and the distance between
Sx and S2 is maintained: for short distances EXE2 = L, the flow lines are
spherical, corresponding to a high rock resistivity pr. Assuming an increase
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rough
'//A rock

iffwet rock
3 1 interface

Fig. 6.47 Electric resistivity test in borehole.

J

(b)

Fig. 6.48 Resistivity test, (a) Constant resistivity, p\ (b) varying resistivity, p > p2'.

L/2

Fig. 6.49 Point determining depth of wet rock.

in the distance EXE2 = L resistivity will drop as soon as the flow lines enter
in contact with low resistivity (wet rock). In fig. 6.49, the sharp drop indicates
the depth point of wet rock.

Moore (1961) comments on shock waves and resistivity as follows:

The seismic test will normally have good application to foundation studies for
bridges, buildings and dams, and can be used to good advantage in determining the
character of the materials present in roadway cuts and at the portals of proposed
tunnel sites. This test has little value for use in locating materials of construction
such as sand and gravel and it may prove rather ineffectual in a detailed study of
landslide areas. Also in areas where thin layers of relatively hard material, such as
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sandstone, limestone or comparatively fresh and dense volcanic rock are underlain
by weathered materials or formations of lesser density, the seismic test will be
ineffective since the higher velocity wave in the dense layer will reach the detectors
first and tend to mask the effect of the arrival of the waves through the lower layers
lying below . . . At the present time the Bureau of Public Roads, [Washington]
makes use of the seismic test to supplement subsurface data obtained by use of the
resistivity tests and to prove the results obtained at 1 or 2 locations where resistivity
tests were made when some question exists regarding the analysis of the resistivity
data.

The resistivity test is equally as good as the seismic test for foundation studies
when proper calibration of the test is made over known materials and it has obtained
excellent results on many slope design problems. This test is not greatly hampered
by thin layers of hard material overlying less dense formations, it being possible
to locate a shale bed or other less-resistant material beneath sandstone or other
materials possessing high resistivity. Its use for locating construction materials has
been well demonstrated in the field and reported in the literature. In landslide
studies, since the water associated with many landslide areas is likely to affect the
values of the measured resistivity, the resistivity test shows promise as being a
method for obtaining more accurate and detailed information on the formations or
conditions associated with the slip surface. Also, the possibility that the water that
causes the sliding being responsible for measurable electric potentials that can be
associated with a particular slip surface or contact between soils of differing moisture
content or plasticity must not be ignored.

These comments are based on experience in road construction and they
should be supplemented by seismic tests in rock mechanics for solving
foundation problems, rock elasticity and efficiency of grouting. Seismic tests
are vital in detecting incipient rock slides in progressively deteriorating rock
masses (see chapter 14, the Vajont rock slide).

6.7 Engineering classification of jointed rock masses. General
approach to the problem

Denkhaus (1970) pointed out the existence of a gap between the acquisition
of rock mechanics data and the final decisions of engineers. How can
engineers best use the information given to them by geologists, geophysicists
and specialists in rock mechanics ? What type of information is required and
by whom? The consulting engineer wants to know how rock will behave
over a long period of time, what strains it will develop, what stresses it will
withstand and what load will be transmitted to the structures. The contractor
is mainly concerned with short-term problems, with rock stability and rock
behaviour during the different phases of the construction work. The planning
and the progress of the construction will depend on rock properties in which
the consulting engineer may be less interested. Major problems concerning
legal responsibilities and price levels may depend on different interpretations
of rock characteristics.
(a) Before discussing rock classifications established by geophysicists and
rock mechanicists, it is necessary to mention the approach to such a problem
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by geologists. The useful work of Duncan, Deere and others has been dealt
with in sections 2.1.1, 4.1.2 and 6.6.1. Dearman (1974) has recently published
an interesting paper summarizing a geologist's approach to engineering rock
classifications, based on his experience with geology in the British Isles. This
author produced a table detailing a classification of igneous rocks on the basis
of mineralogy and grain size (a classical approach to be found in many
textbooks). Other tables give similar classifications of sedimentary rocks.
He then summarizes the work of Duncan, Jones, Deere, etc., which has

Rock mass classification

1 200 MPa

100 MPa

•§ 50 MPa

o 25 MPa

10 MPa

Solid
(Almost no

joints)

Massive
(Little

jointed)

Strong rock mass

Cohesion: >0.2MPaoti

Blocky/seamy
(Moderately

jointed)

Medium-strength rock mass

Cohesion: 0.1-0.2 MPa or friction: 30°'

Weak rock mass

Cohesion: 10-400 kPa or friction: 20^30°

Very weak rock mass

Fractured
(Intensely jointed)

10 m 3 m 1 m 300 mm
Spacing of joints

Crushed
and shattered

Cohesion < lOkPa
Friction < 20°

100 mm 50 mm 10 mm

Fig. 6.50 Strength diagram of jointed rock masses (modified from Miiller).

already been amply discussed in the preceding chapters. Such a geologist's
classification could be consulted by engineers, since it is based on modern
geophysical information.
(b) One of the first attempts by a geophysicist to systematically describe
characteristics in order to establish an engineering classification of jointed
rock masses is a well-known diagram prepared by Muller-Salzburg, repro-
duced as fig. 6.50.

Miiller groups the rock masses in four classes: strong, medium strength,
weak and very weak. He uses two main rock characteristics, combining the
uniaxial compressive strength of intact rock and the joint spacing. Addition-
ally there is mention on his diagram of the rock cohesion or of the angle of
friction which can be expected for each class of rock.
(c) Geophysicists have been impressed with the advantages of the rock
quality designation (RQD) proposed by Deere (1963-68) (see section 2.1.4).
In recent times some experts have felt that it would be useful to supplement
the information given by the usual description of general area and of local
site geology and the RQD index with additional information on joints and
faults and other rock properties.
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A considerable amount of work has been done in analysing hundreds of
cases, by a comparison of rock characteristics and the behaviour of the
engineering structures (Coates, 1964; Cecil, 1970a, b; Wickham, 1972;
Tiedmann; Skinner; etc.)-the International Society for Rock Mechanics
and the International Association of Engineering Geology have both
appointed Commissions to study rock classifications.

Bieniawski (1973) states that while a rock classification of jointed rock
masses, based on the inherent properties of the rock mass itself, should be
capable of application to practical engineering problems, it should be general
enough so that the same rock would always be classified in the same way,
regardless of how it is being used. The classification he suggests was developed
from an analysis of many earlier classifications. It incorporates the following
parameters:

(1) Rock quality designation (RQD).
(2) State of weathering.
(3) Uniaxial compression strength of intact rock.
(4) Spacing of joints or bedding.
(5) Strike and dip of joints, bedding.
(6) Openness of joints.
(7) Continuity of joints.
(8) Ground water inflow.

Based on these parameters, an engineering classification of jointed rock
masses, termed the 'Geomechanics Classification' is proposed in table 6.4.
For the purpose of this classification, it is necessary to divide the rock mass
into a number of domains, each having similar structural characteristics; for
example the same rock type or the same joint spacing. The boundaries of a
domain may coincide with such geological features as faults or dykes.
Experience shows how rapidly rock characteristics change when crossing
contact zones.

For simple classification, rock masses are grouped into only five classes.
The various parameters need not necessarily conform to the same rock class:
for example, a rock with an RQD of 70 % (class 3) may have a joint spacing
of 0-2 m (class 4) and display no ground-water inflow (class 2).

(1) It is easy to establish five classes for the first parameter, the RQD index
varying from 0 to 25%, 25 to 50%, etc.

(2) For the second parameter, rock weathering, Bieniawski suggests the
following classes:

Unweathered: no visible sign of weathering.
Slightly weathered: penetrating weathering developed on open discon-

tinuity surfaces, slight weathering of rock material.
Moderately weathered: slight discoloration extends through the greater

part of the rock mass.



Item

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Table 6.4 Geomechanics classification of jointed rock

Class No and its description

Rock quality RQD (%)

Weathering

Intact rock strength, MPa

Spacing of joints

Separation of joints

Continuity of joints

Ground-water inflow
(per 10 m of adit)

Strike and dip orientations

1

Very good

90-100

Unweathered

>200

>3 m

< 0 1 mm

Not continuous

None

Very favourable

2

Good

75-90

Slightly weathered

100-200

1-3 m

< 0 1 mm

Not continuous

None

Favourable

masses (after

3

Fair

50-75

Moderately
weathered

50-100

0-3-1 m

0-1-1 mm

Continuous,
no gouge

Slight <25
litres/min

Fair

Bieniawski)

4

Poor

25-50

Highly weathered

25-50

50-300 mm

1-5 mm

Continuous,
with gouge

Moderate 25-125
litres/min

Unfavourable

5

Very poor

<25

Completely
weathered

<25

<50mm

>5 mm

Continuous,
with gouge

Heavy >125
litres/min

Very unfavourable
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Highly weathered, weathering extends throughout rock mass, rock material
partly friable.

Completely weathered: rock totally discoloured and decomposed.

(3) The third parameter concerns the uniaxial compressive strength of
intact rock. The rocks can be grouped in five classes (1 MPa = 10-2 kg/cm2).

Very low strength, 1-25 MPa: chalk, rock salt.
Low strength, 25-50 MPa: coal, saltstone, schist.
Medium strength, 50-100 MPa: sandstone, slate, shale.
High strength, 100-200 MPa: marble, granite, gneiss.
Very high strength > 200 MPa quartzite, dolorite, gabbro, basalt.

(4) and (5) Five classes are chosen for the spacing of joints, varying from
class 5, for distances smaller than 50 mm to class 1, when the distance is
larger than 3 m (as can be seen in table 6.4). Similarly the separation of joints
is assumed to vary between larger than 5 mm (class 5) to smaller than 0-1 mm
(class 1).

(6) to (8) These parameters are classified as shown in table 6.4.

It is advantageous to assign a rating to each parameter by a weighted
numerical value. The final rock class rating will be the sum of weighted
values determined for the individual parameters, higher numbers reflecting
better conditions and hence lesser support in the case of tunnels. Based on a
study of Wickham et ah the importance of rating as shown in table 6.5 is
proposed by Bieniawski.

It should be noted, for example, that items 1 and 2, representing data
obtainable from cores, receive 25% rating, while the intact rock strength
(item 3) is worth 10%. Items 4 and 5, representing field data on joints,
receive as much as 45 %.

Bieniawski has developed some further aspects of this 'Geomechanics
Classification' concerning tunnel design and construction. These will be
discussed in section 10.9, together with further research work on similar
problems.

The eight parameters introduced by Bieniawski allow a fair description of
jointed rock masses, but there are some limitations. According to Bieniawski
'special caution should be exercised in the case of shales and other swelling
materials. These rocks are characterized by a wide variation in their engineer-
ing properties, particularly their durability (resistance to weathering) under
conditions of wetting and drying' (see Franklin, 1972 and Olivier, 1973). A
similar remark could be made for rock masses with a tendency to slow creep.

A Norwegian team (Barton et ah, 1974) objects that Bieniawski has almost
ignored three important properties of rock masses, namely the roughness of



Table 6.5 Importance ratings

(a) Individual ratings for classification parameters

Item

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

(b) Total ratings

Parameter

Rock quality RQD

Weathering

Intact rock strength

Spacing of joints

Separation of joints

Continuity of joints

Ground water

Strike and dip orientations

for rock mass classes

Class no.

Description of Class

Total rating

[Tunnels

(Foundations

1

Very good rock

90-100

1

16

9

10

30

5

5

10

15

15

2

Good rock

70-90

2

14

7

5

25

5

5

10

13

13

Class

3

12

5

2

20

4

3

8

10

10

3

Fair rock

50-70

4

7

3

1

10

3

0

5

5

0

4

Poor rock

25-50

5

3

1

0

5

1

0

2

3

- 1 0

5

Very poor rock

<25
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joints, the frictional strength of joint fillings and the rock load. The impor-
tance of the natural residual stresses in the rock mass will be demonstrated
at some length in section 10.9.

Important cases exist where a precise, systematic description of the rock
mass characteristics, along the lines suggested by Bieniawski or others, fails
to detect vital causes of potential failure of the structure. In part four,
several case histories will be discussed where a combination of factors, some
of them unforeseen at the design stage, caused major troubles or even the
collapse of structures, the description of the rock masses having failed to
disclose inherent weaknesses. The cases of the collapse of the Malpasset
dam, of the rock falls at Kariba North Bank Machine Hall excavation and
the great Vajont rock slide will illustrate this point. Similar cases were men-
tioned by Barbier (1974); final decisions on where to locate dams were taken
on the basis of geological exploration at large, rather than local geology,
almost disregarding rock characteristics.



7 Mathematical approach to strain-stress
distribution in rock masses

7.1 Useful formulae

The complexity of a fissured strained rock mass has already been demon-
strated. Many theories and methods of approach have been suggested to
deal with this problem. In section 6.5.4 four analytical methods were pro-
posed and we will now examine these in greater detail. They are: classical
homogeneous isotopic elastic space (the equation of Boussinesq and Cerruti
for the half-space); fissured rock; clastic mass of rock; and, modern stress-
strain analysis.

7.1.1 The circle of Mohr; shear stresses; the intrinsic curve

The theory of Mohr's circle is given in detail in most textbooks on strength
of materials, and in many textbooks on soil mechanics. It is, however, an
essential part of any theory of rock mechanics, and as such is summarized
here very briefly.

The basic problem can be stated as: stresses ax, ay and rxy, acting on two
orthogonal surfaces x and y at point 0 , are known; the stresses a,r acting
on a surface at an angle a to Ox have to be calculated. Projection of all
forces on the directions of a and r yields (fig. 7.1a):

2 2

— aax sin 2a + r cos 2a. (2)

The maximum and minimum values crmax or amin are obtained for
or/da = 0, this yields:

tan za —

sin 2a —

ax

±

±

2T

- <*y

Vi(ox -
[161]

IT

Oyf + 4T2]'

- - ax

Oyf + 4T2]

(3a)

Ob)

(3c)
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The corresponding values of crmax and amin are

4r2]. (4)

Similarly, the maximum of the shear stress rmax is obtained, writing that
0.

This condition yields:

(5)tan 2a' = —
2T tan 2a

(a) (b)

Fig. 7.1 Stresses on orthogonal surfaces.

The angles a' and a are thus related and

a' = a ± TT/4, (6)

which means that the maximum shear stress Tmax is at an angle of 45°
to the principal stresses crmax and crmln. Furthermore the condition

= 0 yields:

m

The compression or tensile stress normal to rmax is

0"* + <*v ffmax + Cmin

(7)

(8)

Let us now refer the ax and ay values and the angles a to the principal
stresses crmax and amin. The shear stress normal to the principal stresses is
r = 0. Therefore (fig. 7.16):

0"min — 1 cos 2a, (9)

(10)
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The equations just developed can be represented on Mohr's circle which
is defined as: on a system of axis (a, r) assuming OA = amin and OB = crmax

(fig. 7.2). The 'circle of Mohr' is a circle with radius MA = MB = J
(tfmax — oWn) and centre in M so that OM = K^max + oWn)-

When we trace a radius MC at an angle 2a to the axis we see that

OD = G = h °*m cos 2a,

sin 2a.

O A

Fig. 7.2 The circle of Mohr.
c

Fig. 7.3 Co-ordinates of C, C .

Conversely, assuming crx, o^ and Txy to be known, they are the co-ordinates
of points C and C" in (CT,T) fig. 7.3. The centre, M9 of the circle of Mohr is
obviously on the straight line CC and its radius is MC = MC

We have

0M =

These are the properties of the circle of Mohr which are an essential tool
for further analysis of stresses in rock.

Definition of the intrinsic curve (fig. 7.4). Rupture of rock may occur under
uniaxial compression (circle 1 in fig. 7.4), or under uniaxial tensile stress
(circle 2) or by visco-plastic deformation and shear fracture. The theory of
Mohr explains that, when all the circles corresponding to failures have been
traced they have a common envelope *C9 called the 'intrinsic curve'. In most
cases the curve C is parabolic.

7.1.2 The law of Coulomb-Mohr

Coulomb's law when used in soil mechanics is:

T = c + a tan <f>

(pore pressure on the rock is neglected in this equation). This law determines
the maximum shear stress r at which rupture will occur along a plane, c is
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the internal cohesion of rock masses and </> the angle of internal friction, a
is the compression stress normal to the plane of rupture.

Fig. 7.4 Intrinsic curve C for rock. Mohr circle 1 (centre Mi) a1 = uniaxial com-
pression strength. Mohr circle 2 (centre M2) o11 = tensile strength. Mohr circle 3
(centre M3) the a111 and olv are principal stresses causing triaxial failure.

The law can be illustrated on circles of Mohr for the case c = 0 and for
c>0:

(1) Cohesion is negligible, c = 0 (fig. 7.5). The condition of Coulomb for
shear rupture is represented on the (CT,T) plane by a straight line through the

Fig. 7.5 The law of Coulomb for c = 0.

origin O and T = a tan <f>. Rupture occurs when the circle of Mohr is
tangential to this line (fig. 7.5), and yields the condition:

•'min 00* - O*P2 0 0 * -R 1 - sin
00* + R

or

>tan2

U 2) (12)
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(2) Cohesion is not negligible, c> 0. Figure 7.6 yields:

tfmin + C COt (j> 1 — Sin <£

or

sin <

+ ^ COt (f) 1 + Sin <j>

°inax flmln

+ ^mln + 2c COt <f>

(13)

(14)

Fig. 7.6 The law of Coulomb for c> 0.

If Coulomb's law is accepted as the determining condition for rupture
by shear, the intrinsic curve C is replaced by the Coulomb straight line.

7.1.3 Plane of rupture in jointed rock

The rock strata to be examined for safety against shear rupture has planes
of weakness inclined at an angle to the principal stresses. The Coulomb
condition is now assumed to be

T < C + ( < T - w)tan<£ (15)

where u is the pore pressure or uplift pressure caused by water in the joints
The projection of the forces Z = az cos /? and Y = ay sin /? on the direc-

tions of a and r as indicated in fig. 7.7 yields:

# = + az cos /? cos (S + ay sin /? sin /?,

T = + az cos yS sin /3 — ay sin ft cos /S.

COS/5

Fig. 7.7 Plane of rupture in jointed rock.
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Introducing a and r in the Coulomb equation it becomes

oz cos p sin ((f> — /?) + oy sin P cos (<£ — P)

+ c cos <£ — u sin <£ > 0.

For c = 0 and w = 0 the simplified equation is

oy cos p sin (<£ - /?) tan (<f> - j$) tan (/? -

sin /? cos (</> — tan/?

(16)

(17)

which is the condition for limiting equilibrium.
Talobre (1957) has given a very good example showing how this formula

can be used (fig. 7.8).

\ \
Fig. 7.8 Stability of a gallery excavated in inclined strata (after Talobre, 1957).

An unlined tunnel is excavated in stratified rock. The angle of the stratifi-
cation planes to the horizontal is p. The vertical field of residual stresses due
to the overburden is oz — 20 kg/cm2.

The density of rock bolting required to stabilize the rock is unknown.
When p > </>

p = 50°, </> = 40°, P - <j> = 10°.

In addition u = 0 and c = 0. The simplified formula (17) yields:

oy __ tan (fi - </>) __ tan 10° _ 0-1763
o~~~ t an^ ~ tan 50° ~" 1-734

^ 0 - 1 0 .

The pressure exerted by the rock bolts in a direction normal to the vertical
tunnel walls is therefore:

or

oy = 0-10<r2 = 0-10 X 20 kg/cm2 = 2 kg/cm2,

Oy = 20 tonne/m2.

This simplified example, suggested by Talobre (1957), assumes conditions
occurring when the rock mass is being ruptured, neglecting locked-in stresses.
As long as the mass remains elastic, its behaviour depends on residual stresses
(see sections 5.4 and 10.2).
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7.1.4 The effective shear stress: the Prandtl-Terzaghi
equation

The general law of Coulomb:

T < c + a tan <f>9 (11)

shows that to avoid rupture by shearing, the shear stress should be less than
the right member of the inequation. Rupture occurs for r = rUm (r l im =
shear strength).

An effective shear stress is introduced as

= T — a tan <f>, (18)

r* is the part of r which is taken by shearing only and not by friction. Accord-
ing to the previous law rupture will occur when r* = c or rock cohesion.
This situation is in many cases more important than the condition of
Coulomb. It is therefore important to find the maximum of T* or T £ax. Let

Fig. 7.9 The maximum effective shear strength r ^ = CC.

us consider any point within a stressed body (fig. 7.9), am&x and crmin are the
principal stresses, <f> the angle of internal friction.

The corresponding circle of Mohr has a diameter AB = a^x — amin9 O *
being the centre of the circle, with:

A straight line ON is traced through the origin at an angle (f> with axis a
and a parallel O'N' to ON, tangential to the circle of Mohr at the point C \
Consideration of the values a = OP and T = PM\ reveals that

PM = a t an <f>

and that according to the previous definition

MM' = r* = r - a tan <f>.
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The maximum of T* is obviously

^max = C'C = CD

AB
Tmax = "Y = 0*C = K^max

C D = Tmaxcos<£,

CD = ( 0 0 * - DO*) tan 0 = g m " + *"'» tan <£

or

ox + Gy sin 6
-— X ^

and

^ - (or, + ay) sin fl. (19)

When r*ax reaches the critical value of internal cohesion, there is danger
of failure, r^ax occurs at an angle a = JTT — ^/2 to the principal stress.
According to this theory the dangerous T value is therefore not rmax at an
angle of 45° to the principal stresses but r*ax.

Equation (19) is well known as a means of estimating the maximum
effective shear stress. Found in old French textbooks on the strength of
materials, it was introduced into soil mechanics by Prandtl and Terzaghi.

7.2 The half-space of Boussinesq-Cerruti

In 1855, Boussinesq published a most important paper dealing with the
strain-stress distribution in a homogeneous half-space loaded with a single
force normal to the free surface. This was followed in 1888 by a paper by
Cerruti in which he analysed a similar problem for an isolated force acting
in a direction parallel to the surface of the half-space. Both were based on
the theory that the addition of several forces to groups of forces or loads is
permissible. A whole range cf similar problems can be solved in an extension
of this basic analysis. When more elaborate methods are used for analysing
stress-strain distributions in the non-homogeneous fissured half-space, the
results are normally compared to a Boussinesq-Cerruti solution. These
theories are well known and only the main results will be given here
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7.2.1 The isolated concentrated load normal to a half-space

A force P is supposed to act at point O in a direction normal to the plane
surface of the half-space. At a point M at a distance r from O, at an angle
6 to the normal, the stresses (fig. 7.10):

ax = horizontal radial,

oy = horizontal tangential,

az = vertical,

and the shear stress rX2 is given by:

3P cos30

3P z2x 3P
rX2 = — x -7- = — - cos2 6 sin 6.

2TT r5 2 r 2 Fig. 7.10

The displacements of the point M in the JC, y and z directions are:

P l + v

P
r + z

The vertical stresses oz which do not depend on v, are obviously maximum
when 6 = 0, r = z and

3P
277Z2

Some results for P = 1000 tonnes are summarized in table 7.1.
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The most dangerous horizontal stress ax occurs for 0 = 0 when the stresses
are tensile as given in table 7.2.

Table 7.1

z

0-5 m
10
5-5
7-95

tfmax

192 kg/cm2

48
1-6
0-75

z

0-5 m
1-0
5-5
7-95

Table 7.2

tfmax

10-6 kg/cm2

2-6
0-08
004

The shear stresses are obtained by multiplying the crmax values (table 7.1)
by the following constants, Cx depending on the angle 6:

0 = 0°
25°
30°

d = 0
0-284
0-282

0 = 45°
60°
90°

d = 0-177
0054
0

The maximum shear stress is about 30% of crmax in a direction about 25°
to the vertical. Rock failure will probably occur by shear fracture.

7.2.2 The half-space loaded by a line load

The load per unit length of the line is p. The stresses are:

2p
77

2p
77

2p
77

(x2

(X*

(X2

zx2

+ z2)2

z3

+ z2)2

xz2

+ z2)2

Trr

2/>
irr

sin2

cos3

sin 6

0COS

0,

/cos2

o,

o
i / .

7.2.3 Strains under the loaded rectangle, the circular plate

Rock deformations occurring under a loaded rectangular area are most
important for the analysis of gravity and of arch dam foundations. Similarly
formulae for the deflections occurring under loaded plates are required for
evaluating the strains and stresses occurring during plate load tests. It should
be realized that a loading test on rock masses in situ is a tridimensional
problem where the Poisson ratio v = 1/m is an important factor. Results
will also depend on the test rig used. Small misalignments of the loads may
cause serious errors in estimating the Young's modulus.
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The analysis of these problems starts with two formulae developed by
Boussinesq (1885) and two developed by Cerruti (1888).

Isolated loads. An isolated vertical force P is assumed to load the half-space
at the point 0*. The deformations 5n vertical and dr radial at a point O are
given by the formulae of Boussinesq (1885), (fig. 7.11) (with m = 1/v):

0)

P (m
Ittr

0*

y

o*-

—

r
i

2)(m +
Em2

°. A
n1;

l)

X

r (2)

Fig. 7.11

(5n is the downward deflection, parallel to the force P and (5r the radial
displacement (fig. 7.11).

Similarly, Cerruti established two formulae for the deformation caused
by a load Q parallel to the half-space (fig. 7.12).

Qx (m - 2X« + 1)
*""S5
. w+ 1

m TTE \r m r

(3)

(4)

d*
_£ o

O

Fig. 7.12

Loaded areas. Figure 7.13 shows a rectangle A = ab under the uniformly
distributed load N = a A. An element of area AA = Ax Ay is therefore loaded
with load a AA; which causes a vertical displacement of point O equal to:

_1_\ _ JV_ (1 - 1/m2) dx dj
(5)
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T l u m u ,

O EL
dA = dxdy

Fig. 7.13

Under the whole load N = oA9 the vertical displacement of the point 0,
at the centre of the rectangle is (Jaeger, 1950)

(1 - 1/m2) f dx dy
EA 77 J V(*2 + J2)J: cNa

(6)

The factor c depends on the ratio b/a. For:

b\a = 1-0
c = 1-08

2-0
1-47

40
1-88

10-0
2-44

20-0
2-86

Waldorf et al (1963) suggest the use of the following formula, with square
root A instead of A below the line:

- * 2 )

where u is the average deflection under the plate, A its area and m a coeffi-
cient.

For uniform loading on circular and rectangular areas, the values of m
are given in table 7.3 (after Waldorf, Veltrop & Curtis, 1963).

Circle

0-96
1:1
0-95

1:1-5
0-94

Table 7.3

Rectangle with

1:2 1:3
0-92 0-88

ratio

1
0

of sides

:5
•82

1:10
0-71

1
0

:100
•37

Under circular plates for various load distributions, table 7.4 has been given
for the value m.

Under a rigid die high pressures occur at the edges but displacements are
the same everywhere. Under a rigid sphere high pressures develop at the
centre.
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Table 7.4

Displacement

Centre
Average

Rigid die

0-89
0-89

Type of load

Uniform

1-13
0-96

Rigid sphere

1-33
1-00

Alternatively, the following formulae can be found in the literature (where
r = radius of the plate):

P \ - v2

Stiff circular plate: u = (7)

Elastic circular plate deflections.

P (1 - v2)
Average deflection: u = 0-54 (8)

E r

2P (I — v2)
Centre of the plate: uc = - - -• (9)

77 hi Y

4 ? ( 1 - v2)
Along edge of plate: ue = — (10)

TT JCJ Y

All these formulae are based on the theory developed by Boussinesq for load
normal to the half-space.

7.2.4 Displacements caused by a moment M or by a shear
force Q

A triangular load (fig. 7.14) is equivalent to a moment M acting on the
surface of the half-space. Boussinesq's theory can be used to estimate the
surface displacements under such a moment. The moment M causes a unit
angular deflection, a obtained by integration over a rectangle A = ab
(fig. 7.14):

2£ (.0
and a horizontal displacement of point O equal to

KM-^M, (,2)

where E is the modulus of the rock and / = a36/12 is the moment of inertia of
the area on which the triangular load is applied (fig. 7.15).
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M
M

O

0

y-

A
X

-dxdy

o

O

I i

Fig. 7.14 Fig. 7.15 Fig. 7.16

Similarly, a force Q parallel to the surface of the half-space causes a
horizontal displacement (fig. 7.16):

8qQ =If'
and at angular deflection:

El

(13)

(14)

The coefficients in these formulae are average values only, as they depend
on the ratio bja.

7.2.5 Displacements of a foundation surface. Modulus of
elasticity of rock at depth and of stratified rock

The general equation for average displacements of the loaded surface can
also be used to calculate vertical displacement up of a point located outside
the circular loaded area. In this case the equation for uniform load on a
circular plate can be expressed in the form:

Wp Cp aE

in which Cp is a coefficient dependent on the ratio p/a, where a represents
the radius of the loaded area and p the distance to point P, outside the loading
plate.

The value of Cp is given by (Waldorf et al. 1963)

/ a2 \1

I I - - s i n 01 dd27r
~1 /2 14
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in which the two integrals are elliptical and for which mathematical tables
can be consulted.

The displacement of surface points located outside the loading area give
a more accurate measurement of the real modulus of undisturbed rock
below the surface zone shattered by blasting. Points outside the plate area
are affected by deformations at greater depth. Points located at depth
z below the centre of the loading plate are characterized by the following
values.

Displacement:

Vertical stress:

P \_(a2 + z2)3'2 1j'

(16)

(17)

For points located at a distance the exact theory of elasticity has to be
used (Waldorf ef al., 1963) (fig. 7.17).

At a depth z = 3a under the plate the displacements and stresses are
compared to the value for z = O,

under the plate, at p = 3a,

UP2 = 93%ofUP2=0,

a2 = 13% of a2=

This table confirms that deflections under the plate up to 70 % are due to
the elasticity of the upper layer of rock for z = 3a whereas at a distance
p — 3a from the centre of the plate these same upper layers cause only 7 %
of the subsidence. From tables published by Waldorf et al. (1963) the
modulus of elasticity at depth may be as much as 15% to 30% higher than
on the surface (the values were measured inside galleries).
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Scale effect and its importance when the foundations are not homogeneous.
If the foundations are not homogeneous (for example if a surface zone of low
modulus occurs under a loading plate, or if there is a weak joint filling at
shallow depth) Boussinesq's formula is no longer valid. Taking the average
pressure on the plate area A as p — Pi A then the average vertical displace-
ment under the plate is

or a for a circular plate:
mpa(l —

U=

Therefore, when a rock mass with modulus E is loaded with a uniform
load, pl9 over an area A-± during a load test and a deflection, ul9 is measured,
the deflection, u2, of the prototype foundation, where an area A2 is loaded
with ap2, is given by the 'scale effect'

u± p1 V \A
(19)

(equations (18) and (19) being written for homogeneous foundations). This
is valid for deflections. Stresses and strains will be proportional to loads:
a2ja1 = €2[e1 = p2lp±.

In the paper under discussion, a pressure test was made with a circular
plate (radius a = 0-225 m) on a weak rock layer (1-0 m deep) overlying
harder rock, the modulus of which was E2 = 163 700 kg/cm2. The thickness of
the weak layer under the dam abutment was 5 m. Deflections were measured
under the test plate, and it was assumed that they were partly due to defor-
mation of the weak layer and partly to deformation of the more rigid rock.
Deformation in the weak layer was estimated using equation (17). The
calculation was carried out in detail, going through all the values U; for
both model and prototype. It was shown that the effective (or combined)
modulus Eetf is given by the simple relation

— =£ + £, (20)
£Leff i ix i } 2

in which Ex and E2 are moduli of surface layer and rock mass respectively,
and fx and f2 represent fractional components of surface displacement due
to surface layer and the sound rock mass beneath.

7.2.6 The effective modulus £eff of fissured rock in situ

The presence of joints considerably reduces the in situ modulus and Poisson
ratio. The joints constitute surfaces in partial contact. Elastic compression
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and shearing displacements of the contact areas have to be added to the
deformations within blocks. Waldorf et al. suggest the following model:
with joints dividing the mass of rock into roughly cubical blocks. There are
scattered contact areas over the joint faces, elsewhere the joints are free.
The area of each contact surface is considered small in comparison with the
dimensions of the block.

Initially, the area of contact is nh2 based on n contact areas, each area h2.
The side of the block is d, the average stress on the block being a, the load
on the cubical block is ad2; causing a compression. The closing of the faces
under the contact area will be

lead2 (1 - v2)

nhE '

and the total compression d:

e ad
d + 2

and the effective modulus:

E E
2c(l - v2)d/nh

Waldorf takes c(l — v2) as approximately 0-9 and

In a particular case investigated, he found:

n = 10 and h\d =0-18, Eett = E\2.

The pressure on contact areas is a(d2jh2) or approximately 30cr. Assuming
a = 70 kg/cm2 (1000 lb/in2) and a joint spacing d = 0-5 m, in a rock with
E = 300 000 kg/cm2 (5 X 106 lb/in2) a joint closure of 0-1 mm would occur.
This would be sufficient to reduce the effective modulus to 2Teff = 1 7 5 000
kg/cm2. Conversely if E and Een have been measured and the joint spacing
is known to be d, then nh can be calculated and the joint survey could be
checked, as suggested by the Austrian method. Increased pressure causes
an increase in contact areas. This increase can be expressed as

IS

in which d is the closing together of the two bodies, C2 is a constant. The
basis developed here for estimating the ratio EeUlE has previously been used
to introduce a different veft coefficient from that of the Poisson ratio v.
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7.3 Fissured rock masses

7.3.1. Stability conditions for fissured rock masses

Two main types of rupture of rock material have been described previously
in chapter 4: brittle fracture, and visco-plastic rupture by shear, which can
be represented on the Mohr circle. In addition, the case of fissured rock
samples has been discussed, and rupture conditions of fissured and of intact
rock samples compared on fig. 4.10.

Similar types of rupture of fissured rock masses were mentioned in section
6.5.5 and the relevant equations developed in section 7.1. A more systematic
analysis, based on the direction of the fissures and joints, is possible (Bray,
1967; Naef, 1969).

The whole rock mass is supposed to be stressed and ax and a2 are the
two principal stresses at point O. The stability condition along a possible
surface of rupture, at an angle ft to the first principal stress, is expressed by
the Coulomb's stability condition:

T = c + a t an <f>.

This equation can be introduced in the basic stress equations:

Assuming that c = 0 for conditions near rupture by shear, a simple calcula-
tion yields:

ax + o2 sin (2/8 + </>)
R = — (T2 sin <f>

A diagram R = R(j3) can be t raced (fig. 7.18a), the in terpreta t ion of which
is easy on M o h r circles.

(1) Po in t A on fig. 7.18a. F o r fiA = 0, R = 1, the compress ion stress ax

is parallel to the shear plane (fiA = 0). Rupture occurs by brittle fracture
when a2 is = 0 or negative (a2 is then a a tensile stress).

(2) Point B on fig. 7.18a. For fiB = 45° — <£/2, rupture occurs for the
conditions described in classical soil mechanics. The Coulomb straight line
is tangent to the Mohr circle (fig. 7.186) and replaces the intrinsic curve.
On fig. 7.18a, the point B corresponds to such conditions.

(3) The point C on fig. 7.186. C corresponds to pc = 90° - <f> = 2£B.
For this point R = 1, and again a2 = 0. It corresponds to the case where
rock is sliding along the joint with no lateral restraining stress.

The point B is the only one for which rupture occurs for conditions similar
to those described in classical soil mechanics. As can be seen on fig. 7.18a,
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from point A to point C, the angle /? corresponding to the inclination of the
plane of rupture varies from 0° to 90° — (/> and the inclination therefore
varies from 90° to </>, which is steeper than the angle of friction <f>. This
proves the greater stability of stressed fissured rock masses.

limit of
stability V

stable zone
B

(a)
+>p

Fig. 7.18a Stability conditions for fissured rock masses. R = (oj. +

PA = 0°; pB = 45° - */2; 0C = 90° - * = 2pB.

T i\ a2

PA = O

ft)

er2 == 0

Fig. 7.1 Sb Stability conditions for fissured rock masses:

a-i + a2 sin (2/5 + <£)
sin <

1, o2 = 0. 45° - */2, R>l.(C)pc = 90° - #.

These remarks can be extended to a system of several families of jointing
planes. The resistance of the mass is then reduced. When there is a greater
number of jointing planes and/or when the distance between planes is small,
the rock mass can be assimilated to a loose soil.

7.3.2 Strength analysis by Pacher and Mtiller

A basis for analysing the strength of jointed rock, developed by Pacher and
Miiller (see Muller, 1963a), has several very practical applications in civil
and mining engineering. An excellent account of this has been given by John
(1962).

In this approach the resistance quotient (Rq) is defined as 'the ratio between
the resistance R' of a jointed rock mass along any section against tensile,
shear or frictional failure, and the stressings along the same section by tensile
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and shear stresses' (Rq = R'/S). Resistance R' depends on the geomechanical
properties of the anisotropic rock mass (as described in sections 3.1 and 3.2),
and the load pattern applied. Stressings depend mainly on the latter. In a
particular instance the resistance quotient Rq is determined for any section,
thus resulting in a two-dimensional or three-dimensional configuration of
jRq. When this ratio becomes less than unity the yield limit is reached or
rupture occurs, depending on the failure hypothesis being applied, along the
respective section.

Figure 7.19 analyses tensile failure. (The stress conditions are reduced to
two dimensions for clarity.) The circle of Mohr is traced for the point under
consideration, a3 and al9 being the principal stresses. The intrinsic curve C
is also traced. For any angle /? the circle of Mohr yields the compression
stress GC or the tensile stress oT which can be plotted in polar co-ordinates.
The same intrinsic curve C yields for any angle ft on the Mohr circle the
corresponding tensile strength ST. The resistance to tensile failure is
R' = (o*c + ST) and the resistance quotient is Rq = R'/ST = (oc + ST)IST.

(a)

intrinsic
curve C

section

150

(i = 180

a1 Q /
OT45

aC15

Circle of Mohr

0 —

compressive stress
tensile stress aT

CTT and (Tc in polar coordinates

A = area
ST)A

Fig. 7.19 Concept of the 'resistance quotient for tensile failure of a rock mass':
(a) stress conditions; (b) determination of resistance quotients (after John, 1962).

In fig. 7.19 the conditions for non-jointed isotropic material are repre-
sented. When the material is jointed, the extent of the joint must be deter-
mined. Assuming the joint area to be Ax + A2 + . . . a factor

can be determined, where A = total area. The section through rock is now
A{\ — K2) and the tensile strength normal to the joint is ST{\ — K2). The
tensile strength has to be calculated for all angles /? and obviously this
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depends on the inclination of the joints, their density and extension. Polar
co-ordinates are best used to represent aC9 oT9 ST and Rq values.

A similar method is used to calculate the 'resistance quotient' to shear
failure (fig. 7.20). Shear and compression stress are read on a Mohr circle

intrinsic curve C

Fig. 7.20 Concept of the 'resistance quotient' for shear failure of a rock mass
(after John, 1962).

and plotted on polar co-ordinates. The shear strength Ss of the rock material
is given by the intrinsic curve C and the resistance quotient Rq = SS/T
calculated and plotted. Figure 7.20 refers to unjointed rock. In jointed rock,
the joint area must be calculated for all angles /? and the shear strength
estimated accordingly.

7.4 The clastic theory of rock masses

7.4.1 Laboratory tests on clastic and discontinuous models

According to Trollope (1968) 'a clastic mass comprises an assembly of units,
each unit having a finite physical shape, e.g. spherical, cubical, ellipsoid.
Depending on the shape of the boundary, the units will tend to pack in
groups wherein some systematic arrangement will dominate and, in general,
the mass is made up of varying arrangements of systematically packed zones.'
This clastic model is in direct opposition to the accepted mathematical model
of the 'continuum'.

Krsmanovic & Milic (1963) simulated a rock foundation on a model
100 x 100 x 17 cm made up of horizontal layers of parallelepipedic blocks
4-0 x 4-0 cm wide and 16 cm deep. The load, transmitted to the blocks
through a slab 15 x 16 cm, was varied from 3 to 30 kg/cm2, the modulus
of elasticity of the 'rock' from E = 40 000 to 23 500 and 15 670 kg/cm2.
The angle of internal friction of intact 'rock' was about 50° to 56°, the angle
of friction in the joints about 30° to 36°. Cohesion of intact hard rock was
low, i.e. 0-12 kg/cm2 and compression strength 65 kg/cm2. Stresses and
deformations (settlements) were measured for typical points of the model.
Stress distributions (figs. 7.21 and fig. 7.22) were shown to depend largely
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b = 15 cm
oy(x •• 0)

1 p» = 3.0 kg/cm^3^7= 18.0 kg/cm2

2 py = 12.0 kg/cm2 4 py = 30.0 kg/cm2

Fig. 7.21 Normal stresses ay in the joints of 'stratified rock' at different depths
for loads py = 3,12,18 and 30 kg/cm2. Concentrated central force applied through
an elastic slab (after Krsmanovtt & Milic, 1963).

b = 12 cm

1 Py = 10 kg/cmz

2 p = 20 kg/cm^
= 30 kg/cm2

Fig. 7.22 Normal stresses <ry in the joints of 'stratified rock' at different depths
for loads py = 10, 20 and 30 kg/cm2. Load applied through a plate of great rigidity.
Free surface of model loaded uniformly with pi = 3 kg/cm for consolidation before
beginning the tests (after Krsmanovid & Milic, 1963).

on: (1) the stiffness of the slab transmitting the load to the 'rock' model,
(2) the amount of vertical prestressing a0 given to the jointed rock model.
It was found that the nature of the rupture in a discontinuum composed of
jointed rock was much more complex than that in a grained semispace.
Rupture of the model occurs in very different circumstances.

The French laboratory of the ficole Polytechnique (Maury, 1970a) started
experimental research on a similar problem of stress transmission through
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discontinuous media. A first series of tests were based on the transmission
of a load P through a plate to an elastic body resting on a stiff base of steel.
The second series concerned a similar load transmission through several
elastic bodies piled on top of each other. The tests were carried out using
a new photo-elastic material characterized by an elastic modulus E =
29 500 kg/cm2 and a Poisson ratio v == 0-43. This material shows an excellent
linear response to stresses. During the tests no lateral stress was applied to
the clastic body, which could expand freely in a lateral direction. The purpose
of the tests was to measure shear stresses for different angles of friction either
between two layers of plastic material or between these plastics and the steel
basis.

An angle of friction <f> of only 1-5° was obtained when the smooth surfaces
of the plastics were protected with thin layers of 'Teflon (R)' and 'Lanoline'.
Loading and unloading the plastic body up to twenty times did not change
this angle at all. Uncoated plastics gave an angle <f> = 24° which was not
altered when loading the model up to twenty times. An angle </> = 33° was
obtained when using very fine sand between the polished surfaces of the
plastics. Using the same sand on the polished surface between plastics and
steel resulted in an angle of friction <f> = 37°. The small steel plate trans-
mitting the load had a width a = 30 mm and a thickness e = 10 mm. It
was very rigid compared to the plastic body of height h.

Other tests, carried out with an elastic plate of the same material as the
tested body (e = 20 mm thick), were for varying values hja = 7, or 3 or 1-5
(fig. 7.23a). The shear stress rB on the base was compared to the stress

tensile
stresses

/ / / / / /
steel plate

(a)

steel plate'

(b)

Fig. 7.23

TBO in the continuous half-space, at the same level. Table 7.5 shows the
ratios rBjrBo obtained for different conditions. The stress distribution in
the test model is more disturbed for small friction factors <f> = 1-5°, than for
<f> = 24° or <f> = 33°.

When the test piece is cut by several planes a similar effect is achieved.
The lower the angle of friction <f>, the greater the disturbance in the stress
pattern (fig. 7.23b). With a low <f> value, the compression stresses are more
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Table 7.5

* = 1-5°
* = 24°
<t> = 33° T

hja

BjrBo =

B/Tfl0 =
B/TBO =

= 3 /

20
1-3
10

\\a = 1

1-9
M
10

concentrated. Tensile stresses also develop which did not exist in the con-
tinuous half-space. The use of discontinuous models to represent fissured
rock masses has been further developed when testing dam models. Several
laboratories represent rock abutments on the models by using a plastics
material where the joints and fissures are represented to scale (Fumagalli,
1967). By varying the friction factor along these joints, it can be seen that
weakening of the rock mass by jointing depends on the cohesion of the rock
mass. More information on this technique will be given in the chapters
concerning dam abutments.

These preliminary results show the danger and complexity of tensile
stresses which may develop although the theory of the continuous half-space
does not indicate such a possibility.

7.4.2 The clastic theory

Figure 7.24a, b, c and d are 'clastic models'. Assuming that there is no
friction between the elements, spheres, ellipsoids, cubes, at the points of

*D

I.N.I l /
(a)

(c)

Fig. 7.24 Clastic models.

Fig. 7.25 No-arching condition (after Trollope, 1968).
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contact, it can be shown that for static equilibrium the contact forces /?,
q, r in fig. 7.25a need to go through the element's centre of gravity.

Trollope (1957-68) introduces the degree of arching as a major variable
in any problem. Figure 7.256 represents the general case where all the forces
are greater than zero. In fig. 7.25c the no-arching condition is represented
as X± = X2 = 0; in fig. 125d the full-arching condition is W2= Yx = 0.

In addition the a constant is the type of element and 0 the distribution
angle. For particles of width D (fig. 7.246), distribution angle 0 and weight w,
the average density for y is (depth of the model B = 1)

2w tan 0
y = .

The distance between successive layers is (d/2) cot 0. It may be readily
checked that for squares (fig. 7.24c) tan 0 = \ and y = wjD2 (depth of the
model B = 1). Expressions can be developed for stresses caused by the self-
weight of the elements; others for the transmission of external forces from one
layer to the next, assuming different values for k = qjp (fig. 7.25a) or k =
YJY2 (fig. 7.256), k being the arching factor. Trollope tried to analyse
Krsmanovic experiments using the clastic theory that he had developed for a
load P.

Case of no arching (k = 1): In this case the forces are transmitted along
'distribution lines'. There are no horizontal contact forces and no relative
movements of the blocks. The magnitude of the forces transmitted along
the distribution lines will be P/2 cos 0. In the seventh layer the pressure
distribution is as indicated in fig. 7.26.

In the case of 'full arching' (k = 0) forces P/cos 0 and P/2 cos 0 are
transmitted along the distribution lines and the vertical stress distribution
is different from the previous case (fig. 7.27). Neither distribution corres-
ponds exactly to the tests by Krsmanovic, which most probably was for
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Fig. 7.26 No-arching condition (after Trollope, 1968).
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Fig. 7.27 Full arching condition (after Trollope, 1968).

partial arching (0 < k < 1). The tests used by Krsmanovic, Habib, Fumagalli
and others all include friction.

The clastic theory has been developed to analyse various mining problems,
including the pressure which develops on lined galleries, pressure on excava-
tions, rock subsidence and the stability of slopes.

7.5 The finite element method (f.e.m.)

Neither the classical mechanics of continua nor the mechanics of discontinua
can be adapted to some situations encountered in rock mechanics. In par-
ticular, problems where the half-space is not isotropic, or with complex
boundary conditions, require a more sophisticated mathematical approach,
and a method which is easily programmed for computer analysis. The recently
developed 'finite element' method of numerical stress analysis can be extended
to deal with particular forms of anisotropy, mainly in rock mechanics
(Zienkiewicz and co-workers, from 1965 to 1968). For example, problems
can be solved concerning orthotropic rock tunnels, where the modulus of
elasticity E1 in the direction x differs from the modulus E2 in a direction at
right angles to x, or tunnels in curved non-homogeneous strata (fig. 7.28).
Dam foundations on nonhomogeneous rock masses, cut by faults or weak
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Fig. 7.28 Configuration and loading problems analysed with the finite element
method: (a) isotropic: Ex = E2, vx = v2. (b) orthotropic: Ex = 1, E2 = E3 =£ Ex.
(c) curved, non-homogeneous strata (after Zienkiewicz, Mayer & Cheung, 1966).

strata can be investigated; stress calculations where rock tensile strength is
nil can be compared to that when it is not nil.

A case of anisotropy, generally referred to as transverse isotropy, is where
the material is isotropic in the yz plane but non-isotropic with respect to
directions normal to this plane (fig. 7.29). In a completely general three-
dimensional, anisotropic, elastic situation the six stress components and the

Fig. 7.29 A stratified (transversely isotropic) material.

six strain components can be related by a six by six matrix of coefficients.
Using cartesian co-ordinates:

f2

7xy

7l/3

> =

011 012

021 022

013 014

023

0 1 5 016 "

<

ay

rxy

yz

(1)

This matrix is symmetrical and therefore 21 elastic constants are sufficient
to explain the behaviour of any material. In an isotropic material, the number
of constants is reduced to two: E and v.
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Referring to fig. 7.29 which shows the orientation of axes assumed in a
stratified material, it can be shown that the independent constants remaining
in the strain-stress relationship are (Zienkiewicz, 1965).

012 012 0 0 0 f Gx

022 023 0 0 0

a22 0 0 0

yXy 044 0 0

- 023) o

044 J

Alternatively, using more conventional definitions of elastic constants,
by analogy with the isotropic case, we can write

1 x
=:'FGx~'W Gy~~"W

(2)

Yxy

yyz

v± v2 1
~~~FGx~~~FGy + ~F(

EJX EJ2 £J2

1

(1 + v2)

7zx = -pr

(3)

When considering only plane strain problems (see Zienkiewicz, Cheung &
Stagg, 1966):

= yyz = yX2 = 0 and -? = n, (4)

the a2 becomes

Gx + V2Oy,
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resulting in the following relationships in the plane xy:

Vxv = 7T

(5)

It is more convenient to express the stresses in terms of strains, therefore:

- v 2 -

E2

{(1 - v2)ey}

v2)(l - v 2 -
v2)ex

(6)

Equation (6) can be conveniently written in matrix form

(7)

(In the case of linear visco-elasticity the matrix (D) is one of differential or
integral operators.)

To analyse the stress in a two-dimensional body it is first sub-divided into
small triangular (or rectangular) elements (fig. 7.30) which are assumed to

Fig. 7.30 Subdivision of a two-dimensional body into finite elements.

be connected to each other only at nodal points corresponding in this
instance with the apices of the triangles. If at each node, such as /, the dis-
placements in directions of the x and y co-ordinates are listed as

(8)
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and if the displacements of an element /,/, m, are defined as

{<5e} = (9)

then it is possible to associate theoretical displacement forces which act
at the nodes as

{Re} = [Ke]{de}. (10)

It is possible to set up a series of simultaneous equations at each node to
ensure equilibrium. Then, for example, at a node i we have

(11)

in which {Re
t} is the internal force contributed by an element, {Ff} is the

external force contributed by an element and summation concerns all the
leements meeting at a particular node. The external load {Ff} may be due
either to concentrated loads acting at such a point or may be caused by
distributed load acting through the element. As all the internal forces are
dependent on the nodal displacements the equilibirum conditions result in a
system of simultaneous equations:

\ • /

• = i (12)

from which the displacements and hence the stresses (equation (7)) can be
determined.

Displacements are given by equations (8) and (9). The displacements
within the element are assumed to vary linearly as

"1 x y 0 0 0"

0 0 0 1 x v
(13)
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The six constants a can be determined by equating the six nodal displace-
ment components with x and y co-ordinates taking on appropriate values as

{<5e} <

« i

v,

By equation (13):
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The strains are defined as
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0 0 1 0 1 0

The stresses are given by

{a} = [DM. (7)

The finite element method is being extensively used for the analysis of
strain-stress patterns around large tunnels and underground excavations.
Residual rock stresses, the fc-value, rock jointing, rock faults and progressive
fissuring of the rock mass can be introduced in the programs. Similarly the
stability of rock slopes and many other problems of rock mechanics can be
solved with the finite element method.

In sections 10.2, on special problems for mining and tunnel engineers,
10.5.3, on Fenner's equation, 10.10, on the estimate of the required rock
support, 10.11 on underground hydro-electric power stations and 16.3 on
Waldeck II, the use of the finite element method for solving special problems
will be amply discussed.

Cundall (1971; 1974) has developed a computer program that can model
behaviour of assemblages of rock blocks and visually display this behaviour
on the screen of a cathode-ray oscilloscope. There is no restriction in block
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shapes and no limits to the magnitude of displacements and rotations that
are allowed. The rock geometry is specified by the user, who draws lines on
the screen of the cathode-ray oscilloscope which is connected to a mini-
computer. The programme allows the blocks to move relative to one another,
under the action of gravity and forces specified by the user, as a function of
time. Joint properties may be specified.



8 Interstitial water in rock material and
rock masses

8.1 General remarks

The importance of testing rock materials for permeability and the current
methods being used have already been mentioned in section 4.9. The problem
of interstitial water and how it influences rock masses is extremely complex.
It involves the chemical reactions of water on rock and rock on water; the
physical characteristics of water; its behaviour in porous and in fissured
rock; the formation of underground caverns, caves and rivers and also the
stability of rock masses. Some of these points will be dealt with more fully
in subsequent chapters on rock slopes, tunnels and dams. This chapter is a
general summary on the behaviour of water in rock masses.

8.2 Some general equations on the flow of water in fissured
rock

The flow of water in a porous solid, like concrete or rock, results from
hydraulic gradients S from one point to the next:

S = grad (z + ply) = grad U, (1)

z being the level and p the pressure at the point and y the specific weight of
the water. U is the hydraulic potential. Changes in water pressure from one
point to another create differentials in surface forces in the pores which are
equivalent to body forces. It is normally accepted that the flow of water, and
other fluids (oil) through pervious solids follows the Darcy law (Darcy,
1856; Muskat, 1937; C. Jaeger, 1956), which states that the velocity of
percolation v is proportional to the gradient S of the hydraulic potential:

v = kS = k grad U, (2)

k being the permeability of the solid to water usually expressed as centimetres
per second. This law has been generalized for the case of the flow of homo-
geneous fluids in porous media as

&V KY_t ( 2 a )

where D is the effective diameter of the openings (pores or joints) of the
solid, or a characteristic dimension of its texture; //, the dynamic viscosity;

[193]
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y the specific weight of the liquid and K = KD2 the physical coefficient of
permeability, K, being a quantity without dimensions depending on the
geometry of the pores.

If an array of fissures of opening, e, with parallel faces separated by a
distance, d, is assumed, the following expression is obtained (Serafim & del
Campo, 1965; Talobre, 1957) for the filtration through that array

and the flow through a single joint of constant thickness e is expressed as

e2y

(The viscous flow in a circular tube is given by Poiseuille's formula, v =
yR2S/S/i, with R = D/2 = radius of the tube.)

Some authors suggest differentiating between the two types of flow in
fissured rock: the primary flow through the rock pores and the secondary
flow through the rock fissures, assuming that the flow through the first is
much slower than through the second. This may be correct for compact,
widely fissured granite, but there are some porous rocks, with void index
not higher than / = 5% to 10% for which the flow through the pores may
be quite substantial. The degree of correlation between perviousness k and
compressive stress depends on the shape of the voids and minute canals in
the rock (sections 4.9 and 4.10). In most cases when permeability of the rock
results from open fissures and fractures the factor k depends on the directions
along which it is measured. If x, y and z are the three principal directions of
the anisotropy (Serafim 1968):

{t>}=[tf]{grad£/}, (4)

where [K] is a three-by-three matrix defined by nine numerical coefficients.
The three components of {v} are:

vx = kx du/dx

vy = k2 du/dy (5)

vz = k3 du/dz.

When analysing the steady flow in anisotropic rock it can be stated that the
weight of a liquid which enters in a unit volume of the porous body in a
unit of time is equal to the quantity which flows out of that volume. Therefore:

div (yv) = £ (yvx) + j (yvy) + ~ (yv2) = 0. (6)
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Assuming the liquid (or gas) is not compressible we find that the two
previous equations yield:

dktdu dk2du dk3du d>u d*u Pu_
+ + ~ d F t e ' + ICl'dxi+ t'df* 'dz*'"' U)

when writing

x y

omitting the first term of the previous equation containing

dkx dk2 A dk3— , — and —-.
dx dy dz

we obtain

S + $ + S = 0, o, ,A% = 0, (9)
In the case of a homogeneous field of percolation, with kx = k2 = k3 = k,
the meaning of the last equation is obvious. The solution for such a Laplace
equation is well known. Used in classical soil mechanics, it treats ground-
water problems, percolation in loose soils and foundations. The methods
of potential flow are used in most cases, or approximations based on the
same method (Jaeger, 1949). They could therefore be used in rock mechanics
whenever a homogenitic percolation is assumed. After using this method,
Pacher & Yokota (1962/63) mention that in situ borehole measurements
made at the Kurobe IV dam site correspond with those estimated from model
tests and the electric analogue (chapter 11, sections 11.3, 4).

If during the flow, some water is retained or originates in a given unit
volume around a point, unsteady flow results. In such a case the left member
of equations (6) and (7) cannot be equal to zero and (7) can be written:

Jt ~ L * a? + 2 df + fC3d? + Txte

dy dy dz dz r dz

where dV is a volume and y is the specific weight of the liquid, which is
assumed to be constant. It can be assumed that the weight of water contained
in the volume dFis proportional to the percentage of the volume of voids or
porosity n> less the percentage of the volume of air a. Then:

q = y{\ — d)n x dV.

If the liquid is compressible, its specific weight y at the pressure p is equal to

y = y$p + yo,
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where y0 is the specific weight at the pressure p0 = atmospheric and /? the
volumetric compressibility. The theory can be developed further on such lines
(Serafim, 1968).

8.3 Effective stresses in rock masses

There is a great deal of evidence that the law of effective stresses used in soil
mechanics:

T = T 0 + (a — p) tan <f> = r0 + af tan (f>,

where p is pore pressure, can frequently be applied to rock mechanics. Handin
& Hager (1957) and others found that depending on the effective confining
pressure there is no difference in the ultimate strength of triaxial conditions

kg/cm2

6000

4000

2000

1000 2000
• • kg / cm 2

2p
second principal stress

Fig. 8.1 Triaxial tests on Berea sandstone with various internal pressures (/?)
(values in kg/cm2): O p = 0; • p = 500; A p = 1000; A p = 1500; • p =
1750; mp = 2000 (after Handin & Hager, 1957).

for various rocks (e.g. siltstones, sandstones, limestones, shales) with or
without pore pressure (fig. 8.1). For example Handin & Hager found
that for Berea sandstone

r = 153-8 - />) tan 29° 15'.

It was shown that the Griffith theory of rupture agrees with experimental
data when the pore pressures are deduced from the principal stresses.

It seems that in brittle porous rocks, pore pressures have no influence
(Serafim, 1968). This means that their strength is mainly due to the strength
of the bonds between solid material or grains, and not to the shear strength.
Pore pressures produce two separate effects: they compress the solid matter,
thus reducing the volume of the solid matrix; and create body forces propor-
tional to the variations of the pressure dp. Serieys (1966) has shown that the
elastic modulus of Jurassic limestone varies with porosity, thus confirming
some remarks by Serafim and Hamrol (discussed in section 4.8).
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8.4 Flow of water in rock masses with large fractures

The analysis of water percolation developed in the preceding chapters
implicitly assumes the rock to be crossed by a narrow net of fissures. A
different approach is suggested when large rock fractures forming a wide net
are present.

8.4.1 The equations of flow in fractures

Wittke (1966; and Wittke & Louis, 1969) suggests the following.
(1) For laminar type of flow in rock fissures (Poiseuille type of flow):

(2) For turbulent flow in smooth fissures (Blasius type of flow), the most
likely to occur:

(3) For fissures filled with sandy material:

qx = 2a X k X S.

In these equations, q1 is the water discharge in the fissure; g the acceleration
due to gravity; v the kinematic viscosity = 1-2 x 10"6 m2/s for a tempera-
ture t = 13 °C; 2a the width of the fissure in metric units and S the gradient
of the energy line (or in this case, the pressure line) of the flow. Additionally,
the Darcy formula may have to be considered:

where Rh is the hydraulic radius Rh = 4a, A being here the friction factor of
Darcy or Nikuradse. (For more information on these four equations, consult
a textbook on fluid mechanics (C. Jaeger, 1956).)

8.4.2 The computer solution

Wittke applies these equations to a (two- or three-) dimensional system of
rock fissures. Figure 8.2a represents a two-dimensional system of fissures or
fractures; Kx is the main system, K2 the secondary system. At any point of
junction N of the fissures the algebraic sum of all discharges arriving or
departing from the point is zero; 2# q = 0. Similarly, the sum of all pressure
losses occurring in fissures along a closed circuit, like the circuit R in fig.
8.2a, must be zero.

The boundary conditions to be introduced are the same as those in an
equivalent soil mechanics problem (C. Jaeger, 1956). When the problem is
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correctly written up, there are as many equations as unknowns. Equations
are solved on a computer. Lines (or surfaces) can be traced which are the
equivalent of potential lines (or surfaces) in the theory of water percolation
through homogeneous porous media.

8.4.3 Transmission of forces from water to rock masses

'Potential lines' <f>t_l9 </>i9 <f>i+1 are traced in fig. 8.26. The forces acting on the
volume of rock between two such lines are: the uplift force:

U=yw (vol),

where yw is the specific weight of the water, and the pressure force P in the
direction of the flow:

with A^ = <f>i — </>i+1 and An distances between potential lines.

8.4.4 Examples

Wittke checked his method on models. He measured the pressures and traced
the 'potential' lines which were compared to the results of calculations.
There were only small differences between calculations in formulae for
potential flow (Poiseuille) and turbulent flow (Blasius).
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A typical problem which can be solved with this method is represented
in fig. 8.2c. A fissured rock shoulder is retaining water in an artificial storage
basin. Pressures on the rock mass and water losses can be calculated. Drainage
of the rock shoulder was necessary so that a reasonable stability of the rock
mass could be achieved.

Other problems in the stability of rock slopes or the pressure on the rock
surrounding empty tunnels will be dealt with in chapters 9 and 10.

8.5 Physical and physico-chemical alteration of rock by water

As is shown in section 2.1 some rocks react badly when soaked with water.
A French team (Bellier, 1964) found that a moderately clay-like sandstone
expanded by about 0-5% when soaked with water and that its crushing
strength dropped by about 50% (fig. 8.3). The swelling pressure of this rock
measured on a special odometer, increased to about 60 kg/cm2 on the
saturated face but to only 30 kg/cm2 on the perpendicular face before the
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Fig. 8.3 Triaxial compression of very clayey sandstone. (1) Dry rock; (2) soaked
rock.

kg/cm2

Fig. 8.4 Swelling pressure as measured in a special odometer during saturation
on (1) the saturated face, and (2) on the perpendicular face (after Bellier et al.9
1964).

rock disintegrated (fig. 8.4). Some other rocks (e.g. English Channel chalk),
which have a crushing strength of over 100 kg/cm2 when saturated, dis-
integrate when drying. A substantial drop of the Young's modulus, E, has
been observed on some rock laboratory samples and on the same rock mass
in situ.

The French team investigated alterations to acid rocks formed at very
high temperatures (siliceous). Percolation water at normal temperatures
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Table 8.1

Si Al Mg Na K

Chemical composition 67 13 2-7 3*4 3

Elements entrained by 2270 35 1 120 57
water in mg/1

Characteristics of the percolation water:
Before the test: pH 6, Resistivity ohm/cm 473 000
After the test: pH 10-3, Resistivity ohm/cm 1 960

caused alkaline reactions and rock deterioration. Table 8.1 concerns tests
with pure water at 80 °C over a period of 24 hours.

Chemical reactions which cause alteration to rocks are extremely com-
plicated. Their bulk effect on the sample can be observed by checking any
changes in the discharge and observing any chemical changes of percolation
water. Decrease of the percolation discharge may be due to swelling of the
altered material inside the microfissures and microfractures.

In a summary of their research the French team decided that three rock
groups are suitable for dam foundations:

(a) Massive gneiss and granite not disturbed by tectonic movements
remain practically unaltered. A few macrofractures can be easily
detected.

(b) Hard sedimentary rocks (quartzites, hard schists, massive limestone,
etc.): general stratification can easily be followed.

(c) Metamorphic rocks, having had many changes in pressures and tectonic
shocks, often have a complex pattern of fissures. Many schists and
gneiss rocks belong to this variety. It is often very difficult to give a
proper diagnosis of these rocks and a thorough examination of possible
alteration must be carried out. Percolation tests are of great importance.

8.6 Aging of rock masses

The physical and physico-chemical alteration of rock masses due to inter-
stitial water in pores, fissures and fractures is one aspect of the more general
phenomenon known as 'aging of rock'.

(1) Climatic conditions. Temperature variations contribute to rock aging.
The superficial deterioration of massive granite which slowly decomposes to
sand is a typical example of this process. It is described in all textbooks on
geology, and has caused many difficulties to dam designers (Spain, Portugal,
etc.). In the Alps, glacial erosion has often cleared the weathered granite
away.
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(2) Strains and stresses. Relaxation from residual stresses. Relaxation from
residual stresses near the rock surface sometimes causes rock fissures and
fractures parallel to the rock surface (Kieslinger, 1958). This creates diffi-
culties in dam construction (Vajont dam rock abutments). Geologists have
described large slabs of rock which become detached and slide along the
rock surface. Slow rock slides may cause very high strains and stresses deep
inside the rock mass (Jaeger, 1968). The Vajont slide is an example of this
phenomenon. Seismic measurements taken showed decreasing wave velocities
over time which proved that the rock was deteriorating through age. Artificial
strains and stresses from structures built on or inside the rock (dams, tunnels
and cavities) may also cause fissures, fractures and aging.

Sometimes straining and/or fissuration slow down with time. Dam founda-
tion displacements can come to a standstill as shown for years of systematic
surveys (Rossens dam displacements, measured by Gicot). But in some cases
the straining progresses to rupture (Malpasset dam, chapter 13). Similarly,
fissuration about cavities comes to a natural standstill (Rabcewicz and
Talobre, chapter 10); but mines have been completely closed by rockfalls or
squeezed by overstrained rocks. Aging is an irreversible deterioration of
physical, chemical and mechanical properties.





Part Three
Rock mechanics and engineering

During the past twenty years engineers and geologists, specializing in rock
mechanics and its problems, came to the conclusion that in situ tests would
yield progressively more answers to questions on rock stability and strength.
More recently, they realized the importance of precise and detailed labora-
tory research. Difficulty in recognizing the real cause of the Malpasset dam
collapse has partly brought about this change in attitude.

Despite the expense, exhaustive in situ tests are vital where there are
specific engineering problems. To emphasize the link between civil engineering
and rock mechanics, Part Three is devoted to problems of: rock slopes, slope
stability; tunnel design, stability of cavities; dam design and foundations.

9 Rock slopes and rock slides

Any mention of rock slopes and rock slides should include the remarkable
paper published in 1932 by A. Heim. He systematically describes and
analyses, as a geologist, all slides known to him and classifies them into over
twenty types. One of his more important findings concerns the distinction
between slowly progressing slides, where conditions of stability are only
slightly disturbed and the very rapidly accelerating slides where concen-
trated energy and momentum cause rock masses to reach exceedingly high
velocities.

His analysis of the geological cause for rock imbalance which starts slides,
like weakening and aging of rock masses, water percolation, springs and
the action of man, brings him no nearer to the true mechanics of a slide.
This is not a geological problem but one of rock statics and dynamics.

Stability of slopes, superficial rock falls and deep-seated lines of rupture
will be dealt with in this chapter. The complex dynamics of accelerated
discontinuous rock slides will be illustrated in chapter 14, statics of rock faces
will be analysed more closely in chapter 15.
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Terzaghi (19626) has published an interesting paper called 'Stability of
steep slopes . . .' after many years of research. Essays by Stini, Miiller and
others have produced additional information, but the necessity for a more
reasoned analysis of the problems of statics and dynamics became apparent
after the Vajont rock slide. Terzaghi suggests that rock slopes should be
classified by the type of rock, the analysis of the mechanisms of rupture,
the action of water in the pores, fissures and cracks. It is also essential to
try to classify falls and slides into type, depth, volume involved and dynamics
(see Hoek, 1972).

9.1 Terzaghi's theory; the 'critical slope'; stability of rock faces

Slopes in open pits, open mines, in quarries, along open cuts for railways
and roads must be stable. The first problem to be analysed concerns the
'critical slope' for superficial stability; according to Terzaghi no rock falls
will occur along slopes at an angle of less then 35° (a statement which
geologists may not accept).

In the early stages of erosion most jointed rocks possess considerable
effective cohesion ct of rock masses:

ct = cAJA,

(As = total area of solid rock area, A = total area, c = cohesion of intact
rock material) and, as a consequence, they can form vertical or quasi-
vertical slopes. The seat of most cohesion of the jointed rock is located in the
'gaps' which interrupt the continuity of the joints. As the height of the side
walls of the erosion valley increases the shearing stresses in the rock adjacent
to the walls increase correspondingly. When splitting of the gaps occurs
cohesion, ci9 decreases. Local stress concentration causes new surfaces of
failures to be superimposed on the local system of joints. Depending on the
joint pattern, the sides of the valley may vary between 30° and 90°.

Sheeting is a form of joint parallel to the valley, occurring mainly in
granite.

Typical types of delayed slope failure are the relatively superficial rock
falls, and the more deep-seated rock slides. Falls may be connected with the
weakening effect of frost, whereas slides involve rock masses located below
the limit of frost action. The shearing resistance, rr, at a given point, P, of a
potential sliding surface in a porous and saturated material is given by the
well-established empirical law:

TT = ct + (a — p) tan cf>.

According to Terzaghi, all intact and jointed rock masses with effective
cohesion have the mechanical properties of brittle materials. Failure of
brittle material slopes starts at the point where the shearing stress, r, becomes
equal to rr. Stresses on the surrounding rock masses increase and progressive
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failure occurs by brittle shear fracture. If the rock has a random pattern of
jointing the shear resistance equation is valid for any section in any direction.
The rock behaves in an analogous manner to an unjointed stiff clay. It has
been established that the steepest stable rock slopes are S-shaped, similar
to the profile through root and tongue of a clay slide. The critical slope angle
<f>'c decreases with increasing height of the slope, but </>'c remains larger than cf>.
In regularly jointed rock the value of <f> depends on the type and degree of
interlock between the blocks on either side of the sliding surface. The effec-
tive cohesion, cu of rock masses is very much smaller than the cohesion, c, of
rock material. Because of progressive failure cx tends towards zero and it is
safe to assume that cx = 0.

9.1.1 Slopes in unstratified jointed rock

Rocks in this category (granite, marble) are divided by continuous random
joints into irregularly-fitting blocks locally interconnected. This macro-
structure of the rock mass is a large-scale model of the microstructure of
intact crystalline rock. Such rocks were tested by von Karman (1911) and
by Ros & Eichinger (1930). More recent tests by Borowicka (1962) revealed
that the angle of friction of crystalline rocks varies from <f> = 40° at 100 kg/
cm2 pressure, to <f> = 25° at 1000 kg/cm2 pressure. According to Terzaghi,
the critical angle <f>'c for slopes with underlying hard massive rock masses
with a random joint pattern is about 70°, provided seepage is not acting upon
the walls of the joints.

9.1.2 Slopes in stratified sedimentary rock

Stratified sedimentary rocks have layers varying in thickness between a few
inches and many feet. These are separated from each other by thin films of
material different from that of the rest of the rock. The bedding planes are
almost invariably surfaces of minimum shear-resistance and are likely to be
continuous. (In Terzaghi's paper they are referred to as bedding joints.) The
cross-joints are generally nearly perpendicular to the bedding joints, and they
are commonly staggered at these joints. The cohesive bond along the walls
of the cross-joints is equal to zero. The intersections between the cross-joints
and the bedding planes may be more or less parallel in one or more directions.
Less frequently they may be nearly randomly orientated.

Because of the almost universal presence of bedding- and cross-joints
stratified sedimentary rock with no effective cohesion (c{ = 0) has the
mechanical properties of a body of dry masonry composed of layers of more
or less prismatic blocks which fit each other. The cohesion across the joints
between all the blocks of each layer is zero. The stability of a slope will
depend primarily on the orientation of the bedding planes with reference to
the slope. This relationship is illustrated by figs. 9.1 and 9.2. Cross-joints
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are assumed to be staggered and perpendicular to the bedding joints. The
angle, <j>f of friction along the walls of all the joints is assumed to be 30°.
If the bedding planes are horizontal, no slide can occur, and the critical slope
is vertical: (f>c = 90°.

9.1.3 Bedding planes dipping into the mountain

In fig. 9.1 the bedding planes dip into the mountain at an angle a. The line
A-A cuts the rock mass at an angle 90° - a to the horizontal. If 90° - a < <f>f

no failure could occur along planes A-A (<f>f = angle at friction). If the
cross-joints are parallel to A-A, but staggered, the position of the critical
slope depends on the average value of the ratio CjD between the average
length of the offset C between cross-joints and the average spacing D between
bedding joints (fig. 9.1). For any value of a smaller than 90 — </>f the critical

90° - a

Fig. 9.1 Diagram illustrating the inclination, <f>0 of the critical slope, B-B, in
stratified rock (after Terzaghi, 19626).

slope angle is equal to that of the line B-B in the figure. At any given value of
a, the critical slope angle, <f>C9 increases with increasing values of the ratio CjD
and at a given value of CjD it decreases with decreasing values 90° — a
until 90° - a = <f>f = 30°.

At this point the critical slope angle abruptly increases to 90° because the
slope angle of the cross-joints becomes smaller than the angle of friction
(f>f = 30° along the joints. However, as 90° — a further decreases and a
approaches 90° the danger of a failure by buckling of the layers located
between bedding joints increases. Cohesion along the bedding joints increases
the critical slope angle for any value of a smaller than 90° — <f>f. If the stratum
is steeper, cohesion practically eliminates the possibility of a failure of the
exposed stratum by buckling.

9.1.4 Bedding planes dipping towards the valley (fig. 9.2)

If the bedding planes dip towards the valley at an angle smaller than the
angle of friction, <f>f = 30°, the critical slope is 90°. For values of a greater
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than 30° the critical slope angle is equal to a. If the slippage along bedding
joints is resisted by effective cohesion ct in addition to friction, the steepest
stable slope is no longer plane. Up to a certain height H it will be vertical
as shown by fig. 9.2 and above it the slope will raise at an angle a.

Fig. 9.2 Greatest height, H, of a rock cliff. The rock cohesion, cu is not negligible
(after Terzaghi, 19626).

Let H be the height of the vertical part of the slope. The force which
tends to produce a slip along a bedding joint through the foot of the slope is
(yr = unit weight of the rock):

yrH cos a sin a,

per unit of area of the bedding joint and the force which resist the slip is

Ci + yrH cos2 a tan <f>f.

Hence the vertical slope as shown in fig. 9.2 will not be stable unless

H
yr cos a (sin a — cos a tan </>f)

An increase in height of the vertical slope would be immediately followed
by a slide along the bedding plane B-B through the foot of the slope.

9.2 Rock slides; deep-seated lines of rupture

The previous section dealt with the stability of rock faces and the critical
slope along which rock falls may occur. Rock slides may be of any size and
are caused by ruptures located deep in the rock mass. The statics and dynamics
of a very large slide may be completely different from those of a smaller one
and sometimes they are most difficult to analyse.

There are many varieties of rock slides, both man-made and from natural
causes. Cuttings for roads or railways is one cause. It was the cause at the
construction site of the Lotschberg railway in the centre of the Alps. Here
the south ramp to the main terminal was too sharply inclined and rock slides
were a constant hazard. They also occur as a result of excavations for dam
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foundations (Bort dam in France) and open-cast mines (Hoek, 1970, 1972,
1973; Londe et al.9 1969). But by far the most common man-made cause is
the varying water levels in artificial storage reservoirs.

The result of water and ice percolating through rock will be dealt with in
the next section, and the section following that will deal with water percolating
from a hydraulic pressure tunnel.

9.2.1 The formation of rock slides, shape of sliding surfaces
and the progress of slides

The rupture of a rock mass and the progress of rock slides is very different
to, and more complex than, slides occurring in loose soils, for which rela-
tively simple theories have been established. As early as 1882, Heim had
stressed the difference between slides occurring in loose soils, rock slides and
mixed slides, a classification which he maintained in his main paper, Berg-
sturz und Menschenleben (1932), in which he discussed various types of large
and very large slides, as they occurred in the Alps up to 1932. He analysed
conditions in the area where the ruptures first occurred and followed the
progress of the slides along the mountain slopes until the movement ceased.
Figure 14.1, from Miiller on Vajont, illustrates perfectly a type of rock
slide with downturning movement of the rock tops which could not occur in
loose material.

According to Mencl (1967), confirming Terzaghi's remarks on the stability
of rock faces, the pattern of the main sets of joints determines the rupture of
rock masses and the shape of most rock slides. Mencl shows how the move-
ment of the whole mass of rocks sometimes depends on the inclination of a
near-vertical set of joints which may be 'positive' (inclined towards the valley)
or 'negative' (inclined away from the valley).

Figure 9.3 shows the different stages of a rock slide starting with tensile
fractures on the top of the cliff and progressive macrofractures within the
rock masses. According to this theory, final rupture would occur at the base
of the slope.

r . fractures
fractures

(a)w

Fig. 9.3 Progressive deep fracture of the rock mass causing a deep rock slide.
(a) Tensile stresses cause fissures at the top of the cliff; (b) progressive rock fractures
in the deeper layers; (c) rupture at the basis of the slope causing rock slide (after
Miiller, 1963a).
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Some recent tests on photoelastic models show that tensile stresses develop
at the base of the slope - at depth inside the rock. If these findings are
substantiated then it may be that tensile stresses activate the rupture. Two-
dimensional models of a problematic rock bank at Kurobe IV dam (Japan)
were constructed of highly elastic material with a gelatinous base. First the
isotropic case was investigated: then a model featuring a system of joints
was tested. The results provided valuable data within the complex of stress
distribution (Muller & John, 1963).

Stability analysis of rock masses in doubtful equilibrium along an inclined
plane follows the simple rules for statics. In fig. 9.4 the weight W of the rock

w\\ bedding plane or fault
II III

Fig. 9.4 Rock slide along an inclined
bedding plane or fault (<£ < a).

Fig. 9.5 Rock fall, possible lines of
rupture: I or II.

mass above a possible plane sliding surface (bedding plane or rock fault) is
decomposed in a triangle of forces. When the weight component, T — W sin a,
is larger than the friction force, N tan </>, there is danger of a slide unless there
is high rock cohesion along the sliding surface which compensates for the
differences between positive and negative forces. However, the stress analysis
discussed in section 7.3.2 usually applies. In fig. 9.5 rupture is supposed to
occur within the rock mass, probably following the bedding planes and sur-
faces of fractures (lines I or II). Rupture would also happen along slip line
III, fracturing the rock and cutting through the bedding planes (Vajont).

In a high mountainous area bisected by deep valleys, the rock underlying
the valley slopes may be the seat of shearing stresses. If these stresses are
already close to the shearing resistance of the rock, any increase in the
valley depth, caused perhaps by accelerated erosion, would result in a general
rock slide.

In fig. 9.5, the curved line III—III is supposed to develop progressively in
the mass of fissured rock, but cases have also occurred where a curved smooth
rock stratum, lying deep below the rock surface, offered an easy start to a
rock slide. The Vajont rock slide followed such geological stratifications in
the upper, steeply inclined, parts of the slope, but cut through other strati-
fications on the lower part.

Heim has described several major Alpine rock slides which could be
classified under either the case illustrated in fig. 9.4 or in fig. 9.5.
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Bernaix (1975) suggests that instability of a rock mass could be due to
progressive shearing of a rock zone well below the surface. In a high moun-
tainous area bisected by deep valleys, the rock underlying the valley slopes
may be the seat of shearing stresses. If these stresses are already close to the
shearing strength of the rock, any increase in the valley depth, caused perhaps
by accelerated erosion, would result in a general rock slide.

Many problems concerning stability of rock slopes (open-cast mines) are
three-dimensional problems. Such problems were systematically analysed by
Londe et al. (1969), John (1970) and Hoek (1972).

After rupture of the rock masses, the slide progresses downwards. Heim
made a distinction between slowly progressing slides and rapidly accelerating
slides. Modern examples of slow and rapid slides are the Pontesi (slow) and
the Vajont (rapid) slides (see section 9.6).

It has been observed that major rock slides along deep-seated surfaces
occur with very small relative movements between the rocks which constitute
the mass. Harrison & Falcon (1937), describing the Saidmarreh landslide in
south-west Iran, noted this fact. Miiller (1961) on p. 203 of his detailed first
report on the Vajont slide, compared this rock slide to snow avalanches.
He writes of the 'thixotropic behaviour of masses'. Photographs of the rock
cliffs taken before and after the slide, when the rocks had shifted 300 to 400 m
across the gorge and lifted 140 m upon the opposite side, show hardly any
change in the stratifications.

Moving rock masses absorb energy. Mencl (19666) analysing the Vajont
rock slide, used models to simulate slides moving along sharp bends of
'chair-shaped' sliding surfaces. Some authors estimate that considerable
energy losses occur locally at such bends and suggest that the equivalent
friction loss at Vajont could have been as high as tan <f>' = 0-05 (<£' ^ 3°).

Model tests (Fumagalli & Camponuovo, 1975) and in situ measurements
have contributed to our knowledge of statics and dynamics of steep rock
slopes. Different types of ruptures were detected, analysed and even model-
tested; it was found that the time factor is vital (see chapter 14 on Vajont).
Extrapolation of precise measurements of displacements permits the accurate
prediction of the final rupture and of the start of the slide (Jaeger, 1969a;
Kennedy, 1970). The method has been used systematically for checks on the
stability of the steep high slopes of open-cast mines.

9.2.2 Deep-seated sliding surfaces

It is now evident that some of the geomorphological features of the Alps,
formerly ascribed to ice action, could be surface manifestations of deep-seated
rock slides. At several dam sites in exceptionally narrow sections of deep
valleys it was found that the rock forming one of the slopes had advanced to-
wards the valley in a more or less horizontal direction, whereby the rock
involved in the movement remained relatively intact (Ampferer, 1939; Stini,
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1942). At one of these sites ground moraine was encountered in a boring at a
depth of about 300 ft below the surface of what appeared to be rock in situ
(Stini, 19526). It is known that several very large slides with deep lines of
rupture occurred in Switzerland in historical times.

Heim (1932) and Muller (1964) have produced lists of all the known major
rock slides which have occurred throughout history. The most tragic was
the Vajont rock slide (Italy) which happened during the night of 9 October
1963. A very high dam had been built across the narrow canyon of the
Vajont River, with the dam crest at a level of 722-50 m. The fissured dolomite
rock had to be reinforced on both sides of the gorge to withstand the thrust
of the dam abutments. In I960, rock masses on the left bank started to move
very slowly. At the same time the water level rose in the larger reservoir.
The slide reached as high as 1250 m on the slopes of Mount Toe. In 1963
it was observed that there was some connection between the different water
levels in the reservoir and the rock movements. Geologists and rock experts
predicted a progressive rock slide which after gradually filling the reservoir
would come to a natural standstill. But tragically, they were wrong. The rock
slide was unexpectedly violent and it reached extremely high velocities. The
resulting water wave was so tremendous that it spilled over the dam crest
and flooded the little town of Longarone (province of Venice) causing 2400
deaths. (See chapter 14 for a more detailed account of this disaster.)

It is worth while quoting some of Terzaghi's remarks:

Practically nothing is known concerning the mechanism of these deep-seated large-
scale rock slides. It is not known whether the slides took place rapidly or slowly, and
it is doubtful whether they are preceded by important deep deformation of the
rocks located within the shear zone. However, it is known that the rock located
above the surface of sliding has been damaged at least to a moderate extent. Existing
joints have opened and new ones have been formed. Hence the compressibility and
secondary permeability of the rocks has increased. Furthermore, in the immediate
proximity of the surface of sliding, the rock is completely broken or crushed. Hence
a site for a high concrete dam should not be considered suitable unless there is
positive evidence that the underlying rock has never been subject to displacement
by a deep-seated rock slide.

Terzaghi wrote this about a year before the Vajont-Longarone tragedy.

9.3 Effect of interstitial water on slope stability

9.3.1 Cleft water pressure

Terzaghi, in his theory of slopes, uses the term 'secondary permeability' for
the permeability which results from the pressure of open and continuous
cracks and fissures in the rock. It depends on the width and spacing of these
passages. Primary permeability is found in the voids of the intact rock located
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between the fissures and is so minimal compared with secondary permeability
that a tunnel driven through intact rock below the water-table appears to
be dry.

If secondary permeability of the rock were uniform, the water-table would
assume a more or less parabolic shape. But rock masses just behind the slope
are frequently more fissured than those at a distance, making water per-
colation easier.

If water were immobile in the fissures, the water-table would be horizontal,
the uplift forces on the rock would be vertical, and lateral forces balanced.
When there is a flow of water a lateral pressure is exerted on the rock mass.
This is called 'cleft' water pressure and it is proportionate to the difference
in water level on both sides of the rock mass. It can be calculated by using
the methods for calculating water pressure in soils. Additionally, the water
percolating through fissures filled with clay-like material will reduce the
friction forces along these fissures. Combined effects of this type may weaken
the foot of some slopes and cause a rock slide.

Bjerum (Norway) submitted a detailed survey of local conditions to the
Austrian Society of Rock Mechanics in Salzburg (1963), which proved a
definite connection between climate and rock slides. The area under observa-
tion has severe winters with very heavy snowfalls. There is also a lot of rain
during autumn. Most of the major slides take place in April. At that time
the melting snow feeds large quantities of water into the rock joints, which are
still plugged with ice. The resulting pressure build-up causes a rock fall or
slide. There is a second peak-period in October-November.

The report also gives details of the rock slide which occurred at the south
end of Loen lake (south-west coast of Norway) on 13 September, 1936.
The slope is located on granite gneiss with poorly developed foliation and
rises at an average angle of 50° to a height of about 3600 ft above lake level.
The middle portion of the slope, at a height of about 1600 ft, is nearly
vertical. The planes of foliation dip at an angle of about 65° towards the
lake. The rock behind the vertical face is weakened, probably by sheeting
joints situated parallel to the face, but the rock between the joints is practically
impervious. During a heavy rainstorm the rock between the vertical face
and one of the vertical joints, about 1-3 million yd3 in volume, dropped from
the cliff and fell into the lake, causing a 230-ft-high wave which destroyed a
village and killed many people.

Although Terzaghi believes that the effects of 'primary permeability' are
negligible, there are cases where they are quite significant. Some rocks may
absorb pore water quite easily. Phyllite for example, when soaked in water
over a period of three days, may have its modulus of elasticity reduced by
50 or 70 %. This can only be explained if water penetrates in all the pores of
the rock. Similarly, microfissured rocks (gneiss) may absorb water, even if
it is at a slow rate. Some samples have disintegrated completely within a year
of being put in water.
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9.3.2 Statics of immersed or partly immersed rock

It is accepted in soil mechanics that the pore water reduces the shear
strength of the soaked soil. When u is the pore water pressure, Coulomb's
law becomes:

r = c + (a — u) tan <j>.

This law is also valid for rock as seen in chapter 8. In the case when rock
cohesion is negligible:

T = (a — u) t an <f>.

This very general remark can be used when discussing the stability of rock
slopes immersed or partially immersed in water.

In fig. 9.6 the volume of rock, Vl9 is immersed in water, V2 is above water.
The stability of the rock mass, yr(V1 + V2) is considered where yr is the

Fig. 9.6 Fig. 9.7

specific weight of the solid rock materials, voids excluded, and y the specific
weight of the water. Assuming n to be the volume of the pores then the
vertical uplift force, U, on the rock mass is

and the weight is

W=yr(l-n)(V1+V2),

and the vertical resultant is

n)Vx + yr{\ - n)V2.
There is no horizontal component from the water pressure. Figure 9.7 refers
to conditions along the slopes of a lake or reservoir. There is a possibility
for the rock mass BAC to slide along the plane sliding surface BC. The
weight of the mass of rock BAC is

W = £yr(l - n)H2 (cot a - cot /S) = \yz{\ - n)H2 sin (fi - a)
sin j8 sin a

The uplift is

sin a sin
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fory<H where y is a variable water depth, and

sin
for y>H.

The force acting normal to the plane surface CB is (W — £/) cos a and the
tangential force is (W — £/) sin a.

The condition for rock stability is a < <j> for all cases from y = 0 to
y = H and y>H and does not depend on the uplift £/.

Conditions of stability along a circular surface are very similar. O is the
centre of the arc of circle CB with radius r and W — C/ the resultant of the
weights and uplift forces. On a small element of circle As the normal and

Fig. 9.8

tangential forces are AN and Ar. The three equations for equilibrium of
masses are (fig. 9.8) (Lotti & Pandolfi, 1966a):

2 cos ex. AN + S sin aAr = W - U,

S sin aAN — S cos aAr = 0,

rS AT=(W- U)a.
The condition for stability is:

Ar

at any point of the circular surface. This solution is identical to the approach
used in soil mechanics. There are others which are also acceptable and these
can be worked out using the general theorems of the mechanics of the
centre of gravity of rock masses.

Hydrostatic forces acting on the rock masses never have any horizontal
component. When there is a flow of interstitial water, hydrodynamic forces
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A

- I f - - P t A z —TT—F^
A / / A / /

(a)

Fig. 9.9 Horizontal component of forces, AH, transferred to rock mass.

have a component of forces AH in the direction of the flow, (fig. 9.9) and
the force AH transferred to the rock is equal and opposed to the restraining
force AR on the flowing water, which is then:

AH = -AR = AzA =
Az
—
Ax

= SA Ax,

and

= 2 SA

on the whole length of the water-table to be considered, where S is the slope
of the water-table and A = cross-section area. The slope of the sliding surface
does not matter and the force AH = —AR = 0 when Az = 0 (hydrostatic
conditions, no flow).

Tests and measurements made in situ have proved that in most cases
seepage of water in fissured rock masses can be simulated by the flow through
porous media (sand and gravel), and a seepage factor can be calculated from
in situ measurements.

^ 3 — - ^ C ^ j \ steady water
/ ^ ^ K ) level

permanent (-\ ^7/
or semi-permanent

seepage line

Fig. 9.10

Theories developed for ground water flow can be used for fissured rock
masses. For example, fig. 9.10 shows the ground water-table caused by water
percolating in the rock masses. The horizontal component of the forces
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is usually small. Greater forces may be exerted when the level of the
water in storage reservoirs varies rapidly by — A/Ji. or + A/72 as shown in figs.
9A\a,b. This theory from soil mechanics is well known. Figure 9.11c is a
method for calculating the forces transmitted by a flow of water to the rock
using the approach developed in section 8.2.

A / / 2

(c)

ground water
1 ^ level

Fig. 9.11 kx and k2 — perviousness of primary and secondary joint; bx and b2
distances between joint systems.

9.4 External forces which load a slope

Typical examples are the foundation, on an inclined slope, of the pillar of a
bridge (Naef, 1969) or of a dam abutment (Krsmanovid, 1967). Conditions
as shown in fig. 9.12 are to be analysed. The Boussinesq theory on stress

bedding
J o i n t s

.cross joints

circular
slip line

Fig. 9.12 Force, P, loading a slope. A, B, C . . . S = possible lines of rupture.
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distribution under a concentrated load P perpendicular to a horizontal plane
yields, for a Poisson ratio v = \\m = 0-5, a simple radial stress distribution
(fig. 9.13):

ar = — r cos d.
lirr2

The two other stresses a2 and 0*3 are zero.

(7/i = 0 V O

ilA

#

(T2 = (T3 = 0

Fig. 9.13 Fig. 9.14

A simplified approach to the problem of a force P loading an inclined slope
surface necessitates the assumption in this case of similar radial distribution
of stresses (fig. 9.14):

ar = cPillr2) cos — d,
2a

or cos 6 dA = P,

with the condition:

which yields the value of the constant c (a = angle of the slope with the
vertical).

For a concentrated load P table 9.1 has been calculated for c (Naef, 1969).

a

90°
60°
45°
30°

Table 9.1

TTJlOL

1
1-5
2
3

c

0-48
0-80
1-28
2-65

a

90°
60°
45°
30°

Table 9.2

1
1-5
2
3

c*

0-64
0-83
1-06
1-34

Similarly, for a line load p a formula:

a± = GT = c*p(l/r) cos {njla^

has been developed, where c* is given by table 9.2.
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The stresses due to the concentrated or the line load are added to the
stresses developing in the rock mass under its own weight. The safety condi-
tions along different lines of possible rupture, like lines A, B, C,. . . S in
fig. 9.12, are analysed.

In soil mechanics (loose soils) it is accepted that full safety should be
reached at any point. In rock mechanics an average safety for the whole
mass is usually acceptable, with a convenient factor of safety. More detailed
calculations are possible, using the more recent computing methods
(Zienckiewicz, 1968).

9.5 The dynamics of rock slides

The preceding two sections refer to the static conditions which prevail at
the moment t = 0 — € just before the rock slide starts. Heavy rainfall, the
thawing of interstitial ice in rock fissures, the variation of the water level
in a lake or reservoir may cause a disturbance in the stability of the rock
masses. Newton's law expresses that along a plane surface (fig. 9.15):

d2x
M— = Wcosu. — R,

W COS a

A/

(a) (b)

Fig. 9.15 Progressive acceleration of a rock slide: (a) on a plane sliding surface;
(b) on a partly curved surface.

where M is the mass of rock starting to slide, with an acceleration d2x/dt2

caused by the positive force Wcos a but retarded by friction and resistance
force R. The acceleration is positive as soon as Wcos a > R. The velocity
dx/dt which is finally reached after a time T = j dt is rarely very high, as
the difference of forces Wcos</> — R at the time t + e is forcibly small.
When the sliding surface is curved at its bottom (chair-like surface) (fig.
9.156) the positive weight component Wcos a on the incline decreases as
the slide progresses, whereas the resistance forces R on the more or less
horizontal end of the 'chair' remain the same. The slide comes to an early
standstill. It is probable that with increasing velocity dx/dt the friction factor
of rock on rock decreases but this is probably not substantial, unless the
velocities are high - possibly several metres per second. Such a description
of a 'classical slide' with slow start and reasonable acceleration, does not fit
the conditions and characteristics of the Vajont rock slide. The sliding surface
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was typically 'chair-shaped'. A posteriori calculations were carried out by
several people, assuming typical shapes for the most probable sliding surface.
They found that, at the start of the slide, the tan <j> and <f> values must have
been between tan<£ = 0-316 to 0-525 and 0=17-5° to 27-7°. (Usual
assumed values for rock-on-rock friction = 35° to 75°.) Assuming the friction
factor remained more or less constant during the slide the tremendous
acceleration can hardly be explained. Another calculation based on the height
of the waves which developed on the surface of the storage reservoir,
concludes that the 'average value' of the friction angle must have been as
low as 10°. Assuming this value to be correct at the time t — 0 + € it is not
possible to explain why the rock masses were still stable at the time t = 0 — e.
The only conclusion is that the rock slide of Vajont was not a 'continuous
slide' of the classical type but a 'discontinuous slide'.

Discontinuous types of flow are known in fluid mechanics. A typical
example is when a frozen river thaws and the sudden break up of ice generates
discontinuous waves of ice and water downstream at dangerously high
speeds (Jaeger, 1968).

From the velocities of rock displacements measured in boreholes at different
points of the slow sliding rock masses before the final rupture at Vajont, it
can be assumed that rupture of the rock along the upper reaches of the steep
slopes occurred some time before the catastrophe. The ruptured upper rock
masses were bearing down on a 'tooth' of solid rock at the bottom of the
slope which was being progressively crushed until it suddenly failed by brittle
fracture. The tremendous potential energy accumulated in the rock masses
was suddenly released and the final rupture occurred like an explosion
(Jaeger, 1969).

9.6 Classification of rock falls and rock slides

9.6.1 Rock falls

Rock falls concern rock masses falling free or nearly free from the rock face.
(a) The most common type occurs in rocky mountains when rock masses of

any size, located high up steep mountain slopes, are loosened and fall
down to the valley.

(b) Large rock falls have occurred along the steep cliffs bordering Norwegian
fjords. In the autumn, cleft water fills vertical rock fissures; this freezes
in winter and the ice causes the fissures to widen and break. In the spring,
thawing of the ice causes large rock slabs to fall in the fjord water,
resulting in waves high enough to have drowned small villages.

9.6.2 Rock slides

Referring to the comments in section 9.2, rock slides could be classified
according to the shape of the area of rupture which can be:
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(a) A plane bedding surface.
(b) A curved bedding surface.
(c) A dented line of rupture.
(d) The rupture can be a slow progressive shearing of rocks or a brittle frac-
ture occurring suddenly over a large area, triggering the slide.
(e) A further possible classification of rock slides can be based on their
size. There are minor slides (100 m3 to a few thousand m3) and major slides.
The 1959 Pontesei slide (3 million m3) and the first Vajont slide (700 000 m3)
are large. The final slide at Vajont in 1963 (250 million m3) and several in
prehistory, described by Heim (1932), like that of Glarnisch (Switzerland,
800 million m3) and Flims (Switzerland, 1200 million m3), are very large
among major slides.
(/) The angle of the slope along which the slide occurs is another possible
classification. Many occur on slopes of 10° to 12° up to 20° which is far
smaller than the so-called angle of friction of rock on rock. This indicates
that conditions along the sliding surface are very different from the simplified
assumptions of rock-on-rock friction.
(g) Finally, slides could be classified as uniform continuous or non-
uniform discontinuous (Jaeger, 1968 ,̂ b). Most geologists aptly describe them
as 'continuous rock creep'. It is immaterial how fast the rock movement is
during the last phase, provided acceleration remains constant or rises steadily.
The total time usually taken is about several minutes.

The Pontesei rock slide, described by Walters (1962) which occurred in an
area not far away from the Vajont gorge, involved about 3 million m3 of
loose material; rocks, gravel and sand, clay and rocks and was most probably
'continuous', lasting several minutes. So was the first slide just upstream
from the Vajont dam. Because of this geologists and engineers were convinced
that the larger slide they expected to occur further upstream in the Vajont
gorge would also be continuous. On the contrary it was discontinuous, reach-
ing an extremely high velocity after a rock (brittle ?) fracture occurred.

It is worthwhile mentioning again the very detailed analysis by Heim of
all the rock slides, some of them very spectacular, which occurred in the
Swiss Alps before 1932.

9.6.3 Special problems

Many contributory reasons for rock falls and slides have already been
mentioned, but in most cases the real cause is an imbalance of static forces,
strains and stresses which cause local ruptures and progressively worsening
cohesion of fractured rock masses. Rock sheeting and rock stress relaxation
causing fissures parallel to the valley are special cases of strain conditions.
Excavation, e.g. dam or bridge foundations, galleries and tunnels or rock
cuts for roads and railways, may also create imbalance and therefore slides.

Slow rock creep on the surface can be linked to strained rock conditions
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deep in the mountain. In the case of the Malgovert tunnel (see section 2.2)
the 14-km tunnel was excavated downstream of the high-arch dam of Tignes
(France), and very high pressures developed about the gallery immediately
after excavation which crushed timber and steel reinforcements. On one
section, about 4 km long, tunnelling was slow work and sometimes very
difficult. From the outside the mountain looked like a typical slow-creeping
rock mass. Geologists estimated that this was only superficial and they did
not foresee the great difficulties which were encountered deep within the
mountain. But they should have realized from the surface signs that there
was a possibility of rock strain along the tunnel trace. (Similar conditions
have been observed at many places including the Andes.) In these cases it is
absolutely essential to determine the actual depth of the sliding masses
before excavation. The conditions created in pressure tunnels will be
examined in the next chapter.

The Kandergrund tunnel was also mentioned in section 2.2. In this case
rupture was caused by standing pressure waves (water hammer). It was
probably the eleventh harmonic of the 4-km-long tunnel which progressed,
but rupture of the concrete lining occurred at only one point where the rock
was of mediocre quality. Water seeping from the fissured pressure tunnel
caused a severe landslide and two people were killed.

9.7 Supervision of potential rock slides; stabilization of slides

There is no known method for stopping a major rock slide, but minor rock
slides or rock falls can often be stabilized.

9.7.1 Supervision of potential rock slides

Preceding chapters have emphasized the need for scientific investigation
and survey of large potential rock slides, to define their characteristics and
estimate their actual danger. Potential rock slides can sometimes be detected
by the surface appearance of the slope: some signs are trees growing at an
angle, isolated rocks beginning to roll or slide, and the downstream edge of the
slope becoming unstable

To survey a creeping rock mass requires precise measurements of the
position of lines of fixed points on the surface and checking their displacement
in horizontal and vertical directions. These measurements must be recorded
versus time and then systematically analysed. Some slow rock slides in the
Alps have been traced back seventy years with the help of early topographic
maps of the area which have been compared to new triangulations. Others
have been observed by direct measurements for over fifteen years.

The permissible errors should not be greater than 10% of the expected
displacement to be measured. For example a displacement of 5 cm should be
measured to an accuracy of about ± 5 mm (Kobold, 1968). The position of
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a point on the map can be determined by angular measurements within
± 5 mm over a distance of 1 km if the basis of the triangulation is known
and the fix points of the basis of the triangles are not moving. The measure-
ment of a length is more difficult. Electronic methods allow an accuracy of
± 11 mm over 1 km, the accuracy of a laser is far greater. Surface measure-
ments must be supplemented with those from inside the mass of moving rocks
(boreholes and galleries). The depth of the sliding surface should be estimated
and the volume of the moving masses calculated on the basis of the
measurements.

An interesting example of measurements made inside moving rock masses
was at the semicircular railway tunnel of Klosters (Alps), excavated in
slightly unstable rocks. Accurate geodesic measurements were made along
the rails inside the tunnel and at its two portals in 1952, 1956 and 1966.
The portals moved 15 to 20 cm in fourteen years. Inside tunnel displacements
were lower, about 5 to 10 cm, maximum 12 cm, and 18 cm near the portals.

Any acceleration of the displacements must be interpreted as a possible
warning of ruptures inside the mass. Differences in the velocity profiles may
indicate discontinuous creep of rock masses and may possibly point to the
formation of a discontinuous rock slide (Jaeger, 1968 ,̂ b; Miiller, 1964).

During the Fifteenth Symposium on Rock Mechanics at Salzburg (Sep-
tember 1964) displacements varying from 0-25 cm to 50 cm a day were
described by several experts.

Seismic tests may detect rock fissuration or fracturation at different depths
in the creeping masses. At Vajont a sharp drop in wave velocities was
observed about two years before the rock burst. Other experts measure the
noise level, which increases before a rock fall occurs and decreases as stabiliza-
tion progresses. Measurements of the water-table and its variations and
correlating this with rock displacements are an easy method to check what
changes are occurring deeper inside the rock.

9.7.2 Stabilization of potential rock slides

(a) Minor rock slides. Potential minor rock slides can be stabilized with a
concrete retaining wall or buttress, with anchor bolts or stressed cables
anchored in sound rock or with a combination of both. But proper drainage
of the rock is always a first requirement, and sometimes cleaning and con-
creting fractures may be useful. The design of any reinforcement must be
based on a detailed study of the rock masses; their fissures and fractures and
potential sliding surfaces. The final choice of the retaining system is then a
matter of statics of forces and weights.

Proposals for concreting a rock fracture are shown in fig. 9.16 - there are
many possible alternative methods. The statics of a retaining wall are shown
in fig. 9.17. The weight W of the rock mass has a component FFsin a in the
direction of the potential slip line. The friction force, F = fFcos a x tan <j>9
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rock
fracture

concrete block

cleaned and
concreted fracture
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cleaned and
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Fig. 9.16 Cleaning and concreting of rock fractures (after Miiller, 1963a).

(b)

Fig. 9.17 Retaining wall (a) and polygon of forces (b). W9 weight of rock mass;
A, reaction from the wall; R, total reaction force on slip line; F, friction component
due to Wonly; <£, angle of friction.

would be unable to withstand this component without a reaction force A
from the retaining wall, which has a component F* = A cos a in the direction
of the slip. The reaction A from the wall becomes an active force only when
there is an incipient sliding movement of the rock mass. Post-tensioned
cables are immediately active. P is assumed to be the force in the cable after
being jacked up (fig. 9.18). Possible combinations of retaining walls and

Fig. 9.18 Steep slope reinforced with anchored cables.
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Fig. 9.19 Anchored retaining walls.

post-tensioned
cables

Fig. 9.20 Anchored buttress.

buttresses with anchored cables are shown in figs. 9.19 and 9.20. An interest-
ing reinforced structure with cable anchorage is shown in fig. 9.21.

Proper drainage of the rock mass is always vital.

Force Z applied to an anchored cable. The cable is prestressed by applying
a force F which causes the steel or reinforced concrete plate to compress the

Fig. 9.21 Reinforced concrete structure with cable anchorage for protection of
the Passan-Wegscheld road (after Miiller, 1963a).
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rock surface (fig. 9.22), q0 is the unit load, s the side of the plate, F = q^
the force, L the cable length and A its cross-section, the surface displace-
ment being I - aF = * , / ! A force Z is applied to the anchorage; whereby

reinforced concrete
plated >. (^ anchored cable

Fig. 9.22 Tensile force, z% on an anchored cable.

a force Z2 is transmitted to the cable, causing a cable lengthening A2 = bZ2=
Z2L/EA. A force Z-Z2 = Z± causes a relief in the rock compression by the
plate; the surface displacement decreases by Ax = aZx = A^/^r.
We must have

Ax = A2 = aZ1 = *Z2; Zx = - Z 2 andZ2 = kZ.

The force in the cable is now

When Zx reaches a value * the plate gets loose from the rock and the whole
force Z is transmitted to the cable. A short calculation yields k = 1/(1 +

and R = F/(l - k).

(b) Stabilization of large rock masses. Chapter 15 is entirely devoted to the
analysis of the stabilization of the Baji-Krachen rock spur and the 300 m
high rock abutment at the Tachien dam.



10 Galleries, tunnels, mines and
underground excavations

10.1 Introduction

Tunnelling engineering techniques are very closely related to rock mechanics
and mining. It is not possible to summarize here the vast amount of infor-
mation now available on this subject, therefore only specific aspects will
be discussed.

First to be mentioned among tunnels is the Thames tunnel built between
1826 and 1843 by Brunei. The excavation of the 12 849-m-long Mont Cenis
tunnel between France and Italy, in 1870-1, was one of the major under-
takings at the end of the last century. It was rapidly followed by others in
America (Hoosac tunnel, 1873, Canadian tunnels on the Canadian Pacific
Line, 1875) and in England with the Severn tunnel in 1873 and the Blackwall
tunnel in 1891. The first very large Alpine tunnel, the 14-98-km-long St.
Gotthard tunnel was opened in 1882, followed shortly by the Arlberg tunnel
(10 240 m) in 1884. The longest are the two Simplon tunnels both of 19 803 m,
built in 1906 and 1922. The twentieth-century underground railway systems
and hydro-power developments gave fresh impetus to tunnelling techniques.
More recently, large road and power tunnels have been built through moun-
tain ridges. The Gotthard Road tunnel (Switzerland), now under construc-
tion, will be 16-32 km long and the Orange-Fish power and irrigation tunnel
in South Africa, 82-45 km.

Considerable progress has been made during the past twenty years in
drilling techniques, the quick removal of soil and in lining methods. Roof
bolting has been introduced on a large scale.

In this chapter, only a limited number of theoretical and practical prob-
lems in relation to rock mechanics will be examined. Some additional infor-
mation can be found in sections 2.2 on engineering geology, 5-4 and 5-5 on
residual stresses and 6.2 on in situ tests in galleries.

10.2 Additional information on stresses around cavities
10.2.1 Special problems for mining and tunnel engineers

A classical problem of mining engineering is how to estimate the stability of
a self-supporting underground structure in which the stresses are carried
on the walls, pillars or other unexcavated parts of the openings, rather than
on linings or steel supports. Whereas hydro-power and railway engineers

[226]
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tend towards a more or less circular shape for tunnels and galleries, mining
engineers frequently have to deal with rectangular openings, with rounded
corners, or multiple parallel excavations.

Assuming the square opening to be in a vertical field of stresses p, the
sides of the square being vertical and horizontal, the maximum tangential
stress at, will depend on the ratio r/B, where r = radius of the rounded corner

(a)

Fig. 10.1 Rectangular opening with rounded corners in a field of forces/? and A/?.
(a) Field of forces parallel to sides of rectangle; (b) field of forces inclined to sides of
rectangle.

and B = width of the square (fig. 10.1). The maximum stress at occurs for an
angle </>* (</> angle with the vertical). Then at maximum is given by table 10.1

Table 10.1 Values of at for h = B {square) and a
vertical stress field = p

r\B =

0
<!>*
90°

i

3
—
-1

i

1-8
2-78

-0-8

i

1-78
3-35

-0-8

A

1-68
4-6

-0-8

The case rjB = \ obviously corresponds to the circle r\D = \.
For rectangular openings the maximum relative stress concentration ajp

for rjB = 0-10 rises to about 5 for hjB = J, where h = height of rectangle,
width B.

Assuming two parallel cylindrical openings (fig. 10.2) such that the
distance B between the holes is equal to the diameter D of the circles (the
distance between the centres of the circles is therefore 2D). It can be shown
that the maximum circumferential stress at rises from at = 3/7 (one opening)
to at = 3-4/7. The vertical stress in the middle of the distance B is then about
1-7/7 (/7 = vertical uniform stress field in the rock). Such a result could be
expected to be due to the rapid decrease of the circumferential stresses at

with the distance from the circle (see section 5.4).
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l

Fig. 10.2 Stress concentration. Two parallel galleries in a vertical field of forces/?
(B= D = 2a) (after Obert & Duvall, 1967).

Elliptical galleries and three-dimensional cavities have been analysed
mathematically (Terzaghi and others). The case where the principal axes
of the cavity are inclined towards the field of stresses has been solved equally
(fig. 10.1).

The use of photoelastic methods yields rapid results which can be compared
with field measurements.

Direct calculations of underground cavern systems (like machine-hall and
transformer-hall excavations, downstream surge tanks) using the finite
element method yield results differing from the simple analytical approach
(Benson, Kierans & Sigvaldson, 1970). This divergence of the results can
be explained by the special shape of the excavations. For Ruacana on the
Cunene River (South West Africa), the upper part of the vertical downstream
surge tank had to be reshaped completely to reduce tensile stresses obtained
when calculating the case k = 0-40. Power-house excavations or downstream
surge tanks may have a height: width ratio > 1; in the case of so-called
'rock pillars' separating caverns calculations disclosed tensile stresses in a
direction perpendicular to the high walls (for k < 1). For the analysis of such
systems of caverns, the use of the finite element method analysis is essential.

10.2.2 Subsidence and caving

The first manifestation of subsidence may be convergence of the walls and
roof of the gallery or a succession of local failures in the rock surrounding
the openings. This phase of the process is termed sub-surface subsidence, as
opposed to surface subsidence, which causes a depression in the overlying
surface (fig. 10.3a). Subsurface subsidence is largely an uncontrolled process.
Caving is a form of subsurface subsidence which is at least partly controlled
by the mining method.

When excavation occurs in relatively thin-bedded deposits with overlying
weak sedimentary rocks, surface displacements occur. Any point at the
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lateral surface
o A displacement j

(a)
excavation I

Fig. 10.3 (a) Idealized representation of trough subsidence (after Rellensman
1957). (b) Circle of Mohr for subsidence conditions.

surface has a vertical downward displacement and a horizontal displacement
versus the centre Go of the excavation. The vertical surface displacement is a
maximum at G' over the Go of the excavation. The horizontal surface strain
is tensile at points outside the limits of the excavation and compressive with-
in the limits (fig. 10.3a). D is a point of zero strain and there is an in-
flection point B at the surface of the soil, a is the angle of break and point A
corresponds to the maximum of tensile strain at the surface. /? is the angle of
draw.

Table 10.2

Clay
Sand
Moderate shale
Hard shale
Sandstone
Coal

Angle of friction <f>
(measured)

15-20°
35-45
37
45
50-70
45

Angle of break
(calculated)

52-5-55°
62-5-67-5
63-5
67-5
70-80
67-5

In fig. 10.36 the angle of break a determines the line along which rupture
occurs, r is the shear stress along this line and r = c + a tan <f>. Tracing
the circle of Mohr for such conditions yields:

2a = 90° + <f>.

Seldenrath (1951) quoted by Obert & Duvall (1967) published table 10.2.
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10.3 Stresses around tunnels and galleries caused by
hydrostatic pressure inside the conduit

Stresses around cavities caused by in situ or residual stresses in the rock
have already been dealt with (sections 5.4 and 10.2). The stresses to be ana-
lysed in this chapter are those induced in the rock masses by the hydrostatic
(or hydrodynamic) pressure p of the water or fluid (gas) filling the tunnel
gallery or cavity.

Analysis of these stresses usually starts with the theory of stresses in thick
pipes, which is then extended to the case of the unlined tunnel and finally
to the case of the lined tunnel (Jaeger, 1933,1949ft). The theory of stress-strain
measurements in circular tunnels under a radial load (Seeber, 1961) applied
along the whole circumference of a tunnel (Austrian technique on rock
testing) can easily be related to the equations obtained for the pressurized
tunnel. Similarly, these theories can be used to establish safe overburden
conditions above a tunnel under a pressure p (Jaeger, 19616). Finally, the
basic equations to be developed in this chapter are used in the theory of
water hammer waves which develop in pressure tunnels and shafts.

10.3.1 Theory of thick elastic pipes

The internal and external radius of the pipe is respectively b and c (fig. 10.4).

Fig. 10.4 Deformation of a thick pipe.

R is the radius of a small element Rd<f>dR inside the pipe, with b < R < c.
When the pipe is filled with a liquid or gas under pressure, the radius R
increases by u and the circumference increases from 2TTR to 2n(R + u). The
specific length increase in a circumferential direction is

_ 2TT(R + u) — ITTR __ u
d

In a radial direction R increases by u and becomes R + u; similarly, dR
increases by dw and becomes dR + du = dR[l + (du/dR)]. The specific
radial increase in length is

_ dR + du - dR _ du
r ~ dR ~ dR*
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On the other hand 8t and 8r depend on at and ar as follows (m = 1/v):

. du I
8> = dR = E

or
mE / u dw\H ) (1)

£" being the modulus of elasticity. It can be shown that u is a solution of the
equation:

R' + R % 0 (3>

the integral of which is

u = BR + ~ (4)

A rapid checking yields:
du n C d2u 2C

B d ( 5 )

which, when introduced in equation (3) give 0 = 0. As u is known the stresses
at and aT are now:

mE

mE mEC nf C
G — 2 A = B A (7)

1 m-\ ^(m+l)R2 R2 W

The constants B and C depend on the boundary condition for R = b and

A thick pipe is loaded by internal static pressue
Pi and external pressure pe (fig. 10.5).

For R = b:

For i? = c:

Fig. 10.5 Thick
pressure pipe.
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This yields:

», = c2-b2

Therefore, fori* = b:

1
ib

2 (Pe-Pd 2 = b2 + c2

2 c2 b2 Pi c2 b2

^ = 2c2pe

1 c2 -b2 c2 -b2 Pi c2 - b2 c2 - b2

For R = c:

Pe^-pfi2 (pe - Pi) u2
a'= c*-b* --^Z-tfb =?*

_PeC
2-Pib

2 (Pe-Pi)h2_ n 2b2 C2 + b2

10.3.2 Case of a pressure tunnel in sound rock (fig. 10.6)

The boundary conditions on a wall of a tunnel in sound rock are:

f o r R = b, Pi— P-

Fig. 10.6 Pressure tunnel in sound rock.

The other boundary conditions are:

for R = oo, o> = pe = 0.

This second condition yields for R = oo:

or = B' = 0, B = 0 and at = 0

and for any value 0 < R < oo:

mEC
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For R = b:

mEC , pb\m + 1)
a' = -J^W=p and c=~—

+

At any point inside the rock:
mEC

The stresses ar and at decrease rapidly inside the rock. At a distance
R = 2b, they are only 25 % of what they are on the tunnel wall.

10.3.3 Concrete-lined pressure tunnel

(1) Unfissured sound rock (fig. 10.7). The internal radius of the tunnel
lining is b, its external radius is c. If p is the hydrostatic pressure inside the

Fig. 10.7 Concrete-lined pressure tunnel in sound rock.

tunnel a certain load, p c = Xp, is transmitted from the concrete lining to the
rock. Furthermore, it is assumed that there is no gap between concrete and
rock. For c < R < oo, the stress ar is given by:

m2Hi2 o 2

the subscript '2' for m2, E2, B2, C2 referring to rock. The condition ar = 0 for
R = oo yields 2?2 = 0 and or = — at for the whole mass of rock.
For R = c on the rock side;

and

m2E2C2ar = — — = pc = Ap,
m2 + 1 c2

pcc
2(m2 + 1 )

C2 = — ' , with B2 = 0.
E2m2
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The radial displacement u for R = c in the rock is

URmC = B2K +

In the concrete when b < R < c, we introduce subscript T to represent the
concrete.

For R = b:

For R = c:

and

Equating the elastic displacements
for R = c:

C C
«»-c = B1c + — = B2c + —

c c

mi - 1 (fe3 - Ac2) , mx + 1 cb2
 gt _m2+l c

m.E, c* -b* CP + ~^ET ̂ T ^ 1 " W ~ —^-J
Out of this equation we get:

2b2

p m2 + 1 (m, - l)c2 + (wit + \)b2

+m2E2
 +

The stresses in the concrete lining are:
f o r * = 6:

_ c2 + b2 - 2Xc2

for R*= c:
arc = Ap,

2fc2 _ ^(C2 + £2)
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(2) The concrete lining is fissured. If the concrete lining the tunnel walls
were uniformly fissured in a radial direction, a pressure:

b
Po = -p,

would be directly transmitted to the rock and the stresses on the rock surface
would be

b

(With water penetrating the radial cracks the pressure transmitted could be as
high as pc =/?.)

(3) The fissures penetrate in the rock to depth d (fig. 10.8). Along the rock
surface the radial pressure is

Pc = (b/c)p and at = 0; arc = pc = (6/c)/?.

limit of
radiai

fissures

Fig. 10.8 Lined tunnel in radially fissured rock (R < d).

At any depth R < d inside the fissured rock mass at = 0; o> = (b/R)p.
At the limit of the sound rock the pressure ispd = (bjd)p. Inside sound rock
(d<R< oo):

bd^_bd
ar- a t - p - R 2 - R2p.

10.3.4 Steel-lined pressure tunnels and shafts

(1) In sound rock (fig. 10.9). The hydrostatic pressure inside the tunnel is p.
A pressure pb < p is transmitted from the steel shell to the concrete and a
pressure pc < pb from the concrete to the rock.

The elastic deformation ub of the steel lining is
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Fig. 10.9 Steel-lined tunnel.

where E = modulus of elasticity of the steel plate, e = thickness of the steel
plates and pb = Xxp. The deformation ub of the steel shell must be equal to
the elastic deformation of the internal face of the concrete lining and the
deformation of the external face of the concrete must equal the yielding of
the rock surface.

Detailed calculations (Jaeger, 1933) show that:

* -7
b2/Ee

+ (mx + 1X1 -
and

A* = ~ = -
2 Pb (m2 + \)jm2E2 + [{m1 — l)c2

(2) Rock fissured radially (fig. 10.8). The deformation ub of the steel plate
is now:

ub = — = p(\ — A3) — with pb = A3/>

and of the concrete lining and rock {d = length of radial rock fissures):

(Pb ~t~ Pd) (jb — d) d{rn2 + 1)
ub = ~ J — ^ ^ •" P*'

Equating the two values of ub yields:

- [id2 - b2)l2dEx] + [(ma + l)6/m2£2]

10.3.5 Boundary conditions

Implicitly the theory developed in 10.3.3 and 10.3.4 assumes perfect adher-
ence of concrete to rock, or steel lining to concrete. Equating rock radial
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deformations to concrete radial deformations is then possible. In most
practical cases, rock has already deformed elastically or plastically before
the concrete support is able to bear some radial load. Shrinkage of the con-
crete has also to be considered. Some designers cause special boundary
conditions to occur at the contact of concrete and rock when grouting the
contact area, with the purpose of creating a radial pressure on the concrete
lining to balance stresses due to inside hydraulic pressure in the gallery.

Lombardi (1974) claims that the correct assessment of boundary conditions
is more important than sophisticated calculating methods using the finite
element method techniques. His approach will be dealt with in section 10.10.

10.3.6 Steel liner buckling

Natural cleft water pressure or pressure from water infiltrating from the
upper reaches of a shaft (surge tank area) can cause heavy outside pressure
on the steel liner, pushing it inwards. When the pressure shaft is full of
pressurized water it can be assumed that the inside water pressure balances
the outside cleft water pressure. When the steel-lined shaft is emptied, inward
buckling of the liner may occur. Similar conditions may occur during
grouting of the rock behind the lining.

These problems have been considered by Jaeger (1955a, and discussion
of the paper). Amstutz (1950, 1953) has dealt extensively with the theory of
the stability of steel liner against buckling.

10.4 Minimum overburden above a pressure tunnel

10.4.1 General remarks: basic design assumptions

The problems in determining minimum overburden required over pressure
tunnels are of great importance to hydro-power engineering practice. The
amount of elastic pressure waves (water hammer waves) allowed to penetrate
in the tunnel and the design of the surge tank depend on the rock conditions
about the tunnel (Jaeger, 1948a, 1955a, b).

Assuming a pressure tunnel with diameter 2R located at a depth//under
the horizontal rock surface (fig. 10.10) the hydrodynamic pressure in the
tunnel is/?// = A//, where H andpjy are in feet or in metres and y = specific
density of the water. The highest value of A for safety against uplift has to be
determined. A former 'rule of thumb' method assumed for the highest
acceptable pressurep the condition: pjy < %H or A < J, but some pressure
tunnels have been safely designed for A = 1 or even 2. This pressure rule
is based on the very crude assumption that the weight of a slice of rock with
a width B = 2R, a height H and a length = /, should be equal to or larger
than, the vertical uplift on the same area 2R x /, an additional factor of
safety equal to 5 being included (rock density, yB = 2-5).
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Fig. 10.10 Overburden situation in sound rock (after Jaeger, 1961&).

Other criteria sometimes adopted by tunnel designers are listed as follows.

(1) Old rule, ply = Ji7, very high safety factor against lifting of the rock.

(2) Some American unlined pressure tunnels (Haas tunnel; Nantahala
tunnel): p\y — H, it is implicitly assumed that water seeping from the
unlined pressure tunnel will not reach the rock surface through rock fissures.

(3) Sydney water supply tunnel, pjy = 2-4H9 the depth of cover is such that
the weight of a column of rock over the tunnel should be equal to the
maximum water pressure. The same rule was adopted by Sir William
Halcrow when he designed the Glen Moriston tunnel (Livishie hydroelectric
development), believed to be the highest head for a non-steel-lined tunnel in
Europe; and by the designers of the Ashford Common Water Supply tunnel,
through London Clay.

(4) Terzaghi suggests that the depth of cover should be half the water-head
ply = 2/7, a condition very similar to the previous rule.

(5) Spray hydroelectric scheme (Calgary, Canada). Especially notable is
the high-pressure tunnel in this scheme. The rock overburden is H = 216 ft
and the water pressure ply = 1220 ft, about ply = 5H.

10.4.2 Some common failures of pressure tunnels

Precise information on pressure tunnel failure is limited, but a few case
histories have been published.
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(1) The Ritom hydro-power pressure tunnel of the Swiss Federal Railway,
built in 1920, started leaking shortly after being commissioned. The geological
strata were inclined towards the valley to which the power tunnel was
parallel. The tunnel designers, aware of the dangers of a possible rock slide
caused by leakage, emptied and repaired the tunnel.

The tunnel was horseshoe-shaped and thin fissures were mainly con-
centrated at its rounded corners. Pressure tests (section 6.2) carried out in the
Amsteg power tunnel, located on the north of the Alps, proved the rock to
be elastic. It was assumed that because of its horseshoe shape the Ritom
tunnel was unfavourable as a pressure tunnel excavated in indifferent rock
and that the concrete lining, not reinforced, was too stiff for a tunnel adjacent
to a rock slope. The tunnel was repaired without major damage being caused
to the rock strata.

(2) A rupture of the Kandergrund tunnel (fig. 10.11) caused a rock slide.
A forest was destroyed, a farmhouse crushed and two people killed. Three

, defective air valve
surge tank.

4

standing pressure wave

Fig. 10.11 Rupture of the Kandergrund pressure tunnel caused by water hammer
waves (after Jaeger, 1948a).

2-5-cm-thick fissures about 30 m long, along the tunnel crown and the
springs of the tunnel soffit, had caused water to leak. Leakage was probably
far more substantial than in the previous case (no figures were available).
The cause of the disaster was traced back to a water hammer pressure wave
which penetrated the tunnel and lifted the lined soffit in a region where rock
was definitely weak (Jaeger, 1948a; section 2.2).

Several similar rock slides caused by leaking tunnels occurred in the
Andes, but detailed information is not available.

(3) The diversion gallery of the El Frayle dam (Peru) (fig. 10.12) was ruptured
when the rock abutment gave way. Seepage of water through the rock was
mentioned as the cause of the damage (section 13.2).

All these cases are characterized by the proximity of the pressure gallery
to a rock slope.

(4) Sydney Water Supply tunnel (New South Wales). The damage caused to
this was quite different. This concrete-lined tunnel was designed so that the
maximum water pressure of about 500 ft (150 m) would not exceed the
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Fig. 10.12 The Frayle discharge gallery. Shearing of the diversion gallery, (a)
Longitudinal section; (b) plan view; (c) cross section. (1) Axis of gallery before
rupture; (2) axis of gallery after rupture; (3) fracture (after Mary, 1968).

weight of the overlay, in sandstone rock. Grouting was carried out in two
stages to 300 lb/in2 (24 kg/cm2). On completion the tunnel was divided into
watertight sections and each section tested by progressively increasing the
water pressure. In one section the lining ruptured when the pressure reached
approximately the design value; in another failure occurred at about a quarter
of the designed pressure. The ruptures took the form of a horizontal crack
about halfway up the tunnel walls. On account of the high permeability of the
sandstone, water losses were high. It is probable that failure was due to the
relatively high compressibility of the sandstone; cement grouting rarely
stiffens sandstone rocks with a very low modulus of elasticity.

(5) The Bryant Park tunnel (New York) failed, it seems, because there was
a connection from it to a horizontal fissured zone near the surface and the
ground above this was lifted.

10.4.3 Types of rocks and galleries; drainage

Concrete dams are built on competent or acceptable rock whenever possible.
On indifferent rock, rock-fill dams would be the preferred alternative.
Tunnels may have to cross different types of rock, some of which are of
poorer quality. Difficult problems can seldom be avoided along the whole
trace of a long power tunnel.
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A tunnel excavated in competent rock, whether lined or unlined, offers few
hazards. A simple theory, which will be developed in this chapter, solves
the problem of the minimum depth of overburden for a tunnel excavated
below a horizontal plain or near an inclined slope. Some of the very large
tunnels in the Province of Quebec are of this type. They are concrete-lined,
mainly in order to reduce friction losses.

In fissured, well-drained rock, conditions are similar. The stress calculation
takes into account the reductions in strength caused by rock fissures, which
are assumed to be in a radial direction - the most unfavourable direction. A
concrete lining is required which can be considered to be watertight pro-
vided its permeability is low compared with that of the rock masses. Con-
siderable progress has been made in obtaining watertight linings with the
Austrian techniques of shotcrete: a very flexible thin concrete layer, often
reinforced with wire mesh, with or without normal concrete lining for
additional strength. Soft rock with a low modulus of elasticity, Er9 may cause
the concrete lining to be fissured when the tunnel is filled with water under
pressure. Use of shotcrete behind the lining, reinforced or not, may be the
cure. Rock squeezing inwardly when under excavation has been described
for the Malgovert tunnel (section 2.2). These are dangerous rock condi-
tions requiring special analysis.

Where there is no natural drainage of the rock masses, then full account
has to be taken of water pressure in the rock fissures or dangerous uplift
conditions may occur. Alternatively, the rock masses may be artificially
drained. This was the case in the Gondo pressure shaft in Switzerland, and the
Kemano pressure shaft in Canada. The Gondo, with a steel-lined pressure
shaft (fig. 10.13) crosses a geological fault, maximum surge level reaching

1289 maximum surge \

levels in metres

i(U0_adit AgfrV $Pj%L' /^external water pressure

grouting pressure,
6 kg/cm2

^external water pressure

*27 kg/cm

Fig. 10.13 Gondo pressure shaft: diagram of external water pressure; drainage
through adit.

1289 m. An adit at level 1040 m was used for draining the fault. Several bore-
holes were drilled in the direction of the fault to assist the drainage of the
rock and to relieve substantially the cleft water pressure on the outside of
the steel lining. The gross head on the Kemano steel-lined pressure shaft is
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790 m (fig. 10.14). The steel lining is backed by 'Prepakt' concrete, reputed
to be impervious. In order to reduce the outside water pressure on the very
high shaft, an intermediary adit was designed to drain the rock masses.

/powerhouse
main pressure tunneb

tank
8 0 0 m

shaft

adit 400 600 '800 1000 m

Fig. 10.14 The Kemano pressure shaft. The adit is used for decreasing the pressure
of the interstitial water.

Drainage of rock near vertical unlined shafts leading to an underground
power-house is also recommended in order to avoid build up of hydrostatic
pressures on the power-house wall (fig. 10.15). The design of drainage

unlined or
concrete lined

shaft

* Steel
lining

Fig. 10.15 Suggested drainage of the rock near a pressure shaft.

systems requires great care, as proved by the following case history. The
most spectacular failure recorded in recent times in the Alps, was that of
the steel-lined pressure shaft of Gerlos (Austria). The rock consists of schists,
mostly of doubtful quality, and the overburden is meagre. A drainage
gallery was running in the rock parallel to the 1-70-m-diameter conduit.
Ruptures occurred at four points on the lower part of the conduit, in October
1945 and September 1948, where the static pressure was about 413-5 m
(highest point of rupture) and 628-0 m (lowest point). Although the steel
lining was designed to withstand the full hydrostatic pressure without reach-
ing yield point it was, in all four cases, cracked along lines parallel to the
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drainage gallery. A considerable quantity of rock was washed away leaving
large excavations in the rock masses (fig. 10.16). The generating sets were
flooded to the point of immersion. It is believed that this rupture was caused

inclined
pressure

shaft

drainage
gallery

V
Fig. 10.16 Gerlos: damaged pressure shaft. Rupture occurred along the drainage
gallery.

by uneven subsidence of the concrete packing along the drainage gallery,
which allowed bending stresses to develop in the steel lining.

Power tunnels or discharge galleries passing through the rock abutments
of high concrete dams create special problems when they are under full
hydrostatic pressure, in spite of shallow rock cover. Such problems have to
be analysed with special care in relation to the general stability of the dam
abutment. Grouting and drainage systems must be adapted to local condi-
tions (see section 13.2).

In recent years experts have considered the possibility of storing gas at
very high pressures in underground excavations, old mines or galleries.
Gas-tightness can be achieved with plastic materials. Extremely high pres-
sures could be transferred to rock which may be overstressed and crushed
to some depth round the cavity.

10.4.4 Pressure galleries located under horizontal rock surface

(1) Case of competent, unfissured rock (fig. 10.10) (Jaeger, 19616). At a
depth (H — x) under the surface, the rock is assumed to be loaded by its own
weight yR(H — JC). A gallery would then be located in a vertical field of
stresses yB(H — x) = av = p* where p* is the so-called residual rock stress.
In a horizontal direction there is a second field of stresses:

ah = kyR(H — JC), with k < 1 (Heim's hypothesis).

On the other hand, at a distance x from the centre of the tunnel, filled with
water at a pressure p, the circumferential tensile stress at is

at =p(R/x)2 = -<rr,

where ar = radial compression.
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As the rock is not fissured, an arbitrary condition for the balance of
stresses at a depth (H — xx) can be assumed, so that

o)-or, ^ah or p(RlXl)
2 < kyR(H - x±

Writing that xx = H\n and/? = XyH then:

A < {HfRmvMn - I)/"3. (2)

This analysis is valid provided the rock is unfissured. The rock's permissible
tensile strength a3 at the depth (H — xj is neglected.

Assume, for example, that n = 3,
then A = O13(H/R)2

9 and for
= H/3, yR/y = 2-5 and k = 0-7;

= 5,
= 10,
= 100,

A
A
A

<3-2
< 130
< 1300.

It is obvious that A must depend on HjR. The condition that at a depth
H — x± no lifting of the rock should occur, the safety factor being equal to 1,
yields:

P = XyH^yRH or A < (y*/y), (3)

a condition usually more severe than condition (1). Equivalence of the two
conditions would occur for H/R = 4-35, at a very shallow depth.

(2) Case of radially fissured rock (fig. 10.17) (Jaeger, 19616). It is per-
missible to assume that in rock with radial fissures starting from the tunnel,

Fig. 10.17 Overburden situation in radially fissured rock (after Jaeger, 19616).
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the stresses decrease inversely with x\x2. The condition now to be considered
is that at a height x2 = Hjn above the tunnel centre line tensile circumfer-
ential stresses should not cause new fissures to expand (theory of Griffith
and Hoek), or

p{Rjx2) = X2nyR < kyR(H - x2) - o3>

where A2 corresponds to case (2),

or

( ? ) © - I)//*2 - o3lnyR, (4)

where 0*3 is the permissible rock stress; it is negative when representing the
tensile strength of the rock. Neglecting a3 the ratio A/A2 becomes (A/A2) =
(H/nR). When a tunnel is steel lined, the pressure to be considered is that
transmitted from lining to rock.

The two cases analysed here assume that rock is prestressed in the hori-
zontal and in the vertical direction ('residual stresses') and drained.

10.4.5 Pressure tunnels adjacent to rock slope (fig. 10.18)

A similar approach can be used to assess the situation created for a pressure
tunnel situated near a rock slope at angle a. The stress conditions at a point
P, at a distance x from the centre O of the tunnel are to be analysed, with

Fig. 10.18 Pressure tunnel adjacent to rock slope.

x = H cos oc//i, where n is a freely chosen parameter. If oH = kaz is the
horizontal component of the field of residual stresses at the point O, at the
point P the stress will be (oz = vertical stress):

with oz = yRHx = yRH
n - 1
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It is to be expected that the horizontal stress component coefficient kx

decreases progressively from O towards P as k = 0 at the surface of the rock
slope (stress relieving). From fig. 10.18:

77 cos a = Hx cos a + x.

Furthermore the residual stress, o*a, at angle a is

<ra = — 1 — i cos 2a,

so that at point P

{ " ^ ( 1 + M ^^(1" fcl) cos
a 2 I n v ' X'J 2 n

On the other hand, the circumferential stress, at9 in P caused by the hydro-
static pressure, p = A3yH, in the tunnel is

_ R2 _ R2n2 __ HR2n2

x2 H2 cos 2a H2 cos2 a

It is assumed that in order to obtain safe stress conditions at the point P

we must have

where the circumferential stress at is a tensile stress, and (Ta a compression
stress. The tensile strength of the rock is neglected.

This ultimately leads to a condition for the safe value of A3:

A similar condition can be developed assuming the rock to be radially
fissured. In this case

- - - 1 H Rn - I Rn

x H cos a 4 cos a

We assume that a condition at < oa — <r3, where a3 ( = Otens) *s *he tensile
strength of the rock (negative value), is a safe condition whereby rock fissure
will not progress deep into the rock mass. This yields:

Jxn y# [ft — l ) .
k±y < — H {(1 + kx) — (1 — kx) cos 2a} — a3,

cos a 2 n
or

y R In2 yifa

The conditions at point M, vertically above the tunnel centre must also be
checked, as they may be less favourable than the stresses at P9 mainly as a
result of low k values.
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10.4.6 Other cases

(1) When the horizontal surface is covered with loose alluvium (fig. 10.19);
here the depth of alluvium is assumed to be K and the total height of over-
burden is H = h' + h\ At the boundary of rock and alluvium the vertical

Fig. 10.19 .The horizontal rock surface is covered with loose alluvium (after
Jaeger, 19616).

stress is o' = y'K. ( / — specific weight of the alluvium.) At a distance x
from the centre of the tunnel the vertical stress is av = y'h' + y"{h" — x)
and the horizontal stress is ah = kov. At the boundary of rock and alluvium
the ot value for x = h" should be less than the permissible tensile strength in
the rock mass.

(2) When the rock suffers plastic deformations (fig. 10.20). Some sandstones
have a very low modulus of elasticity, some claylike rocks are plastic rather

Fig. 10.20 Model for analysis of a gallery in plastic rock (after Naylor).

than elastic. Overstressed rock may have the characteristics of a plastic mass
rather than a brittle one. An alternative approach to elastic rock deformations
under strain and stress may therefore be desirable.
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Deep galleries or excavations can be used for storing gases under very
high pressures, but this might strain the rock beyond its limit of elasticity
causing rupture. Several theories have been developed to deal with such
problems.

Naylor considers a gallery excavated in plastic rock and calculates the radial
equilibrium of a cylinder of rock at radius x (fig. 10.20):

(or + dar)(x + dx) dd — xar dd = (ot + idat) dx dd,

c is the thickness of a plastic cylinder, pc being the radial load on it.
Neglecting second order terms gives

a _ < , , = _ * * ! ' . (1)
dx

When the hydrostatic load/? in the pressure tunnel is great in relation to the
radial pressure pc sufficient to put the whole ring c into a state of plastic
shear, then the stress at every point within the ring is represented by a Mohr
circle in contact with a failure envelope. This can be represented by a straight
line through the origin at an inclination <j> to the abscissa (law of Coulomb
when rock cohesion is nil). From the geometry of the Mohr circle:

ot = ar tan2 (45° - <£/2). (2)

Substituting (2) in (1) and writing [1 — tan2 (45° — <f>j2)] — a gives

dx dar

a— =
x or

Integrating between the limits:
D

x = fZ>, oT = p and x = —- + c, aY = pc,
2

gives

P=(1+J>) aP"
According to an essay by Naylor it is also possible to examine the effect of
water pressure in the pores of the rock. Assume the pore pressure at any
point x of the cylinder at radius x be u(x). The soil mechanics concept of
effective stress can be used in rock mechanics as shown by several authors.
Therefore (fig. 10.20), a = a' + w, where o' = effective stress. The basic
equation (1), now becomes

ar - at - -x — (ar u).

Introducing the law of Coulomb:

do'r a , _ dw

t k JC
 r dx
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Multiplying through by the integrating factor xa gives

o'rx
a = \xa I — — I dr + constant.

In order to integrate it is assumed, for example, that the function u(x) is
given by u = A loge x + B and dujdx = A/x. A can be determined by in-
troducing arbitrary boundary conditions, for example u = p for x = D[2 = R
and u = 0 for x = c + D/2 which gives ^ = /?/[loge (1 + 2c/Z>)].

Substituting for dw/dx in the differential equation and solving for the same
boundary conditions gives

I C - 1
log Kpc,

when

. - ( ,

Another approach which is probably acceptable when rocks are being
crushed under very high pressures, introduces the theory of plasticity of
cylindrical tubes (Jaeger, 19616). It is assumed that there is a plastic inner
region extending from a = inner radius of the tunnel to d {a < r < d) and
an elastic region from d to b (d < r < b). Before the strain in the cylinder
develops, a = a0 and b = b0 (initial values).

Within the elastic tube (fig. 10.21) the following equations are valid.

elastic
region

Fig. 10.21 Plastic cylinder theory (after Jaeger, 19616).

The elastic equations in cylindrical co-ordinates (r, 0, z) are

Eer = E -— = E IA j = ar — v{aQ + as)9

Eed = E- = E IA + —J = ae — v(oz + ar\

Eez = GZ - v(ar + o9).
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The boundary conditions ar = p for r = a0 and <xr = 0 for r = b0 give

(l + y X l - 2 r ) .

(1 - v)b%

= ven~ E(b*M-i) p'

The final expressions for the stresses are then:

or, = -p(b*Jr* + l)/(*»/ag - 1);

a, = -Ec. - 2vplQ>Hal - 1).

In the present case, only that part of the rock mass situated beyond r > d
is elastic, for which the stress equations are

or = i^\pQJr — I), ae = —C(/?Q/r + 1) ,

az = —Etz — 2vC = constant.

In the plastic region Tresca's criterion (1864) is adopted, which introduces
a yield stress: F = ar — ae, everywhere in the plastic region. Hill (1950)
demonstrates that in the plastic region the equation of equilibrium leads to

and

y " 2 "

For the particular problem considered here rf = fT//i, k = 0-7 and /?/y =
XPH, which yields the corresponding Xp ratios. Numerical calculations have
been made for comparing Al9 A2 and Ap, assuming x = ///« = ///3 and k =
0-7. The result of this investigation is shown in table 10.3. This table shows
the importance of rock characteristics and strength in determining a 'safe
overburden' for protecting a pressure tunnel. 'Plastic rock' may be sub-
stantially less safe than fissured rock. There are several other methods of
dealing with this problem which are described in works by Mintchev (1966),
Reyes & Deere (1966), Obert & Duval (1967) and Kastner (1962). The finite
element method is the one most likely to be used for further research.
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Table 10.3

H/R

5
10

100

3-2
13

1300

1
3

39

2

•95
•9

A

1
3
8

p

•88
•4
•2

10.4.7 Unstable tunnel designs: danger of rupture of rock
masses

The previous calculations apply to rock masses which are reasonably dry
or drained and where a horizontal component of the residual field of stresses
(rock prestressing) substantially contributes to the stability of the rock.
The problem there was to find the stress conditions and so avoid a progressive
rupture of the rock by tensile stresses. The following paragraphs concern
more general aspects of unstable tunnel designs.

Figure 10.22 represents conditions caused by pressure grouting around a
tunnel. A tunnel with a diameter 2R is grouted, the borehole length being /

H

Fig. 10.22 Uplift force U caused by grouting fissured rock. L = length of borehole
(tunnel length to be considered = space between borehole lines) (after Jaeger,
19616).

on each side. Grout penetrates to a certain depth in the rock, and D' >
2{R + /) is the estimated width of the area on which uniform grout pressure
pr is supposed to be applied. If the rock is fissured, there is a tendency for
the rock to be lifted. According to fig. 10.23 a pressure p' uniformly dis-
tributed on a width 2D' causes at a point O' at a distance z = D' cot a
above O, a vertical stress

ax = — (2a + sin 2a),
77
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/\<r

D'

Fig. 10.23 Uplift force U = 2p'D' acting on boreholes or on rock fissures. Stresses
a± at point O'.

or

7 1 = ^ 2 a 1 + 1 -
(2«)2

In order to avoid uplift near point O we must have

0*1 < YR(H — z),

where H = depth of overburden. Therefore:

On the other hand,

rAH-z)

D'
tan a = — =

4a(l - fa2)

Combining the last two equations yields:

AD' 1 - 2a2/3 2£>
—- (1 + a2 . . .),

7T / Z

which yields an approximate estimate of the distance z at which the rock
overburden neutralizes the uplift stress, al9 by its own weight. A similar cal-
culation should be carried out for the horizontal stress so that

an < ky2H,

and the occurrence of vertical fissures is prevented.
When the rock stratification in the rock mass is inclined, a similar calcu-

lation has to be carried out in any potentially dangerous direction, at an
angle 0 (fig. 10.24).
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v
Fig. 10.24 Uplift caused by interstitial water in rock fissures.

There is no known case of rock rupture caused by grouting a deep tunnel
(there are several cases recorded which occurred during dam foundation
grouting). This proves that grout pressures are being correctly chosen by
tunnel designers and that the technique of grouting by stages at different
pressures is efficient.

The methods used here for analysing the required overburden for rock
grouting can be used for calculating the stability of rock slopes under the
pressure of water percolating from pressure tunnels. Figure 10.25 assumes

rock fissure

(a)

Fig. 10.25 Seepage from fissured pressure tunnel causes instability of rock masses
along rock strata (after Jaeger, 19616).

that the rock is stratified, the strata dipping towards the valley with an
inclination /?. The diagram shows the resultant P of the weight G, the
hydrostatic thrust W, and the uplift U = mrXryHj2 (where mr < 1 is a
coefficient taking into account the fact that only part of the seam in the
stratified rock is under uplift). Depending on the angle tp between the
resultant P and the normal to the inclined strata (angle /?), the shaded mass
of rock will be stable if ip < cf> = angle of friction, and unstable if y> > <j>
as shown in fig. 10.25.

In plastic or near-plastic material or in deeply fractured rock (as often
found in the Andes), graphical stability analysis could be carried out on
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principles similar to those used in soil mechanics (fig. 10.26). Both figs.
10.25 and 10.26 assume that the cohesion of the rock is negligible (c = 0).

rock fissure

wet rock
surface

y
line of rupture

Fig. 10.26 Seepage from fissured pressure tunnel causes instability of rock slope
(after Jaeger, 19616).

This is unlikely to be true in all cases, and rock cohesion may provide
additional safety against sliding, which can be estimated. Seeping water may
lubricate sliding planes and substantially reduce the friction factor tan </>.

10.4.8 Cleft water pressure on galleries

The method developed in section 8.2.1 for tracing flow nets in fissured rock
can also be used for estimating the pressure on the walls of an empty gallery,

Fig. 10.27 Cleft water converging on an unlined empty gallery. kx and k2
 :

permeability factors of the primary and secondary joints.

fig. 10.27. The primary and secondary joints are characterized by their
permeabilities kx and k2. Potential flow lines are traced and the pressures on
rock calculated.
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10.4.9 Storage of oil in large underground caverns

Rock in Sweden tends to be good, even very good, so that oil can be stored
in large caverns. Massive 20 m x 35 m high sections, running hundreds of
metres, are cut to give up to 3 Mm3 of storage capacity. The caverns are not
lined; linings crack and leak. Swedish experts estimate that caverns are
cheaper than tanks for a required capacity in excess of 20 000 m3 (excavation
cost £7 per m3, 1975 prices). The break-even point is about 0-5 Mm3 in
France in poorer rock (excavation cost about £24 per m3).

There must be a consistent and small ground-water flow, to prevent the
leakage of the stored product (oil). If the water flow drops too low, it has to
be force-fed through extra feeder tunnels (2 to 3 m diameter) cut in the rock
above the caverns. Force feeding may be necessary anyway if the caverns
are operated as separate units: an empty cavern will draw down the water-
table dangerously. When properly managed caverns are said to be main-
tenance-free and leak-, fire- and explosion-proof.

It has also been suggested that atomic power plants be located under-
ground. One small unit has been built in a cavern in Switzerland. Water
seepage was no problem and there was no environmental pollution.

10.5 Overstrained rock about galleries

Experience has shown that shortly after excavating a gallery in pressurized
rock, the surrounding rock shows signs of being strained or even over-
strained. Rock bursts occur and deformations are observed. Interpretation
of these rock deformations depend on the basic approach to the general state
of residual stresses in rock masses.

10.5.1 Talobre's interpretation

Talobre assumes that the rock is in a hydrostatic state of stress (Heim's
hypothesis) and that the horizontal residual stress, ah, is equal to the vertical
stress, av, which is equal to/?*, i.e. ah = kav, with k = 1. According to the
theory developed in section 5.4 for circular galleries the circumferential
stress at at the periphery of the rock excavation is then at = 2/?*, at whatever
angle <j> (fig. 10.28a). This is correct so long as at = 2p* is smaller than the
elastic limit oel of the rock.

Whenever the circumferential stress at a distance r from the centre of the
gallery reaches this limit of elasticity, the rock is plastically deformed or
even crushed (fig. 10.286), which relieves the stresses as indicated on the
figures. At the same time there is a small inward displacement of the rock.
Crushing of the rock will occur if crmax — amln > aCr where aCr is a critical
value obtained from the Mohr circle. It is likely that the rock crushing leads
progressively to stabilization of the deformations of the rock and the tunnel.
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(a)
plastic deformations'' >crushed rock

Fig. 10.28 Stresses about cavities in isotropic rock, uniform residual stresses
(ov = ar = p')\ (a) 2/?' < ael; (b) 2p' > <rel; (c) crushed rock, cel = elastic limit
(after Talobre, 1957).

It should be understood that these three sketches give only qualitative in-
formation, as they cannot take into account the lack of homogeneity of
natural rock.

10.5.2 Rabcewicz's interpretation (1957,1964, 1965)

Rabcewicz assumes that the gallery is excavated in rock strained by a
vertical field of forces av = p* (with k = 0). A new equilibrium is progres-
sively obtained.

Stress rearrangement generally occurs in three stages (fig. 10.29), pro-
vided the rock in the neighbourhood of the cavity has not been disturbed by
earlier tunnelling. At first, wedge-shaped bodies on either side of the cavity
shear off along the Mohr surfaces and move towards the cavity, the direction
of the movement being perpendicular to the main pressure direction (fig.
10.29a). The increased span thus produced causes the roof and floor to start

Hi II•P*
HIM

11 ft t
= />* (a) "* =

Fig. 10.29 Stresses and strains about a cavity in rock. Initial residual stresses
uniaxial (av = p*, ah = 0). Progressive redistribution of stresses and rock displace-
ments towards the cavity (after Rabcewicz, 1964,1965).

converging (fig. 10.29&) and lateral pressure develops in a horizontal direc-
tion. In the next stage (fig. 10.29c) movement is increased and the rock
buckles under continuous lateral pressure and may protrude onto the cavity.
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Squeezing pressures - the last stage - though common in mining, are seldom
encountered in civil engineering.

This description is consistent with diagrams developed for the case of a
vertical potential field of parallel forces. It is also consistent with experience
and observations published in much earlier textbooks on this subject.

The theories developed by Schmidt, Fenner and Terzaghi could also be
used to analyse the more general case when oh = kav, with k < 1. It leads to
conclusions similar to those of Rabcewicz and indicates that dangerous
compression stresses develop along the horizontal tunnel diameter. Such
stresses have been observed in many tunnels, in particular in the large Mont
Blanc road tunnel.

The theories developed here assume a reasonable degree of homogeneity
and isotropy of the rock masses. The image of the rock deformations as
sketched by Talobre and Rabcewicz are fundamentally altered when the
rock is fissured, fractured or stratified. Jaecklin (19656) said that high tensile
stresses develop near the tunnel soffit in horizontally stratified rock to a far
greater degree than indicated by the theory of stresses about cavities in iso-
tropic rock. Similarly Talobre (1957) and Rabcewicz (1964) emphasize the
great differences between isotropic and fractured rock masses concerning
the behaviour of rock about tunnel excavations.

10.5.3 Fenner's equation and comments

Talobre and Rabcewicz in estimating the stress distribution about a gallery
excavated in overstrained rock use Fenner's equation (1938):

( r\2 sin <£/(l-sin <t>)

- j
where

r = radius of the cavity,
R = radius of the protective, overstrained zone,
Pi = ar

r the required radial 'skin resistance' (fig. 10.30) and/?0 the uniform
residual rock stress (av = ah = p0 = /?*).

Talobre assumes that usually p{ = 0 and the equation gives R, when c and
<f> are known. Talobre gives the following example for a 6-m-diameter tunnel
at 1500 m depth:

p0 = 400 kg/cm2 = 4000 t/m2, px = 0,

sin <f> = 0-50 and c cot <f> = 50 kg/cm2 = 500 t/m2.

Fenner's equation becomes

(rV
- 5 0 0 + [500 + 4000 x \] I - = 0 ,
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or

With r = 3-0m,i? = 3 ^ 5 = 3 X 2-23 = 6-70 m = 3 + 3-70 m.
The width of the crushed protective zone would be 3-70 m. Rabcewicz

assumes that/?j can be positive, corresponding to the 'skin resistance' of the
shotcrete layer or to the radial stress due to rock bolting.

overstrained zone

Fig. 10.30 Schematic representation of Fenner's equation (after Kastner, 1962).

Fenner's equation has been criticized, because, in some cases, it fails to
yield acceptable values. In section 10.10, on the estimate of the required rock
support for tunnels, solutions differing from Fenner's equation will be
developed, based on Kastner's and Lombardi's suggestions (Jaeger, 1975,
1976).

Fenner's equation and the alternatives proposed by others are important
to many basic engineering problems to be discussed in detail in other chapters.
Figures 10.28 and 10.30 could possibly explain the large local deformations
of rock vaults measured in situ. The measured total settlement of the soffit
of a large excavation in the Swiss Alps has been found locally to total about
20 cm since the beginning of the excavations, well in excess of what had been
expected (Buro, 1970). Such a large displacement of a cavern roof in rock
with no preferred joint direction could be explained by assuming locally a
very low modulus of elasticity, E, of the rock at the limit of the excavation
(see Kujundzic, Jovanovic & Radosavljevic, 1970). Very recently Kujundzic
(1970) has tested the rock about a similar gallery with seismic waves and
shown that, at some distance from the gallery, the rock is compressed and
the dynamic modulus of elasticity consequently higher than in the virgin
rock mass, whereas some decompression occurs near the gallery, where the
modulus of elasticity drops to lower values. The same compression and
decompression effects have been checked by a team of French experts about
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a cavern excavated in chalk, but because the cavern had a flat roof and so
was not circular the pattern of stresses and the compressed and decompressed
zones varied with the progress of excavations.

Hayashi and his colleagues (Hayashi & Hibino, 1970; Suzuki & Ishijima,
1970) in Japan have established correlations between the stresses in rock
material and the E modulus. The modulus is shown to rise with compression
and to drop in relaxed rock, whereas the Poisson ration v follows the opposite
trend. These opposite trends of E and v have already been established by
Jaeger (1966a). Hayashi introduces into a computer program the variables
E and v for progressively deteriorating rock conditions, whereas Miiller &
Baudendistal (1970) have developed a program for finite element analysis
where displacements are assumed to occur along weak joints characterized
by low values of tan <f>. With both methods, important rock strains and large
settlements of the cavern roof are obtained for mediocre rock conditions,
which are nearer to values really observed in difficult underground excava-
tions.

10.6 Stress and strain measurements in galleries

It is important to follow the development of strains about excavated cavities
exactly. (Details on the Austrian loading tests (Seeber, 1964) have been
given in section 6.2 and the borehole extensometers and deflectometers are
amply described in section 5.5.) Figure 10.31 shows the arrangement of
borehole extensometers in an American tunnel.

23 ft

23 ft (length of borehole
y extensometer)

35 ft X Tensile zone /

\~Y~1— A
35 ft

Fig. 10.31 Roof and wall strain measurements obtained in moderately supported
locations of the Straight Creek tunnel (USA) (after Hartmann, 1966).

Successful measurements of the load actually transmitted from the rock
to the support systems have been achieved recently. Terrametrics' (Hart-
mann, 1966) in the USA use load cells installed locally between rock and
support. Such a method has been used for measuring the thrust from a
dangerously inclined stratified rock mass on a steel support. Recent investiga-
tions in American tunnels and precise measurements on support systems
indicate that many of them are over-dimensioned.
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The most common method of construction support used in American
tunnel practice is the structural steel arch. Measurement of the compressive
loads which occur on such supports provides a direct comparison between
actual loads and support design strength. Load cells with a range equal to the
yield strength of the support should be used. Total deformation leading to
failure in a brittle rock mass is often less than 0-15 in. Hartmann recommends
a reliable measuring sensitivity of 0-005 in (0-12 mm). Figure 10.32 shows

Fig. 10.32 Load cell (1-5) installation for measuring horizontal and vertical loads
on a horseshoe set, and uplift on an invert strut (after Hartmann, 1966).

the arrangement of load cells recommended for different types of rock
support. Cells are always installed as close as possible (within 20 ft) to the
blasting face so that the entire set load history can be measured.

Load cells can also be installed under sets, especially in shear zones, to
measure structural loads over a long period of time. Such long-term measure-
ments are desirable for revising design criteria for tunnel support and lining.
Support load data also indicates load variation with time and face position.
It has also been noted that loads on installed supports as much as 200 ft
from a shear zone show a sharp increase as the face approaches shear zone
areas. Repair work disturbances in areas of stable load-bearing supports
also cause a sharp increase in load.

More information on modern measurement techniques is given in section
10.11.5.

10.6.1 Loads transmitted from rock to concrete or steel lining

There is not much information on loads transmitted from rock to concrete
linings and few figures are available on conditions after relaxation has oc-
curred in a fractured shear zone. An interesting publication by Habib,
Bernede & Carpentier (1965) describes measurements taken from pressure
cells behind the lining of the Monaco railway tunnel. Initial pressures were
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low and uniform, but after six months they had increased and were unevenly
concentrated (fig. 10.33).

In zones requiring moderate support, figures obtained from loads on pro-
visional steel sets could be used for the design of concrete linings. Goffi &

10.2

Fig. 10.33 Monaco railway tunnel: rock pressures measured behind the tunnel
lining with pressure cells. Initial contact pressure (1 May 1962), pressure
6J months later, before grouting (14 Nov. 1962), 4 months after the tunnel
entirely excavated (31 Aug. 1964) (after Habib, Bernede & Carpentier, 1965).

Oberti (1964) proposed a method for direct measurement of strains in a
concrete lining (fig. 10.34). But the final decision usually rests with the
amount of possible fissures and leakage caused by hydrostatic pressure inside

rock

concrete

Fig. 10.34 Method for measuring load transmitted from rock to concrete lining.
(A) Total stress-relief grooves; (B) partial stress-relief grooves (after Goffi & Oberti,
1964).

a pressure gallery, rather than rock loads. The same can be said about steel
linings designed for inside water pressure or against buckling from inter-
stitial water pressure.

10.7 New tunnelling techniques in relation to rock mechanics

Conventional tunnelling methods are dealt with in many specialized textbooks
and it is not proposed to discuss these here (Morgan, 1961; Kastner, 1962;
Pequignot, 1963).
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10.7.1 The new Austrian tunnelling method (NATM); examples

In papers introducing a method he called the 'new Austrian tunnelling
method', L. von Rabcewicz (1957, 1963, 1964) remarked that by the old
tunnelling methods two months were needed to excavate and line a 9-m-long
section of a double-track railway tunnel. Timber logging could not generally
be removed and its tendency to yield produced violent loosening pressures,
which frequently caused roof settlement up to 40 cm or more before the
masonry could be closed. But the new method using shotcrete and rock
bolts (Austrian patent 1956) cuts time and problems considerably. Shotcrete
is a mortar containing aggregates of up to 2-5 cm, pneumatically and vio-
lently applied to the rock surface immediately after blasting. Rock bolting,
with or without steel mesh and steel bars, often reinforces the shotcrete
layers. This reduces rock deformations, transforming the surrounding rock
mass into a self-supporting arch.

According to Rabcewicz, a layer of shotcrete only 15 cm thick, applied to
a tunnel of 10 m diameter, can safely carry a load of 45 tonnes/m2 corres-
ponding to a burden of 23 m of rock, more than has ever been observed with
roof falls. If a steel support structure incorporating 'number 20' type wide
flanged arches at 1-m centres were used under these conditions, it would fail
at about 65 % of the load carried by the shotcrete lining.

Shotcrete becomes strong very quickly (fig. 10.35), which is very important
when a rapid high-bearing capacity is needed. Its immediate flexural-tensile

250.

200-
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0.15 0.5 1.0 7 10 days

Fig. 10.35 Shotcrete strength: (1) crushing strength; (2) shear strength; (3) tensile
strength.

strength amounts to 50% and 30% of the compressive strength after 2\ days.
A recently introduced hardening-accelerating admixture based on silicifica-
tion gives even better results. In one of the tunnels at the Kaunertal hydro-
electric scheme a 2-cm jet of water was satisfactorily plugged with shotcrete
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alone, without even installing a relief pipe. Bernold recommends the adjunc-
tion to the shotcrete of steel needles, 2-5 cm long, 0-4 mm in diameter, in a
proportion of 2 to 3 % of the solid concrete weight.

Rabcewicz writes that a shotcrete layer applied immediately after opening
up a new rock face turns a rock of doubtful stability into a stable one. The
close interaction between shotcrete and rock leaves the neighbouring rocks
almost unaltered, enabling them to participate effectively in the arch action.
It also absorbs the tangential stresses which build up to a peak close to the
surface of a cavity. The zone of arch action can be increased at will by rock
bolting.

Russian experts tested shotcrete for the large Inguri tunnel (Masur, 1970).
Drilling through the shotcrete and the rock, they checked that the shotcrete
really forms a solid bond with the rock. They tried grouting behind the shot-
crete layer with pressures up to 15 or 20 kg/cm2, which was entirely successful.
Fissures and joints were well cemented by the injections.

The first successful application of a shotcrete lining was carried out at
Lodano-Mosagno tunnel (Maggia hydroelectric power system) in Switzer-
land in 1955. Rabcewicz and others (see Suttcliffe, 1969; Abel, 1970; Cecil,
1970) acquired considerable experience in the new methods. Some Austrian
engineers were slow in adopting them, but the technique rapidly spread from
Austria to Switzerland, Scandinavia, France, Australia, South Africa, Canada
and the United States.

Rabcewicz himself commented on the probable sequence of events which
take place during the loosening of rock masses around a tunnel (see section
10.5.2). A better description of the behaviour of rock masses around a tunnel
or gallery was given many years before Rabcewicz's proposals in a brilliant
paper by Robert Maillart (1922), commenting on some remarks by the great
geologist Albert Heim (1878) and some subsequent comments by Charles
Andrea (1926) (one of the builders of the Lotschberg tunnel). Further
theoretical research by Talobre (1957), Kastner (1962), Lombardi (1970,
1972), Egger (1973) and Duffaut & Piraud (1975) has contributed much to the
understanding of the efficiency of combining rock bolting and shotcreting.

In their papers, Maillart (1922, 1923) and Andrea (1926, 1961) carefully
examine the experience gained during excavation of the Simplon tunnels,
under well over 2000 m overburden. They explain how the rock mass, and
sometimes the horse-shoe shaped masonry supporting it, deforms, the rock
being progressively decompressed as decompressed rings are being formed
above the tunnel. Sometimes rock spalls at the rock surface, mainly when the
tunnel radius is too large, but finally settles, a relatively thin lining (0-40 m
for the Simplon tunnel) being sufficient as rock support, in spite of the fact
that the crushing strength of the concrete is less than the crushing strength of
the rock. This analysis which is more realistic than Rabcewicz's approach
could have led to an early discovery of the NATM. It did not.

A very lucid analysis of the problems of excavations and rock supports
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and of the historical development of the theories and methods has been given
by Lombardi in his address to the Lucerne Symposium (1972).

Shotcrete, especially when combined with rock bolting, has proved excellent
as a temporary support for all qualities of rock. In very bad cases steel
arches are used for reinforcement of the weaker tunnel sections. Rabcewicz
mentions a tunnel of 8 m2 cross-sectional area for a hydroelectric scheme in the
Austrian Alps. Originally it had been driven without shotcrete, using only
steel arches and steel lagging. When the tunnel reached a zone of kaolinized
gneiss under an overburden of 250 m with heavy water inflow of 35 1/s, the
pressure became so heavy that the arches were deformed and their footing
forced into the ground. The heavy inflow of water could only be relieved
slightly, as the discharge pipes became clogged shortly after placement.
Excavation had to be stopped. After re-driving the roof in the deformed
portion, new steel arches had to be placed at 60-cm centres on heavy wooden
sills and another arch interposed between each set. As soon as a set was
placed the surface was immediately shotcreted to a complete ring. This
difficult situation, aggravated by unsuccessful attempts at driving, was
brought under control using these methods.

The Kaunertal tunnels and the pressure shafts are another example worth
studying. The 5-15-cm thick shotcrete is now part of the complete thickened
final lining. At some places the shotcrete lining failed because the 'Perfo-
anchors' and bottom bracing were not applied in good time (delays up to
one full year). The Serra Ripoli super highway twin tunnel (Italy) is another
example where conventional tunnelling methods failed, but the shotcrete
method reinforced by sectional steel was successful.

Experience by others than Rabcewicz can be mentioned. The Mont Blanc
tunnel (France) (Panet, 1969) is a typical example of rock bolts being used
mainly to avoid rock bursts. Under a rock overburden of 2000 m and with a
fc-value of only 0-40, the Mont Blanc granite was overstressed. Bolts 1-50 to
3-50 m long, designed for a maximum load of 14 tonnes and a minimum
spacing of 0*50 m were able to stabilize roof and walls. Rock bolting can
be used either for pinning locally unstable rock masses or as a systematic
rock support. Talobre (1957) and Rabcewicz & Rescher (1968) have developed
methods of designing rock bolts for the purpose of stabilizing rock vaults.
The natural tendency for a 'sustaining arch' to be formed in overstressed
rock masses, as shown by Hayashi's finite element method analysis (1970)
explains the success of this practical method. Rock bolts, when stressed,
apply an average pressure p* on the surface of the rock and consolidate the
natural arch formed in the mass. Rock bolts designed to cause pressures
p* = 0-70 kg/cm2 to 1-5 kg/cm2 are usually satisfactory. Higher values are
often required for p* for large excavations like underground power houses,
where anchored cables are being used. Veytaux underground power station
(Rescher, 1968) and Lago Delio (Mantovani & Bertacchi, 1970) are good early
examples of the NATM; Waldeck II (chapter 16) is more recent.
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The NATM has also been widely used in the construction of underground
railways, where difficult local tunnelling problems had to be convincingly
resolved. The construction of instrumented test sections provided the most
reliable design data for major tunnel schemes. This enabled the consulting
engineers to control the tunnel work rigorously. Almost negligible settle-
ments and consequently no damage to buildings is an essential condition of
such tunnelling. Furthermore this method makes it possible to compare the
calculation routine of the project stage with the reality of the final phase.
In Frankfurt, a 150-m-long test section was installed. In Munich, the test
section was 60 m long. It showed that temporary ground stability could be
achieved in difficult formations by groundwater lowering, combined with the
instant installation of ground anchors and the application of a protection
skin of shotcrete of 50 mm thickness, which was soon afterwards strengthened
by a further layer of pneumatically applied concrete of 200 to 250 mm
thickness.

Information on the use of the NATM in highly stressed rock formations
(Tauern mountain chain in Austria) was given at the 24th International
Symposium of the Austrian Society for Geomechanics, Salzburg, 1975
(summarized in International Construction, 1975, pp. 29-41). Experience has
shown that under extreme stress conditions wire mesh, steel arches and shot-
crete layers provide only protection against rock falls, water seepage and
atmospheric influences, etc., while rock anchors attain the most dominant
structural function by including the rock itself into the support system up to
anchor length at least. The implication is that for every type of rock there is
an optimum number of anchors of a certain length to suit the particular
tunnel dimensions. This anchor system can safely compensate for the dis-
turbed equilibrium of forces which was caused by the tunnel excavation.
Progressive rock movements up to 400 or 500 mm have been tolerated. In
order to allow for such deformations, gaps in the shotcrete skin are left
between the side walls and the tunnel roof. There the steel mesh can deform
and the steel arches can be adjusted. Before the rock comes to rest, it is
convenient for a second shotcrete lining to be installed which can accept
and resist stresses in a similar manner to the first.

Similar news concerning the use of the NATM comes from the large
Gotthard road tunnel (Lombardi, 1974) now under construction in Switzer-
land, from the Snowy Mountains (Australia), from the 82-km long Orange-
Fish tunnel (South Africa) and from Ruacana power station (South West
Africa).

Very recently the construction of a section of the Munich Underground,
in the middle of the town, in 'soft ground' (Golser et al., 1977), using the
NATM techniques, has allowed engineers to develop some of their advanced
theories (Rabcewicz et al., 1972). The very large Munich Underground
tunnel was excavated with top heading and a bench near the head. In order
to get to work on a nearly circular shotcrete-lined section as quickly as
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possible a temporary shotcreted invert was built on top of this bench, full
excavation proceeding later.

The radial deformations of the excavations were measured systematically
during the three successive phases of the lining:

(a) a first layer of shotcrete, including the supporting steel arches,
(b) a system of anchoring,
(c) the second layer of shotcrete.

The importance given to systematic measurement of radial deformations
is also characteristic of Lombardi's methods which will be discussed in the
next chapters.

The new NATM techniques touch the whole field of modern tunnelling.
It has been used in the most diverse situations, but there is no agreed theory
explaining how the thin shotcrete layer works so efficiently. Some authors
give credit to its bending strength, others believe its efficiency is due to its
shearing strength combined with the consolidation of the rock vault or rock
walls, an opinion which seems to be corroborated by tests in the Inguri
tunnel and others by Bernold. The effect of short rock bolts keeping rock
blocks solidly together forming an arch, is easier to understand: the Romans
knew how to build masonry arches without even using mortar. (See section
7.4 on the clastic theory of rock masses and section 10.7.2 on the Bernold
sheet system and its failure by shearing.)

10.7.2 The Bernold sheet system (Wohlbier, 1969; Bernold
1970; Jaeger, 1975/76)

Bernold has developed a technique of thin concrete lining behind perforated
steel sheets, which is applied immediately to the rock surface after blasting,
before rock deformations due to internal rock ruptures and plastic deforma-
tions develop. With this method rock strains are maintained within limits and
a radial rock pressure is transmitted at an early stage to the concrete lining.
This technique is important when watertightiiess is imperative for hydraulic
tunnels.

The technique developed by Bernold which has been used for all types
of tunnels or galleries, some of them very large, as in the Gotthard road
tunnel now under construction, is based on similar but not identical prin-
ciples to the NATM. The basic idea is to build a thin concrete lining imme-
diately behind the heading, the vertical face of the heading stiffens the rock
vault nearby during early stages of concreting.

Figures 10.36 and 10.37 illustrate the technique favoured by Bernold. A
ribbed reinforcement sheet (fig. 10.36) provided with slots or weep holes,
rests provisionally on steel arches, supporting the steel sheet during con-
creting of the lining (fig. 10.37). The concrete lining is 15 to 25 cm thick. A
rule of thumb given by Bernold suggests a ratio djR = 1/15 or even 1/20
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(d = thickness of the concrete lining, R = radius of the concrete vault).
During concreting, about 3 per cent of the concrete is lost through the weep
holes. After hardening of the lining, grouting the contact zone with the rock
is essential to fill any void. Then the arches are removed, but the steel sheet
remains a permanent part of the lining.

y / A_/ \ / V
grouting

temporary installation arch

Fig. 10.36 Longitudinal section of the Bernold concrete lining system (dimensions
in mm) (after Bernold).

overlapping
of steel sheets

connection
rod

continous
stiffening rib

section AA

Fig. 10.37 Plan and sections of the Bernold sheet system used to help prevent
deformations (after Bernold).
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Bernold categorized rocks in the following way:
(a) slightly ficable (shearing strength larger than tangential tensions);
(b) ficable;
(c) very ficable (shearing strength smaller than tangential tensions);
(d) rock under stress,
The temporary stability of the rock roof is estimated at about 24-48 h for

(a), 8-18 h for (b), 4-12 h for (c) and 0-2 h for (d).
Table 10.4 summarizes some technical data concerning the reinforcement

sheet, of standard size 1200 X 1080 mm ( = 1-296 m2) and with 12 cm
overlap.

Table. 10.4 Reinforcement sheet data

Sheet thickness 1 mm 2 mm 3 mm 5 mm
Total weight (including
connection rod) per m2 110 kg 210 kg 31-0 kg 520 kg
Steel cross-section of
one reinforcement rib 0-57 cm2 109 cm2 1-62 cm2 2-7 cm2

The thin concrete lining has been tested in Japan at the Public Works
Research Institute, Ministry of Construction. The test arch had a radius of
4-128 m and a thickness of 25 cm with 2 mm steel sheet (1st test series).
Other tests were with thickness 15 cm, with 2 mm steel sheet (2nd test) and
25 cm without sheet. Rupture occurred by shear near the soffit of the arch.
Similar ruptures have been observed in situ on tunnel linings.

Theoretical research confirmed that a thin lining can be ruptured by high
tangential compression stresses, ou in the arch, by buckling, bending or by
shear. The most likely cause of failure is shear, and Kurt W. Weirich from
the Bernold Office has published diagrams which explain how a lining has to
be developed against possible rupture by shear (fig. 10.38).

Rupture by excessive tangential stress at is not likely to occur. It will be
remembered that the finite element method analysis of rock stressing is
supposed to yield the at values around the excavation, which, according to
Bernold is not the most important. Buckling and rupture by bending would
occur by lack of bondage of the lining with the rock, which justifies the grout-
ing of the concrete-rock contact zone.

Gunite is used to cover the rough steel sheet and smooth the tunnel
surface. In some cases the Bernold linings have been protected with a second
concrete ring, concreted at a later stage. An impervious sheet of bitumen
was laid between the two linings.

The Bernold system has been used mainly for large or very large tunnels
but also for hydro-power galleries. It is very important to emphasize that a
Bernold concrete lining put into place a few hours after rock excavation is
really put under compression by rock deforming radially. When hydraulic
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Fig. 10.38 Possible method of failure of a lining by the rupture of the lining due to
shearing.

pressure is applied to a pressure tunnel, these compression stresses can balance
some of the tensile stresses induced in the lining.

10.7.3 Tunnel-boring machines

Some 25 years ago (Oahe Dam, 1953) tunnel-boring machines were developed
mainly for softer rock formations up to a rock strength of about 1000 kg/cm2

to 1250 kg/cm2. More recently machines capable of boring much stronger
rocks, including igneous rocks, with a strength of up to 3500 kg/cm2 have
been developed. Machines ranging in capacity from miniborers (e.g. the
the pilot gallery of the Sonnenberg tunnels has a diameter of only 3-5 m)
to those capable of boring tunnels over 11-0 m in diameter are available on
the market. These larger machines are obviously supplemented with sophisti-
cated equipment for mucking and for tunnel roof support near the heading.
Correct alignment of the boring is obtained with a laser-type directional
control.

There are problems in determining the physical rock characteristics capable
of influencing the progress of excavations: rock uniaxial crushing strength,
tensile strength, E modulus, and resistance to sawing are the most important.
These are determined experimentally, as are also the penetration of the bore-
head and the wear of different types of cutters and boring heads (Descoeudres
& Rechsteiner, 1973; Rutschmann, 1974). The type of cutters, the thrust on
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the boring head, the type and size of the whole machine are determined on
the basis of such tests, including extensive field tests.

There is a variety of rock-cutter bits. Many designs use roller bits or disc
cutters mounted across the full diameter of the machine. For softer rock
types, it is possible however to use the drag-pick type of cutter with tungsten
carbide inserted tips capable of breaking out sedimentary rocks up to a
strength of 1000 to 1250 kg/cm2 (Pirrie, 1970). Rapid and easy transport
and change of cutters is essential. Roof shields have been designed which
provisionally stabilize the rock vault above the tunnelling machine.

For the excavation of the twin, 1300-m-long, Sonnenberg road tunnels
(Beusch, 1972, 1974) it was decided to apply the tunnel reaming method for
the first time. At first the pilot borehole (3-5 m diameter) was made. This
pilot borehole was enlargened by two reaming machines, via a stage of 7-70 m
to a final diameter of 10*46 m. This fully mechanical driving of the tunnel
was competitive with conventional drilling and tunnelling methods. As in
any excavation, it was important to discover if the rock type could stand
without support for a considerable time. Rock bolting and shotcreting were
used for final rock support.

The problems at Mangla Dam are typical of those encountered in situations
where a variety of rock types have to be bored (Binnie et ah, 1967). Five
11-m-diameter tunnels, 488 m long, had to be excavated through indifferent
clayish bedrock. In general, the material had a fairly low compressive
strength, but within some sandstones occasional layers exist which have a
strength of 422-5 kg/cm2. It was these hard layers which led to the original
selection of the disc-type cutters on the machine's head. During the early
part of the excavation it became apparent that, except for the hard bands,
the majority of the material was much weaker than had been assumed when
the disc cutters were selected. Considerable difficulty was experienced with
fall-outs into the 30 cm clear space between the leading edge of the cutters
and the solid diaphragm of the machine, despite the 1000 h.p. available to
turn the cutting head. Fortunately the motors were of the three-speed constant
horsepower design with high torque and it was possible to operate the cutter
head in reverse. Successful modifications to the boring machine included
removing all the disc cutters and installing a complete set of adjustable
'drag bits'. Propulsion rams were added to enable the machine to move ahead
without the use of extreme hydraulic pressures, and the sliding 'shoes' were
made larger to compensate for the softness of the rock at the bottom of the
tunnels.

Most tunnel-boring machines have been designed to produce tunnels with
a circular cross-section. 'Mini fullfacers' have been developed to produce
non-circular cross-sections. With these machines, rock is cut in a radial
direction by means of a number of separate arms, each equipped with tungsten
carbide tools.

Manoeuvrability of the machine, small turning radius, continuous control
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of steering while boring, convenient control of all functions of the machine
from the operator's cab and accessibility of all parts are important design
features. Most modern borers have laser-type directional control.

10.8 Rock bolting

The principal function of rock bolting is to reinforce and support partially
detached, thinly laminated or incompetent rock which otherwise would be
subject to failure. Bolts introduce additional stresses and strains in the rock
mass, which should improve the general stability.

10.8.1 Types of bolts and cables

Rock-bolts are produced in a wide variety, by numerous manufacturers;
some of the bolts are protected by patents.

The slotted type (fig. 10.39). These have a steel bolt threaded on one end,
a swaged or flame-cut slot in the other, with a wedge, a bearing plate and a

wedge
1 ̂ / * it-exPansi°n type
' ± > K anchor

bolt

grout
tube

grout
return

Fig. 10.39 Slotted rock-bolt. Fig. 10.40 Expansion rock-bolt.

nut and washer. The bolt diameter may be f f in to 1 in, its length from 2
to 10 ft. A If-in borehole is drilled to a depth 2 in less than the bolt length.
The wedge is placed in the slot and the bolt driven over it with an impact
hammer. The bearing plate, washer and nut are positioned and the bolt
tensioned to about 10 000 lb.

Expansion-type bolts (fig. 10.40). These consist of a head bolt threaded onto
an internally tapered one- or two-piece shell. Tightening the bolt causes the
shell to expand, providing an effective anchor. Hole diameters range from
If to 2 \ in, the length of the hole being longer than the bolt. A f-in bolt
in D mild steel has a yield stress of 14 000 lb.
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Groutable rock-bolts. The 'Williams' groutable rock-bolt consists of a
hollow-cored high-strength alloy steel reinforcing bar, threaded at each end.
An expansion shell anchor is installed at the end of the borehole. A plastic
grout tube is placed in position and plastics grouting material infiltrated. A
1-in diameter Williams bolt when fully grouted in a lf-in hole will develop
an ultimate strength of up to 40 000 lb and support a working load of 3000 lb.
Standard bolt lengths are 8, 10 and 15 ft.

The 'Perfo-bolt' system consists of perforated steel half-sleeves filled with
mortar, tied together and injected in the drill hole. A steel bar is then pushed
through the sleeve, forcing the mortar through the perforations and com-
pletely filling the drill hole. This system provides a non-tensioned installation
and can be used in soft rock. Similar systems have been developed in Sweden,
Germany and other countries.

Epoxy-grouted rock-bolts have been widely used instead of expansion
rock-bolts in recent years. Bolts of this type, 3 m long, have been used for
supporting the Kariba North Bank rock vault of the Machine Hall. For
supporting the Tachien Dam steep rock face above the right-hand abutment,
the contractors Torno-Kumagai and their specialized sub-contractors
replaced the steel rods by epoxy grouted cables 3 to 10 m long, called
'tendons'.

Prestressed anchored cables. When great forces are required for rock
support (for supporting the vault of a large underground excavation, or its
walls, or for fixing steep rock faces) prestressed anchored cables are used.
Forces up to 100 or 170 tonnes can be applied with one cable. There are
many different types of cables available on the market. Some contractors
even prefer to manufacture them on the site, buying only the more special
equipment. Cables can be 10 to 30 m long. They consist of a varying number
of threaded steel wires, diameter 7 mm to 16 mm. Special high-tensile steel
is used. Such cables often have to remain anchored and stressed for very long
periods; protection of the wires against rusting and any damage is therefore
of the greatest importance. Protection can be provided by vaseline or bitumen
coating. A polyethylene or PVC sleeve envelops the steel wire bundle. Flexi-
bility of the cable during transport and ease of penetration in the borehole
are important. For Waldeck II underground station, different types of cables
proposed by manufacturers were systematically tested on the site, in a
special small gallery, for ease of transport and handling. Cables differ in the
quality of the steel used, the way they are anchored to the rock, the length of
the anchorages, the shear stresses transmitted to the rock and the way the
force is transmitted to the rock surface, the design of the cable head and the
possibility of measuring at regular intervals the force in the cable with a
load cell, adjusting it when required. The cables are usually tested up to 65 %
of the steel tensile strength and permanently loaded up to 50 % of this strength.
When rock deformations cause the force in the cable to exceed the accepted
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permanent load, the tensile force in the cable must be released (see: Veytaux
underground power station, Rescher, 1968).

Figure 10.41 shows a VSL prestressed cable used at the Veytaux under-
ground power-house (Switzerland). Cables of 170 tonnes (34, 8-mm wires),

grouted length about 3 m

first grouting

Fig. 10.41 VSL prestressed cable.

and 125 tonnes (24, 8-mm wires) were used, length varying between l l m and
13 m, the length used for anchoring the cable being about 3 m. A special
cement grout was used for anchorage, the strength of which was increased
by the shape of the wires. The grout had a ratio of water to cement ( = W/c)
of 0-4, plus a special hardener (2 % of the cement weight).

10.8.2 Calculating rock-bolts and anchored cables

(1) Reinforcement of a horizontally laminated roof

(a) Completely suspended rock lamina (fig. 10.42). A lamina of length L and
width B9 thickness t and unit weight yr is to be bolted. There are n± rows of

v\\l lh IJMA^ zA

(a)

Fig. 10.42 Laminated roof, supported by bolting (after Obert & Duvall, 1967)

bolts, containing n2 bolts per row. If the lamina is completely suspended by
the bolts, the load per bolt is

(b) The lamina is held at the edges (fig. 10.426). It acts as a clamped beam,
The lamina 2 is bolted to lamina 1. Let q1 and q2 be the loads per unit
length, Ex and E2 the moduli of elasticity, and I± and 72 the moments of
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inertia of the two beams. The deflections yx and y2 of the two beams must be
identical so that

and therefore:

or

f Aq)x\L - x2)

(ft + Aq) q

A/7 *

(?2 —

2 — &q

£±q)x\L - x2)
24E2I2

which gives the load Aq per unit length on the bolt. In the case that I± ^ oo

Aq = q2.

(2) Bolting an inclined fissure or fracture plane. F is supposed to be the
force parallel to the rock surface, c/> the angle of friction along the rock
fracture, and a the angle the normal to the joint plane makes with the surface
(after Obert & Duvall, 1967). B is the force in the bolt.

\B

f surface ^ ^ " j surface

VB ^ L

Fig. 10.43 Bolting of a rock fault (after Obert & Duvall, 1967).

When the bolt is normal to the joint (fig. 10.43a) then:

Fsin a

B + Fcosa

or

< tan <f),

n

— > sin a (cot <f> — cot a).
F

If a < <f> no bolt is necessary.
When the bolt is normal to the surface (fig. 10.436), then

F sin a — B cos a
— — < tan <p.

F cos a + B sin a

In the two examples, bolting is not effective unless F is small.
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(3) Bolting the roof of a gallery (after Talobre 1957). Talobre assumes
implicitly in his approach to the problem of rock bolting that the gallery is
excavated in a rock where horizontal and vertical components of the residual
stresses are identical (oh = kav; k = 1) and there is no preferred direction
of stratification. When the tunnel roof is circular, it can be assumed that
bolts consolidate a circular rock arch within the rock mass. This arch is
compressed radially by the mass of rock and circumferential stresses develop
in it. Talobre (1957) gives an example (shown in fig. 10.44).

anchor

Fig. 10.44 Rock-bolts reinforcing a circular roof (after Talobre, 1957).

Tunnel internal radius
Thickness of the supporting arch
Radius of the supporting arch
Load on the arch (assumed)
Thrust N in the arch
Circumferential stress

R = 2-50 m
e = 1-00 m
* m = 3-75m
p = 3-0 t/m2

i V = 3 x 3-75 = 11-25 t
at = (N/e)= 11-25 t/m2

Assuming the intrinsic curve (Mohr circles are
to be traced) for the rock to require a radial
component ar minimum for maintaining rock
stability

Area covered by one bolt
Required force in one bolt
Tension force used for one bolt

ar = 2 t/m2

1-5 X 1-5 = 2-25 m2

T = 2 0 x 2-25 = 4-5 t
2 x 4-5 = 9 t

(4) Designing rock-bolts after L. v. Rabcewicz (fig. 10.45). The rock fault
has the direction a-a at an angle a to the horizontal and the rock-bolts are

= -K- COS (a + /0
COS {i

Fig. 10.45 Rock-bolts reinforcing a roof (after Rabcewicz, 1957)
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inclined at an angle of 45° to a-a. R is the force in the arch formed by the
roof, H the horizontal component of R, /? is the angle of R to the horizontal
and R = H/cos /?. The angle of friction on the rock fault is <j>. The thickness
of the arch is e, B its width and h its height. The force in the bolts cut by the
fault a-a is 2g& and S the shear force along a-a.

From fig. 10.45 we take that

COS/?

and

sin (a + P) tan <j> + -^-b (1 + tan </>),

[cos(a + P) - sin (a + fltenfl

Assuming horizontal fissures and a = 0, Rabcewicz gives the following
example:

a = 0, B = 14 m, h = 4-5 m, g = 5m,

tan <£ = 0-70, tan p = 0-70, # = 401

V2= H{\ - tan/Stan ^)
1 + tan cf>

= 40(1 - 0 - 4 9 ) ^ = 17 t.

Neglecting the friction tan (f> along the fissure (tan <f> = 0) yields

(5) Anchored prestressed cables', Veytaux undergroundpower-station {Switzer-
land), (Rescher, 1968). The underground power-station at Veytaux has
been excavated in average to indifferent quality limestones and marl of the
Dogger formation (80% to 90% limestones, 10% to 20% schists). The strata,
0-20 m to 1-50 m thick, are nearly horizontal. They are cut by three different
systems of faults and fractures, some of them filled with clay-like material
or with mylonites. The rock is characterized in that a gallery wider than
3-50 m would not be stable without support. Many vertical fractures,
parallel to the axis of the cavern, and some crushed zones were encountered.
The main cavern is 136-50 m long, 30-50 m wide and 26*65 m high.

The excavation was obviously difficult, and support had to be adequate.
Several alternatives were considered; reinforcement of the roof and sides
with prestressed cables was chosen. The design of the bolting was based on a
modulus of elasticity for the stable loads E = 100 000 kg/cm2, a friction
factor <f> = 31-5° and a cohesion factor c = 3 kg/cm2. The problem was
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assumed to be two-dimensional, stresses in the direction of the length axis
of the cavity were neglected, and a ratio k = ahjav = 0-33 assumed.

Cables (38 wires of 8 mm, 11 to 13 m long) were placed in 115-mm-
diameter boreholes, tensioned to 170, then grouted under a 140 tensile
force. Special Danish cement was used which hardened after five days, the
cable was then finally tensioned. Other cables of 125 tonnes maximum
strength (24 wires of 8 mm) in 102-mm-diameter boreholes were also ten-
sioned with a force of 115 tonnes. In all, 652 cables were used. Additionally,
1700 smaller bolts of 3-5 to 4-5 m length, capable of carrying 15 tonnes were
used between the larger meshes of the larger cables (the mesh 4-30 x 2-90 m
for the roof).

The whole design was analysed as a two-dimensional problem with the
mathematical method of finite elements of Zienkiewicz, checked by a series
of photoelastic models. The last of these was a fissured model, with the
main geological joints observed on site reproduced. The tan <f> on the model
was only 0-19 but stability of the arch was nevertheless obtained by annular
compression.

10.8.3 Grouting rock about cavities; case histories

(1) Rock grouting techniques were developed mainly to achieve impervious-
ness of rock abutment and dam foundations. At the same time they were used
to improve the watertightness of hydro-power pressure tunnels. Between 1920
and 1925 grout pressures of 4 kg/cm2 were used, and 4 kg/cm2 are still used
in some cases; for example, the free-flow tailwater tunnel of Santa Massenza,
Italy, was grouted at low pressure. Pressures of 7 kg/cm2 are usual although
high pressures of 40 kg/cm2 have also been known in some cases.

Grout closes rock fissures as it hardens. In addition to lowering rock
perviousness, it creates at least temporary zones of compression in the rock
and increases the rock modulus of elasticity. Therefore, grouting may be used
for consolidating the rock about a cavity or for creating a ring of compressed,
more compact rock, round the concrete lining of a pressure tunnel. Some of
the compression stresses may be transmitted from the rock to the lining, and
extra care is necessary when grouting behind a steel lining to avoid the danger
of buckling it (Amstutz, 1950/53).

The two following case histories illustrate some of the more interesting
aspects of rock grouting around hydro-power pressure tunnels.

(2) The two pressure tunnels of the Mauvoisin hydro-power scheme (1957).
The 4-7-km-long tunnel of Mauvoisin-Fionnay has an internal diameter,
when concrete lined, of 3*20 m. It withstands static pressures varying from
166 m at the inlet to 194 m near the surge tank. Dynamic pressures may rise
to 204-m. The lining consists of a 25-cm concrete ring. The whole tunnel was
pressure-tested to locate weak sections, which were then reinforced with an
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additional gunite lining 7 cm thick, bringing the internal diameter down to
3-06 m (shotcrete was not in general use at that time).

Because of the high hydrodynamic pressure, the tunnel was designed well
inside the mountain, and the intermediary adit is 710 m long. It divides the
tunnel into two geologically very different sections. When testing the up-
stream section with a hydrostatic pressure of 16 kg/cm2, average water
losses were 2461/s. Testing the downstream section at 17 kg/cm2 caused
losses of only 0-3 1/s - a thousand times smaller. The upstream section was
grouted and reinforced with gunite, the lower section was not. (Gunite is a
mortar projected from an airgun.) Grouting was in three stages: 2-5-m-deep
drill holes were grouted at 6 kg/cm2, then l*5-m-deep holes were grouted at
40 kg/cm2 and finally 4-m-deep holes were grouted at 20 kg/cm2.

From the geological point of view the upstream tunnel section can be
divided in three sub-sections:

Biindner-schists 158 m long
Quartzite zone 260 m long - very fissured
Casanna-schists 2650 m long - few fissures.

The Biindner-schists (Jura formation) consist of limestones, marbles and
dark phyllites. The Casanna-schists contain sericite, chlorite and gneisses.
The absorption of cement was as shown in table 10.5. (A 20-m-long tunnel

Pressure

Biindner-schists
Quartzite
Casanna-schists

Table 10.5

6 kg/cm2

148 kg/m
400 kg/m
201 kg/m

40 kg/cm2

110 kg/m
680 kg/m
52 kg/m

20 kg/cm2

88 kg/m
800 kg/m

section in quartzite absorbed 60 000 kg of cement!) About 2100 m of tunnel
in the upstream section were gunited, the steel reinforcements consisted
either of 16 rings of 18 mm diameter (heavy reinforcements), 16 rings of
14 mm diameter, or 12 rings of 14 mm diameter (light reinforcements). After
three years the tunnel was inspected and the gunited sections were found
to be practically without fissures.

The 14-72-km-long Fionnay-Riddes tunnel had to cross difficult rocks.
At one place in the carbon formation the tunnel heading had to be closed

with a concrete wall and the rock consolidated by grouting with cement and
chemicals under pressure of 100 kg/cm2. In some sections steel supports had
to be used as the interstitial water pressure was very high. Grouting was
carried out at 16 kg/cm2 and 40 kg/cm2, cement absorption varied between
90 kg/m and 7400 kg/m. In the carbon zone it was about 1000 to 2000 kg/m.
About 100 small valves (consisting of small rubber spheres) were built in to
allow cleft water to penetrate into the tunnel. 1101/s of water penetrated
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in the empty tunnel, flow decreasing to 701/s, when the tunnel was under full
pressure (80 to 90 m water pressure).

Altogether 3700 m of the tunnel had to be protected with gunite. A
100-m-long tunnel length had to be abandoned, and the tunnel axis is
displaced by 50 m.

(3) The Blenio tunnels {Switzerland). The total length of tunnels and
galleries of the Blenio power system is about 77 km, out of which 2 km are
in the Trias formation. The plan was such that it avoided much of the
Trias areas which were expected to be of indifferent or even poor quality.
But the upper aduction gallery, 2-20 X 2-60 m in size, had to cross Trias on
a length of about 500 m. This was judged acceptable because the overburden
was only 100 to 150 m and drainage was possible in a lateral direction.
Very wet powdered dolomite was crossed with a 1-00 x 1-50-m gallery,
which was then widened to the full 2-2 X 2-6-m section. It took thirty working
days to cross the 3 m of carboniferous rock. The following 50 m in dry
dolomite were no problem, but a second zone of very wet, unstable powdery
dolomite had to be crossed over several hundred metres. A horizontal bore-
hole was drilled in the tunnel axis in order to get more precise information
about the rock quality and also to drain it. Two additional holes were
drilled from the rock surface to locate the Trias zones.

It was suggested that the freezing method should be used to cross the
poor area but it was rejected because the water discharge of 30 to 35 1/s
was estimated to be too great. The horizontal borehole showed that 60 % of
the powdery dolomite had grain sizes between 0*06 and 0-2 mm. A mixture
of 1 litre potassium silicate in 1 litre of water with a coagulant consisting of
50 g of sodium aluminate in 1 litre of water in the ratio 1-5 to 1-0 was
found to give good results, a gel being formed in 17 minutes. The grouting
reduced the permeability factor from 2 x 10"3 cm/s to 2 x 10"6 cm/s and
increased the crushing strength of the samples to 1-1 kg/cm2. Additional
grouting was carried out with a mixture of cement, dolomite powder and a
coagulant 'Sika\ The 46-mm-diameter boreholes were 12 m long. Altogether
67 tonnes of cement, 34 tonnes of dolomite powder, 4300 litres of silicate and
200 litres of Sika were used for grouting. The grout holes were arranged like
an umbrella around the gallery.

Excavation of the dangerous rock was carried out with the help of a
5-90-m-long, 3-04-m-diameter, circular shield and precast segments. A
force of 1400 tonnes (14 x 100 tonnes) was needed to force the shield forward.

The costing figures are interesting (Swiss francs):
Excavation in good rock 784 Fr/m
Excavation in the trias 6700
Excavation with the shield 5715

This case history can be compared to that of the Malgovert tunnel in section
2.2.
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(4) Pressure grouting the Rama tunnel In an effort to create tangential
compression stresses inside a circular concrete lining and increase its resis-
tance to fissuring by internal hydraulic pressure, Yugoslav designers of the
Rama hydropower tunnel have used high-pressure grouting of the rock mass
around the tunnel.

The Rama pressure tunnel (Kujundzic, 1970) is 5 m in diameter and the
internal water pressure reaches 10 kg/cm2. Extensive preliminary exploratory
works were carried out; engineering geological and geophysical investigations,
rock modulus of elasticity and its distribution around the tunnel at different
depths, rock deformations and permeability characteristics were investigated.
Detailed investigations were undertaken on an experimental section 29*5 m
long, and 5 m diameter.

The effects of the grout pressure in the lining were measured with 24
electro-acoustic and 8 mechanical extensometers. The measured compression
stresses varied between 3 and 26 kg/cm2 as can be seen from fig. 10.46. This

12(5) 20(15)

Fig. 10.46 Normal pressure stresses in a section of the concrete lining of the Rama
tunnel. A indicates the maximum boundary stress at a grout pressure of 20 kg/cm2

and B the final boundary stress (after Kujundzic, 1970).

is less than expected, possibly because the grout could not penetrate into the
rock and between lining and rock, because of the limited number of fissures.
After a while the stresses relaxed as can also be seen in the figure. Radial
deflections of the rock were measured (between 7-4 and 10-4 x 10""3 cm).

The grouting reduced the leakage of water from 1301/s to 621/s or from
4 l/s/1000 m2 to 1-9 l/s/1000 m2 thus proving the efficiency of the method.

Many other interesting examples could be mentioned. The purpose of the
grouting of the Mauvoisiri pressure tunnels was to obtain watertight pressure
conduits in water-bearing rock formations. For the 13-km-long Inguri tunnel
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(USSR), with a diameter of 9-5 m, the internal water pressure was designed
to bep = 16-5 to 17 kg/cm2 (Masur, 1970). Grouting to consolidate the rock
was carried out in three stages: stage 1 to a depth of 1-5 m with grout pres-
sure 10 kg/cm2; stage 2 to depth 4-0 m, grout pressure 20-25 kg/cm2; and
stage 3 to a depth of 2-5 m with a grout pressure of 30 kg/cm2. Similar
consolidation techniques have been successfully used for the 9-5 km long
pressure tunnel of Chute des Passes, in Canada (D = 10-5 m,p = 18 kg/cm2),
the Bersimis I tunnel (L = 12 km, D = 9-5 m and/? = 13 kg/cm2) and many
other tunnels. A tunnel lining with precast concrete bricks provided with
grooves permitting easy grouting of the space between bricks and rock was
developed by Kieser (1960).

10.9 Classification of jointed rock masses for tunnelling.
Estimate of required rock support based on rock
characteristics

Bieniawski's Engineering Classification classifies rock masses irrespective of
the engineering job to be done. Most other classifications of jointed rock
masses are centred on tunnel design and construction, the main problem
being the estimate of the required rock support, a problem of ever-growing
importance. In 1872 the contractor Louis Favre started the excavation of the
St Gotthard railway tunnel: the tunnel lining represented 25% of the tunnel-
ling costs. For the St Gotthard Road tunnel, presently being excavated under
the same mountain pass, the cost of the lining represents 45 % of the costs
(Lombardi, 1972).

Two different lines of approach have been developed for correlating the
characteristics of rock masses and the required tunnel support. A first
attempt could be described as the correlation of geomechanical parameters
(unconfined compressive strength, defect systems) with types of rock support.
Statistical analysis of case histories is important. A second approach could
be called the engineering approach. It is based on the calculated probable
deformations of the rock masses - depending on rock characteristics, shape
of the tunnel and location of the relevant tunnel section relative to the tunnel
heading at the time the rock support becomes efficient - and the deformation
of the loaded and strained rock support.

(a) An early approach by Lauffer (1958) correlates rock types, the active
unsupported span of rock and the time that this span takes to fail (stand-up
time). An active unsupported span is the width of the tunnel or the distance
from support to the face, if this is less than the width of the tunnel. Figure
10.47 reproduces, with some modifications by Bieniawski, Lauffer's diagram.
Lauffer mentioned different factors influencing rock mass stability during
tunnelling. They are schematically reproduced in fig. 10.48 (after Lauffer,
1958 and Muller, 1963). Lauffer's interesting suggestion on conditions for
unsupported rock stability is too restrictive. The necessity for considering
rock supports is obvious.
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Fig. 10.47 Rock mass classification for tunnelling (modified after Lauffer).

parallel to
strata

time
(a) Orientation of tunnel axis

a 9

time
(b) Form of cross-section

time
(c) Excavation method

time
id) Support method

Fig. 10.48 Factors influencing rock mass stability during tunnelling (schematically
after Lauffer and Miiller).
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(b) Before Lauffer, Terzaghi (1946) was interested in an inquiry concerning
rock supports in railway tunnels supported by steel ribs with wooden block-
ing. Some experts believe the figures given by Terzaghi to be over-conservative
in the better quality of rock, but the figures appear quite relevant to present-
day practice when excavating medium-size tunnels in very difficult rock
conditions, and are in fact quite widely used. In table 10.6 the support
pressures have been tabulated for nine classes of rock mass defined by Ter-
zaghi. It is assumed that the table refers to tunnels with height H = B9 the
tunnel width, 5 = 5m and 10 m. The last column of the table refers to the
RQD (Deere) and the mass quality Q, defined by Barton (1974), to be dis-
cussed in a further paragraph.

(c) Rock support in tunnels was also one of the major concerns of Bien-
awski, when developing his Geomechanics Classification (see section 6.7).
Table 10.7, reproduced from his 1973 paper, summarizes his recommendations
concerning tunnel supports.

(d) A Norwegian team, headed by Barton (1974) was not convinced by the
efforts of Terzaghi, Bieniawski and others, who published their findings at
about the same time. Barton et al produced an alternative rock classification
and an Excavation Support Ratio (ESR) based on a very great number of
case histories of tunnels, in particular an extensive, detailed survey by Cecil
(1970) and another by Cording (1972). This information is analysed in a
long document which, because of the great many details it gives, is very
difficult to summarize.

Barton et al. chose six parameters to describe the rock mass quality, Q:

RQD Jr Jw
Q = Jn Ja SRF

Where:
RQD = rock quality designation (Deere, 1963);

j n s= joint set number;
Jr = joint roughness number;
Ja = joint alteration number;
j w = joint water reduction factor;

SRF = stress reduction factor.

The authors' suggested values for these six parameters are given in table 10.8.
The stress reduction factor, SRF, is an important parameter, when calculating
the rock mass quality, Q. It takes into account special features of rock
weaknesses which have a severe weakening effect on the whole rock mass.
Geologists and geophysicists alike know the dangers of some isolated weak
rock seams and of contact zones between seams. The SRF does account for
them (Cecil, 1970).

The quotient (RQD//n) represents the overall structure of the rock mass.



Table 10.6 Estimates of roof support pressures (after Terzaghi and Barton)

Designation

(1) Hard, intact
(2) Hard, stratified
(3) Massive, moderately jointed
(4) Moderately blocky and seamy
(5) Very blocky and seamy
(6) Crushed
(7) Squeezing rock
(8) Squeezing rock, great depth
(9) Swelling rock

Rock load
(m)

0 to 0-5 B
0 to 0-25 B

0-25 to 0-35 (B + H)
(0-35 to M0) (B + H)

1-10 (£ + H)
(M0 to 210) (B + H)
(2-10 to 4-50) (B + H)

up to 80 m

Support pressure

B=H=5m B

0
0 to 0-6
0 to 0-3

0-3 to 0-9
0-9 to 2-9

2-9
2-9 to 5-5
5-5 to 11-7
up to 20-0

in kg/cm2

= H = 10 m

0
0 to 1-3
0 to 0-6

0-6 to 1-8
1-8 to 2-9

5-7
5-7 to 10-9
10-9 to 23-4
up to 200

RQD
(after

100
100
100
80
50
20
20
0
0

Q
Barton)

>1200
20-10
50-25
6-2

1-0-4
008-004
003-001

0004-0001
0003-0001

The two last columns are Barton's estimates, based on his formula for RQD (Deere, 1963) and Q (Barton, 1974)



Table 10.7 Geomechanics classification: guidelines for selection of primary tunnel support; tunnel sizes: 5-12 m; construction by
drilling and blasting (after Bieniawski, 1973)

Rock
mass
class

1

2

3

4

5

Average stand-up
time at unsupported

span

10 years 5 m

6 months 4 m

1 week 3 m

5 hours 1-5 m

10 min 0-5 m

Rock-bolts*

Additional
Spacing support

1-5-2-0 m Occasional wire
mesh in crown

1-0-1-5 m Wire mesh, plus
30 mm shotcrete

in crown as
required

0-5-1-0 m Wire mesh, plus
30-50 mm shotcrete
in crown and sides

Not recommended

Alternative support systems

Shotcrete

Additional
Crown Sides support

Generally not required

50 mm Nil Nil

Steel sets

Type Spacing

Uneconomic

100 mm 50 mm Occasional wire mesh Light sets 1-5-2-0 m
and rock-bolts,

if necessary

150 mm 100 mm Wire mesh and 3 m
rock-bolts at 1-5 m

spacing

200 mm 150 mm Wire mesh, rock-
bolts and light
steel sets. Seal

face. Close invert.

Medium sets plus 0-7-1-5 m
50 mm shotcrete

Heavy sets with 0-7 m
lagging,

immediately
80 mm shotcrete

! Bolt diameter 25 mm, length \ tunnel width. Resin bonded fully.
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Table 10.8 {abbreviated, after Barton et al.)

(1) Parameter RQD; as in table 6.4 (after Bieniawski).

(2) Joint set number, Jn
(a) Massive, few joints
(b) One-joint set
(c) Two-joint sets
(d) Three-joint sets
(e) Three-joint sets, plus random
(/) Four or more sets
(g) Crushed rock

(3) Joint roughness number, Jr

(a) Discontinuous joints
(b) Rough, irregular, undulating
(c) Smooth, undulating
(d) Smooth, planar

(4) Joint alteration number, Ja

(a) Tightly healed
(b) Unaltered joint walls
(c) Slightly altered
(d) Silty coatings
(e) Soft clay
(/) Over-consolidated clay
(g) Swelling clay

0-5- 10
2
4
9

12
15
20

4
3
2
1

# 2

0-75
1-0 25°-35°
2 0 25°-30°
3-0 20°-25°
4-0 8°-10°

6-0-8-0 12°-16°
8-0-12 6°-12°

(tan </>2 = roughness coefficient)

(5) Joint water reduction factor, Jw
(a) Minor inflow
(b) Medium inflow
(c) Large inflow
(d) Exceptionally large inflow

(6) Stress reduction factor, SRF
(a) Multiple weakness zones
(b) Single weakness zone containing

clay, depth less than 50 m
(c) Same, depth more than 50 m
(d) 'Sugar cube' rock
(e) Heavy swelling rock pressure

10
0-66
0-5

0-2-0-05

100
r

50
2-5
50

100-150

When boreholes are not available, the RQD can be estimated using the follow-
ing empirical formula:

RQD = 1 1 5 - 3 - 3 / ,

(Jv = total number of joints per m3 of rock mass)

with RQD = 100 for Jv < 4-5.
Barton's formula does not agree with Deere's definition of the RQD,

which may cause confusion for Jv < 4-5.
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The quotient (/r//a) represents the roughness and degree of alteration of the
joint walls or filling materials. The authors write: 'Quite by chance it was
found that the function tan"1 (/r//a) is a fair approximation to the actual
shear strength that one might expect of the various combinations of wall,
roughness and alteration products.'

Table 10.9 is an extract from a table calculated by Barton et al.

Table

Jr
4
2
1

10.9 Values of tan'

Ja = 0-75

79°
69°
53°

4
45°
IT
14°

1 (JrUa)

12
18°
9-5°
4-7°

Pressure support P. Barton suggests the following formula for the pressure
support, P (in kg/cm2) for the roof:

2 0-1/3
^ (in kg/cm2)

or approximately

Pro* = m Q-113 (in kg/cm2).

Barton's classification includes in its tables parameters representing the
roughness of the joints and the strength of the joint filling, which are absent
from Bieniawski's tables. All these figures are based on an extensive analysis
of case histories, but such a system of correlations remains empirical.

10.10 Estimate of required rock support based on rock
deformations

10.10.1 General remarks

Tunnelling engineers in charge of large excavations may feel the geo-
mechanicist's approach discussed in section 10.9 to be not entirely con-
vincing. Some of them (Kastner, 1962; Lombardi, 1971, 1974; Egger, 1973;
Jaeger, 1973, 1975) advocate a completely different approach to rock-
support estimates based on rock mass deformations, either measured or
predicted on the basis of measured rock parameters.

In section 10.3, the transmission of the inside water pressure of a hydro-
power pressure tunnel to the tunnel lining and to the rock mass has been
analysed. It is easy to reverse the problem and to analyse the transmission
of rock loads to the tunnel lining, or more generally to the tunnel support.
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Dealing first with the simplest problems, equations of elasticity can be used
to analyse deformations around a circular gallery cut through homogeneous
elastic rock masses. The rock load will be transmitted to the circular lining
or to the rock support. Other situations have to be considered too: is the
rock behaving elastically or is it fissured and deforming plastically? How deep
do fissures, caused by over-stressing of the rock around the tunnel, penetrate

H 1II i I.

• ? %
\\ \\ \\ \\\
X

elastic zone

plastic zone

c—^
^ y

r
j

/ /
/ J

y //
y

Fig. 10.49 Tunnel in plastic and elastic rock masses.

inside the rock mass (value of RL in fig. 10.49)? How can a balance of deform-
ations be established between rock and rock support? When does the rock
support really react to the progressive rock deformations? Is there a delaying
action to be considered, depending on time and on location of the considered
tunnel section, distant from the tunnel face?

None of these questions, important to engineers, can be answered by the
previous discussion on engineering classification rock masses.

10.10.2 The required rock parameters

Any analysis of an underground structure requires the knowledge of the
following parameters:

(1) The uniaxial crushing strength ac of intact rock.
(2) The modulus of elasticity E of the rock mass in a direction parallel to

the stratification and in a direction perpendicular to it.
(3) The angle of friction, <f>, along a rock fissure.
(4) The cohesion c of the rock along a fissure.
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(5) Number of joint sets, spacing of joints.
(6) Detailed description of the joints.

When mechanical rock cutting with a tunnel borer is considered, the
following additional information is important:

(1) The Brazilian tensile strength test.
(2) The tangent modulus of elasticity for aJ2.
(3) Some cutting tests on rock material.

10.10.3 Action and reaction between rock mass and rock
support. Case of a circular tunnel excavated in a
homogenous rock mass

(a) It is assumed that the natural residual stress in the rock mass is isotropic,
therefore av = ah=p. If it were possible, when excavation and blasting
occur, to replace immediately the failing residual stress, /?, by an equivalent
rock support pressure, p*9 nothing would happen to the rock mass:radial
deformations, <5, would be impossible and d would be zero.

In fact, invariably rock begins to deform in a radial direction, and dis-
placements occur. For a certain time, the deformations probably remain
elastic. Internal ruptures inside the rock mass will eventually cause the defor-
mations to become 'plastic'. A curve of rock deformations, d, versus the
support pressure/?* can be traced, as on fig. 10.50* and b. When this curve

elastic

Fig. 10.50 Plastic and elastic rock masses surrounding the tunnel bore.

cuts the vertical axis, /?* = 0, rock mass stability can be achieved without
rock support. But stability is also obtained for any intermediate point, with
p* > 0. In fig. 10.506 the curve does not cut the axis/7* = 0. Stability is not
possible without a rock support causing a radial pressure p* > pcr- It is
assumed that this reaction of the rock support can be represented by a curve
(2), which cuts curve (1) at a point B, representing the accepted rock deforma-
tion occurring for a support pressure/?*. Depending on the choice for a rock
support, there may be many possible solutions like B. Figure 10.50 represents
the general situation for rock stressing when/?* > 0 and RL > r0.
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(b) Elastic rock deformations. Stable solution. Assuming elastic rock
deformations and stable rock masses, the equations developed in section 5.4
can be used for the stress-strain developing about a cavity, caused by residual
rock pressure (residual stresses). These equations can be combined to the
equations developed in sections 10.3.1 to 10.3.3.

10.10.4 Plastic deformation of the fissured rock mass

(a) No rock support (after Kastner, 1962 and Jaeger, 1975/76). In most cases
the overstressed rock around the tunnel or cavity gets fissured when excava-
tion proceeds. Rock deforms plastically. In plastically deforming rock masses
the following general equations, in polar coordinates, can be used (see Duvall
&Obert, 1967, p. 75):

32F idF
~dw2 rUr

Gt = 82F/dr2

- d (l

dr \r dtp

(1)

where r and tp are polar coordinates and F an Airy function, still to be
determined. o>, at and r are the stresses in radial and circumferential direction,
r being a shear stress.

Assuming circular symmetry (av = ah = p), dFjdxp = 0 and:

idF
O*r = - —

r dr

at = d2F/dr2

r = 0.

(2)

In plastically deforming rock, the basic equation of Coulomb (Hook)
applies to the whole fissured rock mass and

T = c + a tan <f> (3)

is a condition for all the values (c, r).
The Coulomb straight line (3) is traced on fig. 10.51. All Mohr circles are

tangent to it and

with

ot + or + 2a

a = c cotan <f>.

(4)
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r = c + a tan <j>

Fig. 10.51 Circles of Mohr.

For o> = 0, crf = crc (uniaxial compression strength of intact rock).
Therefore

ac + 2d9

2 sin

Introducing equation (5) into (4) yields

1 + sin 6

Writing

equation (6) becomes

1 + sin (f>

1 — sin 6

- £<*r — crc = 0.

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

In order to get the Airy function F, we introduce equations (2) into (8)
and obtain in succession

1 dF
r dr

(9)

(10)
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At the rock surface of the circular tunnel (fig. 10.50) r = r0 and ar = 0
(no rock support). Therefore:

Equations (10) yield

and for r > r0

1 dF ^ J dF ^
(Tr = - -7- = 0 and — = 0.

r0 dr dr

c-J- ffc

and from (2) within the plastic zone (r < RL):

(11)

where the subscript/? means 'plastic zone'.
It is important to determine how deep the fissures penetrate into the rock

mass. Beyond the limit of the plastic and elastic zones, for r > RL, the elastic
rock stresses caused by the residual stresses av = ah=p are (see section
5.4):

For r^RL:

Ore. = i

ff<ei = ,
(12)

(the subscript e referring to the 'elastic zone').
Additionally at the limit r = RL a radial pressure, ar, is transmitted from
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the plastic zone to the elastic zone. This radial stress ar causes inside the
elastic zone the stresses

The total stresses inside the elastic zone are therefore:

Ore

°te =

R2
L Rl

Rl\ n R\

T = Tex + Te2 = 0.

For r = RL9 we equate 'elastic' and 'plastic' stresses.

0RL = Orp = Ore and atp = ate

and finally

oRL can be eliminated by addition of the two equations (15):

and

- i) +

(13)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(16a)

Equations (16) and (16a) obviously refer to the particular case where
or = oh = p9 k = 1 and /?* = 0 (no rock support).

Some interesting examples on how to use equation (16a) are given in
Kastner's and Rabcewicz's publications. From Kastner (1962), (see Jaeger,
1975/76) we take the following examples:

(/) The rock is supposed to be characterized by

ac = 20 kg/cm2, <f> = 30°, sin <f> = 0-5, y = 2-0 t/m3.

The case/? = av = 120kg/cm2 considered by Kastner, corresponding to an
overburden of 600 m, yields RL = 2-55r0.
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The case RL = r0, with ac = 2p9 would correspond to an overburden of
only 10 kg/cm2 or 50 m rock for y = 2 t/m3.

(ii) This second case concerns a very high overburden with H = 1200 m,
and p = 312 kg/cm2 for a rock specific weight y = 2-6 t/m3. The tunnel is
assumed to have a radius r0 = 2-0 m and the rock is very good, characterized
by:

<rc = 500 kg/cm2, c = 60 kg/cm2, y = 63°,

The RL value would be i?L = 2-026 m and

RL — ro = 2-026 — 2-00 = 0-026 m only.

The circumferential stress at = 2p = 624 kg/cm2: there is a possibility for
very thin overstressed rock layers around the tunnel to spall. The case
mentioned by Kastner is similar to the Mont Blanc Road tunnel under
2000 m head, where k = 0t4 was assumed. Spalling occurred and was stopped
with short rock-bolts.

(in) A case analysed by Rabcewicz concerns a rock characterized by:

ac = 120 kg/cm2, c = 30 kg/cm2, <f> = 36-9° and p = 312 kg/cm2

which yields for r0 = 2-00 m, RL = 3-04 m and RL — r0 = 1-04 m.
The length of the required supporting rock-bolts should be larger than

RL — r0. The required bolt pressure required for safe rock support will be
estimated in the following paragraphs.

(b) Rock support, pm9 required to avoid visco-plastic rock deformations.
(i) Before analysing the general problem of supported plastic rock masses,

it is convenient to investigate which rock support /?£ax = p* is required to
avoid any rock fissures and rock plasticity. Such conditions are as represented
in fig. 10.52.

Let us first consider a pressure /?* acting on a plane surface. Assuming
av = p to be the vertical pressure in the mass, and np the pressure parallel to
the rock surface, fig. 10.52 shows that:

and

,„ 1 — sin ̂  1 — sin <f>
Pm = n / 7 l + s i n ^ ~ ffcl + sin^

1-tin* _*-*_. ( l g )
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Fig. 10.52 Circle of Mohr for ct = np and <rr = /?*.

If we relate p to the rock crushing strength, aC9

p = sac, s = p\ac

* ns ~" 1

(«) When the rock surface is circular, with radius r0, the pressure ar = p*
on the rock surface causes inside the rock mass tangential rock stress
at = —/?*. The total tangential rock stress is therefore at = np — /?* and

*
Pm =

or
* _np-ac

Pm y i 1

ns — 1

(19)

(20)

In the case of a circular tunnel excavated in homogeneous rock mass where
av = ah =p,n = 2 and/?* = (2s - l)crc/(£ + 1).

(c) Plastic deformation of a fissured rock mass: rock support required, general
case (circular symmetry) (fig. 10.50). The groups of equations (1) and (2) are
still valid. For

and

— = rQar = rop* =
ar 4 ~~

r0
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This gives inside the plastic zone:

(21)

Similarly:

dt* ~ " ' I - 1

«

At the limit of the overstressed zone, for r = i?L, we get

Adding these two equations and eliminating the unknown aRr stress:

or

an equation relating RLfr0 to/?*. This equation can be transformed and finally
yields:

2 ipc + (g - l)p) (24)

U-l)'(oc + a-l)p*) }

which is identical to an equation published - without demonstration - in
1962 by Kashner in his great treatise Statik des Tunnel- und Stollenbaues (see
equation (7), p. 175 of Kastner).

For entirely elastic conditions (case b (//)),
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yielding

* _ 2/7 — GC __ 2s — 1

Pm - T ^ T - y^rr a<
as found before.

Equation (23) is supposed to supersede the well known equation of Fenner
(1938)-Talobre (1957) which in some cases gives improbable results.

Remark. When the rock support can be adjusted at will (for example
rock prestressing anchors) the use of equation (23) solves the problem. In
most cases (for example concrete lining) the reaction p* from the support
depends on relative radial deformations of the rock surface and of the sup-
port, a problem which can be solved by iteration.

10.10.5 Some results obtained by more detailed calculations

(a) Using the finite element or similar methods. The theories and methods
developed in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c) of section 10.10.4 assume homo-
geneous rock masses and ah = av = p, conditions for residual stresses. Such
simplified theories permit, nevertheless, very interesting approximations for
the solutions of many important problems and for rock support estimates.
They show that p* depends on /?, and on the angle of friction, <f>, implicitly
included in the parameter £. The/?* value is also shown to depend on the ratio
s = ploc, the physical interpretation of which is obvious for many tunnelling
problems.

There are many other cases where this simplified approach cannot cope
with the local geological or geomechanical situation, for example when the
ratio k = ahfav is very different from unity, or when a weak rock seam crosses
the cavity at an unfavourable angle. In such cases, the finite element method
is the tool to be used.

Papers by Zienkiewicz et al (1964/65), Hayashi (1970), Miiller et al. (1970),
Daemen (1975) etc., discuss typical examples and analyse important case
histories. Lombardi (1970), sometimes critical of the finite element method,
has published a series of graphs obtained with a method equating radial
deformations and stresses at the boundary of the elastic and the plastic
rock zones and at the contact of rock mass and rock support. They confirm
that RL depends on <f> and on /?, as indicated by the theoretical analysis, but
also on k = an\av and on the direction of the joints and faults (see section
16.3 on Waldeck II). A few typical diagrams of Lombardi (1974/75) are
reproduced.

Figures 10.53 and 10.54 show how RL depends on/?* and <f>. Figure 10.55,
from the same author, refers to an underground power-station of 30 m
width, its arch being secured by means of stressed rock anchors. The forces
in these anchors are not constant over the rock surface nor are they always
radial. They are adapted to local conditions. The failure zone is mainly at
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Fig. 10.53 Extension of the failure zone as a function of the reaction pressure;
(after Lombardi, 1970), Ca = rock cohesion.

10-

70

Fig. 10.54 Extension of the failure zone as a function of the friction angle (after
Lombardi, 1970).
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i +

-135 + 135°

+ 90°

Fig. 10.55 Subterranean power station with roof secured by rock anchors. Anchor
forces, failure zone and distribution of stress (after Lombardi, 1970).

the bottom of the excavation. The distribution of the stresses about the cavity
are illustrated on the figure, so are the stress trajectories and the sliding lines.

(b) Advanced research on the progressive expansion of the visco-plastic zone
inside the rock mass surrounding a cavity being excavated. Most rock
deformations are not instantaneous. A first elastic rock deformation occurs
very rapidly after blasting. Further deformations follow, progressing with
the excavation. Visco-plastic deformations develop within the rock mass,
which, in large excavations, may take several months to achieve equilibrium.
In some cases, engineers are faced with a measurable creep of the rock mass.

A first attempt at solving these difficult problems consists in developing
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mathematical models for plastic rock deformations with time (Hayashi,
1968/70, Daemen, 1970), and solving these most complex equations with the
finite element method. Some new physical parameters are introduced in
such equations for which numerical values are difficult to guess. Hayashi
decided to adjust such numerical values until his results coincided with some

0.20

0.20

0.20

Poisson's ratio (100 days)

(tension)
(compression)

K-1000-H
(t/m2)

principal stresses (100 days)

Fig. 10.56 Stresses (right) and Poisson's ratio (left) in a tunnel lining and in visco-
plastic rock mass (after Hagashi, 1968/70 and Jaeger, 1976).

measured curves of deformations. Figure 10.56 illustrates a relatively simple
problem of progressive deformation of a 12-m diameter tunnel reinforced
with a 1-20-m-thick concrete lining, depending on progress of excavations,
for the case k = 0-4, after a period of 100 days. The formation of a compressed
rock cylinder around the cavity can be seen on the right of the figure; on the
left varying Poisson ratios can be noticed, confirming the remarks made in
section 5.3.2. Comparing these stress patterns with the classical analytical
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solution, ignoring lining, fundamental differences appear. The classical
solution shows, for k = 040, the circumferential stresses to be:

on the horizontal diameter aQ = 2-0p
on the vertical diameter ae = 0-2/7
(p = vertical component of residual stress.)

(c) The engineering approach. Several engineers in charge of large tunnel
designs advocate an 'engineering approach' to the problem of rock supports,
to which Lombardi (1970/74) is an important contributor. They do not
accept, without restrictions, either the geophysical classifications, or the
results mathematicians obtain with the finite element method. Lombardi
(1972) states that a correct description of all boundary conditions at the con-
tact of rock and support and within the rock mass, at the edge of the visco-
plastic mass, is more important than the method chosen for solving analy-
tically or numerically the basic equations of elastic or visco-plastic deforma-
tions. Figure 10.57 shows rock deformations near the tunnel heading: a

Fig. 10.57 (after Lombardi). Definition of the 'lines of displacement'. Influence
of blasting the mass M on the position of the 'lines of displacement'. 1 = tunnel
axis; 2-2' = heading before and after blasting; A-A Control section; S = radial
displacement at the excavation edge; I-I line of displacement before blasting; II—II
line of displacement after blasting;^ = additional displacement; RA = radius of
influence of the heading 2.

three-dimensional problem, which, at some distance before or after the head-
ing, is assumed to become two-dimensional. On fig. 10.57, the lines I-I and
II—II represent the radial deformations d of the rock surface before and
immediately after the blasting of the mass M. The heading itself should be
represented as a disc stressed and strained radially.
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Figure 10.58 illustrates the evolution of the deformations with time and
the progress of excavations, supposed to be continuous. Part of the rock
deformation is said to be 'elastic' and occurs rapidly after blasting, the rest
of the so called 'visco-plastic' deformation is due to the progressive loosening
of the fissured rock mass. As shown in fig. 10.58, the deformation b of the
rock support is only a fraction of the total deformation d, and d is that part
of rock settlement which the rock support prevents.

I
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(Q
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Fig. 10.58 (after Lombardi). Radial displacements at tunnel edge in a given control
section as a function of time. / = time since the heading passed the control section;
d = radial displacement; D-D displacement versus time neglecting viscosity
(continuous advance of the heading assumed); S-S displacement versus time
including rock viscosity; tRA = time elapsed until the distance from the heading to
control section RA on Fig. 10.57; h = installing support structure; t2 = support
begins to work after closing of any gap; b = deformation of supports; d — absorbed
rock displacement.

The basic idea of the approach of Lombardi and his team has been illus-
trated in Fig. 10.50a and b. Characteristic lines of rock deformations
d = (p*) are traced. They concern the elastic and the visco-plastic rock
deformations. When the characteristic line cuts the ordinate p* = 0, there
is no necessity for rock support; the tunnel is self supporting. Otherwise a
rock support developing a radial pressure p* > pcr is required, /?* corres-
ponding to the radial pressure required for keeping all rock deformations
elastic.

Figure 10.59 shows rock characteristics (1) for an excavated gallery (tunnel
bore), (2) for an elasto-plastic rock disc cut at the heading, (3) is the charac-
teristic line relative to the rock core and (4) to the artificial rock support, d'
represents the sum of all rock deformations occurring before the rock support
takes over some load and becomes active. This line (4) cuts (1) at point A,
causing a radial pressure p* > pcr on the rock surface. Without this support
pressure /?*, the tunnel would collapse. Line (3) cuts line (2) at B. If not, the
heading would collapse. There are therefore four possible stability or
instability cases, depending on whether the tunnel roof or tunnel heading are
stable or not.
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Pitt

Fig. 10.59 (after Lombardi). Characteristic lines of deformations versus radial load
for: (1) excavated gallery (tunnel bore); (2) rock disc at the heading; (3) rock core;
(4) artificial rock support, d' = sum of all rock deformations not absorbed by
support; d = deformation of rock support corresponding to load/?*.

Any estimate of rock support based on rock deformations, like the method
described in this paragraph, requires extensive in situ measurements of rock
deformations. Figure 10.60 shows the arrangement adopted for measuring
displacements of the rock inside the Gotthard Road Tunnel, now under
construction in the Swiss Alps. Figure 10.60a shows the displacements of the
points ex and e2 of the horizontal extensometer. As can be seen on the
diagram, displacements begin even before the excavation has reached the
relevant measuring cross-section. Diagram b of the same figure refers to the
displacements D of the inclined deflectometer. On this diagram too, the
deformations D are recorded against the distance from the measuring section.
In Fig. 10.60c the same deformations D are recorded versus time. This
is the type of information required for tracing characteristic lines. The
information obtained during the construction of the Gotthard Road Tunnel
is being used for the design of the projected, far longer, St Gotthard Railway
Basis tunnel. Figure 10.61 represents some of the many characteristic curves
used for that project on the basis of in situ measurements.

Lombardi and his team have developed in detail a method which allows
the correct prediction of expected rock displacements depending on the size
and shape of the cavity and the physical characteristic of the rock mass. A
rock stress diagram similar to the one shown in fig. 10.55 is obtained by trial
and error, assuming boundary conditions for the rock support reaction on
the rock surface, and for possible boundary conditions at the limit of the
visco-plastic and the elastic zones inside the rock mass. Such assumptions
must usually be corrected several times until an acceptable answer is obtained
by iteration. The method used for tracing the stress-strain diagrams inside
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Fig. 10.60 (after Lombardi, 1974). St Gotthard Road Tunnel, measurements of
rock displacements in granite, (a) Displacement of points e1 and e2 of extenso-
meter versus excavation progress; (b) deflectometer displacements versus excavation-
progress; (c) same versus time. Progress of excavations: A-B soffit excavation to
relevant measuring cross-section; B-C excavation of bottom part of relevant section;
C-D following up with excavation. AI = position of bottom and soffit relative to
measuring equipment.
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250 r
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Fig. 10.61 (after Rutschmann, 1974). Rock characteristic lines (deformations S
versus radial load pressures p*) for a tunnel diameter l l m and an overburden
H = 1000 m (Gotthard Railway Basis Tunnel project). Rock parameters: elastic
zone: <f> = 40°, c = 1.5 kg/cm2, E=4x 105 kg/cm2; ruptured zone: <£ = 35°,
c = 0.5 kg/cm2, E = 2 x 105 kg/cm2. AV= increase in volume of loose rock mass.
1 = characteristic line for half rock core (heading); 2 of the tunnel wall.

the visco-plastic and elastic rock mass can be either the finite element
method, or any other less sophisticated mathematical method the designer has
evolved for that purpose.

A similar approach has been developed by Egger in a Ph.D thesis of
Karlsruhe University (1973) and by Duffaut & Piraud (1975). The 'engineer
ing approach' as the method based on rock deformations could be called, is
attracting the interest of tunnel designers and is worth developing more
systematically.
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10.10.6 The St Gotthard tunnels. An engineering approach to
the design of a very long railway tunnel

The old, 14-98 m long, St Gotthard railway tunnel connecting Germany
to Italy through the Swiss Alps via Basle and Olten was opened in 1882. The
contractor, Louis Favre, was one of the very great pioneers of his time. The
tunnel enters under the high Gotthard mountain range on the North Side at
Goschenen and reaches Airolo on the South Side of the Alps, at a level of
about 1154 m above sea level.

At the moment a very large road tunnel is being built, 16-321 km long, also
from Goschenen to Airolo. This tunnel will be 11-0 m wide and 8-7 m high.
A service gallery, 2-5 m x 3-10 m, runs parallel to the main tunnel. Excava-
tion work started in July 1970; the teams working on the service gallery from
the south end and from the north end met in March 1976. Work on the main
tunnel was proceeding normally.

The Swiss Federal Railways are considering the construction of a second
railway tunnel, called the St Gotthard Basis Tunnel, at a lower level, about
500 m above sea level. Its length should be over 40 km, the diameter of the
tunnel being l lm, with a 4 m diameter service and aeration tunnel running in
parallel to the main tunnel. Overburden thickness will reach 2500 m. Con-
sultants for the design are Electro-Watt Engineering Services and Lombardi,
who were also responsible for the Road Tunnel.

Extensive geological, geophysical and rock mechanical research is pre-
sently being carried out to prepare designs and cost estimates for the Basis
Tunnel. The problems are the more difficult, as on such a length, and at such
a depth, prediction of rock characteristics is difficult. Furthermore, at various
points along the tunnel, larger excavations for service and overtaking of
trains, will have to be constructed, and each of these will not only create
stability problems of their own, but also may have some influence on the
stability of the tunnel. The following work is being done:

(/) An overall geological study of the area (only partially known from
previous excavation of the two other tunnels), based on borings, 1700 m
deep, has been carried out. Two possible geological interpretations of the
findings, one optimistic, the other pessimistic, have been worked out.

(«) From the knowledge already acquired from similar rock types in that
area, probable jointing and fissuring of the rock masses have been assumed
for the different rock zones.

(III) A series of geomechanical tests have been carried out to determine
the rock modulus of elasticity, the uniaxial crushing strength of sound rock
samples, rock cohesion along fissures or joints and the angle of friction
along the joints. Rock samples were taken from the surface of the mountain,
inside exploration galleries, adits and deep boreholes.

It was assumed that the rock parameters at the level of the deep tunnel
would be about the same as those of the collected samples. Several typical
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assumptions were made concerning the residual stresses and the prestressing
of the rock at great depth.

Rock stability estimates were on the lines of the methods developed in the
preceding paragraphs. Figure 10.60 shows the type of information obtained
during the construction of the Road Tunnel, and fig. 10.61 shows one of the
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Fig. 10.62 (after Diethelm, 1974). St Gotthard Railway Basis Tunnel project.
Excavation method and type and thickness of the lining as a function of rock
quality and overburden.
A = tunnel section; B = case of rock stability: cases 1 to 4, degree of stability
a, b or c; C = possible spalling of rock; D = provisional rock support; E = perm-
anent rock support; F = case of stability; G = possible spalling of rock; H = type
of excavation, full-face or progressive excavation; I = provisional rock support;
J = permanent rock support. Type and thickness of rock support S 10 = shotcrete
10 cm; T 20 = precast concrete segments 20 cm; B 30 = concrete lining 30 cm.

many characteristic rock mass curves which were traced on the basis of the
rock parameters obtained in situ.

Figure 10.62 summarizes the findings for one such exercise. Four cases
had to be considered:

case 1: Tunnel bore and tunnel heading stable.
case 2: Tunnel bore stable, tunnel heading not stable.
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case 3: Tunnel heading stable, tunnel bore not stable, requiring a rock
support,

case 4: Tunnel heading and bore not stable, both requiring support.

According to quality, the rocks were classified in 6 types and the proportion
of each type estimated for each tunnel section. As can be seen in fig. 10.62,
projects were developed for mechanical excavation and for conventional
excavation methods. The rock support was chosen on the basis of the expected
rock characteristic lines for all sections along the tunnel. Projects were
developed for optimistic and for less optimistic estimates of rock conditions
and priced. Figure 10.62 gives other interesting information on the project.

10.11 Rock mechanics for underground hydroelectric power
stations

10.11.1 General information on underground power stations

Before World War II, only a few hydroelectric power stations were built
underground (Snoqualmie, USA, 1898; Brechbergmuehle, Germany, 1907;
Projus, Sweden, 1907; Brommat in France, see Jaeger, 1955a). Shortly after
World War II, a number of power stations were designed as underground
stations. This was not for safety against military aggression, but, as proved
by a detailed inquiry in several countries, for economic reasons. Since those
early days the techniques of underground stations have been developing
steadily.

Any hydro-power station should be designed to yield the highest financial
dividend, and power economics play an essential part in underground works.
For example, in some cases the choice between a conventional above-ground
design and an underground power station depended on the geology of the site:
poor rock at the surface was not suitable for anchoring a conventional
pressure pipeline; inside the mountain, rock was competent and suitable for
a large excavation. It was found that an underground power station was the
better and cheaper solution. Problems concerning the pipelines in the open
as against pressure shafts excavated in rock are often vital for final decision.
Hydraulic problems may force decisions. High vertical axis pump-turbines,
required for pumped storage, must be located well below the downstream
reservoir level: in such cases the underground design is often the more
acceptable (Waldeck II, chapter 16).

The location of the power house depends on the efficiency of the hydraulic
system, the stability of the hydraulics, of the surges, the oscillations in the
surge shafts and the pressure waves (Jaeger, 1955a, 1956, 1964c, 1976).
Figure 10.63 shows the three main types of underground power stations. It
is obvious, from these sketches and those in fig. 10.64, that difficult hydraulic
problems have been encountered in the design of such systems.



Fig. 10.63 Types of underground power station: {a) head-race arrangement
(b) tail-race arrangement; (c) intermediate solution.
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5a, stream surge tank. (Jaeger 19496, 1951956.)
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The main element of an underground design is the machine hall: turbines
and generators can be either a horizontal axis design or a vertical axis. For
pumped storage stations, the horizontal arrangement (Veytaux) is rather an
exception. The arrangement of the transformers is always a problem to be
closely investigated. Whenever possible, the transformers should be located
outside (when the cables can be kept short), but it is often unavoidable to
have the transformers underground. The problem of the surge tanks, their
location and size is a matter for lengthy hydraulic calculations.

Underground designs allow a high concentration of power. Figures 10.66
to 10.70 refer to typical powerful Canadian designs, most of them in igneous
rocks. The more recent Churchill Falls is even far larger than the stations
shown on the figures.

10.11.2 Classification of rock types for underground hydro-
power stations (Jaeger, 1975/76)

Basically any decision on the design of an underground power station depends
on the strain-stress pattern to be expected around the large cavities in relation
to the intrinsic curve of the rock mass, in situ (see fig. 4.10).

(a) In case the most dangerous Mohr circles do not touch the intrinsic
curve, the design could, theoretically, dispense with systematic rock support.
(Cables could be used locally for reinforcing some less competent rock zones.)
This is the case for several underground stations excavated in the Scandina-
vian granite, where there is no support for the rock vault nor for the rock
walls. It is also possibly the case for Cabora Bassa (Jaeger, 1975/76) where
rock is excellent. But at Cabora Bassa residual rock stresses stored in the rock
mass are extremely high, far higher than the stresses to be expected from the
rock overburden. The model tests showed high stress concentrations along
the cavern walls, mainly where galleries cut the hall at a right angle, and
where stresses are very near the ultimate rock strength.

(b) In many cases the designer realizes that rock is overstressed. That this
is the case may be due to general weakness of the rock. In this case the
approach by Fenner-Talobre, or better the method developed by Kastner
will relate the required rock support to the depth of the damaged rock
around the cavern and the physical rock characteristics.

Other possible cases concern local weak rock seams and the possible
rupture by shear failure along these seams.

(c) Creeping rock conditions: slow creep of rock masses has been observed
when slow rock deformation extends over many months. Special designs
have to be worked out to contain such deformations. The concrete founda-
tions of the heavy rotating runners and generators must be erected with the
utmost precision and be protected against any slow rock deformation. The
Saussaz underground power station is an example of a large excavation in
creeping rock masses (Bozetto, 1974 and Jaeger, 1975/76).
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Fig. 10.65 (e) cross-section of the machine hall at Saussaz power station showing
the steel supporting struts (after Bozetto, 1974 and Jaeger, 1976); (/) reinforcement
to help prevent deformation at Kisenyama underground power station, showing
steel reinforcing frame (after Yoshida & Yashimura, 1970 and Jaeger, 1976); (g)
the method of measuring rock displacement using Monta-Mess measuring rods at
the Saussaz power station (Bozetto, 1974; Jaeger, 1976).
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Fig. 10.68 The Chute des Passes power-house and draft tube manifold (after
McQueen et al., 1958).

Hayashi has investigated the case of progressive rock deformations
penetrating inside the rock mass around a cavern. The deformations are
considered as being a function of the time (Hayashi, 1970).

In all these cases (a) to (c) engineering geology plays a major part in the
choice of the site and in many detailed decisions. There is no sound engineering
without sound geological advice. The geologist should warn about rock
masses being part of an unstable area. Faults have to be carefully investi-
gated for possible unstability. The old rules, often advocated in the past,
concerning the position of the cavern long axis relative to the most dangerous
family of joints, stratifications and faults, still hold.

(d) Despite thorough investigation errors may still occur. The cavern for
the underground power-house of Verbano, of the Maggia system (Switzer-
land) had the correct orientation. During excavations a rock slide occurred
at one end and the cavern had to be shifted along its axis and relocated in a
better rock mass.

A large geological fault crossed the rock downstream of the surge tank of
the Santa Giustina power-station (Italy). The pressure tunnel and surge
tank are located in fissured hard dolomite. It would have been possible to
locate the power-house in the dolomite and cross the fault with the tail-race
tunnel. In the final design the power-house is located downstream of the
fault in plastic marl. Because of this decision the pressure shaft crosses the
fault. Instead of a conventional steel-lined shaft, the designers decided to
build a self-supporting pressure pipeline, capable of withstanding the full
hydrodynamic pressures, located in a steeply inclined gallery and wide enough
for inspecting the pipeline (fig. 10.65c).
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Because of the pressure which may develop in the plastic marl, the power-
house excavation is oval-shaped, heavily lined, with a thick horizontal beam
which reinforces the structure at generator floor level (fig. 10.65c). Strong
horizontal steel beams were also adopted for stabilization of the vertical
walls of the Saussaz machine hall.

10.11.3 Stress-strain analysis of rock masses surrounding
large excavations

(a) When rock behaves elastically, with constant value of the ^-modulus, an
analytical solution is possible when the cavern is assumed to be circular or
oval-shaped. Some problems can be solved in three dimensions (Terzaghi &
Richart, 1952). When rock is overstressed, an analytical solution could be
developed only for a circular profile (Kastner, 1962; Jaeger, 1975/76).

(b) The finite element method (f.e.m.) gives mathematical solutions in
case of overstressed rock around a cavity of any shape, even when the rock
is jointed or crossed with faults.

(i) The results depend on the shape of the excavation. Dangerous stress
concentrations occur at any sharp corner (see details in chapter 16 on Kariba
North and Waldeck II). Negative stresses are often detected along high, flat,
vertical walls and on the flat bottom of the excavations. An ovalized excava-
tion is far safer than a conventional machine hall design with vertical walls.
Similarly a low rock vault causes dangerous stress patterns; the rock vault
should be well arched. When several parallel caverns are excavated, they
react on each other. Depending on the value of the horizontal residual
stresses, negative stress areas may develop between caverns. A detailed stress
analysis should always include the surge tank area; reshaping of the cavern
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in order to reduce stresses at the top of the surge shaft has sometimes been
necessary (Ruacana).

(w) The ratio of the residual stresses, k = dhfdv, is one of the most impor-
tant parameters of stress analysis, the stress pattern depends widely on this
parameter. In situ measurements have shown that k varies from about 0-3 to
possibly 1-5 or more; there is often a great dispersal of measured values;
values of A: larger than 1 were found in Scandinavian granite, but also in some
parts of Africa and Canada. Designers often hesitate to base the final design
on such high values and usually check the stress pattern for lower values as
well. Very often k = 0-4 is taken as basis for safe designs.

(Hi) The finite element method of stress analysis becomes most important
when the rock mass is jointed, or when it is traversed by faults which sub-
stantially modify the pattern of stresses. Examples of such stress analysis
have been published by Miiller, Malina & Baudendistel (1970) and by
Lombardi (1970).

(it?) The stress-strain analysis must also be carried out for the different
phases of the progressive excavation. When excavating a flat rock vault,
negative stresses develop at the crown of the vault; when excavation of the
high walls proceeds downwards the negative stress areas move towards the
walls. It has also been found that sharp corners, as they develop during
excavation cause high stress concentrations which can irreversibly damage
the rock mass. When the opening is lined, the lining can be considered as a
boundary condition to the rock mass (mainly the rock vault), but very often
the concrete lining is done when rock has already widely deformed.

(c) Other methods (Jaeger, 1975/76). Photo-elastic model tests are often
used for checking results obtained with the finite element method or for
checking details such as local stress concentrations which may not be obtained
correctly on a finite element analysis. The designs of Veytaux, Kafue and
Waldeck II were checked with this method.

The finite element method is usually applied assuming a two-dimensional
pattern of stresses. The method could be, and has been, extended to three-
dimensional models, but the computer effort is considerable. Stresses
occurring at Cabora Bassa (Jaeger, 1975/76) have been analysed on a
three-dimensional plaster of Paris model. Stress concentrations at the inter-
section of secondary galleries cutting the main machine hall at right angles
were observed. The stresses were exceptionally high because of the very high
residual stresses which, at Cabora Bassa, were present in the igneous rock
mass.

10.11.4 Design and construction methods

Mining and railway engineers have done most of the pioneering work on the
design and construction of underground openings and have provided a basis
on which hydro-electric power designers have worked.
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(a) Most of the problems the designers have to face have been mentioned
in the previous paragraphs; summarizing all of this information it can be
said that the following must all be closely investigated: geological and geo-
technical information including rock strength, the rock intrinsic curve, rock
jointing and faults, the residual stress pattern, the absolute value of these
stresses and the ratio k; the shape of the excavations, the stress-strain pattern
for different design alternatives and the different excavation stages; the hydro-
dynamic conditions, surges and water-hammer waves in the system.

The problem for the designer is to adjust correctly all these data and
conditions. A great variety of solutions has been developed. The turbines
and generators can be vertical axis type, which is the usual solution. Santa
Massenza (Italy) (see Jaeger, 1955) and Veytaux (Switzerland) have horizontal
axis arrangements. A classical solution is to locate the transformers in a
cavern upstream and parallel to the machine hall, the surge tanks being on
the downstream side (Churchill Falls, Ruacana, etc.). Sometimes the trans-
formers are located in an extension of the machine hall, such avoiding two
parallel excavations (Waldeck II). Kaech put the transformers inside the
machine hall at Inerkirchen, the valves being in a small cavern on the up-
stream side of the machine hall: for safety reasons in case of a valve burst
the flow would discharge direct into the tail-water tunnel (Jaeger, 1955).

Vertical walls have long been adopted as the normal solution in the design
of machine halls but in some cases, spalling of the rock has occurred with
such a design. An oval machine hall was adopted for Santa Giustina which
was excavated in a plastic marl. Recent research using finite element methods
of analysis has shown the advantage of oval excavations where there is a
possibility of rock spalling (Waldeck II). In any case the rock vault above the
cavern should be well arched. Flat vaults are likely to cause trouble.

(b) There are great difficulties in analysing the stresses in a concrete arch,
if the arch is considered as supporting a rock load. How should the load be
estimated? It may depend on the time gap between excavation and concreting.
The main difficulty concerns the possible displacements of the arch springs.
A flat arch has a tendency to push towards the rock mass, but experience
shows that in most cases, during excavation of the high walls, the arch springs
move inwardly. The finite element method usually assumes that the concrete
vault is just a lining of the rock vault. The fissures which occurred on the
Kariba North Bank concrete vault confirm such an assumption to be correct,
as will be shown in section 16.2.

The success of the NATM in tunnelling and in supporting difficult galleries
has induced designers to use similar methods for supporting rock vaults
above the machine halls. Veytaux, Ruacana, Waldeck II are recent examples
of this modern technique.

In table 10.10, a represents the spacing of the big anchor cables in the
length direction of the cavern, b the spacing along the circumference of the
rock vault, P the permanent load (smaller than the test load) on the cables
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Table 10.10

a

m

b

m

ab

m2

P

tonnes

P*

kg/cm2

P*tot

kg/cm2

Veytaux (vault) 4-30 2-90 12-5 140 1-123
Lago Delio (walls) 2-97 3-00 8-9 80 0-897 p* average = 0-38 to

0-45 kg/cm2

Waldeck II (vault) 3-0 4-0 12-0 132 1-1 p*tot = 1-6 kg/cm2

and/?* the average loading of the rock due to the big anchors. In two cases
the total loading p*ot on the rock caused by anchors and bolts is also given.

At Veytaux 1700 bolts of length 3-5 to 4-5 m, load 15 tonnes per bolt were
used in addition to the cables. For Lago Delio, the figures are as follows:

444 cables, P = 80 to 100 tonnes, L = 17 to 30 m
405 cables, P = 35 to 60 tonnes, L = 16 to 20 m
309 cables, P = 19 to 22 tonnes, L = 15 m

6549 bolts, P = 5 to 11 tonnes, L = 3 to 5 m

For Waldeck, II, for the vault:

890 cables, P = 132 tonnes, L = 28 to 30 m
64 cables, P = 100 tonnes, L = 15 to 20 m
62 cables, P = 40 tonnes

4000 bolts, P = 12 tonnes, L = 4-5 to 6-5 m

Waldeck II surge tank:

45 cables, P = 132 tonnes, L = 18 to 21 m
151 cables, P = 100 tonnes, L = 17 to 20 m
22 cables, P = 35 tonnes, L = 12 to 17 m

1018 bolts, P = 10 tonnes, L = 6 m

Sometimes cables are used to consolidate the concrete arch springs or the
concrete supports for the crane rails. A very good example is the Saussaz
power station (Bozetto, 1974). Inward movements of the vertical walls have
to be controlled to within reasonable limits. When cables are not sufficient,
strong horizontal beams, either of reinforced concrete or steel, sometimes
combined with concrete, are used. The case of Santa Giustina has been
mentioned. The Saussaz was excavated in creeping fissured sandstone and
schists (Bozetto, 1974; Jaeger, 1976). As can be seen from fig. 10.65e, deep
cables were used for anchoring the arch springings and horizontal reinforced
concrete beams immediately below the springings. Major reinforcement was
at the generator floor level where a rigid reinforced concrete frame is stiffened
by horizontal steel beams. There is a second stiffening frame with steel beams
a few metres lower.
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Flat jacks are used to transmit the frame deformations to the steel beams.
The pressure in these jacks adapts to the forces transmitted to the steel beams.
The pressures had to be relaxed twice to avoid buckling the beams. Inter-
mediate rows of deep anchors are used to reduce the horizontal deformation
of the rock walls. The 15 -m and 18-m-long prestressed cables were designed
to rupture at 1601 and 1901 respectively.

There are other power stations where the rock walls had to be supported
with cables, arches, horizontal beams or struts. At Lake Delio, Italy, very
high walls had to be supported by permanent prestressed cables and by
provisional arches or beams, which were removed after settling of the rock
deformations.

At Kisenyama, Japan, dangerous horizontal displacements of the walls
were stopped when heavy struts were built in to stabilize them. These struts
considerably obstructed the concreting of the turbine foundations (Jaeger,
1976; fig. 10.65/).

Excavation methods for large machine halls were initially based on the
conventional tunnelling procedures used for railway tunnels. Decisions on
the method to be adopted were sometimes left to the contractor. Consulting
engineers later adapted the 'Belgian' and 'Austrian' tunnelling procedures to
large cavities. A very good example of such a technique is the Kariba South
Bank machine hall excavation. In very good rock, the 'quarrying' method
was adopted, ignoring the stress and strain distribution and the stored
residual stresses around the cavity. The very large Storrnorfors tailrace tunnel
(Sweden), excavated, on the whole tunnel width, in exceptionally good
Swedish granite, was entirely successful. On the other hand, the large excava-
tion for Kariba II machine hall in gneissic rock excavated nearly full-face
encountered exceptional difficulties. The large Kemano machine hall (Canada)
was excavated using a complicated system of vertical shafts and a series of
horizontal galleries in order to minimize excavation and mucking costs.
Comments on Waldeck II (section 16.3) show modern thinking on how to
proceed with large excavations in difficult rock.

Decisions on excavation methods should be discussed in detail between
geologists, experts on rock mechanics, consultant and contractor.

Drainage of the large caverns is a subject which is often neglected. In most
cases the machine hall is below the water-table. In addition, infiltration from
the upstream side, sometimes equally from the downstream side, are to be
expected. Cleft water pressure on the lining of steel-lined shafts is always
a major problem to designers of shafts. All these problems should be analysed
as a whole and adequate drainage of a large rock mass area may be the safest -
and cheapest - solution.

In some cases the whole surface, rock vault and rock walls, are concrete
lined, the lining being essential as rock support. In other cases only the con-
creting of the vault is essential to rock stability, the walls being just covered
with a thin lining. Thin brick walls have also been built, the space between
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rock and walls being used for rock drainage. In few cases the rock vault too
remains bare, sometimes protected by a false thin concrete arch. In some
Swedish underground power-stations rock vault and rock walls are entirely
bare.

The design and construction of machine halls and transformer halls,
which are similar in shape, the latter being slightly smaller, are not the only
problems to be solved. Downstream surge tanks are often required, the
volume of which may be considerable; their shape and height often cause
stress concentrations or negative stresses. Hydraulic problems have to be
considered when balancing the advantages and disadvantages of long or short
pressure conduits versus shorter or longer tailrace tunnels, free flow or under
pressure, and the location of the machine hall along the hydraulic line of
conduits. The size of some tailrace tunnels, several kilometres long, may be
very considerable (Storrnorfors).

For moderate inside water pressures concrete lining of pressure shafts is
often acceptable. Steel lining is the most usual solution. Steel linings should
be designed to withstand buckling by outside cleft water pressure (Amstutz,
1950, 1953; Jaeger, 1955a). 'Prepakt' concrete has been successfully used
between rock and steel lining for the Kemano pressure shafts. Kaech, at the
Maggia power-station used wet, sandy concrete of reduced crushing strength
but greater imperviousness to consolidate the steel linings of the pressure
shafts and avoid cleft water pressures. Drainage of the rock about the shafts
is important too.

Special techniques and equipment had to be developed for the excavation
and lining of vertical and inclined shafts. The choice of the angle most
favourable for inclined shafts is sometimes chosen to help move the spoil by
gravity.

Detailed discussions of the design and construction of three very large
underground power stations are to be found in chapter 16.

10.11.5 Modern measurement techniques in underground
works (Jaeger, 1971, 1974)

Future success in design and construction of underground works will depend,
to a large extent, on improved measurement techniques really adapted to the
sequence of operations, excavations, lining and grouting.

The classical jacking tests - on which earlier tunnel designers relied - do
not yield very convincing results. The stress pattern (compression stresses)
under the jack does not compare with the stress pattern about a pressure tunnel.
Several authors favour the 'hydraulic pressure chamber tests' which put the
rock under tensile stress in the circumferential direction and yield more
convincing values for the E modulus of the rock about the excavation. But
this method is costly.

Seismic waves have been used by Kujundzic (Kujundzic, Javanovic &
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Radosavljevic, 1970) to check the varying E-value of the rock about a circular
tunnel. The result has confirmed the classical Talobre diagram. It is likely
that correlations between the dynamic E modulus, measured by the waves,
and the static is-value, measured in hydraulic pressure chambers, can be
established, as indicated by some remarks of Kujundzic. It is essential to
know this lvalue for deformations of the tunnel and convergences of the
rock to be correctly interpreted.

The fc-value can be measured in situ either with the 'stress tensor gauge' of
the Laboratorio Nacional de Engenharia Civil (Lisbon) (Rocha & Silverio,
1969) or with the simple 'doorstopper' of E. R. Leeman (1969) (South Africa).
The stress tensor gauge consists essentially of a plastic cylinder in which
electrical strain gauges are embedded. A 7-5-cm-diameter borehole is drilled
to the required depth, a coaxial hole with diameter 3-7 cm and a length of
about 90 cm is drilled at the bottom of the previous hole, and the stress
tensor gauge is cemented to the walls of this hole. With the doorstopper
method, a BX borehole is drilled to the required depth and its end is flattened
and polished with diamond tools. A strain gauge rosette is glued to the flat
end of the borehole and strain readings recorded. Then the borehole is
extended with the BX diamond coring crown, thereby overcoring the rosette
support and stress-relieving the core. The BX core, with rosette attached,
is removed and final strain readings taken. At an early design stage, some in
situ readings are taken giving preliminary information on the probable k-
values. Later measurements from galleries and adits can provide some useful
checks on the ^-values at selected points of the underground system.

The present attitude of designers is to favour systematic and continuous
measurements of rock strains and tunnel deformations. The measured
strains should be compared with the local measured E moduli (seismic
waves method) and then with the computed values for a series of possible
alternatives (assuming the jE-value, the jointing and friction factors, etc.).

From recently published case histories, it can be seen that expert designers
favour long cable extensometers penetrating deep into the rock and anchored
beyond the estimated RL radius. Such extensometers have been used not only
for checking tunnel and cavern roofs, but also in increasing numbers for
checking the stability of cavern walls. The measurement of tunnel conver-
gence, commonly used in mines, should be introduced in civil engineering
for checking vertical and horizontal displacements of opposite points of
tunnel circumferences. The rock jointing and the A>value may cause interest-
ing distortion of the primitive circular tunnel shape.

Ten cable extensometers were used for the Lago Delio cavern (Italy)
(Mantovani, 1970 and Fanelli & Riccioni, 1973) and 28 for the difficult
Veytaux power cavern (Switzerland) (Rescher, 1968). As previously men-
tioned, Kujundzic used strain meters in the concrete lining of the Rama tunnel
and checked the dynamic E modulus with seismic waves. Extensive measure-
ments have also been carried out in Japanese underground works.
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Measurements made inside or about the St Gotthard Road tunnel have
been mentioned in section 10.10.6. More information on modern measuring
techniques will be given in section 16.3 dealing with Waldeck II underground
power-station. Other methods are described in a paper on Saussaz, a station
excavated in creeping rock (Bozetto, 1974). Pressure from the vertical rock
walls is supported by two horizontal concrete beams, heavily steel reinforced.
Rock deformations were measured with an extensive system of extensometers,
and checked by direct optical measurements (fig. 10.65g).

There is one vital parameter on which we really lack information: the
increase in volume AF of loosened 'visco-plastic' rock. Few authors have
commented about it and more information is urgently required on this point.

Reports submitted to recent International Congresses show an interesting
trend in rock mechanics, which gives a more coherent insight into the behav-
iour of rock masses. Modern problems have been discussed for their relevance
to civil engineering. It is obvious that additional fundamental research, as
opposed to the technical approach, on the behaviour of jointed, fissured,
fractured rock masses under strain and stress (see Bieniawski, 1969) is
required. New, vitally important, fields will have to be investigated in the
laboratories, in conjunction with the tests and measurements in situ, if real
progress is to be achieved.



11 Rock mechanics and dam foundations

11.1 The classical approach to dam foundations

Some remains of very early dams have been found in Egypt, built by the
pharaohs for irrigation. Some of them were pervious and could not have
stored much water, others might have been washed away by floods. The
oldest known arch dam ever to be built was discovered in 1956 by the French
engineer Henri Goblot near Kebar, 150 km from Teheran. Some Spanish
and French dams still stand (Alamansa, Elche, etc).

Several early dams failed. Others were built on pervious rock like Camarasa
and Monte Jaque in Spain, and required expensive repair work to stop the
leakages. Between 1910 and 1930 basic rules and techniques were developed
for the safe design and construction of dams. They can be summarized as
follows:

(1) check the imperviousness of the storage reservoir;
(2) check percolation conditions under the dam foundations and round

the abutments;
(3) calculate gravity dams and buttress dams, including uplift and check

the shear strength of the rock foundations;
(4) calculate arch dams and check compression and shear stresses along

the periphery of the foundations.
In recent times these methods have been improved. The elasticity of the

foundations is now included in the estimate of the total deformation of the
dam, and more sophisticated methods are used to establish the curvatures
of the shell forming the dam (Jaeger, 1958-64). But despite these improve-
ments and the excellent quality of the concrete used on site, and the improved
grouting techniques, tragic dam failures still occur (Gruner, 1963; Mary,
1968). Analysis of the conditions of such failures usually points to some
hidden weaknesses in the rock.

Details of some of these failures will be given in part four, but special rock
problems concerning dam foundations will be dealt with now.

11.2 Shear and horizontal stresses in rock foundations of
dams; the tensile stresses

Jimenes-Salas at the Eighth Congress on Large Dams, 1964, Edinburgh,
reported on the danger of tensile stresses and tensile fissures in the rock

[325]
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foundations at the heel of dams. Italian authors reported to the same Con-
gress on the displacement of dam foundations under full hydrostatic load,
which could also be attributed to overstraining of the rock under tensile stress.

11.2.1 Classical approach

Conventional methods are used for estimating the vertical stresses and the
horizontal shear stresses on the horizontal concrete foundations of gravity
and buttress dams. Similar methods can be used for the foundations at the
concrete periphery of arch dams. It is commonly assumed that, when rock
masses are capable of withstanding the estimated vertical compression
stresses, cr̂ , investigation is also required to establish shear stress conditions
assuming the law of Coulomb (see section 7.1 formulas (11) and (14)):

r = c + a tan <f> < rul t .

When ax and a2 are the principal stresses in homogeneous rock masses, the
law of Coulomb can be written as

= sin <j>.
0i + °2 + 2c cot <j>

When shearing along a weaker line of fracture has to be investigated the
formula to be used is

ax cos /? sin (<f> — /?) + ay sin /? cos (</> — (i) + c cos <f> — u sin <f> ^ 0,

where u is the interstitial water pressure, and where /? is the angle of the plane
of fracture versus the principal stress a± (section 7.1, formula (16)).

This appears to be straightforward, provided a1 and a2 are known in direc-
tion and value, but it is not, because the horizontal stress components ah

under the dam foundations, inside the rock masses, are not known, but could
be measured.

11.2.2 The horizontal stress component ah and the shear
stress T under the foundations of a gravity dam

The following simplified approach gives an idea of the real values of ah in the
rock under the foundations of a gravity dam (fig. 11.1).

If we assume that the vertical stresses form a triangular load distribution
from av = 0 for x = 0 to av = p for x = B the load at point £ (0 < I < B) is

Pc-Pj
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(b)

Fig. 11.1 Simplified method for estimating horizontal and shear stresses in the rock
foundation under a dam.

At point P(x, z) at a distance r from o* the stresses caused by the isolated
load pz are:

= —
77T

cos3 0,

ox = -^ sin2 0 cos 0,
77T

rX2 = - ^ sin 0 cos2 0.
77T
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Similarly, assuming again a triangular load distribution, an isolated hori-
zontal load q^ (fig. 11.16):

2 = B

Fig. 11.2 Horizontal stresses, ah, caused by a vertical triangular load. The same
diagram also valid for shear stresses, r, caused by horizontal loads (after Del
Campo & Piquer, 1962).

causes at point P, stress:

= -25 sin 0 cos2 0,
irr

ol = -^ sin3 0,
7TA*

j a = ^ sin2 6 cos 0,
77T77T

and integration from £ = 0 to £ = 5 yields:

Jo [(x^lY + z*?^

at =
^

Bz

*•

Bz2
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, _z* + (x-B?

+ x tan"
Bz^ I
x2-Bx]'

Figures 11.2 and 11.3 show the horizontal stresses, ah9 and the shear stresses,
r, caused by a vertical triangular loading, and fig. 11.4 the horizontal shear

z = 0AB

z = 0.5B-

z= B

Fig. 11.3 Shear stresses, T, caused by a triangular vertical load. The same diagram
also valid for vertical stresses, av, caused by horizontal loads (after Del Campo &
Piquer, 1962).

z = 0.15

2 = 0.5B

z = B

M II

llllllllll \
^ - U > |

Fig. 11.4 Horizontal stresses, ah, caused by a horizontal triangular load.

stresses, ah9 caused by a horizontal triangular loading. They are also valid for
shear stresses, r, and the vertical stresses, aV9 caused by horizontal loads. The
diagram shows that ah and r are not linear. Figure 11.4 shows clear negative
tensile horizontal stresses, oh, in the region of the heel of the dam. When verti-
cal and horizontal (hydrostatic) loads act on the dam the corresponding dia-
grams have to be combined. Horizontal tensile stresses still exist under the
dam.

From a rock mechanics point of view these tensile stresses are of major
importance as it is sometimes doubtful whether rock masses can stand them.
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Knowing av and ah the usual formulae allow the calculation of the principal
stresses o1 and <x2, for che cases reservoir full and empty.

The basic assumption that vertical and horizontal loadings are triangular
is only an approximation. Modern computing methods can be used for direct
stress analysis of dam plus rock foundations. For example, Zienkiewicz
(1965, 1968) has used the finite element method and assumes that the rock
mass stands tensile stresses or that there is a 'no-tension' solution (fig. 11.5).

Fig. 11.5 Stress distribution at the heel of a gravity dam: (a) initial elastic solution,
assuming tensile stresses; (b) final 'no-tension* solution, fissured rock (after
Zienkiewicz, 1968).

Foundations of gravity dams, buttress dams, arch dams and also anchored
dams, have been analysed by this method, and they always show tensile or
fissured regions near the heel of the dam.

11.3 Percolating water through dam rock foundations;
grouting and drainage

11.3.1 Interstitial water pressure and uplift forces

This is a problem of great complexity and importance to dam designers.
Research started after the Bouzey dam in France failed on 27 April 1895. A
committee headed by Maurice L6vy was put in charge of technical investiga-
tions and his findings indicated, probably for the first time, that interstitial
water pressure in the rock and hydrostatic uplift forces under the dam
foundations had caused the catastrophe.

The carefully worded recommendations of this committee were later
summarized in a practical rule concerning the uplift forces to be assumed
under dam foundations.

The uplift pressure at the heel of the dam is equal to yy, where y is the
depth of the foundation below water level and y the specific weight of the
water.
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In fig. 11.6 it is assumed that on the toe of the dam the water is at level y0

above the foundation. The uplift force U is equal to the area of the trapezium

U = yB + J o ) with A = 1, B = width of dam.

This is equivalent to the so called 'condition of Levy' the wording of which
was slightly different and considered mainly water pressures in fissures in the
dam masonry.

Fig. 11.6 Condition of Levy for uplift pressures under a dam (A = 1).

The rule of L6vy is now generally accepted. The percentage of the area
on which uplift acts raises a most important question. If there is grain to
grain contact in the concrete or between concrete and rock, and if the
uplift only acts in the concrete or rock pores, this would be equivalent to a
corresponding reduction in the A value (A < 1).

The following table indicates how the ratio B\H of a gravity dam width B
at the base to dam height H varies with A, to avoid tension cracks:

A = 100% uplift,

A = 67%

A = 50%

B\H = 0-76

B\H = 0-72

Several research workers have tried to measure uplift pressure in concrete
but their results have been inconclusive. Leliavsky (1958), improving on
former techniques, forced water under pressure/? into the pores of the concrete
(fig. 11.7). This may cause the concrete to rupture for a water pressure p'.
The uplift force corresponding to this pressure is z = fAp' where A is the
cross-section of the concrete sample being tested a n d / a factor representing
the percentage of the area A on which the uplift is supposed to act. Measured
values of z have been erratic in the past. Leliavsky applied a compression
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Fig. 11.7 Principle of Leliavsky pore pressure test.

force N to the test sample. Repeating the test for pressures pl9 p2i p3, p± . . .
of the test water, he obtained the following relations (fig. 11.7).

and

z + Nx =fApl9 z + N2 =fAp2,

J == ~~ATZ — P2)

z + N3=fAp3, z + 1

and

/ =

The average value obtained f o r / b y Leliavsky was 0-91. A technical cor-
rection of this factor brought it down to 0-84 which is the value he recom-
mends. Most designers will accept/ =1 -0 and therefore X = 1 -0 for undrained
dam foundations. Others will hold to the value X = 1-0 even for drained dam
foundations, but many experienced designers will in this case accept X = 0*80
to 0-90.

It is advisable to check any design which is based on a value X < 1 for
stability or stress increases when the actual value X is greater than the as-
sumed X. In most cases the increased stresses in the concrete (or eventually
some tensile stresses in the concrete) are well inside acceptable limits. Rock
stresses must also be checked.

11.3.2 Classical grouting techniques for concrete dam
foundations

(1) The grout curtains. Glossop (1960, 1961) established that the first
grouting was carried out in 1802 in Dieppe (France) by Charles Berigny.
The method was a remarkable success and was well known in France long
before the 1832 publication by Berigny.
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In 1933 Lugeon set down rules for grouting of concrete dam rock founda-
tions with a cement grout, still used today on many dam sites. He considered
three different systems.

(a) Low-pressure grouting under the whole area of concrete dam founda-
tions, binding concrete to rock and consolidating foundation rock shattered
by excavations (contact grouting).

(b) High-pressure deep grout curtain along the heel of the dam.
(c) A grout curtain at large (French: voile au large) supposed to cut water

percolation round the dam.
An excellent example of Lugeon's technique is his work on the Sautet arch

dam site (France) (fig. 11.8).

Fig. 11.8 Sautet dam. (Jb) Main grout curtain following the dam heel; (c) the
curtain was grouted from adits 1, 2, 3 and 4 and from 5, the diversion tunnel (after
Lugeon, 1933).

Low-pressure grouting under the concrete dam is carried out after the
rock has been loaded by a reasonable thickness of concrete, in order to avoid
lifting of rock masses by the grout pressure. The main grout curtain is
usually done before the dam foundations are concreted. Lugeon suggests
drilling boreholes 5 m deep under the foundation level. The borehole is
sealed at 3 m under this level and the lower 2 m tested under water pressure
and then grouted. The borehole is then redrilled through the hardened grout
and bored down to —10 m, water tested and grouted from — 5 m to = —10m
below foundation level. The drilling, water testing and grouting proceeds
5 m at a time downwards to the required depth. The alternative technique
consists of drilling the boreholes downwards by 15-m steps and grouting them
upwards by 5-m steps, redrilling and then boring another 15-m length.

(2) The Lugeon unit and the water tests. One Lugeon unit corresponds to a
water test where one litre of water per minute is absorbed by the rock by
a one-metre-borehole under a test pressure of 10 kg/cm2. According to
Lugeon a rock absorbing less than one Lugeon unit is considered to be
reasonably watertight and no grouting or further grouting is required. One
Lugeon unit is approximately equivalent to K — 10~5 cm/s (Darcy's law).

Tests are often carried out on 5-m-long borehole sections, but shorter test
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lengths are sometimes required for locating isolated fissures. The effective
water pressure to be included in Lugeon's formula is, according to fig. 11.9:

water tablevV r

water table

II seal\
ttested borehole
-length

Fig. 11.9 Borehole section for locating isolated fissures.

where pm is the manometer pressure, H (in metres) the static head above the
water-table and Ap the pressure losses in pipes and valves.

Assuming a borehole with diameter d—2r feeding a fissure (e = width of
fissure) over an area TTR2, the discharge q through the fissure is then (fig.
11.10):

6rj loge R/r pe6

Fig. 11.10 Water discharge through a fissure.

(rj = viscosity of the water, loge = natural log, q varies little with Rjr).
For a 5-m test length of the borehole:

1 Lugeon unit corresponds to q = 5 1/min and e = 0-1 mm

10 Lugeon units correspond to q = 501/min and e = 0-2 mm

100 Lugeon units correspond to q = 5001/min and e = 0-5 mm.
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When E is the modulus of elasticity of the rock a pressure p causes an
increase Ae of the width of the fissure (Sabarly, 1968):

A, = «£,
and

The discharge q increases rapidly with the pressure and (for e ̂  0) is
proportional to /?4. This sharp rise of q is not really due to internal rupture
(as sometimes assumed) but to elastic rock compression. The discharge q is
inversely proportional to E and larger in deformable rock. (French claquage.)

(3) Grout mixture and pressure \ borehole density. Lugeon recommends
the use of normal cement and grout pressues of 35 kg/cm2, grout mixture,
with a cement to water ratio C\W = \ to -fa. If it is not possible to plug a
fissure within twelve hours, he recommends the use of thicker grouts, with
CjW = i or J. He suggests grouting should stop when the grout losses are
not higher than 251/min and meter under a pressure/? = 45 kg/cm2.

Today, special cements are being used, with no grain larger than 45 pm.
Lower pressures (p ^ 10 kg/cm2) are often efficient with fine cement.
American authors recommend that grout pressure should be related to the
thickness of the overburden. Their recommendation is 1 lb/in2 per foot over-
burden (1 kg/cm2 per 4*2 m). But European experts accept pressures as high
as 1 kg/cm2 per metre overburden thickness, or about four times as much.
For example, for a rock depth of 45 m the American rule would limit the
pressures to 11 kg/cm2 whereas the European would go as high as 45 kg/cm2.
The American Task Committee (ASCE) accepts higher pressures than the
1 lb/in2 per ft rule. For stratified rock they recommend 22 kg/cm2 for 45 m
depth and 45 kg/cm2 for a depth of 40 m in massive rock.

(This can be discussed on more precise assumptions along the lines
developed in section 10.4, figs. 10.22 to 10.30, for uplift forces caused by
tunnel grouting.)

In fig. 11.10 pressure p is supposed to be applied over an area 7rR2 causing
an uplift force U = pirR2 on the fissure. How dangerous is this uplift? Some
rough figures are available. Tests have been carried out for the Allt na
Lairige dam (Jaeger, 1961c), which attempted to rupture the anchorage rock.
An uplift force U varying from 1000 tonnes to 4400 tonnes was applied to
an area of 4-3 m2 (fig. 11.11), using flat jacks. The pressures increased to
p = 23 kg/cm2 and then top = 102 kg/cm2 when the flat jacks burst before
the rock was severely damaged. Only minor rock movements, possibly caused
by internal cracks, had been noticed. The depth at which the flat jacks were
anchored was only 18 ft (5-5 m) under the rock surface (Banks, 1955).
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^2.35 m

Fig. 11.11 Test anchorage for Allt na Lairige dam: (a) six Freyssinet flat jacks
each 870 mm in diameter; (Jb) hand pump; (c) deflectometer; (d) steel tube duct;
(e) staffs for vertical displacement measurement.

Grouting pressures as high as these would never be applied at such shallow
depths and the experiment indirectly proves the resistance capacity of com-
petent rock to grouting pressures; with poor rock, results would probably
have been different.

Another approach is to choose the grout pressure on the basis of the
potential hydrostatic pressure transmitted to the rock by the storage reservoir
when filled, the grout pressure being larger than the hydrostatic interstitial
water pressure. Grouting can then be carried out from deep-lying galleries
rather than from the surface of the rock foundations. As an example, the
grout curtain of the Mauvoisin dam (fig. 11.12) was injected from a deep
gallery, at 237 m below dam crest.

520 m (along arch)

237 m

Fig. 11.12 The 237-m-high Mauvoisin arch dam grouting scheme: (1) grouting
gallery level 1858; (2) deep grouting gallery, level 1724; (3) inspection galleries;
(4) lift; (5) power tunnel to Fionnay; (6) discharge gallery.

The distance between boreholes is chosen on the site according to test
results. In competent rock the first boreholes are tentatively drilled 12 m or
6 m apart. A water test log is established along the whole borehole (fig. 11.13).
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8.07

12.4'9 >

22.33

31.18-

37.19J

501/min

1 kg/cm2

17 1/min
12 kg/cm2

9 1/min
10 kg/cm2

30 1/min

10 kg/cm2

0.85 1/min

15 kg/cm2

Fig. 11.13 Water loss diagram, Spitallamm dam (after Lugeon 1933).

A similar diagram is traced for the grout absorption along the same borehole.
Depending on results, intermediary boreholes are drilled, sometimes the
distance between them has to be reduced to 1 m or 0-5 m, or even two rows
are drilled. For the Kariba dam, the boreholes through the pervious right
rock abutment were arranged in a hexagonal pattern.

A few cases of rock masses being lifted by grout pressure are mentioned
in the literature (Zaruba, 1962) with diagrams relating rock deformations to
grout pressures and time. Deformations of 0-05 to 0-06 m under pressures
of 3 to 6 kg/cm2 were measured. Other diagrams by Zaruba mention defor-
mation of 160 mm. He suggests the following empirical values (metric system).
For competent rock, nearly vertical main system of fissures and fractures:

For weaker rock masses, horizontal stratifications:

p = 0-2577 + 0-005772

(4) Other types of grouting. Bitumen, mixtures of cement and silicates,
chemicals (silicates), sand, sawdust, ashes, even gravel have been used for
grouting. These are specialized techniques extensively dealt with in textbooks
(Lugeon, 1933; Cambefort, 1964).

11.3.3 Casagrande's critical opinions; present approach to
grouting and drainage problems

(1) Casagrande's opinions. In January 1961, A. Casagrande, delivering the
First Rankine lecture to the Institution of Civil Engineers, London, syste-
matically questioned grouting procedures and endeavoured to prove that they
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are useless for reducing the uplift pressures under dams. He started with
an earth dam on loose, pervious alluvium (fig. 11.14a), and related his
remarks to concrete dams built on solid competent rock (fig. 11.146). In this
diagram it is assumed that the depth to the impervious soil under the dam
is d, and B the width of the dam base.

l y "piezometr ic line

pervious d

impervious

! / = 0 A-,

\ . —r^-^-—-^^ .piezometric line

' A j ' * *' r i soil)< *̂"£> pervious

A'2 / fc impervious

(b)

Fig. 11.14 Casagrande's theory on grouting.

M (pervious soil)

(c)

Assuming the grout curtain to be a nearly impervious, very thin curtain
(e^d 0), then Dachler's well-known theory (1936) shows that it causes only
negligible pressure losses. Measurements carried out under earth dams showed
that the pressure line is nearly linear, the pressure loss, A/?, caused by the
grout curtain being negligible, thus confirming the Dachler-Casagrande
theory. The immediate reaction to this theory was to observe that the thick-
ness, e, of a grout curtain should never be negligible. Those under the Serre-
Poncon rock-fill dam and the High Aswan dam are quite substantial. In
particular, the width e of the grout curtain under a concrete dam with width
B is definitely not negligible. As soon as the ratio e\B becomes significant
then the pressure losses through the curtain are proportionately greater.

Casagrande's thesis would have been easier to demonstrate if it had been
assumed that the soil foundations of the earth dam were pervious at great
depth (fig. 11.14c). He published several diagrams similar to fig. 11.15

junction
curtain

piezometric line

;allery

>grouted foundation
.drain

-main grout curtain

Fig. 11.15 Piezometric line under concrete dam.
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showing that the piezometric line, measured under a concrete dam, depends
on the position of the drainage system and not on the position of the grout
curtain. His conclusions were that expensive grouting is useless and that a
much cheaper drainage system is the only efficient method of controlling the
piezometric line along the dam foundations.

In fact, the whole theory of uplift pressures and pressure lines had been
developed long before Casagrande and it was accepted that they do not
depend on the absolute value of the perviousness of the medium, k, but only
on the relative perviousness of the grouted to ungrouted medium, k/k2. But
the discharge seeping under a dam is directly proportional to the absolute
value of k. It was argued that the purpose of grouting was not really to
decrease the uplift pressures (an uplift factor of A = 0-80 to X = 1-0 being
accepted by all dam designers) but to check possible water seepage and losses
under or round a dam (Jaeger, 19496, 1956,19616).

It was additionally observed (fig. 11.15) that interstitial water pressure
is measured along the foundation line between concrete and rock, which is
grouted, so that the k value along the foundation is about the same from
heel to toe of the dam. This explains why the pressure line of uplift is linear
along the foundations.

(2) Further research on grouting and draining, Casagrande's lecture was
delivered one year after the rupture of the Malpasset dam. It was a time when
many designers were deeply concerned with basic concepts in dam design
and they realized that the main problem to be analysed was the bulk stability
of the concrete dam plus rock masses modified by the grouting and drainage
systems (Jaeger, 19616, 1964a; Londe & Sabarly, 1966). It was becoming
clear that many problems were so intimately linked that none could be
discussed without full consideration of the others (fig. 11.16).

possible line of rupture
possible line of rupture section A.A

grout
curtain tc\

Fig. 11.16 Schematic representation of the bulk stability of a dam, depending on
the position of the grout curtain (after Jaeger, 19616).
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Pacher and Miiller had been studying the rock abutments of the Kurobe IV
arch dam (Japan). (The methods used by Miiller and John to determine the
density and main directions of the fissures have already been dealt with.) In
1962 (Salzburg), Pacher & Yokota reported on their investigations into
seepage problems. Yokota (1963) assumes that water seepage through
highly fissured rock is similar to that through a homogeneous porous medium
(laminar flow) and that the law of Darcy applies. Comparison of results
obtained in nature, by reading piezometric levels in boreholes, with those
obtained in the laboratory will show whether this assumption is correct.
(All theories developed by Casagrande are implicitly based on the same
assumption.) If the law of Darcy is accepted then the use of electrical ana-
logues for rapid research is justified.

Yokota describes how he tested the efficiency of grout curtains using an
electric analogue and then made drainage tests on two- and three-dimen-
sional models. For three-dimensional models an agar gel was used. The
efficiency of a grout curtain is defined by

rj = (Kx - K2)IKl9

where K± — the permeability coefficient of the rock mass before grouting
and K2 = the permeability after grouting. The porosity P of the curtain is
given by 1 — rj = K2\KX. A better definition would be to introduce the
dischargesqx and#2 before and after grouting: rj = (q± — q2)lqi> The porosity
factor then becomes P = q2lqi- The final purpose of the research was to
establish a design for the grout curtain and associated drainage system, for
Kurobe IV dam. It was decided that drainage holes with 56 mm diameter
and 10 m apart were an acceptable solution.

Tests were carried out on a three-dimensional model:

(a) without curtain grouting and without drainage,
(b) with curtain grouting only,
(c) with grouting and drainage curtain,
(d) with so-called direct drainage in addition to (c).

The results showed that the reduction of flow due to the grouting curtain
was only 10%, while with drain holes added the total flow was increased by
27%; but the level along the downstream rock surface (which is a measure
of the pressure) was decreased to 65 % of the original flow. Comparisons were
made on the prototype by measuring water levels in twenty-four piezometers,
when the reservoir was partly full at elevation 1376 m. Yokota summarizes
his views as follows: 'Curtain grouting is necessary to plug rather wide
openings or cavities in the rock, but it seems very difficult to form a so-called
watertight screen.' He found, on the other hand, that drains were very
effective in reducing hydrostatic pressure. His conclusions confirm the opinion
that grouting curtains and drainage sytems should be used simultaneously
(fig. 11.16c) (Jaeger, 19616,1964a).
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Pacher investigated the general stability of the rock abutments of Kurobe
IV dam. Some of his research about the flow lines in grouted, homogeneous
rock and the pressure gradients are shown in figs. 11.17 and 11.18. He con-
cluded that the shape of the grout curtain had to be inclined and adapted
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Fig. 11.17 Pressure diagram for a pervious grout curtain, p = pressure as indicated
on the diagram (after Pacher, 1963).

Fig. 11.18 Grout curtain at Kurobe IV dam. Estimated flow and equipotential
lines. Symbols: , grout curtain; , equipotential lines; •, flow
lines (after Pacher, 1963).

in plan view to local conditions. In fig. 11.18 it can be clearly seen how the
curtain is curved in plan view in order to increase the efficient mass of rock
forming anchorage for the dam on the downstream side of the curtain.

Research into the same problems was also carried out in France by Londe
& Sabarly (1966) and by Sabarly (1968) who arrived at very similar con-
clusions. To make his point clear, Sabarly published two sketches showing the
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forces F and F' acting on the rock foundations; one where there is a grout
curtain and the other where drainage was used under the dam (fig. 11.19). A
simplified calculation shows that F' = F sin a/a. Additionally the direction

impervious grout
screen

F= yH(R - r)

drainage system
F = YH(R - r) 5UL2

Fig. 11.19 Simplified sketch comparing the force, F, on a grout screen with the
force, F\ on a drainage system (after Sabarly, 1968).

of F' is far more favourable than the direction of F. A more detailed calcula-
tion could be developed using Pacher's approach. Sabarly also confirms the
thesis of Casagrande, by showing that there is a far greater reduction in uplift
forces under a dam when drainage is used instead of a grout curtain.

His general conclusions concerning dam foundations are: in the case of an
impervious rock mass, a grout curtain is not very efficient. To check uplift
pressures he suggests building a drainage system rather than a grout curtain.
A theory of drainage system has been developed elsewhere (C. Jaeger, 1956).

In very pervious rock, grouting may be required to reduce the discharge of
water seeping through the fractures and fissures. Too high a discharge may
saturate the drainage system and make it inoperative or may erode the
fissures. Grouting is supposed to check the discharge of percolating water.

A very large grout curtain was required to stop leakage under the Camarasa
dam (Spain) as the water losses under pressure could be higher than the
average yearly inflow to the reservoir (approx. Il/m3/s). A large grout
curtain was also required for the Dokan dam (Iraq) (Jones et aL, 1958) to stop
leakage through very pervious rock. In other cases, stopping the water loss
was imperative for economic reasons.

Sabarly recommends inclined grout curtains, similar to those proposed by
others (Jaeger, 19616). He mentions the possibility that arch dams might
rotate around their foundations. This rotation, in addition to a radial dis-
placement may cause an open fissure under the heel of the dam (fig. 11.20),
and a rupture of the impervious grout curtain. (This rupture is not likely to
occur on the foundations of double curvature arch dams and of gravity dams
where the rotation of the dam base is smaller.)

Sabarly describes the case of an arch dam with a vertical cylindrical
upstream face. The vertical upstream grouting curtain followed the heel of
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Fig. 11.20 Rotation of the base of an arch dam (after Sabarly, 1968).

the dam. This was reinforced by a short inclined secondary curtain drilled
from the gallery (fig. 11.21). The dam functioned well for several years.
During a period when the reservoir was empty, piezometric boreholes were
drilled from the gallery. When the reservoir was filling up, a few metres
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Fig. 11.21 Arch dam with cylindrical upstream face (after Sabarly, 1968).

before reaching its top level the piezometers suddenly began to discharge.
Rising water levels made the discharge increase to 1200 litres/min per
piezometer, which is quite considerable for small boreholes. Drains were
drilled on the toe of the dam (see fig. 11.21) but they discharged very little.
It was assumed that rotation of the dam had opened a fissure, probably near
the concrete-rock line, and water had penetrated direct into the piezometers,
the discharge being

q = Ahxe
3
9

where e is the width of the fissure, which increases with reservoir levels, and
fix the available head. Discharge under the dam is increased proportionally
to the third power of e and increases with the dam rotation. To stop the water
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losses and additional uplift pressures, Sabarly suggested that a grout curtain
and drainhole should be located as indicated in fig. 11.22. This would stop
water losses progressing towards the toe of the dam but would not decrease
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Fig. 11.22 Suggested location of grout curtain.

the uplift pressures, or solve the more important problem of bulk stability
of the rock foundations.

It is suggested that the correct choice of the dam profile (double curvature
arch dams) would avoid excessive rotation of the foundation and so avoid
fissuring of the rock. The Italian 'pulvino' design would be most efficient in
such a case. A 'pulvino' is a pressure distribution slab following the periphery
of the dam foundations (the dam shell rests on the pulvino). A peripheral
joint is provided which is usually grouted after settlement of the rock founda-
tions and before raising the water level in the reservoir (fig. 11.23). But the

~grout curtain

Fig. 11.23 Arch dam with peripheral 'pulvino' (after Semenza).

joint can be left open and provided with an elastic seal. Such a design,
strongly advocated in many papers (Jaeger, 1950, 1964a, b), spreads the com-
pression forces on the rock over a wider field, equalizes them and avoids any
major rotation of the foundations, the elastic seal being able to absorb small
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rotations of the dam shell. A somewhat similar design has been used by
Gicot for the Schiffenen dam to compensate for the difference of the elastic
modulus of the rock in the river bed and on the natural lateral abutments.

(3) Rock grouting for consolidation of rock masses. In considering the prob-
lem of drainage-grouting primarily on uplifts, Casagrande has neglected
some other very important aspects. The case just mentioned shows the danger
of excessive water losses. There are other aspects of the problem requiring
close investigation.

Rock grouting can be used for consolidating fissured rock masses. Semenza
successfully used it on the rock abutments of the high Vajont arch dam. At
the same time the grout pressure increased the rock stiffness and brought the
Young's modulus of the rock masses, Er, to the required high uniform values
to be introduced in the elastic analysis of the dam shell.

Several years before Semenza, Coyne (France) used systematic grouting
for consolidation of the rock abutments of the Castillon arch dam and the
Chaudanne arch dam. More recently, similar techniques were used for the
Kariba dam (Rhodesia) and the Dokan arch dam (Iraq). In all these cases
rock grouting was vital to the final success of the design.

More information on this will be given in the next chapter.

11.3.4 Geology and rock grouting

Geological problems have not been mentioned much in previous chapters.
Rock has been described as 'impervious' or 'very pervious' (Sabarly), and
the Lugeon test accepted as the standard criterion. But a far more detailed
description of the rock mass is required.

It is assumed that details of the principal families of fissures, faults and
fractures are at hand. The penetration of grout in fissures depends not only
on the width of the fissures but also on their possible widening. Grout
penetrates more easily along fissures normal to the direction of the lowest
residual stresses. It is therefore desirable for rock mechanic tests on residua
stresses to be carried out in the area of the dam foundation.

Figure 11.24a, b gives a schematic illustration of possible geological
situations. In the first case (a) it is assumed that rock provides natural

grout
curtain

impervious

drainage—*|

(b)
impervious
rock

Fig. 11.24 Typical geological situations: (a) favourable to a grout curtain; (b) not
favourable unless artificial drainage provided.
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drainage under the dam and substantially assists any artificial drainage in
reducing uplift pressures under the foundations.

In case (b) artificial drainage is absolutely essential if high uplift forces
under the dam are to be avoided.

Geology textbooks cover situations like those in fig. 11.25a, b9 c. There is
an endless list of possible geological situations - from the possibility of water

impervious rock ,,.
(a) <b)

Fig. 11.25 Typical geological situations.

being evacuated to the downstream side of the dam toe, or being retained
under the dam, increasing the uplift values higher than A > 1, depending on
the relative perviousness of the different rock layers.

This analysis is not sufficient, as the relative natural plasticity of rock
masses is of great importance when the general stability of dam abutments is
being considered.

11.3.5 General stability of dam abutments

Vital research work has been carried out in recent years on this subject. The
concrete abutment of the dam, together with the fissured or fractured rock
mass is analysed for general stability, assuming the most unfavourable uplift
conditions. This is the only way to decide between a grout curtain or a
drainage system. Casagrande's criticism of modern grouting methods has
helped dam designers to consider new trends even if many of his sharp
conclusions had to be rejected.

The following could be adopted when designing a dam abutment.
(1) Establish the geological pattern of the site, based on the information

given by the geologist on stratification, faults and fractures and more de-
tailed information on rock mechanics, fissures, rock elasticity and rock
plasticity.

(2) Calculate the 'lines of forces' along which the dam thrust is supposed
to be transmitted to the rock masses. Model tests (see next chapter) may be
required.

(3) Estimate structural changes which may be caused in the rock masses
by the transmission of stresses and strains from the dam to the rock. Tensile
stresses may cause zones of rupture where water penetrates easily without
loss of pressure. Compressed zones may become impervious, as was clearly
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demonstrated by the tests of Bernaix, at the Paris Research Laboratory of
the £cole Polytechnique.

(4) Follow the flow lines of percolating water. In an isotropic zone, the
methods developed by Pacher can be used. When the rock becomes anisotropic
under strain and stresses, the variations of the perviousness factor k (ktensilel
ĉompression) must be estimated and introduced in the calculation. In the

case of rupture the hydraulic pressure may be transmitted to its full value
deep into the rock masses (fig. 11.16). This is basically the assumption made
by Fumagalli (1967) when he tested rock abutments at the ISMES laboratory
(see section 11.4.1(4)).

(5) The real uplift conditions on the rock masses forming the rock abut-
ment can be calculated on the basis of the calculations mentioned under (3)
and (4). This is a sound basis on which to estimate the bulk stability of dam
foundations.

Londe & Sabarly (1966) submitted some general rules for such a calcu-
lation to the Eighth Congress on Large Dams, Edinburgh, 1964. The shadow
of the collapsed Malpasset dam has formed the background to the intensive
research work which led to the formulation of these design rules. Model tests
will help the designers and suggest any required improvement to rock
conditions by reinforcing and strengthening of rock masses.

11.4 Dam foundation design and construction in recent years:
case histories

The broad discussion of design principles developed in sections 11.1 to 11.3
can be compared to the progressive evolution of the design of foundations
of large concrete dams. A few case histories will show what has been done
in recent years to improve the safety of difficult dams. The technique of
using geomechanical models for testing dam abutments has been improved;
more attention has been given to drainage systems and, in difficult cases,
bold rock reinforcements have been carried out through cable anchorage and
pressure grouting.

The following classification of case histories under three different sub-
titles is only approximate.

11.4.1 Geomechanical models of dam abutments: design and
construction

The technique of testing dams, mainly arch dams, on models was first
developed in the United States (Bureau of Reclamation) and in Italy and was
rapidly adopted by other countries. The first models were plaster, hard light
concrete, or rubber, built on rigid hard concrete abutments. Then the tech-
nique developed and the rock abutments were represented by a material
with a convenient modulus of elasticity. The latest stage is to represent rock
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stratifications, fissures and faults on the model and test them until rupture
occurs. Several typical examples are instructive.

(1) The Vajont dam. The 261-6-m-high Vajont dam (fig. 11.26) is built on
highly jointed limestone which can best be described by its modulus of
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Fig. 11.26 Vajont dam, measurement of rock displacement.

elasticity E which varies from 787 000 to 852 000 kg/cm2, measured on labora-
tory samples, the higher values of E being those for rock at the bottom of
the valley. Inside test gallery measurements of E of from 100 000 to 300 000
kg/cm3 were obtained. A model of the dam was built and these varying E
values carefully reproduced, so that stresses and strains measured on them
could be compared with those obtained on more conventional models of
homogeneous abutments (Pancini, 1961a, b).

The main problem at Vajont was not the modulus of elasticity of the rock,
which varied between known and reasonable limits, but the joints and
fissures in the rock. A model was therefore built in which the abutments
were formed by precast parallelepiped blocks of plaster with barium sulphate
piled one on top of the other so that the actual contour lines and the three
main directions of the joints were correctly reproduced. The joints were
filled with different types of glue to represent different types of roughness
coefficients. In addition, several rock fractures, some of them parallel to the
main direction of the valley were correctly reproduced by sawing the blocks
in the appropriate places.

The deflection of the crown was about five times larger on the model with
the lowest friction factor than on the model with massive, homogeneous,
non-fissured rock abutments. Measurements made on the prototype dam
showed the actual deformation to be larger than on the more optimistic
model, but still far less than on the worst model. The models were tested to
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breaking point. One collapsed when, due to the accidental rupture of a
watertight rubber sheet protecting the abutment, water seeped through the
pile of blocks, simulating the fissured abutments. This may be taken as proof
of the very real danger from the seepage of water and full uplift pressure in
rock fissures and joints.

In addition to these tests, a considerable number of observations and
measurements were made on the site to ascertain the rock properties and
rock displacements. Vibrations inside the rock mass were measured during
rock blasting and concreting. The wave velocities in rock and dynamic
modulus of elasticity were measured before and after grouting. Five test
galleries were driven. The modulus E was measured by applying compression
forces either with hydraulic jacks or by filling the galleries with water under
pressure. Tests were made in galleries to determine the cohesion and friction
along weak rock seams. Displacements of the rock abutments were measured
both in the direction of the dam thrust and perpendicular to it. Geodetic
measurement of any displacement can be supplemented by observation of
pendulums hung in vertical shafts in the rock. Displacements of the embank-
ments of the reservoir are also checked from the geodetic net. Cables were
used to prestress the rock in the upper part of both abutments, and their
length and strain were measured and checked. (The Vajont rock slide will be
analysed in chapter 14.)

(2) Kurobe IV dam, Japan. Model tests carried out for the Kurobe dam
(Oberti, 1960) included those where the correct ratios Econcrete/Erock were
used on the model and the main rock faults represented. In addition, detailed
tests and calculations (with an analogue computer) were carried out to
determine the piezometric pressure lines of water percolating through the
rock abutments (Yokota, 1962; Pacher, 1963). Particular attention was
paid to the grout curtain and to the drainage system, both of which differ in
many ways from conventional designs. The grout curtain is displaced in the
upstream direction.

An elaborate and costly campaign was launched (John, 1961) to:

(a) record all the rock fissures and their characteristics (direction, dip,
thickness, etc.),

(b) test rock under compression and under shear inside galleries,
(c) measure the physical rock properties and its strength near the founda-

tion at the surface of the rock,
(d) measure the modulus of elasticity in the rock.

In fig. 11.27a the fissures on the right abutment of the dam are shown and
in fig. 11.276 the arrangements for inclined shear tests on rock in situ,
isolating a rock block between two parallel galleries. Figure 11.27c shows
similar tests carried out at the rock surface. Arrangements for triaxial tests
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Fig. 11.27 The Kurobe IV dam: (a) the dam; (b) shear test on a concrete block;
(c) shear test at the surface of a rock mass.

on filling material inside a wide rock fracture are similar to those shown in
fig. 11.276.

(3) Tang-e-Soleyman dam {Northern Iran). The dam has a height of 100 m
with a central angle of 73°. The radii of the reference surface are 124 m for
the central zone and 211 m for the lateral zones (fig. 11.28). Comparative

Fig. 11.28 Schematic representation of the failure of the model of the Tang-e-
Soleyman dam (Iran): (a) fissure due to bending; (b) shear failure in the concrete,
along the dam foundation; (c) horizontal shear fracture (after Lane & Serafim,
1962).
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tests were carried out on homogeneous and on heterogeneous models. The
values of E shown in table 11.1 were measured in kilograms per square
centimetre by the Lisbon laboratory (Lane & Serafim, 1962).

Table 11.1

(in 1000 kg/cm2)
Transitional

Sandstone Mudstone Limestone limestone

Oven-dried
Saturated
Jacking tests

in a gallery

185
115

70 to 570

238
188

160 to 500

798
715

90 to 420

541
535

50 to 60

Tests were first carried out in Lisbon by Rocha and Serafim on two models
of a mixture of plaster of Paris (P), diatomite (D) and water (W) in a pro-
portion of WjP = 2 and PjD = 2. The modulus of elasticity of the founda-
tion rock was assumed uniform and equal to that of the dam. The models
were loaded with mercury.

For a second stage of the study two other models were built, the ratios
Er0C)xilEconcrete being 1/2 for limestone and 1/4 for sandstone and mudstone.
The mixtures used were:

W\P = 2, DjP = 0-5, for the dam.

W\P = 2-9, D/P = 1, for the limestone.

W\P = 1-2, D\P = 5, for sandstone and mudstone.

Due to the increased deformability of the foundation, the arch effect
became more marked, especially in the upper part of the dam, and the canti-
lever effect decreased. It is important to note that in such circumstances the
maximum compressive stresses in the entire dam decreased, the results
showing much smaller bending moments. The compression at the down-
stream face on the crown of the arches increased, particularly in the upper
arches. This was certainly caused by the fact that the upper region of the
foundations was more rigid than the region below.

Tests were carried out until rupture of the model dam occurred. Rupture
took place either by vertical compression fissures starting in the area of weak
foundations when the rock (model) was crushed, and/or by sliding of the
foundations in the same area. (This observation caused Serafim to suggest
that a similar process might have been involved in the failure of Malpasset.)

It is likely that sudden local weaknesses of the Eroc}c modulus are more
dangerous than a uniformly low Erock value. Very thin arch dams may adapt
themselves to substantial uniform rock displacements, but less to local
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overstraining caused by sudden changes in the Eroc^ value along the peri-
phery of the dam foundation. The central angle of the arch in plan is only
73° compared with 110° to 125° which is more usual. The shape was specially
studied on models and adapted to the contour lines; the thrust from the
arches of the dam is well directed towards the rock mass.

Miiller (Thirteenth Congress, Austrian Society for Rock Mechanics,
Salzburg) emphasized that he considers the usual central angle value of about
120° often to be too wide, for the arch thrust pushes in a direction unfavour-
able to the rock abutment. A smaller angle would suit some sites better and
increase the stability of the rock abutment. This was done at Tang-e-Soleyman.

(4) Tests in the ISMES Laboratory, Bergamo {Italy). Workers at the
laboratory have concentrated on further advanced research into arch dam
design and the stability of rock abutments. In a few cases they were able to
observe the failure of the rock abutment by overloading the model. The
friction factor along faults observed in situ was as low as <f> = 25° (Ca Selva
dam) or even </> = 13° (Gran Carevo dam). This low <f> value has been
correctly represented on the dam abutment models, together with the
stratification and faults of the rock mass as observed in situ.

Displacements of the rock on the downstream side of the dam were care-
fully observed and progressive fissuration of the rock abutments recorded.
At first (Ca Selva dam) dislocation and surface cracking may occur in the
upper elevations of the arch dam abutment. Surface brittleness is the greater
danger because it may cause a general collapse. In such a case, failure is not
always preceded by premonitory signs and it may occur abruptly. The rock
excavations for dam foundations should always extend sufficiently deep into
the abutment rock to avoid such failure (Fumagalli, 1966, 1967, 1968).

The second phase, leading to the ultimate collapse of the model, was
determined by the sliding of the lower beds, which occurred only in the final
stage of the testing. This plasto-viscous type of failure of the entire abutment
rock mass usually presents less unforeseen contingencies. Moreover, its
occurrence is presaged by large and slow deformation processes.

After completion of the tests of the Ca Selva dam, the rock buttress was
dismantled and analysed layer by layer. It was thus possible to detect the
cracking at different elevations. It was confirmed that, at the upper eleva-
tions, the dislocation of the blocks was accompanied by a series of surface
separation cracks. In a lower zone, a plastic compression process appeared
to have occurred near the upstream concrete abutment of the arches, corre-
sponding to a particularly high triaxial state of stresses existing in that area.
The influence of the faults was slight. Only two faults moved, which had
beddings consistent with the cracks.

It is important to note that the Ca Selva test was carried out by applying
the entire water pressure against the vertical grout curtain inside the rock.
It is worth while to compare these tests with the comments on the Malpasset
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dam failure (chapter 13) when the failure was attributed to water pressure on
deep rock layers. At Malpasset the rupture of the rock appeared to be by
surface brittleness.

Tests on the Place Moulin arch-gravity dam carried out on a 1:70 scale
three-dimensional model, showed that the first horizontal cracks to appear
on the downstream face of the dam occurred at approximately 4 to 6 times
the working load. The general collapse took place at a slightly higher loading
(5-1 times the working load) and may be attributed to yielding of the rock
along the entire dam foundation (see Malpasset dam case history, chapter 13)
(Oberti; Fumagalli, 1967).

In addition some two-dimensional tests were carried out. Plane pumice-
cement mortar models were made which corresponded to the most charac-
teristic and heavily loaded arches, in order to investigate the static con-
ditions of the rock in the downstream vicinity of the abutments, where the
yieldings brought about the collapse of the three-dimensional model.

Four arches, located at four different levels, from top to bottom of the
dams, were tested, first under the 'equivalent hydrostatic' load. On the
completion of this test, the loading was increased until the model collapsed:
this was done so that the corresponding safety factor could be evaluated.
The hydrostatic loading was applied not only to the extrados of the arches,
but also to the track of the waterproof grout curtain in the foundation rock.
The support given by the rock portion upstream of that curtain was neglected.
Strains and stresses in the 'rock' were measured in four directions, and
principal stresses were calculated.

11.4.2 Practical examples of rock drainage (arch dams)

The systematic research carried out by Yokota and Pacher for the Kurobe
IV dam has been commented on in section 11.3. It is worth while comparing
the experience gained here with the actual practice at other sites. According
to Casagrande the 'drainage curtain' used in the USA consists of wells
about 3 in diameter, 10 ft or possibly 5 ft (3 or 1-50 m) apart. Drainage of
the foundations of gravity dams is now an accepted procedure. Little in-
formation has been published on the drainage of the rock foundations and
lateral abutments of arch dams. It is believed that very often little or nothing
is being done in this direction. Usually a drainage gallery built in the concrete
mass is provided at the bottom of the dam - and that is all. The following
data have been obtained from recent publications on French dams other than
gravity dams (Jaeger, 1964a).

(1) Roselend dam {Alps). The Roselend dam is characterized by a 150-m-
high arch, crowned and supplemented by a buttress section 804 m long.
The reservoir top level is at 1557 m and the top of the dam is at 1559 m.
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(2) Roselend buttress section on 'The Spur of Meraillef. Drains were drilled
parallel to the plane of the principal watertight screen to a depth of 35 m
starting from the right bank extremity as far as buttress 9, and from this
element as far as the large arch to a depth of 45 m. The drains were drilled
with a diameter of 116 mm (4-5 in), on the basis of three drains to every
20-m-wide element. They are situated 1-85 m downstream of the buttress
heads and thus open into the canal of the inspection gallery in the buttress
dam.

(3) Roselend main arch (150 m high). On the downstream side of the arch,
drains of 116 mm were also drilled with a spacing of 10 m. They penetrate
vertically 35 m into the rock. Some 4000 m of drains were drilled before the
filling of the reservoir was started. All the drains are equipped with a steel
head to protect them and to allow for measuring the resulting flow and the
levels of the nappe. Most of the drains on the downstream side of the arch
began to show a slight degree of oozing in 1960 when the water level in the
reservoir reached a level of 1506 m (about 90 m above foundation level).
More recent information is not available.

(4) Saint Guerin arch dam (70 m high). This dam in the Alps is built on
homogeneous gneiss. Grout absorption was extremely small and only 40
tonnes of cement were used in the 2200 m of boreholes for the deep screen,
and 20 tonnes in the 3000 m of boreholes for contact grouting. The drainage
network consists of twenty holes of 116 mm diameter and 20 m depth, which
are situated some metres downstream from the structure.

(5) Lamoux arch dam (45 m high). The information obtained on this dam
in the Pyrenees shows that ten vertical drains, 76 mm (3 in) in diameter,
having a total length of 299 m, were used.

(6) Neguilhes arch dam on river Orlu in the Pyrenees (55 m high). The
primary grouting screen consists of thirty boreholes having 470 m total
length. They absorbed only 22 tonnes of cement (47 kg/m). The secondary
screen (length 405 m) absorbed 29-5 tonnes of cement (73 kg/m). This work
was completed by the addition of three drainage holes 25 m deep, drilled
several metres downstream from the dam. Water leakage can be gauged.

(7) Raviege buttress dam (35 m high). The drainage gallery in this dam in
the Massif Central of France was provided with two networks; a vertical
network, approximately parallel to the upstream wall of the concrete dam
is intended to keep this wall in good condition. These drains were brought
under pressure before filling the reservoir, thus enabling certain defects in
the concrete to be noticed and repaired. A second network consisting of a
rock drainage system, penetrates 5 m into the rock.
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This short enquiry into the drainage of arch dam foundations shows that,
in a limited number of cases, great care has been taken to produce a safe
design. In others, the number of boreholes used for drainage seems low
compared with the data suggested by Yokota and the accepted practice for
gravity dams. More disconcerting is the fact that in the majority of cases no
information is available on what drainage has been provided, and there is
reason to suppose that there may be none.

A point of importance concerns the water pressure at the outlet from the
rock along the free rock surface. Before the reservoir is filled, the rock surface
may be dry and the rock slopes downstream of the dam are supposed to be
stable. When the reservoir is filled, the water pressure builds up behind the
rock slopes unless it is relieved by the curtain grouting and/or the drainage.
At Kurobe IV, on the model, it reached up to 30% of the static pressure.
This build-up of the water pressure may cause a rock slide as in El Frayle
(see case history, chapter 12). Positive drainage is recommended.

11.4.3 Reinforcement of rock foundations

Information on the reinforcement of the rock foundations of the Vajont dam
and the Kariba dam were given in section 11.4.1. Additional case histories
follow.

(1) The Castillon and the Chaudanne arch dams. The Castillon dam on the
river Verdon creates a reservoir of 149 x 106 m3 capacity, about 50 miles
(80 km) north-west of Cannes. The height of the dam is 100 m, the length of
the crest is 200 m {LjH = 2) and the radius of the face 70 m. The dam is built
on fissured limestone of upper Jurassic age; the topographical conditions
are very favourable, but the geological conditions much less so. The right
abutment is on very broken limestone due to an anticline, the general dip of
which is upstream. The fissures are extremely numerous and some exceed
1 m in width. A great amount of exploratory work was done (shafts and
galleries, boreholes with water and cement injection trials). In order to
consolidate some 200 000 m3 of rock it was decided to carry out the following
work (Jaeger, 1964a; Walters, 1962).

(a) Inject grout (1300 tonnes) in all fissures where access was possible
(filling some 2000 m3).

(b) Inject 2650 m3 of cement grout, inert materials and bentonite. The
general grout screen absorbed some additional 5195 tonnes of cement.
Some boreholes extended down to no less than 200 m below water
level.

(c) A series of concrete counterforts were built on the right bank, down-
stream of the dam, each anchored to the rock by five prestressed cables
of 1000 tonnes each (fig. 11.29).
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Fig. 11.29 Castillon dam; rock anchorage.

Rock consolidation at the Chaudanne arch dam (56 m high) was carried
out on similar lines. Post-tensioned cables penetrate the rock abutment on
its whole thickness (fig. 11.30).

post-tensioned cables

Fig. 11.30 Chaudanne dam.

(2) The Monteynard dam. A large, nearly vertical rock fracture on the right
abutment, filled with clayish material, was cleaned and filled with compact
concrete. The job was done from vertical shafts and horizontal galleries. This
can be classified merely as conventional consolidation work.

(3) Kariba dam abutment reinforcement. In the Kariba gorge, the rock
comprising the left abutment of the valley bottom and two-thirds of the right
abutment is massive gneiss, whilst the upper part of the right bank (south) is
a highly jointed quartzite. The jetting and grouting of the quartzite com-
menced with holes 10 ft apart. Later, an arrangement of three adjoining
hexagons comprising sixteen holes at 5-ft centres was adopted.

In addition, an extensive seam of micaceous material 5 ft thick and at least
100 ft long, some 200 ft into the hillside beyond the dam abutment and
across the line of thrust, was discovered. This seam thickened to 30 ft below
the surface. It was excavated through shafts and adits and refilled with
16 500 yd3 of concrete. Boreholes were drilled in the grouted hexagonal cells
and showed considerable improvement with 80% core recovery, but, never-
theless, signs of soft material still remained in some fissures. Additionally,
a series of test galleries and test shafts were driven in the rock. Seismic tests
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and pressure jacking confirmed the weakness of the quartzite as compared
with the gneiss. Further inspection showed that the treatment of the decom-
posed quartzite by grouting had not produced a fully compact rock. All
these results confirmed the engineers' conclusions that the quartzite zone and
the weathered gneiss were much too deformable. Additional grouting in order
to consolidate the quartzite was prohibitive in cost. The alternative was to
construct the gravity abutment block founded on the sound gneiss. The
abutment block has been designed as follows (fig. 11.31).

right abutment

Fig. 11.31 Kariba dam. Reinforcement of right-hand rock abutment.

(a) All the reinforcements have been built beyond construction joint no.
30 and to the right of it. The thrust due to the arch beyond joint 30
was found by trial load analysis to be 94 000 tonnes for a water level of
1560 and 236 000 tonnes for maximum water level of 1605 (dam crest
1606ftO.D.).

(b) Approximately 30 000 yd3 of additional concrete was placed on the
downstream face of the dam and tied to the existing concrete with
cables, using 15 000 tonnes of prestress.

(c) Four mass concrete buttresses each 20 ft wide were formed in the
quartzite below the abutment and founded on a mass concrete raft
resting on the sound gneiss. The buttresses were excavated and
concreted from two shafts and a number of adits. A diagonally directed
cut-off curtain and retaining wall above it protects the whole area
from the risk of leakage from the reservoir.

(d) The treated quartzite between buttresses adds its own weight for safety
(Gibb, Coyne& Sogei, 1962).

(4) Foundation reinforcements of buttress dams. The trend of ideas con-
cerning the reinforcement of buttress dam foundations gets back to the
Beni-Bahdel dam. The original design was by Stucky but its height was
subsequently increased. To keep the resultant of all the gravity forces and
hydraulic thrust well inside the middle third of the buttress base and to im-
prove the value of tan y> = T/N, an inclined force pushing in an upward
direction was applied at the toe of the dam by means of Freyssinet jacks
resting on the foundation rock (Ribes & Butin, 1958).
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The same idea was applied to the Erraguene dam on the Oued Djen-Djen
in Algeria. One of the reasons for using this technique is the wish to eliminate
the always dangerous, permanent and irreversible deformations of the rock.
Pressure by the jacks was increased beyond the prescribed value, then re-
leased in order to test the elasticity of rock and concrete and to create the
best possible conditions of strain distribution in the structure. Depending
on the height of the buttresses, the force on the abutment was from 8000
tons to a maximum of 34 000 tons. The force was always adjusted to the
water level behind the multiple arch dam.

A similar technique was used at the Sefid Roud dam in Iran (same main
contractors). In addition, a foundation problem had to be solved, for the
rock was of indifferent quality. Jacking the buttress toe transferred the thrust
to rock of better quality, and the weaker zones were bridged. The buttresses
are of a more massive design than those of Erraguene dam and it was possible
to partly apply the forces before the reservoir was filled, thus giving more
time to compensate for the non-reversible and the delayed rock deformations.

The Ben Metir dam in Tunisia (Stucky, 1955) has been described many
times as a classical exercise for buttress dam foundations on plastic rock. Two
drainage galleries were excavated at some distance under the dam with drains
pointing upwards towards the foundations of the buttress. The purpose of
this drainage is to accelerate the settlement of the clayey foundations, and
according to recent reports settlement has already reached 0-10 m. Galleries
have been built in the footing of the buttresses in a direction parallel to the
buttresses. In the event of uneven foundation settlement, the base of the
buttresses can be reinforced by locating cables in these galleries and post-
tensioning them.



Part Four
Case histories

Engineering geology and rock mechanics are applied sciences, the final
object of which is to assist in solving practical engineering problems. How
they do this is best illustrated by case histories. Some of them have already
been discussed in the chapters on engineering geology and rock mechanics;
others have been mentioned in the three chapters on rock slopes, galleries,
tunnels and excavations and on dam foundations. A few additional cases of
special interest have been selected to illustrate the many very different lines
of approach vital to design problems; each case stresses a few special points.

Chapter 12 examines cases concerning dam foundations and underground
works of American design. Additional information is given about tunnel
design and testing. Chapters 13 and 14 describe the two most dramatic
failures of large engineering structures in recent times, that of the Malpasset
dam and the rock slide at Vajont. Chapters 15 and 16 concern the consolida-
tion of difficult rock slopes and the construction of three large underground
power-stations. These five chapters supplement chapters 5 to 11.

12 Dam foundations and tunnelling

Examples of particular rock engineering problems have been given in the
previous chapters. The following details are taken from authoritative public-
ations. They supplement the information given in parts two and three. It is
interesting to note the methods responsible engineers have, in particular
cases, employed to test rock materials and rock masses and how they have
interpreted the results.

12.1 Rock mechanics for Karadj dam
12.1.1 Description of the project

The Karadj dam is located on the Karadj river, approximately 25 miles from
the city of Teheran (Iran). The project will assure adequate and reliable
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supplies of municipal and industrial water to the capital of Iran. A secondary
benefit of the project is hydroelectric peaking capacity.

The drainage area is 764 km2; the average annual run-off at the dam site
is estimated at 472 x 106m3; the maximum recorded flow is 350m3/s
and the spillway design flood is 1450 m3/s. The live storage capacity is
172 x 106 m3. There is a small regulating capacity of 0-6 X 106 m3 on the
downstream side of the dam. The additional annual water supply available
because of storage is estimated at 115-6 x 106 m3. The main dam is a double-
curvature, thin concrete arch. It has a maximum height of 180 m and a
crest length of 390 m. The horizontal circular arches have an approximately
constant central angle. The radii of the arch centre lines vary from a minimum
of 74 m at an elevation of 1612 m to a maximum of 201 m at elevation
1770 m (roadway level). The arch thickness is 32 m at elevation 1612 m,
varying to 7-85 m at the roadway. It has been analysed as a symmetrical
structure, with base at elevation 1600 m. Below this, and on the right abut-
ment, in the lower portion, massive concrete plugs have been constructed.
These plugs are intended to function as foundation rock, and are not analysed
as a portion of the arch structure. The volume of concrete is 350 000 m3.
The double-curvature design substantially saves on concrete compared to
other arch-dam shapes and is approximately 60% less than the amount
needed for a gravity dam type for the same site. The power-station will
ultimately have an installed capacity of 120 000 kW. The average annual
electrical energy delivered will be 149 x 106 kWh.

The dam was first analysed by the crown cantilever method, Further
analyses were made with three and then five cantilevers. The maximum
computed stresses are 150 lb/in2 for tension and 1000 lb/in2 for compression.
A large programme of model studies was planned to include tests that would
incorporate the effect of the differential in the modulus of elasticity of the
foundation rock relative to that of the concrete in the arch dam. However,
the field tests performed in galleries in the foundation revealed that the
modulus of elasticity was quite close to that of the concrete. Measurements
ranged generally from 2 x 106 to 2-5 x 106 lb/in2 while in the main dam it
was 3 x 106 lb/in2. The material used to construct both the model of the
dam and its foundation was homogeneous plaster. The model studies also
answered two economically important design questions: firstly, thrust blocks
would be necessary on either abutment; secondly, the opening in the arch
dam for the spillway crest piers and gates on the right abutment did not
materially affect the stresses in the dam nor the abutment loads. Therefore a
thrust beam would not be required across the top of this opening.

A small regulating dam is located 4000 ft downstream of the power plant.
It is an arch gravity concrete dam with a centrally located gated spillway
(dam crest at level 1600 m; maximum high water elevation 1610 m).
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12.1.2 Geology

Waldorf and contributors describe the geology of Karadj dam as follows:

Karadj dam is founded on a diorite sill approximately 360 m thick which was
intruded along the bedding planes of the enclosing tuffaceous rocks: the sill strikes
nearly parallel with the chord of the arch dam and dips downstream at an angle of
approximately 40°. Hydrothermal alteration, which has resulted in kaolinization of
the felspars, is found throughout the entire mass of the sill and is particularly
evident along fractures spaced approximately 5 metres apart, where zones to a
metre wide have been strongly kaolinized and sericitized.

There are three well-marked joint sets. The most prominent of these strikes
roughly parallel with the strike of the sill and dips downstream at an angle of
approximately 45°. Spacing of the joints ranges from 0-5 metres to 3 metres. These
joints contain calcite and zeolite fillings ranging from a film to 5 cm width.

Orientation of the three major joint sets is, in general, not adverse to the stability
of the abutments under the arch dam loadings and there is no evidence of planes of
weakness oriented in a direction that would permit sliding of any part of the
abutments.

The characteristic figures for the diorite area are as follows: sound diorite
E = 5 000 000 lb/in2 (356 000 kg/cm2) from laboratory tests on sound rock
samples; altered diorite E = 1 620 000 lb/in2 (114 000 kg/cm2); compressive
strength a = 4700 lb/in2 ( ~ 320 kg/cm2).

12.1.3 The test programme

The test programme was established by Waldorf et al. (1963) as follows: a
circular loading plate 760 mm in diameter, loaded by two hydraulic jacks
was used. Total force exerted by the jacks was 400 tonnes. This gave an
average surface loading of 1140 lb/in2 ( ~ 80 kg/cm2). The rock surface or
loading plane on which the loading plate rested had minimum lateral dimen-
sions of 5 to 5-5 plate diameters. The purpose was to assure that there would
be no appreciable effects of the side walls of the test chambers on the rock
deflections. Where practicable, the plate loads would be approximately in the
direction of the thrust of the dam. The test chambers had to be as near as
possible to the plane of the abutment. Three chambers were excavated in each
abutment at the elevations 1620, 1680 and 1730 m.

Description of test scheme. The thrust of the hydraulic jack ram was trans-
mitted by a spherical head to the loading plate which rested against the flat
test surface. The gauging system consisted of a number of dials fastened by
adjustable arms and cross members to two pipe supports which spanned the
full test surface and with a distance between each of five plate diameters.
Gauges were positioned to measure movements of the loading plate at four
points and at a number of points on the rock surface along the axis passing
through the centre of the plate. Measurements were made during both the
loading and unloading phases of the cycle. Rock displacements outside the
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plate would be approximately 10% of the plate displacement, requiring a
minimum accuracy of plate displacement measurements of 0-02 mm. The
accuracy of the gauges used was actually greater. Close control of the
temperature was required.

There were four tests on the normally jointed diorite rock which constituted
the bulk of the foundation. Two were on altered rock which appeared in
zones and lenses, one of which had close fracturing (chambers 2A and 6).
A single test was on a wedge of rock formed by a prominent joint intersecting
the test face at a flat angle. The massive igneous rock (four tests) was inter-
sected by a system of joints which divided it into blocks generally under a
half metre in linear dimensions. Joints were usually tight but were occasionally
filled with zeolites and calcite or both. The total thickness of such materials
formed only a minute part of the rock. From the evidence of drill cores and
drifts the maximum thickness of a zone or lens of altered rock appeared to
be under four metres. Accordingly, in the analysis of the effect on foundation
modulus a thickness of four metres was assumed for such a zone.

Altogether thirty-seven tests of various kinds were made on seven sites.
There were two temperature tests, four plate deflection tests and thirty-one
rock modulus tests. A minor correction was made to the plate displacement
measurements to account for the compression of the mortar pad on which
the plate rested. The mortar pad was normally 50 mm thick and was made
of one to one cement-sand mortar. Assuming the modulus of the mortar to
be 250 000 kg/cm2 (3-5 x 106 lb/in2) the full load compression would be
0-016 mm for the 760 mm plate and 0-044 mm for the 450 mm plate.

12.1.4 Main results of the tests and measurements: discussion

The corrected effective modulus values, as determined from plate deflections
are set out in table 12.1.

Table 12.1 Effective modulus from plate displacement
(in kg/cm2)

Chamber

1
2
3
4
5

Average

Unconnected
modulus

158 500
178 000
127 800
135 500
131000
146 300

Corrected
modulus

156 500
174 500
127 800
132 300
127 800
143 800

Elevation
(m)

1620
1680
1730
1620
1680

A separate analysis was made for the tests in chambers 2A and 6 where
rock was altered, and these results are summarized in table 12.2.
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Table 12.2 Effect on modulus of major discontinuities in rock mass

Types of discontinuity

Plate diameter
Measured displacement
Corrected displacement
Apparent modulus
Scale: protoype/test plate
Modulus of altered zone
Modulus of unaltered rock
Eeft for prototype with

discontinuity

Chamber 2A
(altered, fractured

rock)

450 mm
1-070 mm
1096 mm

76 500 kg/cm2

51
67 400 kg/cm2

163 700 kg/cm2

136 300

Chamber 6
(partly open
major joint)

760 mm
2-142 mm
2-275 mm

21 800 kg/cm2

30

163 700 kg/cm2

106 000 kg/cm2

The authors of the Karadj dam paper estimate that the probable range of
the rock modulus is from 143 000 kg/cm2 to 183 600 kg/cm2. The upper
value is representative of the rock mass below the surface zone from excava-
tion operations. These values are computed from points outside the plate.
The lower value (143 000 kg/cm2) is computed from plate displacements, and
is considered representative of the modulus in the surface zone of disturbed
rock (disturbance from excavation operations). The average of the two figures
gives a mean value E = 163 700 kg/cm2 (2-33 X 106 lb/in2).

Laboratory tests of twenty-three core sections showed moduli ranging
from 0-43 X 106 lb/in2 to 11*7 X 106 lb/in2. The crushing strength was:

(a) for three highly altered cores
(b) three moderately altered cores
(c) average for all tests
(d) mean value of E for core tests

4760 lb/in2 (336 kg/cm2)
10 860 lb/in2 (765 kg/cm2)
15 500 lb/in2 (1090 kg/cm2)
E = 5-05 x 106 lb/in2 or

356 000 kg/cm2

No correlation was found between laboratory tests and the modulus
measured in the field. It was found that jointing has more influence on field
modulus than variations in the rock itself. But this may not be valid where
there is a more extreme variation in rock quality.

Effect of minor jointing and sporadic rock alteration. The mean value of
E = 163 700 kg/cm2 quoted before and included in the second table was
representative of normal sound rock with joints along which there may be a
moderate alteration. But no appreciable effect of this was found. The effect
of fairly close minor jointing was included in all the tests (rather uniform
spacing of the joints throughout the mass), and this was why the field modulus
was low in comparison with laboratory findings.
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Effect of major joints and zones of altered and fractured rock, Waldorf and
his colleagues developed a most interesting theory of the 'scale effect' and of
the effect of non-homogeneous rock layers. A theory of the effective modulus
Eett

 w^s similarly developed by these authors (section 7.2). The following
figures show how a weak seam modifies the effective modulus Eett. In chamber
2A9 there was a one-metre-thick uniform zone of altered fractured rock
(E == 67 400 kg/cm2) above the sound rock. Taking 'scale effect' into account,
a 4-m-thick superficial zone of altered material under the prototype would
yield an Ee{f = 1 3 7 300 kg/cm2. On a similar basis it was calculated that for
Ex = 67 400 kg/cm2 altered layer and E = 163 700 kg/cm2 sound rock mass,
for a depth d of sound rock to a 4-m-thick altered zone, the Eeff would be
(prototype):

rf = 4m, Eett = 137 300kg/cm2

d = 10 m, Eeff = 144 000 kg/cm2

d = 20 m, Eeff = 152 500 kg/cm2

d = 60 m, Ee{f = 163 000 kg/cm2.

In chamber 6, a thin, very soft seam with only partial contact was located
at a depth of 0-5 m under the test plate. The jacking test showed a (corrected)
displacement of u = 2-275 mm under a load Q = 363 000 kg. The plate
radius was a = 380 mm. The formula yields:

mnQ(l v2) 0-96(363 000)(0-96)
E " ^ H - 2-275(380)(1772) ^ * >

where V77" = 1*772 and v = 0-2. The average lva lue for unaltered rock being
E = 163 700 kg/cm2 the deformation of the rock itself should have been

0-96(363 000)(0-96)

The compression of the joint can be estimated to be

ux = 2-275 - 0-303 = 1-972 mm.

Applying similar reasoning to the prototype (scale 30:1) it was found that

Eea = 106 200 kg/cm2 against E = 163 700 kg/cm2

for sound rock.
Assuming the same joint to be located at a depth d, the Eeff would have

been
d = 0-5 m, Eett = 106 200 kg/cm2

d = 10 m, Eett = 125 000 kg/cm2

d = 20 m, E^ = 142 500 kg/cm2

d = 60 m, E^t = 161 000 kg/cm2

d = oo, Eett = 163 700 kg/cm2.
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It is of interest to note that these tests prove that a smaller loading plate
and too small a load (like the 50-tonne jack used by Talobre) would be unable
to detect a weak rock seam even if it was just below the plate. Figures
obtained from such tests may be misleading, because even the geological
strata immediately below the loading plate must be known if correct inter-
pretation of the results is to be made.

12.2 Analysis of rock properties at the Dez project (Iran)
12.2.1 Description of the project and geology

The Dez dam (now called the Reza Pahlavi dam) is a double-curvature thin-
arch dam, 666 ft high (204 m), built on the Dez river in Khuzestan Province
of Southern Iran (Dodds, 1966). The project includes two spillway tunnels,
one 47 ft (14-35 m) in diameter and one 42-5 ft (13-0 m) in diameter, and two
34-ft (10-40 m) diameter power tunnels which feed four 13-5-ft (4-13 m)
prestressed concrete penstocks. The project is an American design.

All these structures are built on or in a cobble conglomerate (middle to
late Pliocene). The conglomerate is a fluviatile deposit of boulders, cobbles,
and gravel with some intercalated sandstone lenses and is more than 2000 ft
(600 m) thick. There was a high percentage of initial voids which are partially
filled by cementing material. The conglomerate is composed of subangular
dolomite to well-rounded gravels of limestone, and chert with minor amounts
of tuff and mudstone. A matrix of sand, silt and clay partially fills the voids.
Calcite (CaCO3) is the principal cementing agent in the rock, but its deposi-
tion has not been complete, and open-work pockets are left within the rock
mass. According to the American experts in charge of the project, the young
age, variable composition and cementation of the rock and the exacting
foundation demands made a precise understanding of the physical properties
of the rock a necessity.

12.2.2 Testing programme

The exploration and testing programme consisted of the following.

(a) Drilling 11210 lineal ft of NX boreholes 3 in diameter and 1432 lineal
ft of 6-in-diameter boreholes.

(b) Excavating twelve test adits with a total length of 4000 ft.
(c) Testing two 20-ft-long hydrostatic pressure chambers. Measuring

in situ residual stresses (47 flat jacks). In situ bearing-plate tests using
100-ton hydraulic jacks.

(d) Testing 881 6-in-diameter rock cores in the project laboratory for:
unconfined and confined crushing strength; sustained load reaction,
tensile and shear strength; rock creep.
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(1) The hydrostatic pressure chambers. These were of the type developed
by Oberti and described in chapter 6. Four types of tests were made:

(a) Deformation tests over periods of three and four days at pressures up
to 200 lb/in2.

(b) Creep tests over a period of sixteen days.
(c) Deformation tests over periods of three and four days at pressures up

to 265 lb/in2.
(d) Some tests after grouting the surrounding rock.

It was found that the average modulus of elasticity varied between 1 138 000
and 1 561 000 lb/in2 (80 000 and 110 000 kg/cm2) with a minimum of 568 000
lb/in2 (40 000 kg/cm2). The average secant modulus (total deformation)
varied between 710 000 and 994 000 lb/in2 (50 000 and 70 000 kg/cm2),
depending mainly on the direction of the rock strata.

(2) Plate loading tests. These were carried out with a rig similar to the
one used by Talobre (1957), but capable of 100 tons. Because these tests are
relatively inexpensive and easy to set up, a total of 257 were made and the
results analysed by Talobre on the lines developed in his earlier publications.
The minimum E values were from 1-0 X 106 to 1-8 X 106 lb/in2 (70 000 to
126 000 kg/cm2), the maximum lvalues varying from 1-5 x 106to3-8 x 106

lb/in2 (105 000 to 269 000 kg/cm2). The minimum values mentioned here are
the secant modulus of the first loading cycle, the maximum values the elastic
modulus of the fourth loading cycle.

(3) Residual stress measurements: flat jack tests. The method used was
based on the work of Tincelin (1952) in the French iron mines using flat
jacks located in slots. After deciding on the test location and the inclination
of the slot, four studs were cemented on both sides of the future slot along
a line at right angles to it 9 to 10 in apart. Twenty-four hours later the initial
readings of the distance which separated the studs was made to establish
the equilibrium base. A slot approximately 3 in wide by 30 in deep was then
cut off the rock and the jack cemented in place. A very dry mix (50 % cement,
50% sand) was used. The jacks were usually allowed to set for seven days
before testing. During this whole period the measuring studs were covered
with paper and mortar, to protect them against bumping.

The residual stresses measured varied between 334 and 2222 lb/in2 (23*5
and 156 kg/cm2).

(4) Laboratory tests. To develop Mohr's envelopes for the rock so that the
Hn situ measurements' could be correctly correlated to in-place strength, a
thorough laboratory testing programme was required. 881 rock cores were
tested. To supply specimens thirty-six 6-in diameter drill holes with a total
length of 1436 ft were drilled approximately equally spaced down both
abutments.
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Unconfined and confined crushing tests were carried out on 6-in diameter
12-in-high dry and wet cores, the confinement pressures, p9 were 350 and
750 lb/in2 (24-5 and 53 kg/cm2). It was found that the confinement pressure,
p, improves the crushing strength according to the following relationship:

acr = 2621 + 2-68/?, (in lb/in2 values).

Tensile strength was measured by the Brazilian method, and the shear
strength computed from Mohr envelopes.

12.2.3 Foundation analysis
The results of all the foundation tests for the Dez project were evaluated by
Talobre.

The rock is free from major structural defects (faults or joints); lenses and
pods of below average strength rock are local and can be adequately treated
by: (a) removal and back filling with concrete, (b) special grouting, (c)
additional reinforcing of the abutment.

Talobre estimated that sliding failure in the dam abutments could only
occur if new failure surfaces developed from crushing of the rock. The ultimate
bearing capacity of the Dez abutments depended on the crushing strength of
the rock masses.

Twenty-eight determinations of internal stress present in the rock at the
abutment surface were made using flat jacks. The average measured was
560 lb/in2, more than 50% of the measurements were over 470 lb/in.2

Talobre used the very conservative figure of 300 lb/in2 for the residual
compression present in the rock at the abutment surface. Correcting this
value for the direction of dam thrust gives actual minimum confining loads of
339 and 450 lb/in2 for the downstream and the upstream edges of the dam
shoulder. The laboratory formula now becomes (average values): for the
downstream edge of the saddle block acr = 2621 + (339 x 2-68) = 3530
lb/in2; for the upstream edge of the saddle block acr = 2621 + (450 x 2-68)
= 3810 lb/in2. (These are average values; local values were usually higher.)
Comparing this against local stresses, it was found that safety factors against
crushing of the rock were between 4-9 and 11-8.

It was established that the Dez river water is completely saturated with
CaCO3 and is therefore not able to dissolve an additional amount of calcite.
The effect of the pore pressure under the dam is to lower the effective con-
fining pressure, causing a loss of rock crushing strength, and also to lower
the effective load on the rock abutment (uplift). This was taken into account
when calculating local safety factors at different elevations.

12.3 Foundation investigations for Morrow Point dam and
power-plant and Oroville dam and power-plant

Research for the Karadj dam centred on a more precise interpretation of
loading tests on heterogeneous stratified rock and on problems of scaling
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up results to prototype conditions. For the Dez project, effort was put into
estimating the rock-crushing strength under triaxial stress conditions. The
main object of the tests conducted by Miiller for Kurobe IV dam (see
chapter 11) was to determine the shear strength of the fissured rock masses.
Three cases - three different sets of problems.

Foundation investigations for the Morrow Point and Oroville sites were
for a combined dam site and underground power-plant. The approach here
is different from that in previous case histories.

12.3.1 Description of the project and geology at the Morrow
Point site

The Gunnison River Development (part of the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation
Colorado River Project) is primarily a water-storage and hydroelectric
power development (Dominy & Bellport, 1965). Two dams have been
constructed: the Blue Mesa rock-fill dam and the Morrow Point dam. A
third dam, the Crystal dam, is planned.

Morrow Point is the Bureau's first concrete, double-curvature thin-arch

a t ) l e tunnel
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ccess tunnel
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Fig. 12.1 General plan Morrow Point dam and power-plant (after Brown &
Morgan, 1965).
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dam. It is 465 ft (141 m) high, 52 ft (15-80 m) thick at the base and 12 ft
(3-66 m) thick at the crest. It has a crest length of 720 ft (220 m) and a
volume of 360 000 yd3 of concrete. The spillway consists of four orifice-
type openings in the top central part of the dam, providing a free-fall discharge
of over 350 ft to the concrete stilling basin at the toe of the dam. Maximum
capacity of the spillway is about 41 000 cusecs (fig. 12.1).

The power-plant chamber is excavated in the canyon wall in the left abut-
ment at about 400 ft below ground surface. It is 205-5 ft long and 57 ft
wide with a height ranging from 65 to 134 ft. There are two 60 000 kW genera-
tors driven by two 83 000 h.p. turbines. The power penstocks consist of 13|-
ft-diameter steel liners in 18-ft-diameter tunnels (fig. 12.2). The reservoir
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Morrow Point underground power-plant (after Wolf, Brown & Morgan,

behind Morrow Point dam has a capacity of 117 000 acre ft at a maximum
water level; the active storage being 42 120 acre ft.

Morrow Point dam and power-plant and the reservoir basin are located
entirely within pre-Cambrian metamorphic rocks. The dam site is in a narrow
section of the Black Canyon gorge, which is only 200 ft wide at river level
and about 550 ft at crest elevation. The abutments consist of nearly vertical
to overhanging cliffs separated by narrow shelves. There is very little over-
burden. Alluvial material in the valley floor consists of rounded sand, gravel,
cobbles and boulders mixed with large angular talus blocks. The rock at the
dam site consists of alternating lenticular and irregular beds of micaceous
quartzite, quartz-mica schists, mica schists and biotite schists, all of which
have been intruded by granitic veinlets along both foliation and jointing.
A considerable portion of the lower left abutment consists of granite pegma-
tite. The quality of the rock types varies considerably, the hardest being
micaceous quartzite and granite pegmatite with variations of hardness and
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strength down to the weaker biotite schists. Of the several rock types, only
the biotite schists display moderate weathering.

The direction of the thrust from the dam is across the upstream dip of
bedding, which precludes slippage along schist beds in the abutments. The
rock contains stress relief jointing which generally parallels the canyon walls.

The underground power-plant is located in uniformly high-quality meta-
morphic rock intruded by irregular small bodies of granite pegmatite. The
bedding strikes nearly normal to the power-plant alignment and dips upstream
at angles of 15° to 60°, average about 35°. This is favourable for bridging
across arches and helps prevent separation along contacts. Two shear zones
cross through the power-plant area. Widely spaced irregular joints are
present in the rock, but they are not continuous for any great distance.
Strikes range from nearly normal to nearly parallel to the power-plant
alignment.

12.3.2 Geological and geophysical investigations

The area occupied by the dam was mapped at a scale of 20 ft to 1 in; the
area extending 1000 ft up and downstream from the dam was mapped at a
scale of 50 ft to 1 in. 108 diamond core drill holes were made with total
footage of approximately 8000 ft. The technique of 'fan hole' drilling was
used to investigate the foundation in a direction along the principal lines of
thrust from the dam. Most holes were NX size (3-in diameter), but some BX
(2|-in diameter) and a few 6-in holes were drilled for special test purposes.
Percolation tests were made in the drill holes by the rubber packer method,
using a pressure of 100 lb/in2 (fig. 12.3).

7400T
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.2 71 OOf

left abutment
exploratory tunnel

6900- lit abutment
exploratory tunnel

drills

6800"

6700-

6600-

6500- -

Fig. 12.3 Morrow Point dam site showing angle drill pattern and exploratory
tunnels (after Wallace & Olsen, 1965).
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Five exploration tunnels, three of which were excavated during preliminary
investigations and two during construction, were completed. Four dam-site
tunnels, two in each abutment, extend about 100 ft into the rock. One tunnel
extends along the entire length of the underground power-house near the
top of the proposed machine hall excavation (fig. 12.4). The abutment

"exploration tunnels

S\

6900 ft

6850

6830-

6800"

6750-

6700-

Fig. 12.4 Morrow Point underground power-plant. Exploration tunnels and drill
holes in the area of the underground power-plant (after Wolf, Brown & Morgan,
1965).

tunnels provided data on the attitude and severity of the surface and stress
relief jointing, and were also used as stations for seismic shots and sites for
jacking tests. The lower tunnel on the right side was located along a soft
biotite schist bed to investigate what was considered to be the weakest rock
at the site.

Drill holes were extended from the power-house tunnel in various directions
and television examination was conducted in several of them. This explored
geological features not seen from the drill core. Numerous seismic field
measurements of the elastic modulus of in situ rock were carried out at
Morrow Point. For estimating the E modulus the following simplified
formula was used:

£ = ( 1 2 v ) 2 x 9-3 x 10-5 x d.

In this formula E is expressed in pounds per square inch, v is the wave
velocity in feet per second and d is the specific gravity in grammes per cubic
centimetre. This value E can be corrected for the effect of Poisson's ratio.
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The measured wave velocity, v9 was 12,800 ft/sec and the Poisson ratio, v, was
0-2. For quartzite, E was found to be:

£ = 5 - 3 x 106 (with d = 2-70 g/cm3).

According to Dominy & Bellport, the general test procedure with seismic
waves can be applied in several different ways.

(a) Using a number of vibration detectors (to a maximum of 12 and 4
explosion points) measurements can be made at different locations along a
line to ascertain the depth and wave velocity values in layers at and below
the surface.

(b) Measurements of wave speed can be made, using one vibration detector
at different depths in a drill hole with successive explosions at the mouth of
the hole. This procedure can be reversed, i.e. having the detector at the
mouth of the drill hole and detonating explosive charges at different depths
within it.

(c) Measurements can also be made between drill holes by using a single
drill hole detector and exploding charges at different depths. In some cases
a charge in one hole and a detector at the same depth in another may be
used to study velocity distribution.

(d) It is also possible to measure wave velocity from the bottom of a drill
hole by exploding a charge, the effect of which is registered on a detector
located at a distant point in an exploration tunnel. This procedure was
employed at the Morrow Point site to ascertain the elastic modulus of the
rock in which the penstock tunnels would be excavated.

(e) Wave velocity can be measured between an explosion point at the end
of an abutment tunnel and a detector on the surface (fig. 12.5).

(/) To check the depth of blast damage the Bureau of Reclamation
measured wave speed and layer depths at some twenty points on the walls
of the power-plant access tunnel which had been driven using the 'smooth
wall' blasting technique. In 1962 they also checked the validity of the seismic
wave velocity measurements over a section of an abutment. In fig. 12.5,
showing the right dam abutment, a seismic line F extended from a shot point,
95 ft from the portal of an exploration tunnel, upward through a section of
gneiss and schists for a distance of 176 ft to a vibration detector on the
surface. The measured seismic velocity along line F was 10 000 ft/s and with
a computed density of 2-75 from tests of samples, the seismic elasticity of
the rock was determined to be E = 3-3 x 106 lb/in2. A drill hole was later put
down along the seismic line F. The elastic moduli of rock cores were
measured and found to be E = 0-86 x 106 lb/in2 for biotite schists, E =
1-2 X 106 lb/in2 for mica schists and E = 4-14 x 106 lb/in2 for micaceous
quartzite or quartz-mica schists. The apportioned average laboratory value
from static tests of cores was calculated to be E = 3-1 x 106 lb/in2; which
compared favourably with the seismic value E = 3-3 x 106 lb/in2.

The whole foundations of the dam and underground power-plant site
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Fig. 12.5 Morrow Point dam. Correlation between seismic measurements of rock
elasticity and static laboratory tests (after U.S. Bureau of Reclamation). Rock
grouping: (I) biotite schist, average 0-86; (II) mica schist, average 1-20; (III)
micaceous quartzite or quartz-mica schist, average 4*14 x 106.

were explored with boreholes and exploratory galleries and covered with a
dense net of seismic lines. On the basis of the many seismic tests supple-
mented by jacking tests a most detailed geological mapping of the whole
area was possible.

12.3.3 Laboratory and field tests

Petrographic analysis of rock specimens classified rocks into five types
(fig. 12.6). They were given the numbers I, II, III, IV and V, rock number III
being the more frequent. Type I is biotite, the weakest rock type. Type II
is a mica schist with well-developed but irregular foliation and some jointing.
Type III is a micaceous quartzite with somewhat less developed foliation
but a more prominent system of macro-jointing.

Shear and sliding friction tests. Originally it was planned to conduct all the
tests in situ in the underground power-plant exploratory tunnel near the dam,
but the contractor's work schedule delayed access to the tunnel. Therefore,
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Fig. 12.6 Morrow Point dam area rock classification relationship (after U.S.
Bureau of Reclamation).

only two shear tests and ten sliding friction tests were performed in the field,
while five shear tests and forty-nine sliding friction tests were conducted in
the Denver laboratory of the Bureau of Reclamation, utilizing the large
specimens which retained the in situ joints and cracks. Included in the
laboratory tests were one shear and six sliding friction tests conducted on a
concrete block cast on type II rock. The equipment and procedure simulated
that used in the field tests. Results from direct shear tests were compared
with those obtained from triaxial laboratory tests on NX cores.

Rock specimens were prepared for the laboratory from large blocks trimmed
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into cubes of about 30 in by line drilling with a diamond core drill. These
cubes were encased in concrete about 36 in in size. Next a 15 x 15 x 8-in-
high projection was cut with a 36-in diamond saw. Rocks were orientated so
that foliation of the shear specimen was parallel to the shearing load. A
steel frame was placed around the upper block. A 5 000 000-lb-capacity
machine was used for the tests. Two hand-operated hydraulic pumps each
capable of producing a pressure of 10 000 lb/in2 were used to activate the
normal and the inclined jacks.

As explained in section 6.3.1, Serafim, in Portugal, employed two failure
criteria, one based on maximum shear stress and the other on inversion of
the vertical displacement (see fig. 6.16). In the Portuguese tests, the shear
stress at inversion was near, but less than, the maximum shear stress reached;
in the tests for Morrow Point dam, the inversion was not so pronounced,
being one-half, or less, of the maximum shear stress. This may have been
due to the difference in rock types and the fact that the loads in the Bureau
tests were considerably larger. The Portuguese granite was weathered,
maximum shear ranging from 48 to 159 lb/in2, while the rocks tested by the
Bureau reached 917 to 1511 lb/in2.

Immediately after a block was sheared, a series of sliding friction tests
were conducted using normal loads of 800, 600, 400 and nearly 0 lb/in2

corresponding to normal loads of 180 000, 135 000, 90 000 and 01b. (The
actual area of contact was less than the theoretical 16 x 16 = 256 in2.)
Tests were carried out in situ and in the laboratory, in the forward direction
and in reverse, on dry and on moist surfaces. The angles of friction varied
from <f> = 27° to over <f> = 40° (tan <f> = 0-51 to 0-84).

Laboratory tests on foundation rock cores. The extensive programme just
described was supplemented by tests on rock cores. Approximately 250
specimens of foundation rock cores selected from 10 dam site drill holes
were tested to determine the main physical properties of the foundation:
absorption porosity, specific gravity, modulus of elasticity, E9 Poisson's
ratio, v, and the tensile, compressive and triaxial strength. Most of the
relevant tests were conducted along classical lines. Mohr circles and Mohr
envelopes were traced for the typical rock types I to V.

Interesting experiments were carried out to determine the modulus of
elasticity on 6-in cores with axial hole. A steel chamber was constructed so
that hydraulic oil pressure could be applied to the outside cylindrical surface
of a 6-in-diameter sample of rock containing an EX hole. The outside of the
core was wrapped in plastic to prevent oil penetrating into the rock samples.
The borehole gauge was inserted into the EX hole; deformations versus
hydraulic pressures were observed. The modulus of the core was computed
by use of the equation:

Ez= l&d p
(D2 - d2) d
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where D = outside diameter of the core, d = inside diameter of the core,
p = external pressure, d = change in inside diameter.

Field-jacking tests of foundation rock. Load was applied vertically, then
horizontally, to the rock by two jacks, 3 ft apart, each having a capacity of
200 tons. Loads of 200, 400 and 600 lb/in2 were applied to the rock for a
period of approximately one week, maintained by automatic control. Three
gauges were installed to measure vertical deformations at each point caused
by the various test loads. These consisted of a rock deformation gauge
which incorporated a special 'Carlson joint meter', under each of the two
jacking loads to take measurements through approximately 15 ft of founda-
tion rock (fig. 6.6). In addition one tunnel diameter gauge was placed midway
between the jacking loads.

Residual rock strains. These were measured with the borehole gauge
method and with Wittmore strain gauges. The equations required to reduce
the strains to stresses in plane stress conditions for a 45° rosette of gauges
(Merrill & Peterson, 1961) measured in the borehole are:

Id

i - u2y + (u2 - c/3)2]1/2

2d^2

and
+ 2U2 - U± - U3tan 2d± = — — >

where S and T = the principal perpendicular inherent stresses, Ul9 U2 and
U3 = the measured deformations across the diameters 45° apart, E = the
modulus of elasticity of the 'homogenous rock', d — the diameter of the
EX hole and 0 = the angle from S to U± measured counter clockwise.

12.3.4 Rock tests at the Oroville dam and power-house

A detailed description of the Oroville dam and underground power-house
rock tests was given in a paper by Stoppini & Kruse (1964) from which the
following information has been taken.

An extensive exploration programme was conducted at the power-house
site as a preliminary to the construction of the underground works. An
exploration adit and cross drifts within the left abutment of the dam were
used. Similar to the Karadj tests, the Oroville plate-bearing tests used a
circular plate with four dial gauges placed at equal intervals around its
edge. And, as with the Karadj tests, the deflection pattern of the loaded
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plate failed to conform to any standard formula found in textbooks: it
revealed a tendency for the plate to tip.

Three jacks, each of 100 tons capacity, were placed in line along a re-
inforced WF beam which in turn delivered the thrust along a short length of
6-in bar stock to a lj-in bearing plate 6 | in in diameter. It was intended to
obtain high loading intensities. The adit was of minimum size (5 ft by 7 ft),
unsupported, and driven on a slight gradient into the power-house site.
Similarly, from the main adit several drifts and cross cuts were driven. The
plate-bearing tests were performed in these and they provided access for
extensive core drilling throughout the power-house site. They were also used
to measure in situ stresses with flat jacks and boreholes. Flat jacks were also
used to determine the rock modulus.

Rock relaxation tests were also conducted in the first of the two diversion
tunnels (circular tunnels with a finished diameter of 35 ft), approximately
200 ft north-west of the power-house area. The rock mass here is homologous
to that in the power-house area and the depth of overburden is virtually the
same. Rock bolt extensometers were installed in a radial pattern in five
rings of five bolts each, at intervals of approximately 110 to 190 ft. They
were anchored at the base and grouted securely at the collar of the borehole.
Measurements were to an accuracy of 0-001 in.

Since most of the convergence occurs within the first one or two heading
advances following installation, it was important to install these extenso-
meters as near to the heading as drilling would permit. The diversion tunnel
was excavated with top heading full width, at which time the extensometers
were installed. When the lower bench was removed, further convergence
occurred. (Convergence of the tunnel causes the extensometers to record an
elongation of the borehole in which they are installed.)

The method of computing the modulus is based on the assumption that
displacements within the rock surrounding a tunnel cross-section are
analogous to those in an elastic and isotropic material surrounding a hole
in an infinite plate when subjected to biaxial stress. The in situ stresses in
the rock were measured by flat jacks and confirmed by the borehole defor-
mation method. In situ normal stresses of approximately 500 lb/in2 were
found to exist vertically and horizontally, both parallel and perpendicular
to the river channel. With uniform stresses in all directions, the analysis was
somewhat simplified. The modulus was obtained from the following equation:

in which p is the uniform primary stress in rock mass (existing prior to
excavation of the tunnel), a is the tunnel radius, r is the tunnel radius plus
length of rock-bolt extensometer and d is the elongation recorded by exten-
someter over the length of the bolt. The value of the Poisson's ratio deter-
mined from core samples was assumed to be a reasonable approximation
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for the rock mass and the value of 0-25 was used in the formula. (It is suggested
that in even moderately jointed rock with a ratio of vertical and horizontal
in situ stresses equal to one, a higher Poisson ratio should have been
assumed.)

Main results. Rock at the dam site is hard, dense, generally fine-grained
with specific gravity about 2-94. Unconfined compression tests on core
samples indicated a Young's modulus averaging 12 900 0001b/in2 (910 000
kg/cm2) and a compressive strength of 40 000 lb/in2 (2820 kg/cm2). Tensile
and cohesive strength determined from the same cores were 3300 lb/in2

(233 kg/cm2) and 5400 lb/in2 (381 kg/cm2) respectively. The rock is meta-
morphic with high percentages of amphibole and is best described as an
amphibolite. It appears massive although a rough schistose structure is not
uncommon. Narrow bands of schists and a random system of well-healed
joints and occasional shear zones are found throughout the test area.

Results from tunnel convergence measurements show that the modulus
for each array of extensometers averaged from 1 200 000 to 3 310 000 lb/in2.
The five arrays together averaged 2 600 000 lb/in2. The flat jacks yielded much
higher values, ranging from 5*15 X 106 to 12*5 X 106 lb/in2 for ten sites and
an average of 7-5 x 106 lb/in2 (530 000 kg/cm2). Modulus determined from
the plate-bearing tests had to be corrected because the plate tilted. Values
are given as follows: minimum E= 995 000 lb/in2 corrected to 1 272 000
lb/in2, maximum E = 1 555 000 lb/in2 corrected to 1 834 000 lb/in2, average
(5 sites) 1500 000 lb/in2.



13 Incidents, accidents, dam disasters

A paper entitled 'Dam disasters' was read before the Institution of Civil
Engineers, London, in January 1963 by E. Gruner. He mentioned a Spanish
publication (Revista de Obras Publicas, 1961) which listed 308 dams where
serious accidents had happened. The causes of failure were attributed as
follows:

foundation failure 40 %
inadequate spillway 23
poor construction 12
uneven settlement 10
other causes 15

Most of the foundation failures concern earth-fill and rock-fill dams built
on pervious alluvium. The number of failures in concrete dam foundations
is relatively small. A few are listed as follows.

(a) The designers of the Bouzey dam (France) ignored uplift forces and
the dam collapsed on 27 April 1895. A committee, headed by Maurice Levy,
was set up in the same year to investigate the disaster.

(b) The Gleno buttress dam failed in the same way on 1 December 1923.
Poor design (excessive shear stresses) and bad construction were blamed but
Mary (1968), attributed the failure to uplift forces under the foundations.

(c) On 13 August 1935, one of the two dams at the Molare development
in the Italian Appenines was destroyed by floods. The maximum flood
expected on the small catchment area (141 km2) was about 850 m3/s. But
during an unexpectedly heavy storm the floods rose to 2500 m3/s, over-
topping the dam and deeply eroding the dam toe, which collapsed.

(d) In April 1959, the catchment area of the Rio Negro (Uruguay)
severely flooded for a period of four weeks. The inflow into the Rincon del
Bonete reservoir reached a peak of 605 000 cusecs. Of this, a total of 340 000
cusecs were discharged over and around the dam which flooded the power-
house to generator top level, but did not destroy the river barrage.

(e) On 13 March 1928, the St Francis dam belonging to the Los Angeles
Water Board failed through defective foundations. The rupture of the 16-m-
high Moyie thin-arch dam (Idaho, USA) and the 19-m Lanier thin-arch
dam (North Carolina) were also caused by flooding and rupture of the dam
lateral rock abutment.

An unsuccessful attempt was made during the Spanish Civil War by the
troops of General Franco to blow up the Ordunte Dam near Bilbao. In

[379]
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September 1941 the retreating Soviet Army destroyed the Dnjeprogues dam.
On the night of 16 March 1943 the Mohne dam and the Eder dam in the
Ruhr (Germany) were successfully bombed by the Royal Air Force.

Three more recent cases of dam accidents or dam disasters will now be
analysed in detail. All three were caused by rock weakness.

13.1 The Idbar experimental thin-arch dam (Yugoslavia)

The Idbar dam, on the river of the same name in Yugoslavia was built to
accumulate alluvium from the catchment area of the large storage reservoir
of Jablanica (fig. 13.1). As the dam is not a water store it can be used for
in situ tests on the behaviour of very thin dam shells.

Fig. 13.1 The Idbar dam in Yugoslavia (after Milovarovic, 1958).

The height of the dam is 39 m; the thickness at crest level is only 1*11 m
and at the base 2-65 m, where it widens to 3-48 or 4-20 m at foundation level.
The arch dam itself required only 4100 m3 of concrete and the right bank
concrete abutment 2900 m3. Two 700-mm conduits on the right bank can
discharge the whole storage within two days into the large Jablanica reservoir
if required.

The main characteristic of this thin structure is the lack of homogeneity
of the foundation rock. On the left bank, triassic limestones, with an E
modulus of more than 200 000 kg/cm2, are very hard. Similar rocks on the
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river bed show a modulus of 100 000 to 150 000 kg/cm2, but at the bottom
of the right side of the gorge the E modulus is only 1000 to 5000 kg/cm2.
Higher up the slope (widely fractured triassic limestone) rocks again harden
to 40 000 to 60 000 kg/cm2 in the direction of the arch thrust and 30 000
kg/cm2 in a direction normal to the thrust measured.

Leakages occurred during the first filling, when the water reached the level
of the contact zone between the schists and the fractured limestones on the
right bank. The small reservoir was emptied and an impervious blanket
built on the upstream side of the right bank. A sudden flood (December
1959) filled the reservoir to top level and water spilled over the dam crest
before the blanket was finished. It leaked through the rock fractures, washing
away filling material (clay) and causing several large limestone rocks to fall
into the gorge. The right concrete abutment, left without proper support,
was displaced by 10 cm in the vertical direction. A fissure opened in the
concrete shell of the dam at 45° from the river bottom to half the height of
the dam. But the dam, still overtopped by flood water, withstood the strain
perfectly.

When the water level in the reservoir again dropped to three-quarters of
the height a 2-m-diameter cylindrical hole (6-6 m3 of volume) was blasted
through the concrete shell at about one-quarter height. It took a shaking
from the explosion, but again withstood, which demonstrates the extreme
toughness of thin dam-shells. After subsiding 10 cm in the right abutment
the Idbar dam could adapt to its new foundation. It is of great importance
to keep these facts in mind when discussing the case of the Malpasset dam.

13.2 The Frayle arch dam (Peru)

The Frayle dam is a thin double-curvature arch dam, built in 1958 at 4010 m
above sea level, upstream of Arequipa in the south of Peru. It was designed
to store 200 million m3 of irrigation water for the Arequipa area.

The dam is 70 m high with crest at level 4012 m. The thickness at the
crest is 1-58 m and 6-20 m at the base. The bold double curvature closes a
narrow gorge, which widens for the upper 10 m of the dam. This meant
that substantial concrete abutments had to be built, especially on the right
bank of the gorge where a curved 'wing wall' protects the abutment and
forms a second smaller arch dam (fig. 13.2). On the left side a scour gallery
(diameter 2-90 m) crosses the rock under the abutment at level 3964 m. On
the right bank at level 3942 m a small conduit 0-75 m in diameter, could be
used to completely empty the reservoir.

The whole area of crystalline rocks and sediments is volcanic and still
active. The gorge is cut deeply in hard andesite, with crushing strength
varying between 500 kg/cm2 and 1800 kg/cm2. Above level 4005 the andesite
is covered with lavas and slightly cemented ashes of lower strength. The
concrete abutments rest directly on the solid andesite.
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Fig. 13.2 The Frayle dam: rock joints. Stippling shows area of rock slide (after
Mary, 1968).

The left dam abutment is strongly anchored in jointed andesite. The nearly
vertical joints were more or less parallel to the abutment, one of them being
very near to the concrete abutment. A secondary joint system, perpendicular
to the first is less important. A large grouting screen penetrates to reasonable
depth in the rock mass.

An active volcano, the Misti, is located near Arequipa at about 40 km
from the dam. Earthquakes of intensity 4 (Mercali scale) shook the area in
1959 and 1960, causing fissures in buildings near the dam, but none was
detected in the dam itself or in the rock masses near it. However, it is possible
that the impervious grouting screen mass may have been damaged by the
tremors.

The reservoir was slow to fill. On 12 April 1961 the water level reached
4000-70 for the first time, which corresponds to a storage of 108m3. At
2 a.m. the next day a very large rock slide occurred on the left side of the
gorge very close to the dam abutment, on a length of 40 m. Over 15 000 m3

of rock slid. The main scour gallery was severely damaged. Turbulent
water, about 60 m3/s, escaped through the mass of rocks and accumulated
at the bottom of the gorge. The dam, with its weakened abutment, was left
in a most dangerous position. Nothing could be done to accelerate the
emptying of the reservoir and the inhabitants of Arequipa, downstream
from the dam, lived in fear for about a month.
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Inspection of the scour gallery showed shear fracture cutting through it,
and some damage to the steel and concrete linings. A longitudinal displace-
ment of 30 cm and a lateral displacement of 80 cm of the lower part of the
gallery were measured. Several of the grout holes starting from the gallery
were found to have lost all the cement filling. One of them was creating a
free passage to a main rock joint. The dam itself had not been damaged and
the left abutment was only very slightly displaced. Wetness on the face of
the rock masses had been observed and in March 1961 water seepage had
turned into real jets. It was established that the water was coming from the
lake through the joints in the rock mass with only small loss of head (about
10 to 15 m) but the dam foundations still remained watertight (fig. 10.12).

The cause of the rock slide can be clearly established. Water seeping from
the reservoir filled the joints in the rock and put them under pressure which
was not relieved by any natural drainage. On 3 April 1961, within a few
minutes, slides of rock had fallen one after the other into the gorge, pushed
by the hydrostatic water thrust. The slide stopped very near to the dam
abutment. A large spring opened about 10 m downstream of the dam,
indicating that the slide had made some joints open to relieve the interstitial
water pressure. This might have saved the abutment from further sliding.
It is likely that the grout curtain was either damaged or bypassed, as high
water pressure in the joints downstream of the abutment has been observed.
An empty borehole, where the cement grout had been washed away, might
have linked the scour gallery to one of the main joints.

Mary (1968), whose publication on 'Arch Dams' is the only available
source of information about Frayle, says that proper rock drainage is an
absolute necessity. He concludes that a grout curtain without drainage may
not be safe.

Reinforcement work. A large wall was built to support the steep rock face
on the left bank. The width of the wall is such that the thrust from the arch
abutment can spread out at an angle of at least 20° (figs. 13.3, 4). The wall
is attached to the rock by steel anchors. After making a new grouting curtain,
upstream from the old one, the wall and the rock have been drained by
drilling deep holes in the rock. The reinforcement wall itself has been con-
solidated with three heavy buttresses.

A new grout curtain and drainage system equally reinforce the right-hand
side of the gorge. A preliminary design suggested to buttress the left bank
direct to the right was abandoned because it was not possible to estimate
stress and strain conditions should an earthquake occur.

13.3 The Malpasset dam disaster

The rupture of the Malpasset dam, near FrSjus, France occurred at 9.10 p.m.
on 2 December 1959. Well over 400 people lost their lives, and part of the
town of Frejus was destroyed. It was a national disaster for France.
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Fig. 13.3 The Frayle dam: reinforcement of the left abutment (after Mary, 1968).
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Fig. 13,4 The Frayle dam: cross-section through the buttress (after Mary, 1968).
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Technical information as to the cause of the disaster was slow to come.
An official report was published (Jaeger, 1963c) which did not clearly explain
the cause of the rupture and dam collapse. For several years it was impossible
to understand why this particular thin-arch dam, among so many others, had
collapsed. As long as the Malpasset failure remained a mystery then there
would be doubts about the safety of other structures. Several experts volun-
teered explanations which can be compared with those suggested in the
official report. None was convincing as all of them could be used to prove
that other dams, still standing with no sign of weakness, were equally unsafe.

In the meantime the research laboratory of the Ecole Polytechnique
(Paris), was trying to determine why fissured gneiss had proved to be a
dangerous unreliable dam foundation. Some previously suspected facts
became clear when Mary (1968) published his own version of the disaster.
With these in hand, it is now possible to understand the cause of failure.

We begin with an analysis of the French experts' opinions. Then we will
look at some explanations put forward by other experts which are most
interesting as they reveal many shortcomings. Finally, we will study the
most recent research work of French engineers.

13.3.1 Official report

An enquiry commission was set up on 5 December by the French Ministry
of Agriculture who owned the dam, and a provisional report was submitted
by the Commission a few months after the disaster. The final Official Report
is dated August 1960 and became available to experts from other countries
in the summer of 1962 (see Jaeger, 1963c).

The report itself is only fifty-five pages long, but it is substantiated by forty
annexes bound in three thick volumes, and includes two geological reports.

(1) Main data (figs. 13.5 and 13.6). The main data concerning the Malpasset
dam on the Reyran river are:

top of the dam 102-55 m above sea level
bottom of river bed about 42 m above sea level
highest water level 100-40 m above sea level
dam radius (upstream crest) 105 m
total subtended angle 121°
dam thickness at the top 1 -50 m
dam thickness at the base 6-76 m

Contractors for the dam were Entreprises Leon Ballot and Gianotti, who
began work on site on 1 April 1952. The water levels obtained were:

May 1954 level 60-60 m
September 1955 level 79-75 m
July 1959 level 94-10 m
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Fig. 13.5 Plan of Malpasset dam showing displacements.
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Fig. 13.6 Typical cross-section of dam near left-hand abutment after failure.

The dam collapsed when the water level had reached 100-12 m. A few
hours before rupture the dam had been inspected as usual by the warden.

(2) Analysis of possible causes of rupture; discussion of facts and reports by
the Commission. The Commission examined the following as possible
causes of the rupture:

Quality of concrete. The Report concludes: The construction work was
very good, particularly as regards the quality of the concrete and the bondage
of the concrete with the foundation rock.'

The crushing strength of the concrete was between 333 and 533 kg/cm2

(4720 and 7850 lb/in2). The modulus of elasticity of the concrete was measured
between 218 000 and 300 000 kg/cm2 (3 100 000 and 4 260 000 lb/in2) a
figure to be remembered for future reference.

Grouting. Contact grouting was carried out as usual, at 2-50-m centres
on the upstream side and at 5-m spacing on the downstream side. Injections
for a proper grouting curtain were started in the summer of 1953 but they
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were unsuccessful. It was concluded that the tight rock did not absorb large
quantities of grout, and so the process was stopped. The Report agrees with
this decision: 'To sum up, the detailed examination of the conditions pre-
vailing during the construction do not reveal any element which could
explain the catastrophe.'

Check on the dam analysis and further trial-load analysis. The dam designers
(A. Coyne and J. Bellier) adjusted the crown displacements in a radial direc-
tion. The calculations were carried out for the following cases (Ec = modulus
of concrete; Er = modulus of rock):

Ec/Er = 0, 1, 5 and 10.

These calculations were checked and confirmed by Electricite de France
(EDF). Calculated stresses are all within acceptable limits, equal to or lower
than 61 kg/cm2 (compression), showing the safety factor for concrete to
be 5-3 (compression). Some tensile stresses (10 kg/cm2) were detected in the
crown cantilever. Temperature stresses and concrete shrinkage were neglected
in these calculations. (They were estimated at less than 15% of the total
stresses.) EDF also checked the dam assuming the arches to be independent.

General trial-load adjustment. This was carried out for a ratio EJEr = 1 0 ,
for five arches and eleven cantilevers. A value Er = 10 000 kg/cm2 was
assumed by the Commission. (Displacements of the dam foot measured in
1955 and 1959 for water levels 79-75 m and 96-10 m showed a probable ratio
EcjEr to be at least 6-5, possibly 15 to 25.) This additional analysis does not
reveal any unusual stress concentration. On the whole the conditions are
shown to be rather more satisfactory than with the simplified approach.

Check on the left-hand concrete abutment. The dimensions of this abutment
in a horizontal section were 20 X 6 m on the first design, but ultimately
they were increased to 22 x 6-50 m. It is protected on the upstream side by
a vertical 'wing wall', the space between wall and abutment being correctly
drained in order to avoid hydrostatic pressures and uplift pressures on the
concrete abutment.

The abutment was calculated for a total arch thrust on the 16-m-high
concrete block (as for an isolated elastic arch, not adjusted to cantilevers)
of 13 100 tonnes. The maximum compression stress, a, on the rock found-
ation was calculated at 6 kg/cm2, the shear stress, r, was 9 kg/cm2, with
tan<£ = 1-45 which is rather high. But the shear force was in fact absorbed
by the pure shear strength of the bondage concrete to rock (cohesion
strength), which EDF estimated to be 36 kg/cm2. (The formula used, r =
28 + l-3cr, is based on tests made by EDF at the Grandval dam.)

These values, said the Report, are all right if there is a substantial com-
pression component (larger than 5 kg/cm2). Owing to the way the foundation
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was designed by almost horizontal steps, this may not be the case. Additional
calculations showed, nevertheless, that the concrete abutment was safely
anchored in the rock.

Enough concrete samples with rock attached were found after the disaster
to confirm the fact that the rupture did not occur along the boundary
between concrete and rock, but inside the rock itself (fig. 13.5).

The rock. Preparing laboratory samples for crushing tests proved to be
extremely difficult because the densely fissured rock fractured along many
planes. Only one cube of 5-cm side length was obtained, and this was used
in favour of a 7-cm diameter cylinder. Average crushing strength reached
324 kg/cm2 for the blocks and 425 kg/cm2 for cubes. These figures were
confirmed in similar tests carried out by the consultants. Permeability tests
were also done.

Rock tests on site were carried out by Electricite de France in two galleries
which were supplemented by seismic tests. The commission's view is that the
dam shell and abutment form a whole, but nevertheless it decided to discuss
their failures separately.

The geological reports. Of a first series of geological reports by Professor
Corroy, University of Marseilles, the more important ones were dated
15 November 1946 and 11 May 1949. In his 1946 report he describes the
geology of the whole area in detail; mainly carboniferous (Houiller du
Reyran) with gneiss underlying and then merging in the area where the dam
was built (Gneiss du Tanneron). The report predicted accurately that the
reservoir would be watertight because of the nature and shape of the under-
lying geological formation. It also estimated correctly the thickness of the
alluvium on the future site.

In his various reports Professor Corroy mentions the following points:
the presence of pegmatite intrusions in the gneiss (which proved less
dangerous than his forecast); the downstream plunging strata on the dam
site about which he was worried; some fine fissuration of the gneiss in the
foundation area.

He stressed the necessity for extensive grouting of the foundation area.
The consultants thought that such extensive grouting was not required - an
opinion to which the Commission agreed after having considered all the
facts. Professor Corroy did not hesitate to recommend construction of the
Malpasset dam on the site and for the load finally chosen by the consultants.

Report by Jean Goguel. The thirty-page-long report dated 17 April 1960,
goes into great detail about the geological approach of such a major project.
He writes that the first investigations by Corroy were for a site for a gravity
dam. It is not certain whether this geologist was ever told that the design
had been changed to that of an arch dam. Corroy was concentrating on
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problems like thickness of alluvium (important for a gravity dam) and paying
little attention to rock quality on the top of the banks where an arch dam
requires stiff rock resistance. Goguel's report deals extensively with the
following: (a) the gneiss and the pegmatite (which proved to be less dangerous
than expected); (b) the petrography of the gneiss, its macroscopic description
and microscopic analysis and crystallography, and the history of gneiss
formation; (c) the presence of sericite in the gneiss on the left bank which is
reason to expect the rock to be lower in mechanical strength-a point
which he stresses several times; (d) action of pore water in the gneiss and
descriptions of results obtained from samples put under water in the labora-
tory; (e) schistosity, diaclases and rock fissures and fractures are analysed.

He insists that rupture of the left rock abutment occurred by sliding along
well-defined lines of fissuration. It happened at a shallow depth under the
concrete and the deep erosion which can now be seen is partly due to water
sucking and entraining huge slabs of rock. Nowhere does Goguel say that
these fissures could have been detected before the dam's construction. Nor
does he state that detailed microscopic analysis of the rock or inspection
of the site would have given warning of what was to happen. In fact it gives
rather the opposite impression.

Neither the report by Corroy nor that signed by Goguel after the dam's
collapse gives any real clue to its cause.

(3) Description of the dam failure by the French Commission. The Commis-
sion expressed the opinion that the dam design was correct and the construc-
tion showed no trace of fault. So the cause had to be in the rock.

A careful survey of the concrete masses still standing on the right river
bank and in the river bed, of the rock masses on both river banks and of the
many concrete blocks entrained by the water waves and deposited along the
river bed downstream of the dam site provided many clues.

The French experts have published a plan view of the dam as it stands
now (fig. 13.5) which shows the displacements of the concrete foundations.
It can be clearly seen that the left abutment consisted of a V-shaped buttress,
with a 'wing wall' which protected the main concrete abutment from direct
water pressure. The dam shell was normally pushing against this powerful
structure.

The report describes the failure of the buttress and of the dam shell
separately as follows.

Failure of the concrete buttress on the left river bank. Figure 13.5 shows that
there was a tangential displacement of the buttress of about 2-10 m. The
present position of the abutment and the distortion of one vertical reinforce-
ment bar still anchored vertically in the rock and concrete show that this
total displacement was a combination of: shearing inside the rock and dis-
placement of about 1-30 m, which occurred first, and a fracture and failure
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between rock and concrete with further displacement of 0-80 m, which
happened after. The thinner 'wing wall' on the upstream side of the abutment
and at an angle to it, was partly caught up by the abutment until it was
sheared. It came to a standstill, but the main abutment continued to slide.

The force which caused the abutment and some of the underlying rock to
move was extremely high. The movement occurred in a direction tangential
to the curved dam and parallel to a rock fault not detected by the geologists
but now clearly visible.

The Commission estimates that the force which ruptured the root of the
lateral 'wing wall' was at least 18 000 tonnes. To this force was added the
resistance of the abutment itself and of the entrained rock. 18 000 tonnes is
far greater than the total arch thrust between levels 86 m and 100 m above
sea level, as calculated by the trial-load method. It may be that the concrete
block started to move relative to the rock when the lateral wall was ruptured.

Rupture of the arch. Figure 13.5 shows that the right half of the arch has
rotated round the right abutment. The displacement at the base of the
central cantilever is about 0-80 m. (The left half of the arch and the under-
lying rock have been completely washed away and only the abutment
remains.)

If the dam shell is assumed to be a rigid body the displacement of the left-
hand abutment would have been 1-10 m. It was actually over 2 m, which
may be explained by the overloading of the upper arches and the deformability
of the whole shell. The opinion of the Commission was that near the higher
upstream rock fissure the foundation appears to have been more deformable
than elsewhere. Because of its rigidity, the arch could not be deformed as
much as was required to transmit the calculated thrust to the rock in this
area. The part of the thrust not taken by the foundations was transmitted
by the arch to the two ends of the zone, which substantially increased the
stresses on the points, extending the zone towards the top of the abutment,
which became progressively overloaded, and towards the bottom. The
Commission estimated that these redistributions of stresses in the dam shell
(first phase of the rupture) were slow and they might have lasted days or
even weeks. The second phase was a nearly instantaneous rupture of the
whole dam.

The Commission analysed the traces of overstraining left on some concrete
blocks and their displacements as far as they could from the available
information. On the whole the Commission thought that just before the final
collapse the arches worked as 'falling arches' (similar to those of the well-
known Roselend dam). An 'active arch' was formed inside the shell which
transmitted forces from E (where concrete was crushed) to E* where the
concrete abutment slid (fig. 13.7). The 'cantilevers' were unable to contribute
to the stability of the overstressed shell, and when the arches finally gave
way they collapsed too.
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Fig. 13.7 Schematic representation of an active arch inside the dam shell.

According to the Commission, pressures under the dam caused by water
seepage did initiate the first phase. The warden who had inspected the foot
of the dam shortly before the rupture saw no leakage.

The absence of a proper grouting screen cannot be incriminated. Such a
screen would not have stopped the dam failure.

13.3.2 Comments and discussions by other experts

A close analysis of the official French report shows that the experts emphasize
two phases in the collapse: one of slow progressive deformations of the rock
foundations and straining of the dam shell, the second of spectacular, nearly
instantaneous failure of dam and foundations. The report does not say why
the disaster occurred and does not point to any cause which makes the site
and rock of Malpasset different from that of any other.

Shortly after the disaster, several well-known experts delved into the
problem and they came up with several physical explanations. All these
tentative explanations have to be examined carefully from two angles: do
they explain the failure of the rock and of the dam? do they explain why no
failures similar to Malpasset have occurred anywhere else?

(1) K. Terzaghi (1962a) commented as follows:

The left abutment of this dam appears to have failed by sliding along a continuous
seam of weak material covering a large area. A conventional site exploration,
including careful examination of the rock outcrops and the recovery of cores from
2 in boreholes by a competent driller, would show - and very likely has shown - that
the rock contained numerous joints, some of which are open or filled with clay.

From this data an experienced geologist could have drawn the conclusion that the
site is a potentially dangerous one, but he could not have made any positive state-
ment concerning the location of the surface of least resistance against sliding along
such a surface.... All foundation failures that have occurred, in spite of competent
subsurface exploration and strict adherence to the specifications during construc-
tion, have one feature in common. The seat of the failure was located in thin weak
layers, or in 'weak spots' with very limited dimensions.

None of the methods of exploration, including those used by mining and petro-
leum engineers, provides adequate information concerning such minor geological
details.

Figure 13.6 clearly shows how the rock foundation was ruptured along
two inclined faults, one upstream the other downstream of the dam, nearly
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at right angles to each other. Furthermore, the rock on the left-hand bank
of the river at the level where the rupture occurred is densely fissured. A
detailed study of the rock made after the failure indicated a treble system of
microfissures, microfractures and macrofractures. This confirms Terzaghi's
opinion to some extent. But on closer analysis the facts are not in agreement.

The left-hand, V-shaped concrete abutment of the dam was extremely
strong. It failed at the very last moment when the dam shell had already
suffered severe strains, and when the thrust on it had already altered its
direction and increased far more than normally expected.

The two upstream and downstream faults and the clayish material filling
them has been carefully analysed in the Research Laboratory of the ficole
Polytechnique in Paris. The friction factor of this material was found to be
not larger than tan"1 <£max = 60° and not lower than tan"1 ^u l t = 45° which
is too high to justify Terzaghi's hypothesis of rock sliding along a weak fault.
Even when this material is in a wet state, its friction factor remains too high
for possible rupture by shearing along the faults. It is likely that cohesion of
the material was very low; the rupture of the dam was not caused by this
particular type of rock weakness. The left bank finally ruptured, as described,
after something else - still to be discovered - had occurred.

(2) Laginha Serafim at the Thirteenth International Meeting of the Austrian
Society of Rock Mechanics in Salzburg (5 October 1962) gave the results of
model tests he had made to find local rock weakness. In fig. 13.8 a local rock

fissure

Fig. 13.8 Assumed dam failure by weak rock and tensile fissure of the shell
(Serafim).

mass with low modulus of elasticity is shown along the dam foundation.
According to Serafim, under such circumstances high tensile stresses may
develop in a direction parallel to the foundation, near the area of rock
weakness.

The French examined the problem of rock elasticity and rock plasticity
with great care. Electricite de France carried out tests inside two galleries
near the dam site on the left abutment. The most characteristic data are
reproduced in table 13.1.

These figures are exceedingly low for gneiss and the ratios of highest to
lowest values about 3 to 1 or 2-5 to 1. The French concluded that the ratio
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Table 13.1. Malpasset gneiss, left bank, Modulus of elasticity Er and
modulus of total deformation Et in kg/cm2.

1st gallery
2nd gallery

E

1st cycle

3200 to 17 000
5000 to 18 000

r

3rd cycle

4000 to 18 000
6000 to 25 000

Et total

3rd cycle

2300 to 7300
1200 to 8000

n = EcjEr was larger than 6*5 and probably less than 25. The Commission
accepted a value Er = 10 000 kg/cm2 as probable but did not exclude a
value Er = 5000 kg/cm2. A trial-load calculation has shown the dam to be
safe even for this low value Er = 10 000 kg/cm2.

The conclusions of the Commission are indirectly confirmed by many
model tests and other mathematical dam analysis which have proved that
thin and very thin arch dams, designed to rule, built in sound concrete and
anchored in homogeneous rock (even rock with a low modulus of elasticity),
have a great reserve of strength and a high safety factor for normal hydro-
static loads. Rupture of such dam models occurred only when they were
heavily overloaded (Semenza, Oberti, Rocha, Serafim et al.). The most
striking example of how tough these dam shells are is the disaster of the
Vajont Gorge rock slide. This very thin arch dam, designed by Semenza,
withstood a tremendous overload; it suffered only very minor damage even
when overtopped by a deep wave.

The tests for the Tang-e-Soleyman dam in Iraq were made in Portugal
(Lisbon). A weak layer of rock E on the left abutment was represented on
the model. When overloading the model, failure occurred along the left
abutment. The lines of failures were as shown in fig. 13.9. The line of rupture

Fig. 13.9 Assumed dam failure by weak rock and shear fracture of the rock.
(a) Fissure caused by bending; (b) shear fracture in weak rock; (c) shear fracture;
id) gliding of the abutment.

'a9 by compression or bending, which in the case of homogeneous rock
occurs vertically along the crown of the dam, is now displaced towards the
left abutment. There is a clear inclined shear fracture b in the rock, paral-
lel to the inclined left-hand abutment and another shear fracture c to
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the right, in a nearly horizontal direction (in one of the tests this shear
fracture was inclined upwards to the right). There is a marked similarity
between the rupture of the Tang-e-Soleyman dam model and the Malpasset
failure which definitely confirms the theory that final failure at Malpasset
occurred on the left abutment, the inclined shear fracture going not through
the concrete but through the rock as the weakest element of the combined
system.

But there are still important unexplained points. If the Malpasset design
had been examined by experienced dam designers who had had an idea
that there was a local weakness in the rock on the left abutment, their
reaction would have been to point out the unusual strength of the left-
hand V-shaped concrete abutment (which was in fact partly sheared through
before the rock finally gave way). A local weakness of the rock, like a low
modulus of elasticity suggested by Serafim or a low shear strength of a thin
fault as suspected by Terzaghi, would be compensated by the flexibility of
the thin shell-shaped dam. Over 500 arch dams and thin-arch dams still
stand undamaged, proving the basic soundness of similar designs, even when
built on indifferent rock. (Two Italian thin-arch dams withstood earthquakes
without damage (Glover, 1957).)

The lines of rupture observed at Malpasset compared to those on the model
of the Tang-e-Soleyman dam again confirm the assumption that failure
occurred on the left side but do not explain why it happened. As time went
on, more experts began to suspect a possible detrimental action of water
percolating through the macrofractures of the rock and tried to estimate
the danger of uplift forces.

(3) Serafim, Jaeger, Packer and Londe. Pacher (1963) and his Japanese
colleagues mathematically analysed water percolation round Kurobe IV
dam and checked it on models. Jaeger (19616, 1964a, b) in several papers,
mentioned the problems arising from differences in rock permeability due
to rock grouting under dams. Londe (1965) developed a new analytical
method for calculating the resulting uplift under a dam (first submitted to
the Eighth Congress on Large Dams, Edinburgh, 1964, then to the first
Congress on Rock Mechanics, Lisbon, 1966).

In a paper published shortly before his death Terzaghi (19626) made a
second suggestion regarding a possible cause of failure of the Malpasset dam.
In an introductory remark he writes:

If water leaks out of a reservoir formed by a concrete dam, the greatest cleft water
pressure develops in the joints of the rock at the foot of the slope downstream from
the toe of the dam. If a slope failure should occur as a result of cleft water pressures
it would start at the foot of the slope.

Terzaghi's point could be made clearer if instead of cleft water pressure, he
had introduced the idea of a pressure gradient inside the rock foundation
(fig. 13.10).
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Fig. 13.10 Blow-out of rock under dam foundation as suggested by Jaeger, 19616,
1964a; Terzaghi, 19626; Pacher, 1963; and Londe.

After discussing conditions at the toe of a gravity dam, Terzaghi continues:

If the dam is a thin-arch dam, the cleft-water pressures are also greatest in the
proximity of the toe of the dam at the foot of the slope. However, they are very much
greater than the corresponding pressures near the toe of a concrete gravity dam of
equal height, because the base of an arch dam is much narrower. Furthermore the
downstream toe of an arch dam rises along the slopes of the valley in a downstream
direction and enters the area occupied by a potential slide scar. Finally, also in the
proximity of the foot of the slope the effects of the cleft-water pressures combine
with those produced by the thrust of the arch which has a component in the down-
stream direction and thus tends to push the rock out of the slope.

Terzaghi refers then to the Malpasset failure. He comments on the accom-
panying sketch (fig. 13.10) as follows:

It can be seen that a slide initiated by a blow-out at the foot of the slope would
deprive the upper portion of the base of the dam of its support. Hence if a blow-out
occurs in the rock supporting an arch dam the consequences are likely to be cata-
strophic. The failure of Malpasset Dam was probably started by such a blow-out.
Fortunately the development of cleft water pressures within the rock downstream
from arch dams can be avoided by adequate drainage.

Jaeger (19616, 19666), analysing similar conditions, warned about the
danger of tensile stresses which forcibly occur in the rock at shallow depth
under the upstream dam heel. These are too often neglected; only compression
and shear stresses along the dam base are calculated by most experts. He
mentions that tensile strains have a tendency to spread beyond the area
obtained by theoretical analysis of a continuous foundation, making condi-
tions worse than foreseen (1966).

13.3.3 Fundamental research on rock permeability and
instability

(1) Stability of the foundation rock masses. The most decisive attack on
this vital problem of the Malpasset failure was made by a team of French
engineers who worked consistently over many years to discover what detri-
mental effects water percolation has on dam foundations.
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Habib (1968) and Bernaix (1966) have systematically investigated the
correlations between the Darcy coefficient of permeability k, the rock stresses
and the behaviour of different types of rocks. They examined different
limestones, sandstones, marls and gneisses and showed that the coefficient
k for most sandstones and similar rocks does not vary with the state of stress,
k being about the same for compressed rock and rock under tensile stresses.
The same will occur with most rocks where the voids are spherical. On the
contrary, in microfissured and specially in microfractured rocks, k values
depend on the state of stress. When such rock samples are put under tensile
stress, they are far more pervious than when the same sample is compressed.
The k value can vary from 1000 to 1 depending on the stresses.

This is particularly relevant for schists and gneiss. The Malpasset gneiss
proved to be the worst of all rocks tested by Bernaix in Paris. A new percola-
tion test, introduced by him, is used to classify rocks which would be
dangerous types for use as dam foundations (see section 4.12).

Krsmanovic and others have studied the stress distribution in models of
rock masses built up by parallelepipedal blocks of rock, which cannot
transmit tensile stresses in a direction perpendicular to the block faces.
These have shown that the distribution of compression stresses in such a
'fissured half-space' is very different from that calculated in a continuous
half-space (Boussinesq, 1885). There is a high concentration of compression
stresses under the thrust load acting on the surface of the half-space formed
by parallelepipedal blocks, whereas the classical theories assume a lateral
spreading of the compression stresses.

Let us now assume that the foundations of a thin-arch dam are anchored
on a highly fissured and fractured gneiss. The gneiss samples may have a
relatively high crushing strength. Because of the fissuration of the rock masses,
and depending on the direction of the fissures, there will be a high stress
concentration under the dam in the direction of the main thrust. If the rock
mass is not already fissured, tensile stresses may develop near the dam heel
and progressively penetrate deeper and deeper into the rock. This is what
must have happened at Malpasset, remembering how the rock on the left
bank, where the foundation finally gave way, was markedly worse than the
rock on the right bank where a deep fissure, running along the heel of the
dam, can still be seen as proof of what happened all along the dam. The
concentration of compression stresses compacted the macrofissured gneiss
under the dam, which became impervious. Rock under the dam heel and
upstream of it, being under tensile stresses or already fissured, became very
pervious. Dam designers very often fail to investigate conditions deep
within the rock mass. But a new concept is now being developed (Pacher,
Jaeger, Londe et al.) whereby the true forces acting on the rock foundations
due to water seepage in the rock faults are analysed. When calculating these
forces, the real values of the coefficient of water seepage k in the different
parts of the rock masses must be introduced.



Fig. 13.11 A typical cross-section through the left abutment of the Malpasset
dam: (a) upstream block of rock alone; (b) downstream block of rock alone;
(c) the two blocks combined. (1) Resultant thrust, uplift neglected; (2) triangular
uplift on foundations down to point P where pressure is nil; (3) triangular pressure
down to P, half pressure at D, nil at N; (4) full hydrostatic pressure down to P9
triangular pressure from P to AT (after Mary, 1968).
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Londe and Bernaix (1966, 1967) applied these basic ideas to the stability
analysis of the Malpasset dam, assuming first a uniform k value for the rock
masses, secondly a k value depending on the stresses in the rock. To determine
these stresses the conventional Boussinseq analysis had been abandoned in
favour of a stress distribution of the type obtained for fissured rock. The
ideas of Bernaix and Londe are backed by Mary in his authoritative book
on arch dam failures (1968).

The basic idea of these calculations is shown in fig. 13.11 where two
typical stability conditions for 'no uplift' and 'full uplift' are analysed.
Assuming conventional conditions for homogeneous rock, the Malpasset
dam would be stable. Applying the new basic concepts to the same dam
there is a possibility for the foundation rock under the dam to slide along
one of the major rock faults. The rupture of the rock occurred in a way similar
to the one described by Terzaghi but for reasons which he did not suspect.

Summarizing many years of effort and research, it can now be said that
the geologists who mentioned that the gneiss was microfissured had, without
knowing it, pointed to the main weakness of the foundation rock.

(2) The rock fissure along the dam heel. A few experts have pointed to the
rock fissure which follows the upstream heel of the dam, on the right bank,
and wondered why it was not mentioned in the Commission's report. A
series of recent publications and reports to Congresses emphasize the danger
of tensile stresses in the rock on the upstream side of concrete dams of all
types.

Mary (1968) supplied some interesting information about the displace-
ments of the dam foundation, mainly on the right side of the dam centre.
The displacement of the base of the dam measured between July 1958 and
July 1959 had been far greater than calculated (fig. 13.12). The dam had a

Fig. 13.12 Deformations of the Malpasset dam before rupture. Broken line:
measured deformations. Solid line: calculated deformations. See fig. 13.5 for
reference points D-L (after Mary, 1968).
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double movement of rotation; one around its right abutment and another
simultaneously around the dam crest on a line slightly above the crest.
This rotation caused an unforeseen displacement of the foundation and it
could have been noticed as early as July 1959, but it is even more apparent
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Fig. 13.13 Displacements of fix points, (a) Displacements; (b) levels above the sea.
Broken line: average displacements; solid line: joint H(after Mary, 1968).
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Fig. 13.14 The Malpasset dam: rock fracture along the dam heel, right bank.
(1) Natural rock surface; (2-3) probable depth of excavation; (4) rock surface after
failure; (5) blocks of concrete; (6) rock fracture; (7) trench or gallery; (8) borehole;
(a) rock fracture; (b) mud; (c) fissure (after Mary, 1968).
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on the concrete plots measured after the disaster (figs. 13.13,14). It is obvious
that this displacement must have caused, at an early stage and long before
rupture, the opening of a fissure 10 mm to 20 mm wide on the upstream
side of the dam under varying hydraulic pressure. The water levels were
87-30 m in 1958 and 94-10 m in 1959, the top level of 98-50 m was reached
on the day of the disaster when the displacements shown on figs. 13.5 and
13.13 caused failure.

Such conditions were obviously dangerous, and it can be said that by
July 1959 the rock foundations had already been weakened all along the
periphery of the dam on the right wing and probably on the left wing too.
This weakening is confirmed by the fact that, during the rupture, the whole
right wing rotated around the right abutment, the crown of the dam, in
river axis, showing at its base a final displacement of 820 mm. According
to Mary, this caused a widening of the upstream fissure in the rock. The
downstream lip of the gap is now 10 cm lower than the upstream lip, because
of the movement of the dam shell around its crest. It is vital to stress here
that this double rotation was geometrically possible only if the left abutment
was still in place. The rupture of the left abutment and the final collapse of
the dam occurred after the foundation had been badly damaged along the
whole periphery of the shell.

Thin-arch dams have an astonishing reserve of strength against rupture:
the case of the Idbar dam has been dealt with in a previous chapter. Two
thin-arch dams, the Moyie dam (Idaho) and the Lanier dam (North Carolina)
completely lost their left abutments, which were washed away by flood
waters, but the dam shells did not collapse. The left abutment of a third
dam, the Frayle, was severely damaged but the dam still stands. Comparing
this information with what happened at Malpasset it can reasonably be
assumed that there must have been some special weakness there. The upstream
fracture of the rock had substantially weakened the whole structure and it
was probably an important cause of the final rupture.

The Commission of French experts assumed the failure to have occurred
in two phases: A slow deformation of the dam during one or two weeks
before the final rupture. Then the formation of an active arch within the
dam with a concentration of the thrust at its two ends which caused the
left V-shaped abutment to slide and the sudden collapse of the dam. Mary
largely agrees with this interpretation putting the weight on the Londe-
Bernaix hypothesis.

A slightly different description of the dam rupture can now be suggested,
which must have occurred in several phases:

(1) A slow build-up of water pressures in the mass of gneiss and fissura-
tion of the rock upstream of the dam.

(2) The slow progressive opening of a 10-mm to 20-mm gap along the
dam heel, and from July 1958 to July 1959 a progressive displacement of the
dam foot and rotation of the dam shell around its crest.
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(3) Dangerous conditions all along the dam foundations; mainly on the
left side.

(4) Then in rapid succession: the displacement of the dam foot increased,
reaching in plan view 820 mm in river axis (fig. 11.5); at the same time the
whole dam shell was rotating round the dam crest and around a point on
the extreme right of the shell, this double rotation is proof that at this
moment the dam was still a 'shell' and that the left abutment was still there
as a fixed point, it seems that only such a double rotation describes the move-
ment of the shell correctly. Then an active arch was formed within the shell.
Because the concrete shell was then more or less loose from the solid rock
foundation on all its periphery, a tremendous thrust was transferred to the
still-standing, left abutment.

(5) A blow-out occurred on the rock mass on the left bank and the left
concrete abutment slid causing collapse of the shell. This blow-out occurred
in a way similar to the one described by Terzaghi but for reasons and under
conditions not suspected by him.

13.4 Final comments on dam foundations and dam failures

The dam incidents and dam failures described in this chapter illustrate the
points developed in chapters 11 and 12.

No two cases can be identical. Rock conditions vary from one site to the
other. The weak rock investigated by Talobre for the Dez dam in no way
compares with the compact foundations of Morrow Point dam. Talobre
was concerned with the rock crushing strength, whereas Miiller, for Kurobe
IV dam, investigated mainly the shear strength along rock faults and frac-
tures. In many cases, the path of the percolating water and the pressure
gradient of the interstitial water is of great importance to dam foundation
stability. Model tests similar to those initiated by the ISMES research
laboratory are a great help to designers.

Chapters 11, 12 and 13 give enough reasons why new rules for the design
of dam foundations should be established.



14 The Vajont rock slide

14.1 General information

The Vajont reservoir is located in the lower reaches of the river bearing the
same name, not far from its confluence with the River Piave. The Vajont
dam, a dome-shaped shell, built by the Societa Adriatica de Elettricita
(Chief Engineer Carlo Semenza), is the highest arch dam in the world, being
265 m high with a 160 m chord, which spans a very deep and narrow gorge.
Several plaster models were built for testing the dam and its deformations
under full load. The rock on both sides of the gorge had been skilfully
reinforced (sections 6.6.1(3) and 11.4.1(1)).

During the night of 9 October 1963, a mass of rock estimated at 200-300
million m3, broke loose from the sides of Mount Toe and crashed into the
reservoir below in which the water level was about 700 m above sea level.
(The dam was designed for a water storage level of 722-5 m a.s.l.) Almost
2500 lives were lost when a wave overtopped the dam and flooded the Piave
Valley, destroying the small town of Longarone. The Vajont dam was not
damaged and it still stands as the highest arch dam in the world, proof of
the remarkable work done by the Italian engineers when reinforcing the
fractured rock abutments on both sides of the gorge.

The slide, mainly rocky formations which, though strongly fractured,
have maintained many of their original morphological features, extended
from the close vicinity to the dam to as far as 1800 m upstream. Evidence
on the slopes of Mount Toe reached an elevation of 1400 m and extended as
far as 1600 m away from the shores of the lake. The rock slide swept 300 m
to 400 m across the deep gorge and rose more than 100 m to 150 m on the
opposite bank. According to a private report by Electroconsult (Milan,
November 1963):

The collapsed material consists of lower Cretaceous and Malm limestone forma-
tions, covered by a thin layer of detritus which slid over other underlying Malm and
perhaps Dogger limestone formation, the contact planes between adjacent forma-
tions being all more or less pronouncedly inclined toward the reservoir. It has not
yet been possible to determine the exact location of the sliding plane.

When the disaster occurred the water line in the reservoir was about 23 m
below maximum. The volume of the reservoir above water level was about
55 million m3. It occurred very suddenly, with extreme violence, and the wave
which spilled over the dam crest, overtopped it by 250 m at one point on
the right bank and 150 m on the left bank. It is estimated that about 30

[402]
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million m3 of water poured into the narrow gorge which has a depth of over
240 m and a width of only 150 m at the crest and 20 m at the bottom. The
water gushed through this narrow canyon at a tremendous speed until it
reached the River Piave, where after a right-angle turn it entirely destroyed
the small town of Longarone and nearby villages. The collapsed material is
now heaped up in what used to be the lake and its total height exceeds the
dam crest elevation by some 100 m.

A considerable amount has been published on the Vajont disaster, and
most of the more important papers are listed in the reference list.

14.2 The period before 9 October 1963

Most information available on the Vajont rock slide is obtained from two
detailed reports published by Muller (1964, 1968). It seems that from the
very beginning, the chief engineer Carlo Semenza had some doubts about
the stability of the left bank of the gorge. Several geological reports were
submitted to him in 1958 and 1959. In 1959 he entrusted Muller with a
detailed study of local conditions, which was carried out in collaboration
with the geologists Eduardo Semenza and D. F. Giudici. Between February
and November 1960, the water level in the reservoir rose from 580 m a.s.l.
to 650 m a.s.l. Movements of the rock were detected in September and
November and when they reached about 3-5 cm a day it was decided to
empty the reservoir down to 600 m a.s.l. Rock displacements rapidly stopped
with the falling water level.

A first rock slide occurred on 4 November 1960 when 700 000 m3 of debris
slid into the lake within about ten minutes, just upstream of the dam on the
left bank. At the same time a long M-shaped fissure was detected high up
on the slopes of Mount Toe clearly defining the area which was to slide.
Muller visited the area again in November 1960 and then after the major
rock slide of October 1963.

According to Muller (1964), geological reports dating from 1958, con-
firmed by seismic tests carried out a year later, concluded that the area was
formed by in situ rock showing no sign of earlier movements. Dal Piaz
described the rock near the gorge as being consolidated through cementation
and he expected only minor superficial slides. In the Spring of 1959 Muller
and E. Semenza reached a different conclusion, confirmed by detailed
geological surveys. They felt that the rock mass on the left-hand side of the
river was part of an old prehistoric slide which had come from Monte Toe.
Remains of this mass were found on the right bank of the Vajont, dis-
cordantly stratified. The geology of the area is well known. At greater depth
a Dogger formation is shaped like a concave saddle, the upper part of which
is inclined at about 30° to 40°, the lower part being nearly horizontal. In
this saddle, Malm and Cretaceous formations were resting in apparent
equilibrium (fig. 14.1).
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Fig. 14.1 Idealized geological section through the left bank of the Vajont gorge.
(a) Vajont gorge; (Jb) north face of Mount Toe; (c) Pozza; (d) antithetic fractures;
(e) fracturing due to external rotation; (B) Dogger-malm formation (Oolitic lime-
stone); (1) malm; (2) upper malm; (3-5) Lower Cretaceous; (6-8) Upper Cretaceous
(after Broili, 1967).

Additional studies were carried out after the 1960 slide. Borings and seismic
investigations followed. Some of the experts maintained their favourable
diagnosis of the local rock conditions. Miiller and Semenza disagreed with
them.

The rock masses were continuing to slide very slowly. Miiller's report
analyses in detail the vertical and the horizontal displacements of the creeping
rock masses and correlates water table levels in the rock (measured in
boreholes) to the varying water levels in the reservoir basin. During 1962
the water in the reservoir rose steadily to level 700. In 1963, it slowly oscillated
between levels 700 and 650 and back to 713, never reaching the dam crest
(at 722-5). In the final days before the catastrophe, the velocity of the slide
reached 20 to 30 cm a day.

Miiller, in his report says:

Surprisingly, no appreciable instability was observed throughout the period between
1961 and 1963, although during that time the water level twice reached an elevation
of 100 m above the initial level of 1961 and 50 m above the level at the start of the
creeping in 1960. During this time the effect of the buoyancy must rather have in-
creased and reached its theoretical maximum value (one tonne per cubic metre) since
in the meantime the degree of separation of the joint net and the permeability of the
rock mass had increased, as can be seen from the gradual flattening of the mountain
ground water level.

According to some remarks by Miiller, the water levels in the vertical
holes (period from 1962 to 1963) varied with the reservoir levels, but *. . . no
correlation could be established with the precipitation during the final
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months'. He thinks that pore pressure, water thrust and weakening of the
shear strength in rock joints soaked with water were vital factors in this
whole process. The final sentence in Miiller's report reads:

Such behaviour [last phase of the slide], connected with properties hardly investi-
gated, and which can in a sense be regarded as thixotrophy, was completely un-
expected, and it is the conviction of the author that the sliding could not possibly be
foreseen by anybody in the form in which it actually took place and, in fact, nobody
had foreseen or predicted it.

The engineers in charge of the Vajont dam had ordered hydraulic tests
to be carried out on a very large model of the reservoir basin. They were
based on geological findings. It was assumed that a large mass of rock would
slide, being progressively accelerated so that the rockslide would occur in a
few minutes. Tests carried out on these assumptions showed that there was
no danger of the dam crest being overtopped, provided the reservoir level
stayed below a determined safety level. When, at the beginning of October
1963, there was danger of an imminent rock slide, the water level in the
reservoir was hastily lowered to this safety level.

The prevailing theory on the probable rock slide can be summarized as
follows. All the information available to the Italian experts indicate that there
is a progressive increase in velocity of the masses which are being accelerated
from zero to the final speed, Such an acceleration would normally take
several minutes. A time of about ten minutes was acceptable. Furthermore,
observation of the creeping movement on the Monte Toe slopes indicated
that the pressure of the rock caused rock masses on the edge of the gorge
to be overthrown. It was thought that this type of movement would eventually
fill the gorge and therefore bring the sliding movement to a stop.

The Italian engineers accepted the fact that the reservoir would be partially
filled and maybe cut in two parts. They had already built a bypassing gallery
on the right bank of the gorge which should have connected the upper part
of the reservoir to the lower part, in case the falling rocks cut the reservoir
completely in two. It is clearly established that everyone was fully aware
that there was an immediate danger of a major rock slide. The actual rock
slide was far larger in volume than expected by most of them, but its volume
had been correctly predicted by Miiller and Semenza. Furthermore, it
occurred with a violence and a suddenness which nobody had expected.
Miiller writes in his 1964 report:

. . . Only a spontaneous decrease in the interior resistances to movement would
allow one to explain the fact that practically the entire potential energy of the slide
mass was transferred without internal absorption into kinetic energy, and that
the front of the sliding mass was pushed 400 m and 140 m up on the opposite slope,
while moving over an 80 m wide gorge without falling down into it. Such behaviour
of the sliding mass was beyond any possible expectation: nobody predicted it and
the author believes that such behaviour was in no way predictable.
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14.3 Geophysical investigations after the rock slide

Immediately after the catastrophe additional geophysical and technical
investigations were started in order to find a scientific explanation. Mtiller's
factual 1964 report caused many reactions. He published a second report in
1968, summarizing and commenting on all the work done by himself and
others from 1964 to 1968.

14.3.1 The sliding surface

Miiller and E. Semenza, investigating the possibility of a rock slide in the
years 1960-3 noted the shape of the geological strata. At that time the
contact surface between Dogger and Malm was suspected as a possible slip
surface. Detailed investigations by Broili (1967) indicated that the slip surface
was located slightly higher, cutting inside the Malm formations and not at
the contact with the Dogger.

Figure 14.1 shows the geological section of the area, as established after
the slide by Broili (1967). This section differs somewhat from similar docu-
ments published previously by other geologists (Giudici & Semenza, 1960;
Miiller, 1964; Kiersch, 1964). Figures 14.2, 14.3a, b reproduce the findings

3 F

Fig. 14.2 Geological map of the Vajont gorge; A-A to F-F are cross-sections of
the slip mass; (1 to 8) are geological strata with reference to fig. 14.1 (after Broili,
1967).

of Broili concerning the location of the slip surface and the position of the
rock masses after the slide. According to him, the sliding surface can be
subdivided into two parts. The limit coincides roughly with the old Massalezza
river bed or ditch in the central part of the slide. Westwards of this line the
slip surface became a very accentuated chairlike shape, determined by the
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attitude of the stratifications. The 'seat' of this chair has a length of 500 to
700 m, and the 'back' inclined by about 35° to 40° has a length of about

700

500-

Fig. 14.3a Geological sections A-A to C-C through the slip surface; reconstruction
on the basis of borehole results, (a) Topographical surface before the slide; (b)
topographical surface after the slide; (c) reconstructed failure surface and slip
surface; (d) assumed faults; (e) Pozza depression. (1-17) boreholes (after Broili,
1967).

900 m. The bend connecting both is rather accentuated in many parts. The
curvature radius was actually between 30 m and 320 m.

East of the 'Massalezza ditch', the chair-like shape is less accentuated, the
'seat' reduces progressively to about 200 or 300 m. The connecting bend is
no longer sharp, the curvature widens to radii between 350 m and 1100 m.
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In the lower western zones, the slip surface is mainly developed in layers
of Malm, mostly upper Malm and lower Cretaceous. The Cretaceous layers
are very thin (5 to 15 cm), and therefore the rock mass involved here is
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Fig. 14.36 Geological sections D-D to F-F through the slip surface (after BroiH,
1967).

rather deformable. The upper Malm and lower Cretaceous layers are thicker,
the average thickness ranging from 20 to 100 cm. The rock complex is
therefore very rigid. In the middle and lower eastern zones the slip surface
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involves layers from the lower Cretaceous to the upper Cretaceous. The slip
surface must not be regarded as a mere surface but as a zone probably several
metres thick. Mylonites of changeable thickness produced by the slide
movements have been encountered in the boreholes. According to Broili
(1967) and Miiller (1968) the mylonites consist mostly of sand, silt and clay
materials. Their thickness probably reaches a few metres in some places, and
indicates very clearly the dimensions of the slide movement and the conditions
under which it developed.

According to Broili's reconstruction, in the central and western zones and
in the upper parts of the eastern zone of the slide the slip surface coincides
with the bedding planes. Some large and very accentuated 'folding' observed
must have affected some zones, resulting in a higher shear resistance. Some-
times the slip surface went through the folds which were then sharply cut.
In these zones, one cannot speak of frictional but of true 'shearing' resistances,
of far greater magnitude, which had to be overcome in order to accomplish
movement.

In the intermediate and lower parts of the eastern zone, owing to the
divergencies between stratifications and the slip surface, the slip surface
itself could not develop along the planes of the bedding joints but had to
cut through the layers shearing completely new joints or forming steps of
pre-existing joints and rupture planes.

14.3.2 The creeping movement

The slow 'creeping movement' of the mass of rock has been very syste-
matically observed since 1960 up to October 1963. Figure 14.4 reproduces,
after Miiller (1968), the main results of these observations.

14.4 Discussion of the observed facts: a posteriori
calculation

14.4.1 Shear and friction factors

The main result of the geological investigations concerns the shearing along
the slide surface. The former assumption of thin layers of clayey material
lubricating a polished slip surface is no longer valid. There were no such
layers and any clayey seam was found to be highly compact, as expected
under such a high overburden. The friction factor of sound rock on rock
in situ was found to be reasonably high and so was the shear factor of the
same rock. No special rock weakness along the slip surface has been detected
which can explain the rock failure.

14.4.2 A posteriori calculations

Several authors (Mencl, 1966a, b; Kenney, 1967; Nonveiller, 1965, 1967a, b;
Miiller, 1968) have published a posteriori calculations in order to determine
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Fig. 14.4 Displacement vectors computed from control point measurements.
Solid line, measured; broken line, reconstructed; d-d to h-h sections; numbers in
parentheses, control points; (M) scale of the section; (MV) scale of the displace-
ments; (L) plan.

the required tan <f>Oi value for which the slip could start moving. These calcula-
tions are based on 'static' conditions and it should be stressed that they
correspond to a slide velocity v == 0. Table 14.1 summarizes the main results.

Water level
above sea level

600
650
700

*

18-
20-
17-

8°
1°
5°

Table 1 4 . 1 <f>Ol values

Lowest values

t a n </>Ol

0-340
0-366
0-316

Author

Muller
Kenney
Mencl

22
22
28

•1°
•1°
•5°

Highest values

t a n </>Ol

0-406
0-406
0-542

Author

Nonveiller
Nonveiller
Nonveiller
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These calculations can be carried out with the following formulae (Miiller,
1969). They refer to static conditions before the start of the slide:

tan<ft2iicos£i + cJ,h^ -

and for X = 1:

A = total safety factor for the sum of all elements i. As will be explained in
section 14.8 A is a scalar factor not very different from the vectorial factor to
be introduced in the dynamic equation. £f = angle between external force
Fi and normal to slip surface of segment i of length /f; c = cohesion factor.
This 'static' approach does not explain how the masses can accelerate, as
it is assumed that positive and negative forces are balanced (P — R = 0
and v = 0 and A = 1).

Commenting on these results Skempton (1966) states that values of about
20° were 'ridiculously small' even for clays and could be explained only if
they were not compared with the usual peak strength values but with the
reduced values of the 'residual strength' of clays. Nonveiller also relies upon
the difference between peak and residual values, but he does not consider
them unusually small; by assuming too unfavourable a slip surface, he
obtained values that were much higher (22-1° to 28-5°) (see Miiller, 1968).

14.5 The velocity of the slide: the 'dynamic' conditions for
an accelerated rock slide

On page 82 of Muller's 1968 paper a speed of 25 m/s (90 km/h) is indicated
as the most likely maximum velocity of the sliding masses. How can this
figure be correlated to the suggested friction constants tan<£Ol and c and
how is this figure at all acceptable?

The previously calculated <£req value corresponds to the highest required
friction for which the positive and negative forces are just out of balance
which may start a slow slide. Heim, in his 1932 paper, had already defined
'slow' and 'rapid' slides. All geologists expected the Vajont slide to be of the
slow type because of the 'chair-like' shape of the rock formations. Nobody
expected it to be one of the most rapid and most explosive ever recorded.

Some scientists, mainly in Italy, have worked on this problem from the
other end and their thinking can be summarized as follows: the whole problem
is a dynamic one which is amenable to Newton's law and the momentum
theories. The law of Newton applied to the centre of gravity of a sliding
volume V, mass />mF(fig. 14.5) can be written:

PmVdf2 = r m F ( s i n a "~/ c o s a)'
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O

Fig. 14.5 Accelerated slide along a curved surface, s = curved abscissa; a =
variable angle; R = radius of curvature at point M.

where pm = (ymlg) is the density of the material, s the distance, t the time
and / t h e friction factor. Furthermore, d2sjdt2 = R d2oc/df2 with R = radius
of curvature. This basic equation can be integrated and yields the velocities
v = ds/dt, and the time t± for the maximum velocity to be obtained.

On the other hand, the well-known momentum theorems of fluid mechanics
(Jaeger, 1956) allow the calculation of the maximum wave height in the
reservoir when a mass pmV penetrates at a velocity v = ds/dt (fig. 14.6).

sliding mass
of rock

.2 reservoir level

Fig. 14.6 Schematic representation of rock-sliding mass causing a wave, A/j on
top of reservoir level.

The wave height is known to have reached about 220 m above water level.
A rather lengthy tentative calculation shows that the maximum velocity
must have been about 32 m/s, requiring a tan </>o2 value of not more than
0-176 (</>o2 < 10°) after an unpublished report by Professors Supino, Evan-
gelisti and Datei. Another private report by Professor Stragiotti suggests a
maximum velocity of 25 m/s and a 20-s duration of the fall. A possible
alternative estimate of velocities is based on the lifting of some rock masses
at the front of the 'rock wave' by 150 m. It yields an estimated 50 m/s for
some points of the front wave (Jaeger, 1965a).

Skempton and Miiller expressed their astonishment at the low values of
<£Ol obtained by most of the a posteriori 'static' calculations. The results
obtained when calculating the 'dynamics' of the system were far more dis-
concerting. Mencl (19666) was concerned with the additional losses which
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occurred at the sharp curvature of the sliding surface and found them to be
quite significant. They add to the negative forces. Assuming the dynamic
<f>o2 value to be about 10° (Supino, Stragiotti and others) a A</>0 value of
about 3° should be subtracted for the bend losses. This would leave for <f>Q2

(average value): <£o2 = 10° — 3° = 7° only, a remarkably low value, to be
taken as an average over all the sliding surface and during the whole slide.
Some other authors discussed the slide as a 'creep process' (Haefeli, 1967ft)
or as a 'progressive failure' (Mtiller, 1964; Haefeli, 1967ft; Kenney, 1967;
Nonveiller, 1967ft). But none of these efforts brings us nearer to an explanation
of the dynamics of the slide.

14.6 The basic contradictions between 'static' and 'dynamic'
approaches

The movement of the sliding rock masses is, at any time, given by the equation
of Newton (Jaeger, 1968a, ft):

where M is the mass of the rocks, d*y the small movement of the centre of
gravity along the paths, P the positive forces and R the negative (resisting)
forces acting on the mass M. This equation of Newton is a vectorial one and
the components Ps and Rs in the direction of d.s have to be considered.
Alternatively, the components Px and Rx along an axis x could be considered
and the equation becomes:

At the time t — e, there is no movement and Ps < Rs.
When the movement starts at the time t + e, the positive forces P are just

a little larger than the negative forces R and the movement is slow. When
the sliding surface is 'chair shaped', as shown in fig. 14.7, the slide normally

fracture

Fig. 14.7 Rock slide on a 'chair-shaped' sliding surface.

comes to a stop: when it progresses by a length As the positive forces along
the steeper part of the slide decrease, whereas the negative forces along the
less inclined section increase. This is the reason why so many masses of rocks
which show clear signs of sliding at the surface really never move.
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The geologists in charge of the survey of Mount Toe before the slide
started its final burst had implicitly accepted a similar interpretation (fig.
14.8). The lower edge of the slow creep had a movement of slow rotation;

assumed
sliding
surface • » ^ g o r g e

Fig. 14.8 First tentative explanation of the rock creep along Mount Toe.

rocks were falling in the gorge and it was expected that the progressive filling
of the gorge would bring the slide to a natural stop.

The passage from rest, at the time t — e to a sudden tremendous accelera-
tion of 250 000 000 m3 of rock at the time t + e requires tremendous forces.
The probable decrease of the tan </>Oi value due to the 'self polishing' of the
sliding surface during the slide cannot explain this fantastic acceleration of
the masses.

14.7 Explanation based on the dynamics of a discontinuous
flow of masses

There is no reason for the creep of 250 000 000 m3 of rock masses to have been
continuous in time and space over a period of three and a half years. As it is
not possible to explain the Vajont slide with the dynamics of a continuous
progressive flow of masses, an attempt will be made to develop a theory of
discontinuous flow of rock masses.

14.7.1 The progressive failure of the rock masses; the
formation of a thick sliding zone

It has been amply explained in previous chapters that progressive small
displacements of crystals and grains during shear tests cause a drop of the
shear strength in most sedimentary rocks. It is acceptable to compare this
test result obtained on rock material to rock masses.

Borings have clearly established that there was no real 'gliding surface',
but a 'gliding zone probably several metres thick' (Miiller, 1968). The
friction factor within such a zone must have been very low. Such an assump-
tion is physically acceptable. It is also required for mathematical reasons. If
it is accepted that the tan (cf>0 + A<£0) was less than 0-176 (<£0 + A<£0 < 10°)
as average value during the slide, the tan^Oa must have been locally and
temporarily even well below this very low value.
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It is very tempting to think that percolating water penetrating in the rock
fissures has been instrumental in lowering the friction factor. It can hardly be
so, because as will be seen, the first rupture to occur - on the steeper region
of the slopes - was located well above the water level in the reservoir. Further-
more, the correlations between water-level variations and rock slides were
so immediate that slow percolation of interstitial water cannot be an explana-
tion. Finally, it has been proved (Muller, 1964) that there was no correlation
between rainfalls and rock displacements.

14.7.2 Deep-reaching weakening of the rock masses; seismic
wave measurements

General worsening of rock conditions was proved by seismic wave measure-
ments by Professor Caloi (1966). According to him, over a short period, the
longitudinal wave velocity in the rock masses had decreased from about
5000 or 6000 m/s to only 2500 or 3000 m/s. Caloi reported that already
between 1959 and 1960 the fracturing process had penetrated into deeper-
lying rock levels owing to increasing pressure and yielding of the rock. The
depth of broken rock layers at the surface, which in 1959 was about 10 mto
20 m, was as thick as 50 m to 70 m or even 150 m in 1960.

These facts are clues and proof of the far-reaching deterioration of rock
masses years before the catastrophe.

14.7.3 Measured creep velocities
This deterioration and physical weakening of the rock was not uniform.
There is one diagram published by Muller (1964) which is most informative.
It has been reproduced in fig. 14.9. Rock displacements were measured in
boreholes at different depths. On the boreholes located in the upper range of
the creeping rock mass, the diagram shows that the rock displacements are
parallel and all identical whereas on the borehole located near the lower end
of the creeping mass of rock the velocities are highest at the top and nil at
the bottom. In fluid mechanics, and in rheology, parallel uniform velocities
represent a flow where there is no internal viscosity or turbulence and
with low wall friction. On the other hand, the unequal velocity distribution,
as measured in the borehole at the downstream end of the creeping rock
masses, represents a flow where some energy is being destroyed. There is no
doubt that these most general theories of rheology are also valid for the
creeping displacement or flow of large rock masses (C. Jaeger, 1956).

Figure 14.10 represents Muller's impression of the disruption of rock masses
at the lower edge of the rock-creeping movement. Rocks were continuously
falling in the gorge by 'extreme rotation'. This confirms the previous figure.

14.7.4 The discontinuous flow or creep of rock masses
The theory of 'progressive failure' should be developed a step further by
introducing the idea of 'discontinuous flow'. Discontinuous flow is well



Fig. 14.9 Outlined section through the west zone of the slide. The small arrows
indicate the velocity distribution. (Y) outline of rock layers; (/) La Pozza; (M)
zone of predominant driving forces; (AO zone of predominant resisting forces;
(C) zone of progressive failure; (D) probable slide surface; (P) compression zone;
(Q) tension zone; (R) distribution of velocities; (5n) exploratory boreholes; (Z)
exploration tunnel (after Miiller, 1964).

Fig. 14.10 Vertical section through the north front of the rock slide at the
'Pinnacolo'. Above, side view; below, scheme of movement; Q, tension; S, external
rotation; T, relative movements (after Miiller, 1964).
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known in fluid mechanics (C. Jaeger, 1956). An extremely interesting example
of a continuous flow becoming progressively discontinuous can be observed
on rivers carrying floating ice (Jaeger, 1968tf, b).

A river like the Saint Lawrence, Canada, has been observed over a very
long period; ice and water levels and ice thickness being measured at regular
intervals. The whole thawing process can be reproduced on a model. Such a
model - 500 ft long - has been built in the Lasalle Research Laboratory,
Montreal, the horizontal scale being 1:600, the vertical scale 1:150. Water
levels and velocities can be correctly reproduced on this model and checked
in nature at the equivalent locations. This same model has been used to
represent the breaking-up of ice in the Spring. The floating ice was represented
by pieces of plastic material, about the correct density and average size of
floating blocks of ice. The plastic material was chosen because it has no
surface tension when floating on water. At the upstream end of the model
the discharge of water and of plastic material is maintained constant over a
certain period of time. A varying regime is rapidly established downstream
with floating pieces of plastic accumulating in those water channels where
ice would normally build up. Some areas of the river where the flow is slow
and where the water is covered with a thin sheet of ice, are reproduced on
the model by a thin layer of plastic over the water. The depth of the floating
plastic cover on the model can be checked against the real depth of ice. The
accumulation of floating material at narrow passages causes the water level
to rise in the upstream area. Potential energy is being accumulated, and the
level rises until the shear strength along the river bed is exceeded. The barrier
breaks down and a wave of water and ice progresses rapidly downstream on
the model as in nature. This unsteady discontinuous flow is typical of the
accumulation of potential energy and momentum behind an obstacle and the
explosive character of the flow when the forces are relieved.

Figures 14.9 and 14.10 clearly show that a similar explanation is acceptable
for the first phase of the slow sliding masses along the slopes of Mount Toe.
Sometime in 1960 an M-shaped perimetral crack occurred high up along the
slopes of Mount Toe (up to elevation 1400 m); the slow-sliding masses in the
steep upper reaches, where the angle a of the slopes was probably steeper than
the tan <f>Oi of the friction factor (tan a > tan </>Ol) started moving along a
'sliding zone' which acted as a lubricated smooth surface. According to fig.
14.9 (zone /) high pressures were being developed by the upper zone of
the slide on the lower zone, pressures which also explain the rotation of the
masses nearest to the gorge. Geologists observing the movements at the
surface of the slide could not have recognized what had happened deeper
inside the mass.

14.7.5 The two-phase slide
It was suggested in 1965 (Jaeger) that the sliding movement consisted of
two phases: a first phase was similar to a 'visco-plastic discontinuous rock
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creep, or flow' which was the one observed by the geologists from 1960 up to
the night of 9 October 1963. The second phase was a short-lasting brittle
fracture in the lower part of the slide; along the less inclined branch of the
chair-like sliding surface. This type of flow was suggested by fig. 14.9 but also
later confirmed by some geological diagrams published by Broili (1967) and
Miiller (1968). On these diagrams it can clearly be seen that the slide, which in
the upper reaches occurred parallel to the strata, cut right through the strata,
suggesting a brittle fracture in the lower part rather than a sliding movement.

This short-lasting brittle fracture is now confirmed by Caloi, who com-
mented in a private report about seismic wave recordings that a brittle
fracture occurred first, which lasted 60 to 70 seconds, immediately followed
by the slide which for the whole slide area lasted 20 seconds.

The basic assumption concerning the two phases (Jaeger, 1965a, 19686,
19696), one visco-plastic during which forces and momentum were concen-
trated, the second, a nearly instantaneous brittle fracture, is now positively
confirmed by Caloi's remark.

14.8 The correlation between rock displacements and the
water variations in the reservoir: action of the uplift forces

The correlation between the rock displacements and the water-level varia-
tions in the reservoir from 1960 to 1963 proves that the description of the
slide given in section 14.7 is correct. Miiller published in 1964 some rather
astonishing diagrams concerning this correlation, (fig. 14.11). They show
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700 ••
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1960 1961 1962 1963

Fig. 14.11 Correlation between water levels (solid line) and rock displacements
(broken line) (after Miiller, 1964).

that the rock sliding was always accelerated by rising water-levels and
stopped by falling water-levels. This contradicts the experience gained with
slips occurring in earth dams containing water reservoirs: the earth slides
always occur when water levels fall in these reservoirs.
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The whole problem of the stability of rock slopes on the bank of reservoirs
with varying water levels had to be re-examined as it probably gave warning
of the Vajont rock slide (Jaeger, 19696).

It is always possible to define a scalar 'safety factor'

Ax = RjP

as a ratio of the negative forces over the positive forces acting on the rock
mass M. The vectorial equation of Newton can be written:

M^2 = Ps - Rs = Ps(l - RSIPS) = (1 - A*).

The ratio A* = (RSIPS) is not identical to Xl9 but for all practical purposes
the difference between the absolute value of A* and Xx is small and it is
acceptable, in first approximation, to write that 1 — X± ^ 1 — A* is a
measure of the acceleration of the masses. The slope is safe if Xx > 1; it
becomes unsafe for lx < 1.

In more general terms (as represented by fig. 14.12), the law of Coulomb
shows that the negative retaining force R can be written:

R=z c +

where C is a cohesion force and N the force perpendicular to the plane
sliding surface inclined at angle a. When, as shown, the fissured rock mass
is partly immerged, the safety factor becomes (Jaeger, 19696):

_ C + [W2 cos a + {W1 - U) cos a] tan <f>
W2 sin a + (W1 - U) sin a ' ( )

where W2 and W1 are the weights of the rock masses above and under the
horizontal water line; U is the uplift force on the immerged fissured rock
mass. Assuming that, for rupture and sliding conditions, the force C is
negligible, then:

- __ {W2 + Wx — U) cos a tan </> _ tan <f>
" (W2 +W1-U) sin a "" tana' ( *

Whatever the uplift force U9 its effect on the stability of the slope near
rupture is nil, provided the conditions of the rock mass can be represented
by fig. 14.12.
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When the water recedes rapidly in the reservoir, there is a supplementary
dynamic force to be considered, due to the flow of the water in the rock mass
towards the reservoir. This secondary force explains why earth slips occur
by receding water levels. This force would have been too small to suddenly
accelerate the Vajont rock masses to velocities of 25 m/s. In any case, it is
incapable of explaining the correlation diagram of fig. 14.11, where sliding
occurs by rising water levels.

Fig. 14.13

Figure 14.13 represents a more general case, where rock sliding occurs
along a 'chair-like' gliding line similar to the Mount Toe banks. The safety
factor now becomes (Jaeger, 19696):

__ C2 + W2 cos a2 tan </>2 + Ci + (Wx — U) cos ax tan <f>±

" W2 sin a2 + (W1 - U) sin ax
 ( )

If we accept the previous analysis of the situation on Mount Toe, where
rupture occurred first along the slopes high up in the mountain, we can
write C2 = 0 and tan</>2 < t a n ^ . It then becomes obvious that, for
02 < <£i> the X factor really depends on the uplift. The ratio </>2/<£i becomes
the principal variable of the equation, as for low values of$2\$i the dangerous
effect of the uplift force, U, becomes predominant. To prove this two diagrams
have been drawn. Figure 14.14 is self explanatory, showing a sharp drop of
X with (f>2l(f>i and also with U.

In fig. 14.15 r is the ratio of the X value for U = 0-4 Wx to the X value for
U = 0; r is a measure of the damaging effect of the uplift forces on the
stability of the rock masses which also depends on (f>2l<f>i.

Any time the water rises in the reservoir the powerful uplift forces increase
almost immediately. The hydrostatic effect of U additionally weakens the
rock mass and favours internal rupturing and fissuration of the rock. When
the water recedes, there is a general stabilization of the slide due to the
reduction of U and to the 'chair-like shape' of the sliding surface: a phase of
'auto-stabilization' of the slide begins.

During all this period from 1960 to October 1963 the X factor must have
been very near to unity (X ^ 1) with C± still positive. The sudden brittle
fracture occurring during the night of 9 October 1963 caused C± to drop to
zero within a few seconds and X to drop well below the limit X ^ 1.
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Fig. 14.14 Safety factor against sliding, A; see equation (3) section 14.8.

Fig. 14.15

14.9 Summary of the different phases of the Mount Toe rock
slide

(1) Carlo Semenza, one of the most careful and experienced European
dam designers, became suspicious of possible rock instability along the
slopes of Mount Toe at an early stage. Favourable geological reports were
submitted to him in 1958, when it was declared that the slide was only very
superficial.

(2) The reports by Eduardo Semenza, F. Giudici and L. Miiller, based
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on their 1958-9 survey, were far more pessimistic. They indicated that a mass
of about 250 000 000 m3 of rock was slowly creeping on a deep sliding surface,
probably the contact zone between Malm and Dogger. The movement was
described as a slow creep of rock masses.

(3) Filling of the reservoir started early in 1960, before the dam was
finished. This is the time when rock masses began to move because of the
rising water levels. On 4 November 1960, the water having in the meantime
risen to level 645 m, a slide of about 300 m in breadth came down within
the cataclastic malm layers, below the 'Plan della Pozza' (Mtiller, 1964).
The upper edge of the slide was at an elevation of 850 m. Approximately
700 000 m3 of rock debris then slid into the lake within about ten minutes.
It was determined that the falling mass had filled the gorge over a length of
several hundred metres, in part up to an elevation of 600 m.

This first slide apparently had all the characteristics of a slow rock slide
or rock creep. After it the water level rose to 652 m and was then progres-
sively lowered to level 600. On 6 November 1960, the great M -shaped rock
fracture at the upper edge of the rock slide was formed. During the period
up to December 1960 most of the measuring points had moved about 47 to
140 cm in the horizontal direction. Loosening along the upper part of the
sliding surface and lowering of the tan<£ probably occurred before the
formation of the M-shaped rock fracture. With levels at 600 m the displace-
ments were reduced to about 6 cm to 13 cm during the period from December
1960 to October 1961 (Muller, 1964).

During this period the geologists observing the surface of the slide thought
they were measuring a slow continuous rock creep, of a conventional type
(fig. 14.11). Seismic wave measurements by Caloi proved the progressive
fracturing of the rock masses (measurements were made in November 1959
and November 1960). The seismic measuring sections were at the foot of the
slide and did not cover the more interesting upper regions during the period
after 1961.

Water levels rose from October 1961 to November 1962 and dropped
until March 1963. Displacements measured in this period indicated that the
whole rock mass, in the west and east zones, was moving more or less
homogeneously (Muller, 1964). Correlation between rising water levels and
rock displacements were observed too.

It is interesting to note that during the period 1960 to the beginning of
1963, rock displacements slowed with falling water levels and eventually
stopped. The displacements restarted when the water levels reached or passed
the previous maximum levels. This confirms that there was an intermediary
period of'auto-stabilization' (Jaeger, 19696).

These alternate movements of the rock masses are explained by equation
(3) of section 14.8 and the 'chair-like shape' of the sliding surface. During
the last phase from July to October 1963, when the water rose above level
700 to level 710, the rock displacements became suddenly most alarming
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and the disruption of the rock masses irreversible. Rupture by brittle fracture
of the base of the slide occurred suddenly.

From 1960 to 1963 the visco-plastic creep was continuous apparently
only on the surface. Deeper down it must have been discontinuous, with
accumulation of pressures and momentum until the rock at the lower edge
of the slide was weakened, cracked, fissured and finally gave way by brittle
fracture on the night of 9 October 1963.

In the particular case of the Vajont slide, the shape of the geological
strata, their inclination, the relative stiffness of the strata and the relative
values of the friction factors tan <f> at various levels, determined the physical
type of the slide. The action of uplift forces (often negligible at other sites)
became the prime factor of the rupture at Vajont.

Recordings of the rock displacements at the surface of the slide were
completely inadequate to reveal the discontinuous nature of the bulk sliding
movement and its most dangerous implications.



15 Two examples of rock slopes supported
with cables

15.1 Consolidating a rock spur on the Simplon Pass road

15.1.1 Introduction

The Simplon Pass (2005 m above sea level) was used by the Romans. In the
Middle Ages it became a vital route for commercial exchanges between
Germany and Northern Italy; German Emperors crossed the pass. The
present road was built on Napoleon's orders (1801-5) for military reasons,
after he won several battles in north Italy. Since 1968, the road has been
systematically improved and enlarged on the Swiss and on the Italian sides,
to cope with increasing traffic.

On the south side, near Gondo (Switzerland) the dangerous 50 m high
rock spur of Baji-Krachen (at 990 m above sea level) had to be partially cut
for a length of about 60 m to achieve straightening and the widening of the
road from about 7*70 m to 12 m.

The geologists reported that the rock mass forming the spur is very hard
gneiss, cut by three sets of joints, some of them being potentially dangerous.

15.1.2 The structure of the spur

Figure 15.1 shows a typical cross-section of the rock with the three main sets
of joints. The joints of set I, inclined at 38° over most of their length, with a
steeper dip to 45° at the lower limit, are the most dangerous. The vertical
joints belonging to set II could also cause trouble, but mainly where they
occur as discontinuous structure underlying more gently dipping joints at the
base, and near the face, of the rock mass. The subhorizontal set of joints III
are not seen as a source of trouble in themselves, although in relationship
with those of set II, some instability could result.

The diagram of fig. 15.2 refers to a typical shear test on a plane (a, r)
carried out in two opposite directions, after reversing the force. The test is on
a core sample from a boring, along a joint of set I. The test shows clearly that
a first shear level occurs for c = 0 and <j>' = 32°, in the two directions. After
increasing the T-value, a second shear level is reached for </>' = 44° in one
direction and <f>' = 36° in the other direction. These higher <f>' values are
reached after the joint faces have moved in a relative displacement.

On the right hand side of sketch fig. 15.1 it is shown how the stability of the
upper mass of the rock spur was obtained by friction along fissures I,

[424]
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Fig. 15.1 The Baji-Krachen rock spur (Simplon Road). Typical cross-section.
I, II, III sets of joints (after Lombardi, 1975).
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Fig. 15.2 Baji-Krachen rock spur. Rock shear tests on bore hole core (after
Lombardi).
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inclined at a = 38°, after the rock has been displaced, so that condition
</>' = 440 is obtained. The fissures remain tightly closed. This displacement of
the upper block causes an opening of the lower end of the joints I, where
a = 45° > ft and also of the set of vertical joints II. Designers expected that
when excavating the rock spur as required by the design of the new Simplon
road section, the lower block of rock might slide. Inspection of the rock spur
in situ after the deformations had taken place proved that it was still stable.

15.1.3 The stabilization scheme

Lombardi (1975) in charge of the consolidation work analysed two possible
reinforcement schemes. In the first (fig. 15.3a) anchors (1) were to secure the

(a)

Fig. 15.3 Baji-Krachen rock spur. Two alternative proposals for rock support
(after Lombardi).

upper part of the inclined rock before the rock mass (2) was excavated. A
second set of anchors (3) were to be installed before finalizing the excavation
(4). This reinforcement scheme was rather expensive as it required the cable
anchoring to be done in two phases.

The alternative scheme (b) was adopted whereby all anchors (1) were placed
before excavation of the rock mass (2).

Figure 15.4 shows the final design for the rock mass support. Stability
calculations for such a design are straightforward. Interesting is the table of
calculated 'safety factors' rj = (retaining forces/active forces) calculated for
different values of the angle </>', varying angle a and a series of anchor forces
F(in t/m). For V = 0, r\x is obviously less than 1, when </>' < a. But the most
important result of these calculations is the fact that, even with very powerful
anchorages (anchors of 140 tonnes were used at Baji-Krachen) it is not possible
to raise the 'safety factor', rj, above 1-3 to 1-5. Designers concerned with the
rock supports for large underground excavations using cable anchorages
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Fig. 15.4 Baji-Krachen rock spur. Final design for rock support (after Lombardi).
(1) Active force; (2) natural friction force; (3) negative force due to prestressing;
(4) Friction force due to prestressing. Safety factor r\ — (resisting force/active force).
V = prestressing force, a = angle of dipping joint, <j>' = angle of friction.

arrive at similar conclusions, as explained in the chapters dealing with under-
ground works. Forces in cables remain small compared with the weight of
rock masses and other natural forces to be dealt with. Lombardi remarks
that these factors refer to the safety against small rock deformations along the
fissures. Large deformations for which the safety factor would be higher
(according to the shear tests) are no more likely when stiff anchorages with
cables give rigidity to the reinforced mass.

The sketch on the right of fig. 15.4, shows, in addition to the main system of
cables which are inclined at 27° to the horizontal, a second system of cables
at a = 65°, nearly at right angles to the first system of cables. These cables
are supposed to pin blocks of rock in danger of sliding down the rock face
after excavation. It was considered that drilling work on the nearly vertical
unstable rock face would entail unacceptable dangers to the workers. This
explains the reason for this second family of anchorages.

15.2 Stabilization of a very high rock face for Tachien Dam
foundations (fig. 15.5)

15.2.1 Introduction

The Tachien Dam is part of a scheme to harness the hydro-electric potential
of the Tachia River in central Taiwan (Formosa). The project developed by
Electroconsult, Milan, has a rated installed capacity of 234 MW and operates
under a maximum gross head of 163 m. The 180-m high dam is a double-
curvature arch dam; the crest at elevation 1411 m above mean sea level has a
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Fig. 15.5 The double-curvature Tachien Dam on Tachia River (Taiwan). Proposed excavation plan (Electroconsult).
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length of 290 m. The dam is located at the entrance of a narrow precipitous
gorge. At level 1236 m, the gorge is only 20 m wide.

The geologists describing the project area mention two major geologic
formations: a quartzite formation, total thickness in the order of 1000 m, and
a slate formation, 2000 m thick. The rock can be divided into five classes,
varying from pure quartzite, through impure quartzite, slaty quartzite or
quartzite slate to pure slate and impure slate. The dam is located in the
transition area between slate and quartzite, where massive layers of quartzite
(about 35-45 cm thick) are separated by thinner beds of slate (about 3-15 cm
thick). The slates are sometimes associated with clay and graphitic material
usually 3 to 5 cm thick, rarely up to 20 cm. The strata strike approximately
normal to the axis of the gorge and dip upstream at an average angle of about
60°, which is favourable both to the control of seepage and the stability of the
rock walls. Four main families or sets of joints cross the rock mass.

The surface geology of the dam site itself has been explored by 45 adits and
16 core borings. Sound rock in the river channel is found a few metres below
the alluvium material. The geologists described the walls of the gorge as
'rather fresh and compact' for elevations below 1320 m. Above this elevation,
they have been affected by weathered joints and stress relief cracks which tend
to extend more deeply into the abutments with increasing distance above
riverbed.

15.2.2 Specifications for the support

The basic decision by the designers was to support the dam abutments on the
right and the left banks direct on the steeply dipping quartzite stratification.
This was possible because the rock masses dip in the upstream direction.
Major features to be considered are a large fault on the right bank and stress
relief cracks. Due to the geological features mentioned above, the dam
excavation was controlled by two definite specifications:

(a) Stratification, No undercutting of the stratification planes should be
allowed. Undercutting would produce unstable conditions and could
trigger off a considerable rock slide along the stratification. The excava-
tion was to be limited to the scaling of the surface weathered rock for a
depth of about 5-6 m, 'peeling off' the quartzite stratification. The
main job of the geologists was to select a convenient quartzite stratum,
continuous from top to bottom and sound enough to provide a rock
abutment to the arch dam.

(b) Joint set *A\ a very characteristic joint family, which has an average
inclination of about 70°-80°, was recommended to be adopted as a
lateral facing for the excavations, in order to minimize the amount of
excavation.
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Conditions on both banks of the gorge are similar, but were far more
difficult on the right bank, which is the only one to be discussed in detail in
this section. Similar geotechnical problems had to be solved for the power
intake structure and the spillway tunnel.

15.2.3 Rock characteristics

The general geologic survey was supplemented with extensive geotechnical
investigations. The figures in table 15.1 illustrate some of the rock charac-
teristics.

Table 15.1

Quartzite Quartzite Slate
slate

Compressive strength
Tensile strength
Static modulus
Dynamic modulus
Poisson's ratio
Specific gravity

Core recovery from eight boreholes varied from 55% to nearly 100%,
depending on the location of the borehole and on the depth from the ground
surface. Water absorption and cement absorption, important for the design
of the lateral grout curtain, were determined. They too indicated that the
rock characteristics vary rapidly, the rock showing signs of weathering and
weakening near the surface and in the upper reaches of the gorge walls.
Gouge and seam material was analysed. A thorough exploration of faults and
relief cracks was carried and detailed plans were developed for rock treatment,
rock stabilization, grouting and plugging of cracks. Adits and connecting
shafts were excavated for this effect. In particular the stabilization of the
unloaded faces of the gorge (parallel to the gorge), called faces 'A9 (just down-
stream of the dam abutments), was considered to be most important, in view
of the very high reaction load from the dam abutments. The need for heavy
anchoring was foreseen. The two sides of the gorge had to be reinforced.

These figures and facts confirm the geologists' prediction that the rock,
conveniently reinforced, drained and grouted, is suitable to the stability of
the dam abutment below dam crest level 1411 (fig. 15.6).

15.2.4 The stabilization scheme

Figure 15.5 shows the dam and the excavation plan, as it was used for a
searching stress-strain analysis of dam and abutments. A three-dimensional
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face A

Fig. 15.6 Reinforcing of face A (horizontal section). (1) Open cracks filled with
pumped concrete. (2) Boreholes for low-pressure grouting. (3) Adit. (4) Control
shaft. (5) 120 tonne anchors.

finite element method programme was developed and published by Zienkiewicz,
Taylor (Swansea University) & Gallico (Electroconsult, Milan) (1970).

The geologists had located on the right river bank a quartzite layer starting
higher than level 1550, which could be followed down to the bottom of the
gorge to level 1230. The contractor (Torno, Italy and Kumagai, Japan) had
been instructed to follow this steep rock layer, also called face B, to 'peel' it
without undercutting it, down to the lowest level. Laterally the excavations
were to follow, whenever possible, the joint set A, to form the face C of the
excavations, almost parallel to the gorge (figs 15.6 and 15.8).

Face A, the unloaded face, had to be sustained with 120 tonne anchor
cables, forming a dense pattern. For the 300-m-high face B, small rock bolts,
sometimes steel nets or shotcrete were thought to be sufficient. When, early in
June 1970, the contractor entered face B at levels 1500 to 1550, about 140 m
higher than the future dam crest, for excavation, the real structure of the steep
rock bed became apparent. The quartzite was cut by more joints than expected,
the dispersion of the sets was also larger than expected. Razor-thin fissures
were observed. There was a general tendency for the quartzite bed to split in a
direction parallel to the rock face, forming plates. The joints, often forming
acute angles, cut the bedding into plates or blocks which could become loose.
Cohesion between plates of quartzite and between these plates and the slates
was probably low. Water pressure was building up behind the plates and
water seeping through the drains. It became obvious that the general stability
of the face was not secure. A large rock slide was possible, which would have
jeopardized the whole dam construction.

Consulting engineer and contractor agreed that action was imperative. All
possible situations which could cause a rupture of the bedding were considered.
The stability of the inclined bedding under its own weight, under normal
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circumstances, was analysed. It was found that this case could not cause a
rupture; but danger was possible when the plates were cut by oblique joints
or weak seams, or undercut when blasting (see fig. 15.7 a, b). In fact, during

schists quartzite schists quartzite

joint

sliding

overblast

(c)

Fig. 15.7 Possible failure of the steep quartzite slope, (a) Along an inclined joint.
(b) Due to overblast. (c) Buckling due to hydrostatic pressure, (d) Buckling due to
change of dip, Aa = a2 — ax.

excavation, in spite of all the care taken, two minor rock slides occurred
when plates became loose.

It was found that the most dangerous situation occurred when the dip of the
bedding suddenly changed. Figure 15 Jd shows how a sudden increase of the
dip causes a knee in the rock surface. Forces may cause the buckling of the
face and possible overturning of the rock mass or a rupture of the rock sur-
face. A typical rupture of the rock bedding caused by a sudden change of the
dip of the rock face could be seen on the natural rock surface near the future
power intake. There the rock face had to be supported with deep 120-tonne
cables anchored in the rock mass. When, on the contrary, the dip of the face
suddenly decreases, there is a danger of the quartzite bedding being damaged
when excavated and undercut.

The case of cleft-water pressure in rock fissures was also analysed, fig. 15.7c.
The weight component of a steeply inclined rock slab is not capable of neut-
ralizing hydrostatic pressures of the magnitude to be expected after a rain
storm of the high intensity common in that area of Taiwan.
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This analysis led to many decisions concerning the construction progress
and the required rock support:

Rock support already planned for the unloaded face A was reinforced.
Drainage of the area, plugging of all the open faults and relief cracks was
carried out, with great care, from adits and connecting shafts (fig. 15.6).

-face A

Fig. 15.8 Tachien Dam. Schematic representation of the consolidation of faces
A, B, and C. (1) Rock bolting (10- to 120-tonne tendons); (2) Drainage ( /= 10m,
d = 7.5 cm); (3) Shctcrete or concrete facing of unstable rock; (4) Excavated rock;
(5) Plugged open joint.

Face B, the dipping quartzite bedding (see fig. 15.8) was systematically sup-
ported with monostrand tendons (short cables), rather than with" mechanically
anchored steel rods, not convenient in fissured rock masses. Any potentially
dangerous rock mass was anchored with deep cables, some of 30 or 60 tonnes,
many 120 tonnes. Very dangerous rock masses were additionally supported
with reinforced concrete beams, anchored with 120 tonne cables. Use of steel
mesh and/or shotcrete was recommended whenever necessary. A similar
reinforcement programme was developed for face C. It was found that many
rocks along this face had a tendency to overturn.

Drainage of all the rock faces was carried out systematically. Figure 15.8
represents schematically the work to be done. A careful excavation technique
was worked out. After any blasting, the most probable dip of the quartzite
face was estimated and the next blasting undertaken so as to avoid under-
cutting of the face B.

This difficult excavation of a 300-m-high rock face was finally carried out
successfully. But the dip of the face was different from what could be antici-
pated from the contract drawings. As it is not possible to modify the shape of
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a double curvature arch dam, the whole dam had to be shifted by 8 m in the
upstream direction, along the dam main axis.

Table 15.2 gives some figures concerning the number and the length of the
main anchorages which were achieved, not only on the right bank of the
Tachien Gorge, but also on the left bank and intake area.

Table 15.2

Steel ribs (spillway tunnel)
Expansion rock-bolts (excavations)
Grouted anchors

10-tonne monostrands:
Power house
Outdoor excavation

Total 10-tonne monostrands

30-tonne tendons

60-tonne tendons

120-tonne tendons:
Spillway
L.B. face A
R.B. face A
R.B. faces B + C

Total 120-tonne tendons

1 300 m
4100 m
6 450 m

12 245 m
10 255 m

22 500 m

900 m

350 m

2000m
9 800 m
5 100 m
2 300 m

19 200 m

The number of anchors and tendons used on the right bank is given in
table 15.3.

Table 15.3

120 tonne Anchor bars 10 tonne Total

Face A
FaceB
FaceC

114
50
23

42
318
12

15
367
546

Total 187 372 928 1496



16 Three examples of large underground
hydro-power stations

General information on tunnelling and underground work is given in the
preceding chapters, mainly in part three. The case histories developed in this
chapter concern the Kariba South Bank and the Kariba North Bank under-
ground works, excavated in igneous rock and the Waldeck II machine house
in sedimentary rock. In all three cases the rock required support. The methods
used were very different in each case. It is interesting to compare designs,
excavation techniques and rock support.

16.1 The Kariba South Bank power scheme (fig. 16.1)
16.1.1 The geology of the site (figs. 16.2 and 16.3)

The most impressive element of the Kariba power scheme is the high double-
curvature arch dam impounding water in the Kariba Reservoir. Most of the
geological investigation on the site was concentrated on the dam foundations
and on the rock abutments on both sides (see section 11.4.3) and on the
reinforcement work on the South Bank.

The geology of the Kariba area was recorded and interpreted by the late
Dr Francis Jones and Dr Dubertret (Paris). Dr J. L. Knill and Dr K. S. Jones
have published an extensive geological description of the area, including the
areas where the South Bank and the North Bank underground power houses
had to be located. They reported that:

The foundations of the dam are mainly composed of biotite, with occasional layers
of amphibolite which are more abundant on the south bank. A thick band of
quartzite, folded into a syncline, outcrops on the upper part of the south bank. The
quartzite is inter-stratified with the gneissic succession. Frequent dykes of pegmatite
are present and the gneiss is so ramified by granitic veining that it locally grades into
migmatitic rocks. The main trend of the foliation and the individual lithological
horizons is north-east to south-west, although there is both regional and small-
scale evidence for a later folding on axes normal to the dominant trend. The
structural phase which has affected the bedrock at the site most significantly, from
an engineering viewpoint, is the minor thrusting which resulted in the formation of
the fractured synclinal flexure on the upper part of the south bank. This fold, which
is associated with deep weathering in and below the quartzite, has created special
engineering problems. A fault trending parallel to the gorge, as well as several on
echelon splinter faults, has been located near the river bed and on the north bank.

The geology of the north bank is straightforward in that the sound gneisses are
overlain by a weathered layer of fairly uniform thickness (10 m approximately).

[435]
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Fig. 16.1 Map showing Kariba and Kafue power-stations and access facilities
(after Olivier, 1961).
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Fig. 16.3 Geological section through the south bank of Kariba, illustrating the
correlation of information obtained from boreholes and adits (after Knill & Jones,
1965).

The exploratory boreholes and adits, carried out before excavation of the dam
foundation, provided an accurate assessment of the geological conditions. The
investigations, carried out in connection with the Second Stage power station,
further confirmed this geological picture.

The geology of the south bank is more complex in that the gneisses are overlain
by quartzites which frequently dip steeply towards the river in a downstream
direction. The quartzites are highly fractured and sheared, the individual joint
surfaces being grooved and slickensided. The joint blocks of quartzite are generally
only moderately weathered owing to a loss of cementation, but the intervening
fractures are infilled by clayey and silty material. Intercalated bands of gneiss and
micaceous quartzite occur within the main quartzite mass. A zone of soft micaceous
gneiss, composed largely of coarse-grained biotite and muscovite, referred to as the
'mica seam' forms a curved zone within the quartzite. The mica seam appears to be
inter-bedded with the quartzites and the boundaries of the seam are approximately
parallel to the quartzite-gneiss contact. The outcrop of the mica seam above the
dam was strongly sheared to a narrow strip about 3 m in width, yet in depth the
breadth increased considerably. The contact between the gneiss and the quartzite
has a curved profile, with the axis of curvature lying parallel to the valley.

The original investigations on the south bank (1956) were as usual by
boreholes, pits and adits. It was realized that the bank in the fractured
quartzite was structurally suspect as an abutment and that an extensive pro-
gramme of jetting and grouting was required (Lane, 1964). On the surface,
there was no sign of the mica seam, which was detected during the excavation
of an access road. A new series of adits, at two levels, and boreholes were used
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to determine the real structure of the rock. The quartzite was found to be
deeply fractured and permeable, the gneiss weathered.

The consolidation work of the south bank has been described in section
11.4.3. Problems of rock elasticity, compressibility of the mass, its bulk
resistance to shearing forces and the general watertightness of the abutment
on the right-hand side of the arch dam were of paramount importance to the
dam designers.

The survey of the south bank confirmed that the underground halls were
located almost entirely in biotite gneiss, injected in places by some dykes of
granite pegmatite and would in general lie below the zone of superficial
alteration where the gneiss has disintegrated and become friable (fig. 16.4).

gneiss, underlying
the quartzite

• * • * * • * *14.

v + +

===== joints,
=====slickensides

quartzite ^ gneiss, overlying
b^2i the quartzite

;o strike,
dip in degreees

Fig. 16.4 Kariba South Bank underground power-station. Typical cross-sections
showing geology of site and locating the excavations in gneiss (after Olivier, 1961).

16.1.2 The design of the underground works (fig. 16.5)

The 128-m-high double-curvature arch-dam at Kariba stores the flow of the
Zambesi River in the immense Kariba Reservoir. According to the records
available in 1961, the flow at Kariba varies from 8000 cusecs (227 m3/s) to
possibly 570 000 cusecs (16 150 m3/s). The firm flow is estimated to be 42 000
cusecs (1190 m3/s). The maximum water level was designed to be at 1590 ft
with the dam crest at 1616 ft. The six 100 MW generating sets will generate an
estimated 8500 million kWh a year.

Figure 16.5 shows the underground works with six vertical intake shafts,
four permanent intakes at level 1510 and 2 temporary intakes at level 1370,
the great machine hall, and the associated transformer hall. The discharge from
the six turbines is through three unlined, horseshoe-shaped tailrace tunnels,
34 ft (10-40 m) in diameter, each provided with a concrete-lined surge chamber,
63 ft (19-25 m) in diameter.

The machine hall has a length of 468 ft (142-75 m), a width of 75 ft (22-85 m)
and a height of 132 ft (40-25 m), the top of the excavation being at level 1326.
The concrete arch of the underground cavern has a radius of 36 ft (10-98 m)
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and a height of 45 ft (13-73 m) and is thus nearly circular. The general shape
of the machine hall is ovalized, a shape well in line with the theoretical think-
ing at the time it was designed.

16.1.3 The excavations, linings and grouting

The sequence of operations for excavation and concreting is significant: (1)
the pilot galleries, one at the crown of the vault at level 1326 and two others,
40 ft (12-2 m) apart, at level 1307 (see fig. 16.6) were constructed and a 68-ft

Fig. 16.6 Kariba South Bank. Sequence of operations for excavation and con-
creting of the machine hall (after Olivier, 1961).

(20-7 m) wide first-stage vault excavated and concreted. (2) Work was
carried out in bays from between 8 to 24 ft wide (2-4 to 7-3 m), depending
on the quality of the rock, with concreting of the bays following immediately
afterwards. (3) Thereafter bulk excavation continued in bays down to level
1281, together with (4) concreting of the second-stage vault, 75 ft (22-9 m) in
width. Once the concreting of the vault had been completed, bulk excavation
in the machine hall was taken down by steps to level 1194 (5 & 6).

Commenting on the underground works, Olivier (1961) remarks that
arch forms were generally used to form vaults of permanent excavations,
the most important being the vault of the machine hall. Near-circular forms
were adopted wherever possible for shafts and adits. Initially, it was intended
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to use a complete eggshell lining for the machine hall, but this was rejected on
account of the greater cost and the difficulty of construction.

For the much smaller transformer hall, a similar programme was adopted.
The volume of excavation for the machine and transformer halls, adits,
shafts and tunnels was 680 000 yd3 (519 000 m3) against 460 000 yd3 (351 000
m3) for surface excavations.

The average head of water to the centre line of the power-house was taken
as 200 ft (91-5 m) and the linings were designed to take full water pressure. In
addition, the rock behind the linings was grouted to reduce any free flow from
the reservoir to the structure. Most rock joints appeared to be too fine to be
grouted but there is no doubt that pressure will build up behind the linings,
hence a comprehensive system of drains was provided to assist in relieving
pressures against the linings. It was argued by the designers that grouting also
assisted in consolidating rock which had been disturbed by blasting. It is known
that redistribution of stresses in the rock occurs mainly during excavation,
prior to concreting. Grouting of the power house and transformer hall was
therefore purposely delayed to allow internal movements to take place.
Further strains will of course take place during the filling of the reservoir.

The diversion tunnels were left unlined, but rock bolting was resorted to
during construction as a safety measure.

Accoustic strain meters were embedded in the concrete during construction
of the machine-hall vault and in the transformer-hall vault, in the end walls of
the machine hall and in two draught-tube gate shafts. It was found that a
general state of compression exists along the intrados and extrados of the
machine and transformer-hall vaults (see Olivier). In some cases there was
evidence of minor tensile stresses in the extrados. It may be that there has been
a slight initial inward deflection of the springing of the vaults. The maximum
stress in the concrete is of the order of 1000 lb/in2 (70 kg/cm2), and it is
believed that the concrete is working monolithically with the rock.

Olivier reports that, in the machine hall, one of the upstream transverse
buttresses opposite a faulted zone (concreted between the machines to act as
temporary struts until incorporated in the mass concrete foundations) has
been subjected to sufficient compression to cause shear cracks in the concrete.
The indications are that the other buttresses were also subjected to high
compression.

Extensive use was made of grouting to consolidate the rock. Radial holes
were drilled in a 15-ft grid in the two major vaults, and grouted in three stages:

(0 3 ft (0-92 m) into rock, grouted at 20 lb/in2 (1-4 kg/cm2) (contact grout-
ing between concrete and rock).

(«) 10 ft (3-05 m) into rock, grouted at 50 lb/in2 (3-5 kg/cm2).
(HI) 30 ft (915 m) into rock, grouted at 150 lb/in2 (10-5 kg/cm2).

Unlined rock faces and skin walls were equally grouted. A lake-side curtain
was provided to protect the shafts until the linings of the shafts were sufficiently
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high to counteract the effects of the rising reservoir. The main object was to
consolidate the jointed quartzite in continuity with the dam curtain in 32
months. Approximately 131 614 ft (40 142 m) were drilled, in 7003 holes,
taking 8389 tonnes of cement, and 2663 tonnes of sand.

16.1.4 New rock support techniques. Comments on Kafue
underground machine hall

The tensile stresses measured along the extrados of the concrete arch vault
linked to possible inward movements of the side walls of the excavation. A
more detailed analysis of such a problem would have indicated that the wall
movements depend not only on the shape of the vault, but also on the quality
of the rock on each side of the cavern and on possible reactions from other
nearby excavations, such as transformer hall or surge chambers. The prediction
of the wall movements, on which the stresses in the concrete arch depend,
is most difficult. In fact, the concreted vault acts more as a lining to the rock
vault, and not as an independent loaded arch. The concrete vault deforms as
rock deforms. This is also the general assumption most mathematicians make
when using the finite element method for calculating strains and stresses in
the concrete lining of the rock vaults.

Shortly after Kariba South Bank power system had been put into service
L. von Rabcewicz outlined the new Austrian tunnelling method (NATM)
which he used mainly in galleries and tunnels. Very keen designers used the
same method for large excavations like underground power houses (Rescher
(1968) on Veytaux, Mantovani (1970) on Lago Delio, etc.).

The Kafue underground power station on the Kafue River, upstream of
Kariba, is a very good example of designs adopted at that time. Sten
Rosenstrom describes it (1972), as shown on fig. 16.7.

Photoelastic tests were carried out to get the stress distribution around the
machine hall and the transformer Hall. The tests were carried out for a
horizontal principal stress ph = 200 kg/cm2 and a vertical stress pv =135
kg/cm2. The tests showed that tensile stresses might have occurred in the
walls which could be avoided by proper shaping of the cavern. During the
final design of the profiles of the cavern it was specified that the walls were to
be as flat as possible, and that transition radii were to be as large as possible.
(Similar results were obtained when testing other caverns like Waldeck II,
Germany, and Ruacana on the Cunene River.)

Rosenstrom mentions that, in order to ensure the stability of the rock
vault, the roof surfaces were rock-bolted and netted. The high walls of the
machine hall were also bolted, the bolting and netting being carried out con-
secutively during the blasting operation. Figure 16.7 shows the importance of
the anchorages used. The longitudinal crane beams, and the wall slabs above
them in the machinery hall, were concreted against the rock walls from the
first bench. They are anchored into the rock. In both caverns, spaces of 30 cm
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Fig. 16.7 Kafue underground power-station (after Rosenstrom, 1972). A vertical
section through the underground power and transformer caverns showing the
routine bolting of roof and wall surfaces with 1 in (2*5 cm) deformed bars, having
a yield point of 40 kg/mm2. The 4*5 m long bolts placed in the roof were at 2 m
centres in a zig-zag pattern, and the 6 m bolts in the walls were at 2 m centres. The
roof surface was also secured by mesh (after Rosenstrom, 1972).

against the rock had been planned for roof arches, but these arches were not
constructed.

The photoelastic model test had shown heavy rock stresses. Disturbances
due to such stresses were not observed in situ, although in the transformer
hall a fissure was observed on part of the roof in a direction approximately
parallel to the cavern axis.

The example of Kafue is an interesting link in the sequence of events to be
related in the next paragraphs of this chapter.

16.2 The Kariba North Bank power scheme (Kariba Second
Stage)

16.2.1 The design (figs. 16.8 and 16.9)

Kariba Second Stage, on the north bank of the river, consists of a large
underground machine hall, designed for four vertical-axis Francis turbines
and generators. The concreted sill of the intakes is at level 460*25 m, the water
level in the reservoir is assumed to vary between levels 475 m minimum and
489-20 m maximum. Four 6-75-m-diameter penstocks feed the turbines, of
which the horizontal axes are at level 374 m. The draft tubes are 28 m long
and the tail-race pressure tunnels are 126-50 m long. The tail water varies
between 381-61 m and 403-86 m. A steeply inclined busbar shaft connects
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Fig. 16.8 Kariba North Bank Machine Hall (from Jaeger, 1973). Diagrammatic
view of the machine hall showing progress of work and rock-fall area.

the generators to the transformers, which are located outside, well above dam
crest level. There are no surge tanks; this obliged the designers to keep the
tail races as short as possible, placing the machine hall as near as possible to
the river gorge.

The excavation of the large machine hall, with adits, access tunnels and
tail races was the main object of the contract with a well-known English
contractor. Figure 16.8 shows a diagramatic view of the machine hall, 130 m
long, 35 m high from bottom to haunch level, and 25 m wide. The lateral
walls are vertical and the rock vault above the excavation is 36 m wide and
only 11 m high, forming a flat arch with 5-50-m-deep haunches. The design
is therefore very different from the Kariba First Stage machine hall, and also
in contrast to sketches to be found in the preliminary Report on exploratory
work for Second Stage Power Station, November 1961, of the Federal Power
Board, Federation of Rhodesia and Nyasaland, where the cavern is shown to be
ovalized. The rock vault of the contract design is shown supported by a 1-m
to 2-m-thick concrete vault.

The whole design with flat vault, deep haunches and vertical side walls
shows that the designer had full confidence in the exceptionally high quality
of the rock on the North Bank, as he knew it from the construction of the
left-hand dam abutment. The rock was coherent, watertight and showed high
crushing strength and high modulus of elasticity.
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16.2.2 The geology of the North Bank

(/) The Report on exploratory work (dated November 1961) The Report on
exploratory work, based mainly on information obtained by Dr Louis
Dubertret mentions:

The north bank is almost exclusively composed of biotite gneiss with pegmatite
dykes and migmatite forming the rest of the massif . . . (the biotite gneiss) is ex-
tremely hard and gives an excellent proportion of core recovery from borings, nearly
100 percent... The presence of these dykes (pegmatite) encourages the stability of
the surrounding rock formations . . . (migmatite) is a very hard and compact rock
formed as a result from the injection of quartz and felspar in a gaseous state in the
gneiss . . . The area of the main works is remarkably clear of faulting and slips . . . In
the region of the exploratory works the gneiss is well folded and nowhere in the adits
is the bedding horizontal.

The geologist's opinion was based on detailed examination of adits and
boreholes. The machine hall having been shifted, only one borehole ('borehole
number 4' mentioned in a paper by Lenssen (1973)) passed vertically through
the future excavation, indicating solid gneiss on the whole borehole depth.

Consultant and contractor agreed on a programme of work whereby the
large rock vault was to be excavated nearly full-face down to the level of the
haunches. The concreting of the concrete vault was to follow progressively.

There is no doubt that the consultants who had worked previously on the
foundation of the dam and on Kariba First Stage were fully confident on the
success of the excavation work, which started in May 1971.

(//) The geological report by Dr G. D. Matheson (1971). On the 28/29th
June 1971 Dr G. D. Matheson, senior petrologist, Geological Survey, Zambia,
and Mr Rowbottom, Mines Inspector, Mines Department, Zambia, visited
the site. Dr Matheson produced a report mentioning that:

The entire North Bank Project is located in the complexly folded and highly meta-
morphosed rocks of the basement system. The commonest rock type is a migmatitic
gneiss containing numerous quartzo-feldspathic bands, veins and other bodies of
segregation origin. Biotite schists bands and amphibolite horizons are common and
nods, lenses and more regular dyke-like bodies of migmatite are sporadically
distributed throughout... (he mentions) biotite-rich bands with a distinct schistose
texture . . . there is no evidence of faulting . . . but jointing and fracturing is very
prominent...

The most important passage in this report reads:

In underground workings biotite schist bands, sometimes containing feldspar por-
phyroblasts, are common and vary in size from a few centimetres to several metres
in width. From a combined weathering, water seepage, and stability point of view
these rock types are potentially the most dangerous in the project area, especially
when feldspar porphyroblasts are present...

In the conclusions, Dr Matheson again mentions fracture zones, jointing,
biotite schists and weathered feldspar as potentially dangerous rock types. A
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second report dated 1 May 1972 (after the rock falls had occurred), signed
by J. D. Keppie, G. D. Matheson and S. Vrana of the Geological Survey
reads \ . . the biotite schist bands are potentially the weakest rocks in the
area, and split very readily parallel to the schistosity . . .' In the same report
the authors presented a map of the area of the large excavation, which is

interbanded sequence

biotite schist bands

Fig. 16.9 Rock profile of the dangerous half of the Machine Hall, as drawn by
Dr D. G. Mathseon of the Zambian Geological Survey. This shows how the black
bands of biotite schists fold round other rocks, leaving dangerous 'noses'. (From
Jaeger, 1973.)

partly reproduced on fig. 16.9. This figure clearly shows the very dangerous
biotite schist bands and interbanded sequence along the rock roof and the
equally dangerous folding of the bands near the haunches.

16.2.3 The progress of excavations and concreting of the
great vault

The excavation was successful for about 30 m to 40 m from the west face of
the excavation. Then difficulties were encountered in mid-July 1971 with
major rock falls from the rock vault which over a period of about a year, up
to August 1972, varied in weight from about a tonne to 25 tonnes. Most of the
falls were located between chainage 32 m and chainage 90 m. The buttressing
effect of the two vertical end walls probably contributed to this distribution
of rock falls. The falls were located along a line nearly parallel to the axis of
the vault and slightly offset on the southern (river) side of the axis. Consecutive
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rock falls occurred as excavation progressed. At the beginning of 1972, the
contractor was ordered to proceed to anchor 3-m-long bolts in the rock.
A systematic pattern was adopted for the bolting of the vault. Most bolts,
also called 'pins' by the contractor, were epoxy grouted. A steel mesh was
fixed to the bolts.

16.2.4 Comments by visiting geologists on the situation
created by the rock falls

Rock falls occurred both in the bolted and in the unbolted areas. The heaviest
rock fall occured in the bolted area and bolts could be seen still adhering to
the fallen blocks.

The second report by geologists from the Geological Survey, Zambia,
(dated 1 May 1972) confirmed the pessimistic interpretation of rock conditions
given in Dr Matheson's early report (June 1971). The rock falls in the large
machine hall excavation were considered to be of such gravity that the
excavation work was halted. A panel of three experts, chaired by Brigadier
John Edney and including Dr John Knill and Dr Charles Jaeger visited the
site in August 1972. On August 18 a small rock fall which occurred during the
previous night along the bolted and meshed South Wall could be seen lying
on the floor.

In the meantime, as the situation on the site became tense, the Kariba
North Bank cavern was visited by several geologists. According to reports by
Lenssen in New Civil Engineer (8, 15 and 22 February 1973) the conclusions
of the reports by Prof. J. G. C. Anderson (30 June 1972) and Prof. R. N.
Shackleton (July 1972) confirm the views expressed by Dr Matheson and his
colleagues from the Geological Service, Zambia. 'The igneous rock is a
"gneiss complex" or "migmatite'V Two geological factors were blamed: the
sub-horizontal foliation providing a potential structural defect and continuous
layers of biotite schist parallel to the foliation. According to Prof. Shackleton,
the falls are due 'to biotite schist, thickened in the hinges of folds tending to
fall out, fractures associated with faulting, and some weathering along joints.'
The visiting panel could confirm these views during their visit on site and
in situ inspection.

16.2.5 The significance of jointing and of 'tension gashes'

In addition to the remarks in the previous paragraph, the geologists mentioned
the very obvious main vertical jointing system, sub-parallel to the gorge,
and therefore sub-parallel to the cavern main axis, and cutting through the
gneiss folds. This system of joints does not compare with the jointing observed
in sedimentary rock masses and it can be assumed that the joints are of
tectonic origin. This seems confirmed by some open cracks, about 0-30 m wide,
which could be observed at different levels, from the top rock surface, above
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the cavity, down to the lower levels of the pressure shafts and on the north
face (mountain side) of the excavated cavity. Dr Matheson declared that he
had observed similar cracks or 'tension gashes' at different locations along the
Zambesi River valley. They can be explained by the structural geology of the
river: the river valley was formed by subsidence, not by erosion, and the area
next to it was under tension. He concluded that the whole rock mass where
the large cavity has been excavated is not under compression in a horizontal
direction perpendicular to the gorge.

From the point of view of rock mechanics, this decompression of the rock
mass causes very unfavourable stress-strain patterns around the cavity.
Furthermore, the stress pattern varies during the different stages of the
excavation: tensile stresses can develop at the soffit of the rock vault and
become a cause for rock falls, even in bolted areas. Depending on the exten-
sion of the tensile areas, short rock-bolts will not hold in areas damaged by
tensile stresses. The 3-m-deep rock-bolts used at Kariba were obviously too
short. Tensile stresses which would not be dangerous in solid rock may be very
much so in biotite schists (see Jaeger, 1973).

16.2.6 The concrete vault

Inspection of the concrete vault, up to chainage 30 m, showed the concrete
arch to be fissured. The pattern of fissures was consistent with stresses in an
overstressed, deforming rock vault. The thickness of the concrete is 1 m at the
arch crown, increasing to 2 m at the springings. It can be suggested that the
1 to 2-m-thick concrete is a facing for the 50 to 100-m-deep mass of rock
deforming by creep around the excavation. Fissures on the concrete surface
passing through the concrete mass are the projected image of strains inside
the rock mass. (This is also the interpretation given by mathematicians analys-
ing on a computer program the deformation of a concrete lined rock mass.)
Further fissures, found to be developing in August, showed that the rock mass
had not stabilized, although rock vaults of this size usually stabilize after
one or two months. The small rock fall which occurred on 18 August 1972
confirmed that strains were still developing in the rock mass at that date.

Engineers expect strains and deformations to occur in sedimentary rock
masses. What about igneous rocks? Lecturing in Zurich on the design and
construction of the Innertkirchen underground power-station, Dr A. Kaech,
the designer, mentioned large deformations of the rock mass inside the cavity
of up to 20 cm. The excavation was in gneiss of good quality. At that time (in
the middle of 1940) this remark was not well understood. Engineers were
mainly concerned with the poorer quality of jointed, sometimes creeping,
sedimentary rock masses. Today many designers are more suspicious of
migmatic rock masses, some gneisses or gneiss complexes than of stratified
jointed sedimentary rock masses, where dangerous rock situations are obvious
and can more easily be put on a computer program.
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16.2.7 Comments on the situation at Kariba North Bank
machine hall excavation

(i) There was enough evidence available on the geology of the site to accept the
explanation of the geologists that the presence of biotite schist had been a
major factor in causing the rock falls, in spite of the efforts in using short rock
bolts.

(«) The fissures in the concrete vault were considered to be proof of the
rock strains and deformations in the rock vault. Deformations of some ampli-
tude should have been expected in a most complex igneous rock mass, where
folded bands of gneiss were predominant. No measurements of such deforma-
tions had been made and there was no means on the site to do so. But there
were other signs to suggest that, in August 1972, the rock vault had not
completely settled and that the utmost care should be taken when resuming the
downwards excavations. The decision of the consulting engineer was to
finalize the work on bolting and netting the rock vault and to spray shotcrete
on the whole rock surface not already protected with concrete. Excavation
work in the downward direction was delayed by about nine months, which
gave the rock mass time to attain equilibrium.

(iii) It was reasonable to assume that the rock mass to be excavated was
decompressed. Finite element analysis of other underground cavities - assum-
ing decompressed rock - had shown the danger of tensile stresses developing
along the vertical walls. On the other hand, the very flat arch formed by the
rock vault was quite unusual in such a very large underground excavation.
For these two reasons the horizontal deformations to be expected along the
very high flat vertical walls were unpredictable. High stress concentrations
would also occur near the deep haunches at the base of the concrete arches.

(iv) From a far more general point of view, the rock falls at Kariba North
Bank show the difficulty of correct prediction in rock mechanics. The con-
sulting engineer had a first-hand knowledge of the rock on the North Bank.
When building the left-hand abutment of the large Kariba arch dam he found
that the rock was an excellent foundation rock, hard and watertight. The
RQD - if it had been calculated - would have shown very high values,
proving the good quality of the rock. The modulus of elasticity of the gneiss
is high and so is its crushing strength. A first glance at these figures would
have satisfied an expert on rock mechanics that the gneisses would be suitable
for easy excavation. The tender documents were based on this assumption.

On the contrary more detailed geological inspection of the rock masses
showed them to be dangerous. The gneisses contained folded schists. Some
were to be found in a subhorizontal position at roof level. Other schist folds,
near the haunches, caused a rock fall which had fatal results: a staff member
was killed by this fall. It is most important for the complete analysis of this
case, to note that Dr Matheson's report, signed before the first rock fall
occured, clearly predicted the dangers.
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The Kariba North Bank case shows the difficulty of establishing general
rules in rock mechanics. An 'Engineering classification of rocks' as developed
in sections 6.7 and 10.9 would have emphazised the high qualities of the rock
mass. It was most suitable as a dam abutment. A few features, which expert
geological insepection had detected, showed some weaknesses as a mass to be
excavated. Design and excavation methods should have been better adapted
to real rock conditions.

The next example on Waldeck II underground power-station shows how
collaboration between geologists, designers and contractors can result in
difficult situations being handled successfully.

16.3 The Waldeck II pumped storage power-station

16.3.1 General remarks on new/ rock consolidation methods

The 1957 and 1964/65 papers by L. von Rabcewicz on the 'new Austrian
tunnelling method' were mainly concerned with the construction of tunnels
and galleries. Very soon designers of large underground cavities investigated
the possibility of similarly using cables for supporting wide rock vaults.
Long before L. v. Rabcewicz's first paper, A. Kaech had used cables for
reinforcing the walls of the Verbano underground machine hall and Talobre
discusses the use of deep rock-bolts for supporting arched roofs excavated in
weak rock masses, but the papers by the Austrian engineer were most impor-
tant to the evolution of techniques. In 1968 Rescher published an extensive
description of Veytaux underground machine hall, 136-50 m long, 30-50 m
wide and 26-85 m high which had just been completed. He successfully
used deep cables for supporting the rock vault. Several papers submitted to
the Second International Congress on Rock Mechanics (1970) showed similar
progress in the design of wide cavities excavated in Italy, France, Japan and
elsewhere.

16.3.2 Waldeck II, principal data

The choice of Waldeck II (fig. 16.10) pumped storage power-station as a
typical example of modern techniques is justified by the care taken by the
designers to investigate all details.

In 1929, the Preussische Elektrizitats-Aktiengesellschaft, Hanover
(Germany), made the decision to build Waldeck I pumped storage station
designed for an output of 140 MW. The Waldeck II pumped storage power-
station built in 1969-73, at the same time as the Wiirgassen nuclear station,
has a generating capacity of 440 MW (two sets of 220 MW each). The main
data concerning the two stations are given in table 16.1.
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Fig. 16.10 Waldeck II underground pumped storage scheme (after Barth, 1972
and Jaeger, 1973).

Table 16.1

Generating capacity
Pumping input
Number of machine
Water reserve
Mean head
Storage capacity

(MW)
(MW)

sets
(m3)
(m)

(MWh)

Waldeck I

140
96
4

760 000
296
500

Waldeck II

440 (880)*
460 (920)*

2(4)*
4400 000

329
3 520

(* final design)

The upper reservoir is at level 522-30/539-20, the lower reservoir at level
201-10/204-40, but, as usual with vertical-axis pumping-generating sytems,
the very high machine hall is located below that level, at 129-00/183-00, as can
be seen on fig. 16.11. Because of the length of the tail-race pressure tunnel, a
very large costly surge tank was required to absorb surges and water hammer
waves.

16.3.3 Geological and geophysical exploration; finite element
method analysis

In order to carry out geological exploration of the site of the underground
works, exploratory galleries were driven (1300 m length) and 1091m of
structural core holes were drilled in the area of the machine hall cavern and
565 m in the area of the surge chamber, partly from the surface and partly from
within the galleries. Borings drilled for testing cables (312 m) were also used
for gathering geological information. Photoprobes were used to determine
the directions of core drilling and television probes were used to carry out
tectonic analysis of such factors as the degree of jointing and the fault orien-
tation data.
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Fig. 16.11 Waldeck II underground pumped storage scheme (after Abraham,

The formation containing the machine hall cavern and the surge tank
consists of lower Carboniferous schist-shales and greywake sandstones. More
specifically, these materials occur mostly in the form of an alternating sequence
of sand-banded dark schist-shale and fine to coarse greywake. The rock
structure is crossed by number of joints. Tectonically, the strata belong to a
large trough tending to the north-west and dipping north-east.
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16.3.4 Geomechanical investigations

For the purpose of obtaining precise in situ information on the rock charac-
teristics, a test cavern l l m high, 9 m wide and 15 m long was excavated in
the area of the future machine hall excavation. Additionally a gallery was
specially equipped for measurements to be made during excavation. Rock
strains measured in the test cavern with extensometers were of the order of
2-15 mm whereas the rock convergence measured in the gallery attained 15
mm. Blasting caused a loosening of the rock on the test cavern walls which
went about 1-50 m deep. Deformations ceased within a few days of the
extensometers being installed.

Plate loading tests were carried out in the cavern. Because of the relatively
thin alternating bands of greywake and schists and the number of joints, only
limited importance could be given to local rock microstructure.

Table 16.2 summarizes the rock characteristics as obtained from rock-
mechanical investigations.

Table 16.2

^elastic

Schists 30 000 17 000 kg/cm2

Schistose sandstone 50 000 40 000 kg/cm2

Greywake 80 000 70 000 kg/cm2

Uniaxial crushing strength
Schists 500 kg/cm2

Greywake 800 kg/cm2

lvalue = 0-4
Locally measured maximum A>value 2*5

Depth of zone damaged by blasting 1-5 m

Friction factor parallel to joints <£ = 20°
perpendicular to joints </> = 37°

Cohesion, c, parallel to joints 1-5 kg/cm2

perpendicular to joints 15 kg/cm2

Specific weight of rock 2-65 t/m3

Inclination of principal stress to vertical 20°

In situ tests have shown that <j> and c depend essentially on the relative
direction of shear stresses to the direction of the joints. The thickness of the
weathered and weakened rock mass near rock faults caused especially low
values of (f> and c. These facts had to be considered when carrying out the
finite element method calculations and also for the photoelastic model tests.
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16.3.5 Testing the prestressing anchors

Five firms were invited to test their anchors at Waldeck II. The design of the
anchors were checked for durability, protection against rusting, and against
possible damage during transport and erection. Two anchors of each type
were fixed inside a 3-m wide and 2-8-m high test gallery, one in the soffit, the
other in a side wall. Two other anchors were introduced in the wall of the test
cavern at different levels. The relative ease of introducing the anchors in the
boreholes was estimated, the possible damage to the anchor protection
checked. One anchor was tested for adherence. This anchor was cemented on
only 1 m length to the rock and tested to rupture in order to get the maximum
shear strength with rock.

Finally three types of anchors were selected:

The VSL anchor from Losinger (Switzerland),
The DW anchors from Dyckerhoff and Widmann (Germany) and
The PZ anchors from Polensky and Zollner (Austria).

\ 4.00 4.00 / deep anchors, / = 6.00 m

R = 3.00 nC

8

3 f—^jt
4

\ 5

6

\ 7 /
8

< 33.40—

HH
»short anchors, / = 4.00 m

-1.33

deep anchors, / = 23.5 m

Fig. 16.12 Waldeck II; excavation phases and prestressing anchors.

The shear tests for DW 176 tonne anchors reached r = 55-5 kg/cm2. They
were r = 44-7 kg/cm2 for the 170 tonne VSL anchors and r = 15-7 kg/cm2 for
the 70 tonne PZ anchors. Table 16.3 gives some details about the types and
numbers of anchors used for the machine hall and for the surge tank cavern.



Type

Rupture
Permanent

load

VSL

170

133

VSL

125

97

Table 16.3

DW

175

135

PZ

170

134
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DW PZ

12 125 tonne

10 98 tonne
Number of

wires 33 x 8 mm 23 x 8 mm 9x16 mm 37 x 7 mm 1x15 mm 24 x 7 mm
Anchorage

length 4.5 4.5 4.5 3 0.5 3.0 m
Number in

machine hall 688 64 202 4000
Number in

surge tank 45 1018 151

16.3.6 The stress-strain pattern (fig. 16.13)

Extensive research was carried out in order to determine the stress-strain
pattern around the future excavation of the machine hall and the surge tank
shaft. The finite element method was used for this analysis. Results were
checked on photoelastic models. It was possible to introduce in the computer
analysis the different moduli of elasticity, E, for the rock mass: 70 000 kg/cm2

for the greywake, 20 000 kg/cm2 for the schists and 50 000 kg/cm2 for
alternating layers of schists and greywake. Rock strains were calculated along
the rock surface of the cavity and at depth of 18 m and 30 m. Inhomogeneity
of the rock mass could also be considered when testing photoelastic models.
Tests were carried out for ^-values varying from 0*35 to 2-5. In situ tests in the
test cavern had proved that small-scale jointing could be neglected in the
calculations.

The finite element calculations showed that tensile stresses were developing
along the vertical walls of the machine hall. (The same result has also been
obtained when analysing other large excavations on the computer.) This led the
designer to a complete change in the basic cavern design. The finite element
method was also used for the analysis of the progress of the excavations. The
calculations proved that extremely high and dangerous stress concentrations
could be obtained during excavations unless any sharp corner was avoided.
This led to an excavation method to be discussed in the next paragraph.

16.3.7 The design of the underground works (fig. 16.11)

The first designs for the Waldeck II machine hall were on conventional lines,
with rigid concrete arch and sub-vertical walls (fig. 16.14). Conventional
excavation methods were considered. Then the possibility of a design based on



Fig. 16.13 Waldeck II; rock deformations about the cavity, measured at rock
surface, at 18 m and at 30 m from the excavation boundary, as calculated by the
finite element method (according to Zienkiewicz).

Fig. 16.14 Waldeck II; successive designs (after Abraham, 1974 and Siemens).
(a) Conventional design with concrete arch and nearly vertical walls; (b) anchored
cables supporting rock vault. (Figure 16.11 shows the final design as adopted by
designer.) Cavern cross-sections of 33.40 m width and 46 m height.
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the new Austrian tunnelling method (NATM) was investigated. Such a
design consisted in supporting the rock vault and walls with deep anchors. It
was then decided to use the 'observational method' advocated by R. B. Peck
(1969). The design would be based on 'average' rock quality. Alternative
designs would be worked out in detail for more severe rock conditions.
Systematic measurements would check rock stresses and strains, rock de-
formations and, if there were signs of excessive strains, the design would be
altered. Agreements on this method were reached by all concerned: the
Preussische Elektrizitat, the designers and the main contractor.

Few examples of very large excavations supported with cables and ancho-
rages (NATM) were available, Veytaux (Switzerland) was a recent one and
information from this site was very useful. For Waldeck II the concrete arch
over the machine hall was abandoned, the rock vault had to be given a shorter
radius and a nearly circular shape to decrease stresses. Another impotant
problem concerned the tensile stresses along the vertical side walls of the
excavation, which were apparent on the finite element method analysis. They
could have been balanced by increasing the horizontal pressure on the walls
with a higher density of anchorage cables. The designers found it more
convenient to give an ovalized shape to the whole excavation (fig. 16.11).

The shape of the cavern had to be adapted to the mechanical equipment of
a medium-head pumped storage plant, located in the centre of a large electric
distribution net, and having to face sudden and extremely rapid change-overs
from generating to pumping conditions and vice-versa. Such conditions called
for two independent runners for the turbine and for the pump, located on the
same very high vertical shaft. (Veytaux, with a much higher head has the
runners arranged on a horizontal axis, which basically modifies the design of
the cavern.) The problem was the location of the pump valves. A flat bottom of
the machine hall causes high tensile stresses to develop under the machine
sets. Some designers suggest a balancing of these stresses with the weight of
the machines and the foundation concrete. For Waldeck II the pump valve
was located under the pump, which allowed a better shaping of the cavern,
as shown on fig. 16.11.

A possible arrangement for the transformers consists in locating them in an
excavation parallel to the machine hall (Ruacana, on the Cunene River,
South West Africa). Electrical connections between generating set and trans-
former are reduced in length. But the finite element method shows how the
two large excavations react one on the other. For Waldeck II it was decided
to locate the transformers in a cavern in line with the machine hall.

The whole design required a careful balance between hydraulic and
mechanical requirements and the conditions imposed by the rock mass
structure.

Similarly the whole excavation programme was checked on the computer.
It was found that sharp corners caused very dangerous stress concentrations
in excess of the rock crushing strength. Figure 16.12 shows the excavation
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programme which was finally worked out to satisfy stress-strain conditions
and the possibility of anchoring cables in deep boreholes.

The pilot gallery, at the top of the cavern excavation was 6-50 m high and
17 m wide. Blasting occurred every 3 m. Immediately after blasting 2-m-deep
small anchors were grouted using epoxy resins in small boreholes to support
locally unstable blocks of rock. A 3 to 8-cm-thick shotcrete layer was con-
solidated with a wire mesh. Then 12-tonne, 6-m-deep anchors were grouted in
a regular 1-33 x 1-50 m pattern. These anchors were part of the final rock
support scheme and had to be protected against rusting in the same manner
as the heavy anchors. These 170-tonne anchors, 19 m to 28-50 m deep could
be cemented in the 116 mm boreholes and tensioned only after a length of
40 to 50 m pilot gallery had been excavated. The boreholes were drilled on a
regular pattern 4-0 m x 3-0 m, but the directions of the boreholes were decided
on the spot, according to the jointing and structure of the rock. Figure 16.15

24 mm

in 116 mm-

anchor for adherence
(ZR 377)

precast -
concrete head

77backfilling

Fig. 16.15 Detail of prestressing anchor for Waldeck II (Abraham, 1974).

shows details of an anchorage. The possibility of requiring intermediate
anchors to be fixed had been foreseen from the beginning, but there was no
need for any local reinforcement. Table 16.3 gives the number of heavy 170
tonne and 130-tonne anchors which were required for supporting the main
machine hall.

16.3.8 Checking rock strains and deformations.
Measurements (figs. 16.16 and 16.17)

The observational method adopted for Waldeck II requires a constant check-
ing of all rock deformations. In any case systematic measurements of rock
strains and deformation is an obvious requirement in an excavation of such
magnitude.



measuring anchor,
/ = 18-24 m

Fig. 16.16 Waldeck II: Measurement equipment in section 3-3 (after Abraham
et al., 1974). The whole equipment consists of 48 extensometers of 35-40 m length,
2 inductive deformation measuring cascades of 60 m and 50 m length and 96
anchor load cells, numbers in parenthesis = number of measuring points.
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Fig. 16.17 Waldeck II. Deformations measured with the IDI cascade before and
during excavation of the cavern crown and during subsequent enlargement
(Abraham, 1974).
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Strains and deformations were checked by a system consisting of 48
extensometers, 35 to 40 m long, 2 inductive deformation measuring cascades
of 50 m and 60 m length and 96 anchor load cells. Extensometers were
located in the crown of the cavern, some others were located in the walls.
They measured rock deformations at the rock surface and also at 10 m and
25 m distance from the rock surface. Rock strains were negligible at 25 m
distance inside the rock mass (fig. 16.16).

The inductive deformation measuring cascades were located in horizontal
boreholes and were in position before the beginning of the excavations,
permitting a detailed survey of strains from the start of excavation. The
deformations measured with this method above the crown of the rock vault
were less than 20 mm. It was possible to follow deformation as a function of
time and as a function of the distance from the progressing heading (fig.
16.17). The stabilizing action of the anchors could equally be checked.
Deformations of rock faults or of disturbed rock areas were checked with
small 7-m-long extensometers. The forces in the anchors were controlled
with the anchor load cells (as it had been done before in the Veytaux excava-
tion).

1971 1972
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5.0
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x R x

Fig. 16.18 Waldeck II. Deformations measured by four extensometers in the
cavern crown (Abraham, 1974).
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16.3.9 The surge tank

As a minimum suction head of 50 m was required for the pump impellers,
there was practically no alternative to an underground power system, with
large surge tank. The maximum flow rate was 154-4 m3/s. The surge tank,
located on the downstream side of the turbines, is a vertical cylinder 37-40 m
high (the overall height including bifurcation collar is 52-0 m) and 23-80 m in
diameter. Such a large excavation had to be analysed very carefully. The
NATM design was also adopted for it, with heavy anchors supporting the
rock. The whole system was analysed on a computer using the finite element
analysis. 196 PZ anchors (permanent load 125 tonne, test load 170 tonne)
were required. The average support pressure developed by the anchors was
1-8 kg/cm2 on the hemispherical roof and 1-1 to 1-3 kg/cm2 on the sides of the
vertical shaft.

Deformations of the rock mass were recorded with 30 to 35-m-long exten-
someters. One extensometer was fitted at the roof apex, before excavations
started. It was a multiple instrument with fixes at 1 m, 5 m, 10 m, 25 m, and
35 m. The total deformation up to total rock consolidation was 7 mm at rock
surface and 4-85 mm at a distance of 10 m from the rock surface. Tension in
the PZ anchors showed an increase of 2 to 5 %, except for a few anchors in
which there was a decrease of up to 3 %.
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Appendix 1
Comments on the bibliography

When Talobre published his treatise on Rock Mechanics in 1957 (Mecanique
des Roches, Dunod: Paris) the available literature on the subject was still very
limited. The list of references at the end of his book and those contained in a
few publications covered most of the more important works of Heim, Schmidt,
Lugeon, Terzaghi, etc. (see also the extensive lists of references in Jaeger:
Proceedings of the Institute of Civil Engineers, March 1955 and Jaeger, Water
Power, September-October 1961).

In the following ten years the number of valuable publications on rock
mechanics increased considerably. The Proceedings of the First Congress of
the International Society for Rock Mechanics fill three volumes (1966-7). The
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Textbooks on engineering geology and rock mechanics
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Coates, D. F. Rock Mechanics Principles, Dept of Mines and Technical Surveys:

Ottawa, 1966.
Desio, A. Geologia applicata alVlngegneria, Hoepli: Milan, 1949.
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Oxford, 1966.
Farmer, I. W. Engineering Properties of Rocks, Spon: London, 1968.
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Muller, L. Der Felsbau. Theoretischer Teil, Felsbau uber Tag; 1. Teil (Theoretical

section. Construction on rock). Vol. I, Enke Verlag: Stuttgart. (624 pp. exten-
sive bibliography, mainly in German, about 800 items) (1963).

Obert, L. & Duvall, W. I. Rock Mechanics and the Design of Structures in Rock.
Wiley: New York, 1967.
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Oxford 1965 (176 pp).
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Appendix 2
Measurement conversion tables

Conversion from f.p.s. to metric units.

Linear measures
1 inch (in) = 25-4 mm
1 foot (ft) = 0-3048 m
1 yard (yd) = 0-9144 m
1 mile = 1-60934 km

Square measures
1 in2 = 6-4516 cm2

1 ft2 = 0-0929 m2

1 acre = 4046-86 m2

1 mile2 = 2-58998 km2

( = 640 acres)
Cubic measures
1 in3 = 16-387 cm3

1 ft3 = 0-02832 m3

1 yd3 = 0-76455 m3

1 pint = 0-56825 litres
1 Imp. gallon = 4-54596 litres
1 U.S. gallon = 3-78533 litres

= 0-834 Imp. gallon
= 231 in3

1 acre-foot = 43 560 ft3

= 1233-48 m3

1 cusec = 6-23 gal/s
= 0-539 million gal/day
= 003832 m3/s

Densities
1 lb/in3 = 27-68 g/cm3

1 lb/ft3 = 16-019 kg/m3

Pressures
1 lb/in2 = 000070 kg/mm2

= 007031 kg/cm2

1 lb/ft2 = 0000488 kg/cm2

= 4-88243 kg/m2

1 ton/ft2 = 10-9366 tonne/m2

SI units conversion
1 N = 1/9-81 = 01019 kg force
1 MN = 101-9 tonnes force

1 mm = 003937 in
1 m =* 3-28084 ft = 39-3701 in
1 m = 1-09361 yd
1 km = 0-62137 miles

1 cm2 = 0-155 in2

1 m2 = 10-764 ft2

= 1-19599 yd2

1 m2 = 000025 acre
1 km2 = 0-3861 mile2

1 cm3 = 006102 in3

1 m3 = 35-3148 ft3

1 m3 = 1-30795 yd3

1 litre = 1-7598 pints
1 litre = 0-21998 Imp. gallon

1 m3/s = 35-3148 cusec

1 g/cm3 «= 0-03613 lb/in3

1 kg/m3 = 0-06243 lb/ft3

1 kg/cm2 = 14-223 lb/in2

= 2048-16 lb/ft2

1 kg/m2 = 0-20481 lb/ft2

1 tonne/m2 = 0-091436 ton/ft2
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1 kg force = 9-81 N
1 Pa = 1 N/m2 = 01019 x 10"4 kg/cm2

1 KPa = 001019 kg/cm2

1 MPa = 106 Pa = 1019 kg/cm2

1 bar = 106 dynes/cm2 = 1-019 kg/cm2

1 kg/cm2 = 1/10-19 MPa = 00981 MPa
1 t/cm2 = 1000 kg/cm2 = 98-1 MPa



Appendix 3
Table of geological formation and earth
history

Eras

Caenozoic
(Recent life)
Age of mammals

(including man in
quaternary) and
flowering plants

Mesozoic
(Intermediate life)
The age of giant

reptiles and of
primitive conifers

Palaeozoic
(Ancient life)
Extinct races of

fishes, amphibians,
early invertebrates,
spore-bearing plants

Systems and
series

Quaternary
Recent
Pleistocene or
Glacial
Tertiary
Pliocene

Max.
thickness

of stratum (ft)

4000

63 000

Approximate ages
of base of system

or series
(years)

25 000

1000 000
70 000 000

Miocene Rise of Alpine Chain
Oligocene

Palaeocene

Cretaceous
Jurassic

a malm
b dogger
c lias

Triassic

Permian
Rise

Carboniferous
Devonian or
Old Red

Sandstone
Rise

Silurian

64 000
20 000

25 000

13 000
\ of Hercynian

40 000

37 000
of Caledonian

15 000

135 000 000
180 000 000

225 000 000

270 000 000
Chain

350 000 000

400 000 000
Chain

440 000 000
Ordovician 40 000 1 500 000 000

^ Cambrian 40 000 1 600 000 000
Pre Cambrian

The probable age of the earth is about 4-5 thousand million years but the
oldest rocks found at the earth's surface are dated about 3-5 thousand million
years.

(after A. Holmes, 1960; J. E. Richey, 1964; and Neil Duncan, 1968).
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Appendix 4
Some petrographic properties of rocks

1. Common rock-forming minerals

(a) In eruptive rocks

Felspars
Orthoclase: K2OAl2O36SiO2

Plagioclase: NaAlSi3O8 or CaAl2Si2O8 (variable depending on type of
feldspar)

Quartz: SiO2

Micas
Muscovite: KAl2(Si2Al)O10(OH)2

Biotite: K2(MgFe)6(SiAl)8O20(OH)4

Amphiboles
Hornblende: (Na, Ca, Mg, Fe, Al) silicate
Augite: (Ca, Mg, Fe, Al) silicate
Olivine; (MgFe)2SiO4

Remarks: orthoclase contains 64-68%SiO2; plagioclase contains 43-62%
SiO2; albite 64-69%; muscovite contains mainly K and A12O2 and is white;
biotite contains Mg and Fe and is black or dark green; hornblende contains
more or less water and can be found in acid rocks (granite and syenite) or in
basic rocks (basalts, trachytes, andesites).

(b) In sedimentary rocks
Calcite: CaCO3 (soluble in weak acids)
Dolomite: MgCa(CO3)2 (not easy to dissolve)
Anhydrite: SO4Ca
Gypsum: So4Ca, 2H2O
Kaolinite: Al2Si205(0H)4

Iron oxides: Fe2O3; 2Fe2O3, 3H2O
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2. Classification of igneous rocks according to Silica content
(SiO2)

Texture
Acid Intermediate

(52-66%)
Basic

« 5 2 % )

Plutonic
(coarse)

Hypabyssal

Volcanic
(fine)
glassy

Major
Mineral
Constituents

granite
microgranites

rhyolite

obsidian

quartz
orthoclase
mica

syenite-diorite
microsyenite microdiorites

trachyte-andesite

orthoclase, plagioclase
hornblende, mica

gabbro
microgabbros
dolerite
peridotite

basalt

augite
plagioclase
olivine
hornblende

3. Classification of rocks according to hardness and density

Hardness
Mohs' scale

Vickers
scale

Specific
gravity

Diamond
Corindon
Topaze
Quartz
Felspar
Olivine
Hornblende
Augite
Dolomite
Muscovite
Biotite
Calcite
Salt
Gypsum
Kaolinite

1-10
10
9
8
7
6

6-7
5-6
5-6

4
2-5
3
3
2

1

10 000
2000
1400
1 120

800

36

2-65
2-65
3-5
305
305

2-8
3
2-7
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Bathie 112
Beni Bahdel dam 357
Ben Metir dam 358
Berea 75, 196
Bergamo 352
Bersimis I power station 281, 317
Bersimis II power station 314
Bhakra dam 24
Bilbao 379
Black Canyon gorge 369
Blackwall tunnel 226
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Bort dam 24, 208
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British Columbia 18
British Isles 155
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Cd Selva dam 352
Camarasa dam 22, 23, 325, 342
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Chaudanne arch dam 22, 126, 345, 355,356
Cheurfas dam 120
Churchill Falls 310, 319
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Denver (Colorado) 2, 374
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Gondo 241, 424
Gondo pressure shaft 241
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301
Gotthard road tunnel 226, 261, 265, 266,

281, 303, 304, 306, 324
Gotthard railway basis tunnel ix, 303, 305,

307
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Grandvall dam 126, 387
Gulf of Mexico 152
Gunnison River development 368

Haas pressure tunnel 238
Hanover 450
Hoosac tunnel 226
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Idbar arch dam 380, 381, 400
Inguri tunnel 263, 266, 280
Innertkirchen 448
Iran 165, 350, 359, 365
Iraq 342, 393
Isere-Arc tunnel 13, 14, 17
Italy 424, 450

Jogne (La Jogne) 24
Jablanica reservoir 380
Japan 268, 340, 450

Kafue 318, 436, 442, 443
Kander 13
Kandergrund tunnel 19-20, 221, 239
Karadjdam 109, 359-65, 367, 376
Karadj River 359
Kariba dam 337, 355-7, 435, 436
Kariba North Bank ix, 160, 272, 317, 319,

321, 435, 443-50
Kariba South Bank ix, 101, 321, 435-42
Kaunertalpower development 106
Kaunertal steel-lined shaft 322
Kaunertal tunnel 106, 132, 263, 264
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Kemano pressure shaft 241, 242
Kemano tunnel 18
Kemano underground power-station 316,

321, 322
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Lago Delio 264, 320, 321, 323, 442
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Mantaro power development 19
Mantaro tunnel 19-21
Mauvoisin dam 335
Mauvoisin gallery 14
Mauvoisin tunnel 111, 280
Mazzolezza ditch 406, 407 {see also Vajont)
Milan 402, 427
Misti Volcano (Peru) 382
Mohne dam 380
Molare dam 379
Monaco tunnel 260
Mont Blanc 28, 294
Mont Blanc tunnel 9, 28, 257, 264
Mont Cenis tunnel 11, 226
Monte Jaque dam 22, 23, 325
Monteynard dam 356
Montreal 417
Morrow Point dam and underground power-

station 107, 119, 120, 367-76, 401
Mosset 69
Mount Toe 402, 403, 414, 417, 420, 421
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Moyie dam 379, 400
Munich 265
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Neguilhes dam 354
New York 3
Norad project 49

Oahe dam 269
Orange-Fish tunnel 226, 265
Ordunte dam 379
Orlu River 354
Oroville dam and power scheme 111, 117,
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Oued Djen Djen (Algeria) 358

Passan-Wegscheld road 224
Pertusillo dam 115
Piave River (Italy) 402, 403
Place Moulin dam 353
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Pontesei rockslide 210, 220
Projus 308

Quebec Province 240

Rama pressure tunnel280, 323
Rapel dam 24
Raviige dam 354
Reyrand River 385
Reza Pahlavi dam {see Dez dam) 165, 365
Rhdne Valley 14
Rincon del Bonete dam 379
Rio Negro (Uraguay) 379
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Ritom tunnell, 239
Rome 3
Roselend dam 353, 354, 390
Roselend gallery 130
Rossens dam 126, 201
Ruacana 97, 228, 265, 442, 457
Ruhr (Germany) 380

Saidmarreh landslide 210
Saint Francis dam 379
Saint Gotthard, see Gotthard tunnels
Saint Guerin arch dam 354
Saint Lawrence River (Canada) 417
Saint Vaast 64, 68
Salzburg (Austria) 3, 5, 130, 222, 265, 340,

352, 392
Santa Giustina 21, 315, 319, 320
Santa Mazzenza downstream gallery 277,

319
Saussaz 310-12, 317, 320, 324
Sautet dam 333
Schiffenen dam 345
Sefid Roud dam 358
Serra Ripoli Highway tunnel 264
Serre Poncon rockfill dam 338
Severn tunnel 226
Simplon Pan Road 424, 425
Simplon tunnel, 12, 13, 226, 263
Snoqualmie 308
Snowy Mountains scheme 265
Sonnenberg tunnel 269, 270
South Africa 226
South West Africa 228
Spain 200
Spitallamm dam 337
Spray hydroelectric power tunnel 238
Stornorrfors tunnel 321, 322
Straight Creek tunnel 98, 123, 259
Swansea 5
Sweden 98

Swedish granite plateau 82, 94, 243
Sydney water tunnel 238, 239

Tachia River 427
Tachien Dam IX, 427, 434
Tachien dam rockface 225, 272
Taiwan 427, 432
Tang e Soleyman dam 350-52, 393, 394
Tauern Mountains 265
Teheran 325, 359
Thames tunnel 11, 226
Tignes dam 14, 41, 126, 221
Toulouse 59, 60
Tunisia 358

Uraguay 379

Vajont dam 25, 86, 142, 201, 220, 348, 349,
355, 402

Vajont gorge 142, 220, 402, 403, 405
Vajont rockslide 3, 16, 23, 25, 154, 160,

201, 204, 208-11, 218-22, 393, 402-23
Venice 11
Verbano underground station 315, 450
Verdon dam 355
Verdon River 355
Veytaux underground station 264, 273, 276,

277, 310, 318-20, 323, 442, 450, 457, 460

Waldeck I 450, 457
Waldeck II ix, 101, 264, 272, 297, 308,

319, 320, 321, 324, 435, 442, 450-61
Wombeyan 75
Wurgassen nuclear station 450

Yugoslavia 110, 111, 380

Zambesi River 436, 442, 448
Zambia 445, 447
Zurich 448
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active arch theory 391
age of rocks 35, 200, 201, 496

and void index 6, 7, 58, 81
aging of rock masses 200, 201
air, permeability of rock to 59, 70
alluvium 14, 247, 388, 389
alteration of rock 117

chemical 60, 70, 200
by water 199
index of, see void index

American Society of Engineering Geolo-
gists 2

American Task Committee 335
amphibolite 7, 378
anchorage of cables, see rock bolting

anchored cables 112-15, 120-2, 276,
277, 425-7, 433, 442, 454-8, 461

compression tests with cables 108, 120,
273, 262-6

forces in cables 120-2, 223-5, 320, 427,
434, 454, 455, 458

reinforcing walls 321
rock reinforcement 222, 224
safety factor 426
shear tests with cables 110, 118
testing 454

anchorages, examples:
Baji-Krachen rock spur 424-7
Castillon dam 355, 356
Chaudanne dam 355, 356
Kafue 442
Kariba North 447
Lago Delio 320, 321
Tachien Dam rock face 430-4
underground power stations 442, 443
Veytaux276, 277, 318-20
Waldeck II 320, 454, 455, 458, 459

anchored dams 120-2, 330, 355-6
anchors, steel 273, see also rock bolts
anchor systems 454
andesite 381, 382
anisotropy

analysis of 186-92, 194
of rock masses 28-30, 111, 112
of rock material 7, 39

arch of rock, self-sustaining 275, 276,
290-4

arch dams 3, 325, 380, 381, 383
abutments of 103, 126, 337, 340
drainage for 343, 344, 353, 355
foundations of, see dam foundations
reserve of strength of 381, 390, 400-2
rotation of base of 343-5

arch effect 351, 390
arch gravity dams 353
arching, degree of, in clastic theory 184-6
argolith 125
Austrian method

for estimating rock jointing 31, 32
for in situ tunnel tests 102, 105-6, 230,

259, 349
for tunnel lining 241, 262-6; see also

shotcrete
Austrian School 2
Austrian Society for Geophysics and

Engineering Geology 3, 5
Austrian Society of Rock Mechanics 3, 5,

130, 212, 265, 301, 392
Austrian tunnelling method 262-6; see also

tunnelling methods of, New Austrian
tunnelling method (NATM)

autostabilization of rock slides 218, 420,
422

avalanches, comparison of rock slides to
210

axial tension on tests 42

basalt 8, 9, 38, 74, 146
bedding joints 9,205

orientation of 206, 207
planes 8, 9, 206

bending test, for tensile strength 42
Bernold system 266-9
biaxial tension 42
Bieniawski on rock classification 156-8,285
biotite 373
biotite gneiss 57, 67, 68
biotite schists 42, 369-74
birefringence method of measuring

residual rock stress 97
blasting, stresses caused by 96, 372
blow-out of rock masses under dam 395-7
bolting, see rock bolts
bolts, see rock bolts
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in grouting of dam foundations 333-5,

336, 337
measuring deformations of 94, 96-8,

111,371
borers, tunnelling machines 269-71
boundary conditions 236, 288, 293, 296
Boussinesq

Boussinesq-Cerruti equations 161,
168-75

Boussinesq half space 168-70
Brazilian tensile test 43, 367

brittle fracture of rock 44, 78, 79, 136,
137, 178

at surface 352, 353
tensile strength and 44, 45, 81
under dams 115, 123
at Vajont 219, 417, 418, 420

buckling
of rock face 432
of steel lining 237, 322

buttress dams 326, 330, 357, 358
buttresses, failure of 389

cables, anchored 112-14, 262-6, 272, 273,
276, 312, 320, 442, 443, 450, 454, 455,
457

consolidation by means of: dam abut-
ments and foundations 348, 355-67;
rock faces 425-7, 430-4; rock masses
87, 222-5

for in situ tests of deformation 112-14
calcite 50, 303, 361
Cambrian rocks 6, 17, 369, 496
Carboniferous rocks 6, 7, 15, 277, 388,

496
caving and subsidence 2, 228, 229
cavities, strains and stresses about 2, 89-94,

96, 98, 226, 230-7, 262-6, 300
Hayashi's solution 54, 300; see also

galleries, tunnels
cement, grouting with 16, 17, 22, 23, 87,

240, 262-7, 272, 276, 332-5
cemented rock 6, 7, 36, 262-6
Centre d'Etudes de Batiment, Paris 111
chalk 151, 199
characteristic lines for rock (Lombardi)

303
characteristics

of rock masses 374, 497, 498
of rock material 6-11, 35-84

chemical effects of water on rock 60, 70,
200

circular loaded plate, strains under 106-9,
176

circumferential stresses, round cavities 91,
116,262

classification of rocks 6, 7, 78-82, 310, 374
conventional classification 8, 34, 80

crushing strength of rocks 34, 80
engineering classification of intact rocks

8, 9, 10, 34, 78-9
geological 5, 7, 34, 495, 497
of jointed rock masses x, 4, 8, 9; Bieni-

awski's approach 156-8; Lauffer's
approach 281-3; Norwegian approach
283-7

of joints in 8, 9, 156, 283, 284
by radial permeability tests 63-8
of rocks by age 7, 46
of rocks according to: hardness, density,

silica content 498
rock material 35-84
rock quality designation (R.Q.D.) 10,11,

156, 283
rock slides 219, 220, 415-18
sandstones 7
strain-stress curves 128-36
by void index 81

clastic rock masses, theory of stresses in
134-5, 138, 181-6

clay-shales 6
clayey schists 21
clays 36, 37, 229

shear strength of 52
slopes of 23
strength 411

cleft water 4,193, 431, 432
cleft water pressure 211-13, 215, 241-4,

254, 278
causing rock slides 212
on slopes 211-13
on tunnels 240-2, 254, 277, 278, 321
under dams 330-2
see also water pressure, interstitial water

flow of water
coal 146, 229
cohesion of rock 27, 204, 205

loss of 53, 102,137
low values of 84, 115, 116, 137, 392
and rock falls 206, 207
and rock slides 207
and tensile strength 122, 123

collapse of tunnel roof or wall 14-18, 446,
447

compacted rock 6, 7, 36
compactness of rock masses 115,116
Compagnie Nationale du Rhdne 14
compression (crushing) strength 33, 34, 81,

157, 163, 164, 307
correlations of: with elasticity 8, 9; with

rate of loading 77; with rebound
number 146, 147; with spacing of
fissures 29; with swelling strain 37;
with void index 7, 58, 59, 82

of dry and wet rock 199
tests for, see compression tests
uniaxial 46
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distribution of, in rock masses 396
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259, 366
dispersion of results of 29, 33, 46, 54,

56, 57, 68, 82
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73-80, 124, 366, 367, 375
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in situ 105-9, 359, 361, 362
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computers, use of 4, 186, 191-8, 348
concrete

boundary between rock and 233, 294-7,
388

comparison of rock and 37, 38, 45, 46,
125-8, 360

compression tests on 56, 74
creep of 128
elasticity of 74,142, 387
shear tests on 53
stabilization of potential rock slides by

222, 223
tunnels lined with 233-5, 241
uplift pressure in 331

concrete vaults
Kafue 442, 443
Kariba North 443, 444, 448
Kariba South 438-42
Waldeck II 454-8

concreting; early concreting technique
440-2

conglomerates 115,116, 365
consolidation of

dam foundations 355-8
large excavations 320, 440-2, 443,

454-61
rock masses: by cables, see under cables;

by grouting, see under grouting; under
load,116, 134-6

rock slopes 425-7, 430-4
contact of concrete and rock 233, 294-7,

388
continuum rock mechanics 87-9, 89-94,

161-70, 186-92, 226-37, 290-300
contour diagrams 33, 112
convergence in tunnels 117, 228, 229, 323,

377, 378
tests for 2, 112, 117, 377

correlations of rock characteristics 30, 37,
39-40

age of rocks versus void index 6, 58
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strength versus void index 7, 8, 58,116
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radial percolation tests 68

E (dynamic) versus ^(elastic) 42, 373
Ea/Eg versus wavelength, A 147
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unit swelling strain versus void index 7,
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see also compression, elastic modulus,
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Coulomb (Coulomb-Mohr) law of shear
strength 5, 45, 163-6, 213, 248, 326,
419

counterforts 355
cracks, in Griffiths theory of rock rupture

71, 73, 76, 82
creep

of concrete 128
continuous, in rock slides 219, 220
of rock masses 16, 123-8, 132, 413-17
of rock material 60, 74, 82
in rock slide at Vajont 409, 414-18, 422
velocity of 415

creeping rock conditions 125-8, 310,415-17
Cretaceous rocks 402-4, 408, 409, 496; see

also chalk
critical slope 204, 206; see also slope
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255-6
crushing strength 255-6

versus grain diameter 78
versus rate of load increase 75-8
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crystalline rocks 35, 131, 132, 152, 205; see
also igneous rocks

cylindrical jacks 111, 112

dam abutment blocks 356, 357, 360, 394
dam abutments 3, 4, 57, 336, 339, 382,

389, 390
case histories 347-58
convergence tests 377
displacements of 125, 348, 381-3
elasticity of 103
failure of 379, 383, 385
models of 123, 347-9, 352, 387
reinforcement of 355-8, 382-4, 402
stability of 23, 137, 138, 346-7, 351, 381

389, 390
stresses in 169, 350-2, 389, 390, 392
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under dams 325-30

dam foundations 4, 325, 326, 330
anchorage of dams 120
blow out of rock masses under a dam

394-401
classical approach 325, 326
consolidation of, see consolidation
deformation (slow) 398, 399
design and construction of 347-53
displacements of 125-8, 174-6, 342, 343,

401
drainage of 337-45, 353-5
drainage for grouting for 253, 332-45,

346
failures of 23, 380-2, 387, 388, 395^01
geomechanical model tests 347-53
grouting of, see grouting
percolating water in 330-2
reinforcement of 355-8
rocks suitable for 200, 396
rotation of 343-5, 399, 401
stability of 339, 340, 395-401
stratified foundations 362-5
stresses in 325-30
zone of tensile stresses 325

dams
choice of sites for 22, 24, 211, 240,

359-78
failures of, 3, 23, 379-401
grout curtains under, see grout curtains
in situ tests 348-50
model tests 341-53
profiles of 343, 344
settlement of large 125-8
shell fracture 392, 393
see also dam abutments, dam founda-

tions, and different types of dam
Darcy's law 333, 340
deflectometers 100, 121, 304, 459, 460
deformability of rock 2, 29, 357
deformation

irreversible 128-30, 133, 260, 357
measurement of 2, 96, 100, 103-18, 230,

375
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modulus of deformation
reversible 125-7, 133
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density of rock 35, 57, 498
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diabase 8, 9, 74
diagenetic process 6
diorite 17, 40, 361, 362
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discontinuities in rock 10, 28, 30, 33, 373
dispersion of test results 56
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of rock masses 199, 241, 242, 383
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176, 177, 300
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compared with that of rock 125-8, 360
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determinations of: in designing dam

foundations 348-50; in investigation
of dam sites 361-5, 371-3, 375, 376;
by seismic wave velocities 139-42; in
situ 34, 102-16; by sonic wave
velocities 40-2; by ultrasonic wave
velocities 37

effective in rock masses 87-8, 176,177,
362-5

fissures and 29, 33
grouting and 277, 335
porosity and 195



residual stress and 85, 86, 115, 116
in strain-stress calculations 93, 94, 128,

129, 171-6, 186-92, 225, 226-36
void index and 7, 57, 58, 81, 117, 142,

143
water content and 212

elasticity modulus Ed (dynamic) of rock
40, 141

ratio of static modulus to 80, 81, 147,
148, 323

elasticity modulus Et (ratio of values at
50% and 100% ultimate strength) 8,9,
80

elasticity modulus £"totai (ratio of stress to
deformation:bulk modulus) 1, 102-6,
125, 128-30, 366

electrical resistivity method of testing rock
masses 152-4

filectricite de France 14, 60, 111, 118, 120,
125, 130-2, 387, 388, 392

engineering approach to
in situ rock measurements 322, 323
rock deformations 281, 282, 283-7,

290-4, 301
rock support estimate 287-90, 294-300,

301-8
engineering classification of jointed rock

154, 156
Bieniawski's classification 156-8, 285
Barton's classification 283-5

epoxy-grouted bolts 272, 447
epoxy resin

coating or rock samples with 61
strength of 49, 50

equipotentials 198
erosion, factors determining 21
excavations, large 276, 277, 435-40, 442,

444-6, 450, 452
excavations, rock movements caused by

220, 229
extensometers 99, 111, 123, 304, 377

for boreholes 99-101, 377
sonor 126

faces (rock) see slides, slopes
failure of rock

brittle failure 31, 44, 71
of dam foundations, see dam foundations
progressive failure of rock masses

395-401, 417, 418
of rock masses 102-60, 180, 181, 352,

353, 414, 415
of rock material 31, 71, 80
of rock slopes, see slides and slopes
of tunnels and caverns 13-18, 238-43
shear failure 31, 44, 71, 118-20, 181
tensile failure 180
visco-plastic failure 31, 71
see also fracture

Subject Index 513

failure criterion, see Coulomb law,
Griffith-Hoek theory, intrinsic curve,
Mohr circle

failures, case histories
of dams 22, 330, 379-83, 384-401
of rock slopes 219-21, 402-23
of tunnels, galleries, caverns 12-18, 207,

220, 237-43, 315, 444, 450
see also Geographical index

failure zone RL 298
falling hammer method 148
falls of rock 17, 18, 204-7, 219-21

at Vajont 416
faults in rock 25, 29, 32, 102

bolting of 273-6
and engineering works 17, 315, 352, 392
filling material in 83, 84
rock slides along 23

filling material 17, 28, 32, 33, 82-4
effect of percolating water in 84
tests on 83, 84

finite element method (f.e.m.) of numerica
stress analysis 186-92, 228, 277, 317,
318, 319, 330, 455, 457

around galleries 297-9
under dams 330

fissuration porosity 144
fissured vault (Kariba North) 448
fissure shearing 55
fissures in rock xi, 20, 21, 28

along dam heel 398-401
classification of 27, 35
and compression strength 57
deformation of 88
density 31
and effective elasticity 176-7
estimates of extent of 32, 74, 75 139,

222
families 29
grouting of 21, 22, 251, 341, 345, 346,

355, 356, 383
ice in 212, 219
M-shaped above Vajont slide 403, 417,

420, 422
over pressure tunnels 244, 245
rock slides along 389
samples 49, 53, 54
spacing 31
and stability 178, 179
and stress distribution 137
tensile strength and average length of 76
water flow in 193-6
water pressure in 241

flat jacks 97, 377
floods, dam failures caused by 379-81
flow of rock masses 197, 198, 416

continuous flow 218, 220, 414
discontinuous flow 218, 222, 414, 417
see also slides
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flow of water in rock masses 60, 61, 63-7,
197, 198, 212, 346, 347

computer solution 197, 198
convergent or divergent flow 63-7

foliation, plane of 39, 40
foundations, see dams, dam foundations
fractures of rock 31, 44, 71-9, 381, 414,

415
correlation between RQD and frequency

of 10
flow of water in 197, 198
planes of 39, 40
see also brittle and shear fractures,

sheeting, and tensile failure
friction

angle of 49, 50, 204, 205, 210, 253, 409,
410; for different rocks 229; tests for
373, 374, 425; coefficient of, for filling
material 33; internal 52, 163, 181

friction factor 72, 197
among faults 352
for rock on rock 220, 409
and shear strength 5
at Vajont 218, 412, 417, 423

friction force 209
full-face excavation 15-18, 321

gabbro 75
galleries 226-324

circular 89-94
discharge 243
drainage of 241-3
parallel 226-7, 228
pressurized, see pressure chamber tests
scour 383
see also tunnels

gap 27
gas, underground storage of 243, 248
gauges

strain gauges 94-6, 375
rosette of 95

geoisotherms 12
geological mapping 30, 373
geological studies (overall) of sites, in situ

rock-testing programmes
general remarks 345, 346
Allt-na-Lairige dam 335, 336
Baji-Krachen 424, 425
Dez dam 365-7
El Frayle 382
Gotthard tunnels 306, 307
Idbar dam 380
Karadj dam 362-5
Kariba dam 356, 357
Kariba North Bank 445-8
Kariba South Bank 435-8
Kutobe IV dam 349-50
Malpasset dam 388, 389, 398-401
Morrow Point dam 367, 370-6

Oroville dam 376
Pertusillo dam 115
Tachim dam 430
Tang e Soleyman dam 350, 352
Vajont dam 348, 349
Vajont rock slide 403-9
Waldeck II 451-3

geological planes 30
see also dip and strike

of dam sites 21-5, 345-7, 361, 370-6,
388, 389

and rock grouting 345-7
and rock mechanics 5-11, 25
of underground power stations 308, 310,

315,317
of Vajont slide 404, 406-8, 416

geomechanics classification see classifica-
tion of jointed rock names

geophysical techniques, see electrical resis-
tivity, seismic waves

Georgia Institute of Technology 57
geothermal gradients 11, 12
glaciers 200
gneiss 7, 57, 74, 212, 354, 393, 424, 437,

445
for dam foundations 200, 356
effect of water on 212
fissured 24, 29, 57-9, 212
kaolinized 264
Malpasset 67, 68, 82, 84, 145, 147, 388,

389, 393, 396, 398
permeability of 63-8, 396

gneiss complex (migmatite) 445
gouge 18
granite 8, 9, 20, 29, 38, 40, 42, 58, 59, 79,

120, 212, 321
compression strength of 45, 49, 50
creep curve for 125
for dam foundations 200
density of 59
fissured 144
permeability of 66-8, 70
power stations in 321
rebound number of 146
resistivity tests on 152
shear strength of 119-21
slopes in 205
strain-stress curves for 74, 132
swelling of 36
weathered 60, 61, 125, 132, 140, 200

gravity dams 326-32, 389, 395
Griffith-Hoek theory of rupture of rocks 68,

71-3, 67, 78, 82, 98, 102, 196
groundwater flow 197, 198
grout curtains under dams 21, 22, 330,

332, 333, 338^4
shape 341-4
thickness 338



water seepage through 338
grouting

with cement 16, 22, 87, 332, 334,
335

consolidation of rock by 21, 22, 251, 267,
277-81, 332, 333, 345, 346, 355-8

versus drainage, for dams 332-44, 345-7
at Malpasset dam 386-7
pressure 10,251, 277-81, 335
Rama tunnel 280, 323
of rock round tunnels 251-3, 277-81
with silicates 16, 279, 336, 338
technique of 15, 16, 277, 332-7, 341
of tunnels 251-3, 277-81
water losses 340
water tests 333-5, 337

grouting (examples)
Blenio tunnels 279
Inguri tunnel 280, 281
Kariba South Bank 441
Malgovert tunnel 10
Malpasset dam 386, 387
Mauvoisin dam 336
Mauvoisin tunnels 277-9
Rana tunnel 280, 281
Sautet dam 333

gunite 277, 278
gypsum 20

half-space (Boussinesq-Cerruti) homo-
geneous elastic 122, 138, 168-78,
186-92

clastic half-space 136, 137, 181-6
fissured and continuous 396
loaded half-space 168-76

hardness of rocks 498
heading, excavation methods 15-18, 301,

303
bottom heading 17, 18
top heading 15, 17

heat flow, equation for 12, 13
Heim's hypothesis 85, 88, 89, 92

see also residual stresses
Heim's paradox 88

see also effective Poisson ratio
homogeneous zones 27, 32, 138
horizontal stress

in dam foundations 325-9
none from hydrostatic force 213-15
in rock 21, 85, 116

horizontal thrust from rock walls 312, 319,
320, 441, 442, 448

hydraulic gradients 193
hydraulic potential lines 193, 254
hydrodynamic forces on rock masses

213-15 230, 232, 418-21
hydrogeology 13
hydro power tunnels 14-17, 20, 21, 226,

230-7,277-80,311-17

Subject Index 515

hydrostatic pressure
on dam foundations 325-9, 330-2, 335,

341, 345-7, 381, 395-401
distribution of 85, 98
and residual stress in rock 85, 98
on rock masses 213-15
in rock salt 124, 125
stresses round pressure tunnels caused

by 105, 106, 230-7
hydrostatic pressure chamber 103, 104,

266; see pressure chamber tests

ice
discontinuous flow of 417
inrock fissures 212, 219

ideal stress 44, 137
igneous rocks 7, 9, 35, 362
immersed and partly immersed masses

213-16
inductive deformation measuring cascade

460
indurated rock material 6
inflow of water 15, 197, 198
in situ measurements

about large excavations 259-61
Gotthard Road Tunnel 304
Karadj dam 176, 361-5
Kariba South Bank 441
about tunnels 259-61
Saussaz 310-12, 320, 324
Waldeck II 458-60

in situ stress measurement 97-8
in situ tests 322, 324, 388

borehole tests 96, 97
cable tests 112-14, 426
compression tests 102, 104, 105-11, 230,

259, 348
on dams 125-8, 348-50, 398, 399
permeability tests 270, 271, 370
plate-bearing tests 106-9, 362-4, 366, 388
prestressed anchors 454, 455, 460
resistivity tests 152-4
on rock slides 221, 222, 410, 418
seismic tests 139-45,150-2, 371, 415
shear tests 118-22, 341-52, 373-5
stress measurements 94-100, 111-15, 121
triaxial tests 109

Institution of Civil Engineers, London 337,
319

instrumented test sections 265
integral sampling method 11
International Committee on Large Dams

(ICOLD) 3
International Society of Rock Mechanics 3
interstitial water, see cleft water
intrinsic curve 45, 50, 53, 78, 123, 134-6,

153, 164, 165, 178-81, 275
definition of 163

intrinsic zone 53
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isotherms 13
isotropic rock masses 72, 377
Istituto Sperimentale Modelli e Strutture

(ISMES) 44, 45, 95, 347, 352, 353, 401

jacks
cylindrical 111, 112
field tests with 106-9, 118-22, 124, 125,

132, 351, 356, 357, 361, 362, 366, 367,
371, 373, 376, 377

flat or Freyssinet 95, 109-11, 117, 121,
335, 336, 348, 365, 366

in toe of dam 357, 358
joints

alteration number 286
bonded joints 49, 50,
classification 8, 9, 10, 27, 28, 29, 31, 49,

156, 205, 283, 284
continuity 156
cohesion 55, 205
cooling joints 9
critical angle of slopes 204, 206
differences between laboratory and in

situ tests: of deformation 117; of
elasticity 362-5

orientation of 30, 31, 33
roughness number 286
separation 31, 156
set numbers 286
shearing at 54-6, 71, 165-8
spacing of 8, 10, 31-3, 176-7
strength of 49-51
and strength of rock 178-81
stress relief joints 9; tectonic joints 9;

tension joints 9, 447; survey 32;
systems 33

water reduction factor 286
joint meter 376
Jurassic rocks 6, 7, 29, 496

kaolinization 264, 361
kaolinized gneiss 264
Kastner-Jaeger theory 290-7
Kelvin-Voight model for rock deformations

148
kinetic energy of rock masses 409-14

Laboratorio Nacional de Engenharia Civil,
Lisbon 11, 57, 96, 323

Laboratory tests on rock material or filling
material

crushing strength 46-50, 72-5, 81, 82,
366

shear strength 3, 51, 52, 80, 83, 84, 375
tensile strength 42, 72, 76, 80
water percolation 59-68
wave velocity 141, 142, 143-8

andslide 18
Laplace equation 195

Lasalle Research Laboratory, Montreal 417
Lauffer on rock classification 281-3
lava 382
leakage, see loss of water
Leliavsky test 331-3
Levy theory on uplift 330
lias 22, 496
limestone 21, 22, 29, 38, 84, 276, 402

compression strength of 57, 78, 80
for dam foundations 200, 355, 381
elasticity of 40, 41,196, 347, 348
permeability of 62-8, 396
strain-stress curves of 74, 133
swelling of 36, 37

line-load tests
for anisotropy 39
for tensile strength 42, 43, 367

lines of displacement (Lombardi) 301, 302
lining

stresses in 230-6, 259-62, 280, 281, 283
of tunnels 21, 241, 280-3

lithology 5
load cells 259-61
load-strain diagram 40
loading

consolidation under 71,115,116, 124,
125

rate of, in tests 40, 74-5, 76, 77,117,
127-30

on a slope 216-18
logging boreholes 10
Lombardi on tunnelling 297-9, 301-5, 306,

307
loss of water

under dams 339-44
from tunnels 278, 279

Lugeon
grouting techniques 333-5
unit 143, 144, 333
water test 333-5, 337

macrofractures 28, 29, 33, 57, 79, 80, 392
and permeability 59, 60, 66, 67
see also fractures

Malm limestone 402-4, 409
marble 40, 41, 69, 70, 74, 75, 205
marl-clay sandstone 115
marls 6, 7, 22, 36, 37

permeability of 396
power station in 312, 315, 317, 319, 320

measurements (techniques) 90, 96, 102, 103
borehole deformation 96
convergence of tunnel walls 228, 229,

323, 377
deflectometer 100, 121, 304, 312, 459,

460
deformations 2, 96, 100, 103-18, 125-8,

230, 375
doorstopper 97, 323



electric resistivity 152-4
examples, see in situ measurements
extensometer 323, 377
flat jacks 97, 109-11, 259, 260
hydraulic pressure chamber 322
integral sampling 11
jacking tests 97,101-11
pendulum 349
plate-bearing test 106-9, 322
residual stress 90-4
seismic waves 14, 115, 116, 139-43, 348,

356, 357, 371-3, 418
strains 96-9, 101

mechanical properties of rock material
40-84

Mercali scale 382
metamorphic rocks 7, 9, 28, 35, 74, 132,

200, 369, 378
mica schists 369, 372
micaceous quartzite 369, 372, 373, 374
microfissures 28, 29, 33, 39, 40, 46, 57, 68,

77, 81, 392, 396, 398
induced by compression 59
and permeability 60, 63, 68, 69, 71
and wave velocity 77, 139

microfractures 28, 29, 33, 39, 40, 57, 69,
80, 81, 392, 396

and permeability 60, 61, 66, 67
migmatite 445
miniborers (full-facets) 270
mining engineering xi, 2, 226, 256, 440-2
model testing

of dam abutments 123, 348
of dams 116, 137, 340, 341, 347-50,

351-3, 360, 361, 393, 402
of percolation of water 198, 340
of reservoir basin 405
of rock masses 396
of St. Lawrence River (thawing) 417
of sliding surface 210, 405, 413
three axial tests for Cabora Bassa 318
of underground power-station 277

modulus 1, 8, 29, 33, 40, 41, 74, 75, 102-60
correlation of measurements 116, 117
dynamic modulus Ed 40, 141
effective modulus 87-8, 176-8, 362-4
in situ testing of rock masses 87, 99, 103,

111, 116, 229, 259, 361^, 365-7, 370-6
laboratory tests 40, 41, 363
ratio E8IEd 80, 372
static modulus E8 9, 40, 362, 363, 364
in stratified rock masses 113, 176, 364

modulus of deformation or bulk modulus
102, 126-30, 365-7

modulus of elasticity (Young's modulus),
see elasticity

modulus of rigidity G 41, 42
Mohr circles 161-5, 167

examples of use of 43, 45, 48, 50, 53, 54,

Subject Index 517

134, 135, 178-80, 229, 248, 255, 367
mole, see borers, tunnelling machines
moment, displacements caused by 173, 174
momentum equation 412, 413, 419
moraine 24, 211
mortar, grouting with 22, 23
mudstones 6, 7, 36, 37, 146
mylonite 18, 276, 409

National Coal Board, Britain 96, 97
needle test, for anisotropy 39
new Austrian tunnelling method (NATM)

early attempts at the theory 263
general information 261-6, 319, 320,

442, 443, 454-6
for Gotthard tunnel 306-8
for Waldeck II454, 455, 457-8

Newton's law for movement of rock masses
218,411,413,419

Norwegian theory on rock classification
(Barton) 283-7

observational method (Peck) 457
odometer 199
openings in rock masses

circular opening 89-92
parallel circular openings 228
rectangular opening 227
square opening 226-7
strains and stresses about openings, due

to residual stresses 86-92, 228; due to
hydrostatic pressure in the tunnel
230-7

ophites 67
orthotropic rock 186
overburden

grout pressure and 237, 243-5, 334, 335
minimum for pressure tunnels 237-54,

see pressure tunnels
overcoring method for measuring residual

stresses in rock 96, 97, 323
overstrained rock round tunnels 96, 97,

255-9, 290-7

parallel galleries 228
pegmatite 369, 388, 389
pendulum, measurement with 349
percolation of water through rock 60, 84,

251-4, 337-46, 381, 394
Darcy's law for 64, 193, 197, 340, 396
longitudinal 62, 66
primary and secondary 60, 194
radial 63-8, 82
test for, under dam foundations 396
see also seepage

perfo-anchors, perfo-bolts 264, 272
perimetral crack (Mount Toe) 403
permeability of rock to air 21, 59, 70
permeability of rock to water 60
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permeability of rock to water—cont.
compression stress and 69-70, 346, 347
correlations of: with mechanical pro-

perties 60, 68, 71; with wave velocities
142,144

grouting and 277
Lugeon unit for 143, 144, 333, 334
and microfissures 60
primary and secondary 60, 212
tensile stress and 396
tests for 60-2, 333-4, 371

permeability factor K 61-3, 66-7, 71, 81-2,
193-4, 346-7

Permian rocks 7, 15, 496
perviousness of rock, see permeability
petrographic properties of rocks 497

petroleum industry 2
photoelastic methods 228, 277, 318, 455
phyllitein, 142,212,278
phyllite quartzite 42, 117, 130, 131
physical properties of rock 35-84, 199, 200
piezometers 18, 340, 342, 343
piezometric line 338-40, 349
pilot tunnels, pilot galleries 15, 440, 458
pinning rock 223-5, 348, 424-7, 434
pipes, theory of thick elastic 230-2
plastic blocks, transmission of stress

through 183-4
plastic deformation of rock 74, 130, 135,

136, 247-51, 290-7
plastic fracture 78, 79
plasticity of rock 3, 29, 247-51, 346, 392
plate-bearing tests for deformations 106-9,

116, 136, 361, 362, 366, 377
theory of 170-6

point-load test for anisotropy 38-9
Poiseuille's formula 194, 197, 198
Poisson's ratio 29, 33, 40-2, 44, 87, 110,

136, 141, 142, 375
compression stress and 88, 89, 300
effective value of, in rock masses 87, 378

polyethylene sleeves for cables 273
pore pressure 47, 48, 49, 196, 248, 367, 405

test for 331, 332
porosity

of grout curtain 340
of rock 33, 35, 58, 59, 63, 73, 144, 375;

and elasticity 196; and erosion 21
porosity index 77; see also void index
porous media, flow of water in 193, 194,

215, 340
porphyroblastic gneiss 7
porphyry 42
Portuguese National Research Laboratory

57
power-stations, underground 242, 308-22

different types of 309, 311
rock mechanics for 308-10, 315, 311-22

prepact concrete 242, 322

pressure, relation of percolation to 63-8,
70,71

pressure cells, see load cells
pressure chamber tests 1, 102,103-6, 348,

365
pressure gradients 61, 338, 340, 394, 401
pressure pipes 21, 25, 230-2, 315

defective air valve in 19
pressure shafts 235-6, 241-3, 313, 314, 322
pressure support 259, 260, 294-9, 301-5,

307, 457, 458-60
pressure tunnels 230, 237

failures of 238-40
grouting round 237, 277-81, 322
minimum overburden above 237, 238:

adjacent to rock slopes 245, 246; for
different types of rocks and galleries
240-3; in rock liable to plastic defor-
mation 247-51; under alluvium 247;
under horizontal rock surface 243-5

seepage from 253-5
stresses in, from hydrostatic pressure

230-7
theory of 14-21, 89-94, 230-6, 290-7
see also tunnels

pressurized galleries 104
prestressed anchored cables 272, 273, 454

testing 454
pseudo-shear 50
pulvino (pressure distribution slab) 344
punching shear test 51, 78

quality indexes
radial percolation index 63-6, 81, 82
rock mass quality Q, (Barton) 283-7
rock quality designation, RQD (Deere)

10,34,211-13
see also void index

quarrying method of excavation 321
quartz 6, 7, 41, 374

permeability of 60-7
quartz-diorite 18, 42
quartz-mica gneiss 7
quartz-mica schists 369, 372-4
quartz-monzonite 49
quartzite 40, 41, 74, 79, 80, 200, 429

creep of 125
for dam foundations 200, 356, 430, 437,

438
fissured 144, 278, 437, 438
micaceous 369, 372-4, 437, 438
powdery 15-17
strain-stress curves for 130

quartzose phyllite 42
quartzose shale 42

radial percolation tests 63-8, 82
rate of loading, see loading
rate of strain 117, 118



ratio vertical/horizontal stresses for
Cabora Bassa 310, 318

rebound number R 145—8
rectangle

strains round a 2, 226, 227
strains under a loaded 170-3

relaxation of rock masses xii, 377
see also sheeting

Repeatable Acoustic Seismic Source 150-2
reservoirs 21-5, 213-16, 369, 379, 380

382, 402-23, 429, 436, 451
displacements of embankments of 348
variation of water level in, and rock

slides 211, 213-16, 355, 403, 404,
417-22

residual stresses in rock 85-94, 116, 250,
310, 318, 376

and elasticity 85-6, 115, 116
measurements of 94-6, 115, 116, 323,

366, 367, 376
relaxation from, see sheeting
static equilibrium method 101
tensile strength 49

resins, impregnation of rock with
coloured 59

resistance quotient, of jointed rock 179,
180

resistivity, see electrical resistivity
resonance waves 19, 41
reversible deformations 126, 127, 128, 133
rigidity, modulus of 41
rock arch action 257, 263, 264, 266, 275,

276
rock bolt extensometers 117, 123
rock bolting 18, 112, 166, 271, 273-6, 277,

442,447
rock bolts, different types of 271-2, 447
rock bursts 1, 256, 297, 446-8
rock characteristic lines (Lombardi) 303
rock characteristics for tunnelling

machines 269, 270
rock creeping at Vajont 409, 415, 422
rock classification

see: engineering classification of jointed
rock

rock deformations 128-31, see deformation
drainage 242, 243
elastic 134, 233, 294
galleries 240, 243
plastic 135, 250, 290; see plastic

deformation of rock; without rock
support 290; with rock support 295;
fissured rock masses 235; stratified
rock 113, 132, 176, 364

rock-fill dams 240, 338, 368
rock load

on lining 260, 261
on steel supports 260

rock mass quality Q (Barton) 283-7
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rock masses 27
classification of, see engineering

classification of jointed rock
structure and anisotropy of 28-30

rock material 28, 35
classifications of 80-4

rock quality designation (RQD) 10, 34,
142, 143, 156, 211-13, 283, 286

rock slides, see slides of rock
classification by Heim 203, 204, 220
formation of 204, 208, 416, 420
shape of sliding surface 208, 209, 210,

413, 416, 420
rock support estimate

general remarks, 287
accepted values for pressures 320, 435
based on rock deformation ix, 301-6
case of homogeneous rock mass 294, 295
computer programme by Cundall 191
elastic rock deformations 294
finite element method 297-9, 300-18
limit, RLi of fissuring 292, 293
plastic rock deformations 290, 295-7

rock-support techniques 442, 443
Kafue 442, 443
Kariba South Bank 440
Veytaux 320
Waldeck II 320, 454, 455, 458, 461

rupture of rocks 163, 165
Griffith-Hoek theory of 68, 72-3, 76,

78, 98, 102-96
point of 78, 79
Torre's theory of 78
see also fractures, dam foundations,

rock slides

safety factor 218
against sliding 419, 421
for dams 367, 387
for tunnels 237, 238, 244, 246, 250, 251

salt mines, creep in 123, 124, 125
sandstones 6, 7, 38, 40, 41, 74, 75, 79, 80,

147, 229
compressibility of 240
permeability of 62, 65, 67, 240, 396
stresses in 196
swelling of 36, 37

saturation swelling stress 37
scale effect

in compression tests 46, 56, 57, 68, 82
for dam testing 172, 364
in deformation and displacement tests

102, 125, 126, 176
in elasticity tests 364
scale factor 68

schistosity 389
planes of 119, 120

schists 17, 42, 73, 74, 241, 242, 278, 369,
378
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schists—cont.
creep of 125, 133
for dam foundations 200
permeability of 62, 396
shear strength of 120

sedimentary rocks 9, 28, 35, 152
slopes in 205

seepage
from pressure tunnels 252-4, 277-8
in rock masses 205, 215, 339, 340, 382,

383, 396
under dams 338, 347, 391, 396
see also model tests, percolation

seismic wave tests on rocks 10, 14,115,
116, 139^3, 146-9

on dam sites 348, 356, 357, 371-3, 409,
415, 422

for detecting incipient slides 154; and
weakening rocks 415, 422

inside galleries 373-4
under water 151,152
wave path 140
wave velocity ratio 10,142,143

seismic wave velocity 10, 29,141-4,149,
348, 415

correlations of: with aging of rock 200,
201; with elasticity 141, 144, 146, 147,
148, 371, 372; with frequency 148;
with permeability 143,144; with ratio
EalEa 96,147; with rebound number
145, 146; with rock fissuration 77, 139
222; with void index 7, 37, 38, 84, 118

for testing tunnel walls 96, 257, 258, 263,
317, 323, 372

longitudinal and transversal 41, 77, 141,
142, 147, 148, 150

ratio of, to laboratory sonic wave
velocity 10, 33, 34, 142, 143

under compression 147
separation of joints 157, 159
sericite 389
shafts, steel-lined 235, 237, 241-3, 322
shales 6, 7, 23, 27, 37, 38, 42, 196, 229

rebound number of 146
swelling of 36, 37

shape of large excavations 319, 440, 442,
444, 454, 455-7

shear fracture 31, 51, 52, 71, 163, 178, 204
failure of dams by 123, 393, 394
in plate tests 116

shear strength 3, 51, 55, 83, 102, 119, 120
classification of rocks by 80
of rock joints weakened by water 405
of rock masses 405, 410
versus shear deformation 52, 55, 80
tests for: on rock samples 51, 56, 78,

374, 375, 425; in situ 34, 118-22, 349,
350, 375

and void index 58, 81, 119, 120

shear stress 121,122, 204
Coulomb's law of 5, 45, 163-7, 178, 213,

248, 326, 419
on dam foundations 326-30
displacement caused by 173, 174
effective 167, 168
resistance to 179, 180, 204
and rock slides 204

shear, tests on
samples 51
rock masses 118-22, 373-5, 435

sheeting of rock masses (stress relaxation)
9, 86, 201, 204, 212, 220, 370, 371

shotcrete 241, 262, 263, 264
reinforced shotcrete 241, 264, 442

silica, dissolved from granites 60
silicates, grouting with 16, 279, 337
siliceous rocks 199, 497
silt 154
siltstones 74, 196
single-pulse method 41
skin resistance 257, 258, 264
sleeves for cables 273, 454
slides of rock 16, 23, 201, 204, 207, 220-3,

381-3, 403, 404, 418-23
along faults 397, 398; and fissures 389
autostabilization of 218, 420, 422
classification of 203, 204, 219, 220
continuous and discontinuous flow of

219, 220, 222, 413, 414, 417, 418
dynamics of 218, 219, 411-13, 419, 422,

423
slow and rapid slides 210, 211, 212, 411,

412
statics of 208-10, 213-16, 409-11
supervision and stabilization of potential

154, 221-35, 424-7, 427-34
two-phase slide 417, 418
at Vajont 402-23
velocity of 218-20, 405, 410-13
volume of 220, 221, 402, 403, 414, 422

sliding friction tests 373-5
sliding surface 207-11, 218-21, 389-91,

406-9,411-14
deep seated 207-11, 219, 220, 222,

406-8, 416
model of 210, 219, 405, 417
shape of 208, 209, 210, 211, 406, 407-9,

411,420-6
sliding zone 414

slip, angle of 50
slip surface 406, 409

zone 409, 414
slopes

angle of, in rock slides 204, 206
classification of 203
critical angle of 204, 206, 207, 220
external force or load on 216-18, 223,

224



stability ix, 4, 21-5, 204-11; interstitial
water and 211-16, 385

tunnels adjacent to 239, 245, 246
snow, and rock falls 212
Sonar system, seismic reflection method

151
sonic waves, ratio of velocities of seismic

waves and 10,141-3
'Sparker' sound source 151
specific gravity of rock

apparent, dry and saturated 36
of solid mineral grain 35, 375

springs, in tunnels 19, 20
stability; conditions of, for rock masses

178, 179, 204, 213, 214
of dam abutments, dam foundations, and

slopes, see under those headings
of tunnel bore 302, 303
of tunnel heading 302, 303

static equilibrium method for determining
residual stress 101

steel
arches of 260, 264
reinforcements of cavities 264
shaft and tunnel, linings of 2, 104, 105,

235, 236, 237, 241, 242, 260, 261, 322;
grouting behind 277
buckling of steel linings 237, 322

storage of gas in caverns 243, 248
storage of oil in caverns 255
strain in rock 2, 4, 29, 36, 37, 47, 69

and deformation modulus 102,103
measurements 102,103
permeability under varying 64-7
round cavities, see cavities
and thermoluminescence 69-70

strain meters 94-8, 304, 323, 324, 376
strain-stress

curves of 33, 74, 80, 102, 128-38;
analysis of xii, 74, 128, 129, 138

mathematical approach to distribution
of, in rock masses 161-92, 299, 300,
456

measurements of 4, 259-61
stratified rock 113, 174-6, 183, 185, 186,

364
Talobre diagrams 134-6

strength
of jointed rock 138, 179-81
of materials 5, 42
of rocks, see compression, shear, and

tensile strengths
stress reduction factor 283, 286
stress tensor gauge 323
stresses 26-9, 161-6, 232-7

caused by hydrostatic pressure 230-7
effective, in rock masses 196
hydrostatic distribution of 85, 88
relief of 260, 261; at surface of rock
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masses 9, 86; see also sheeting
round cavities, see cavities
see also circumferential, compression,

shear, and tensile stresses
strike 30
struts 312, 321
subsidence and caving 2, 228, 229
surge tanks

general 208-10, 322, 439-43
Kariba North (missing tank) 444
Kariba South 438, 439
Ruacana 228
shape of 228
Waldeck II 261

surveys (see also geological studies)
geological 32
geophysical 139-54, 370, 406, 415, 422,

423
of rock slides 221, 222

sustaining arch 264
swelling of rocks 15, 36, 199, 200
swelling strain

and compression strength 37
and void index 7, 37, 57-9, 81

Swiss Federal Railways 1
syenite 45

tectonic forces 9, 85
television, in bore holes 371
temperature

and aging of rock 200
in tunnels 11-14

tendons 272
tensile failure of rock 64, 71, 105
tensile strength 42, 49, 72, 76, 102, 164

and brittle fracture 42-4, 80
correlations 40
of rock masses 118, 122, 123
tests for 42-4, 367, 377, 378
and void index 58, 81

tensile stress
about cavities 89, 98, 317, 318
at heel of a dam 325, 326, 328-30, 346,

347, 392, 395-9
and permeability 64-7, 396-9
resistance to 179-81
in rock masses 72, 73, 122, 123, 208-10

tensile tests 42
bending test 42
Brazilian test 43, 367

tension gashes 447, 448
tension joints 9
test sections 265
testing anchors 323, 454
testing methods

cable testing method 112, 113
in situ tests for ^-modulus 104-5
in situ convergence tests 2, 112, 229, 321,

377



522 Subject Index

testing methods—cont.
jacking tests 106-9, 118-22,322,347,361,

362, 366, 370, 373-6
pressure chamber tests 104, 105, 106,

348, 366
results 362-4, 366, 367, 373-5, 378
see also laboratory tests, percolation,

resistivity, seismic waves, shear
thermoluminescence tests 69, 70
three axial tests for Cabora Bassa 318
three-dimensional f.e.m. model tests 186,

188
transformers 319, 322, 439, 457
triassic rocks 279, 496
triaxial compression tests 47-50, 58, 59, 69,

71, 80,109,116,145,147,196,349,350,
375

tuff, 74, 361
tuffaceous rock 361
tunnel borers, tunnelling machines

see borers
tunnelling, methods of 15-18, 226, 241,

242, 261-71, 318-22, 372
tunnels

bolting of roof of 273-96
caving of 15, 17
erosion 21
grouting of see grouting
lining of 21, 233-6, 241; estimation of

required thickness 103, 261, 281, 289
overstrained rock round 255-9, 290-300
prediction of rock formations in 13-21
repair (Kemano) 18
strain and stress measurements in 94-6,

99-101, 111-13, 259-61, 312, 322-4,
377, 458-60

stresses round see cavities
supports 14-18, 259-61
temperature in 11-14, 86
water inflow 15, 16
see also pressure tunnels

turbines 310, 319, 451, 457

ultimate strength 8
ultrasonic wave velocity in rock 37, 142
underground works 308-24

anchors 319-21, 454
design and construction 318-22
drainage 321
examples 306-7, 311-17, 435-42, 443,

441-61
hydroelectric power-stations 309, 310,

322
measurements 322-4, 458-60
residual stress 318
shape of excavation 317, 440, 444,

452
stress-strain analysis 290-7, 317, 318

unit block of rock 31, 40

United States Army Corps of Engineers
47, 48-50

United States Bureau of Mines 2, 76, 97
United States Bureau of Public Roads 154
United States Bureau of Reclamation 35,

47, 56, 95, 98, 107, 108, 119, 347, 368,
372-5, 466

uplift pressure
Levy on uplift 330
on rock immersed in water 419-21, 423
on rock round pressure tunnels 253-5
pressure line 338
tests by Leliavsky 331-2
under dams 3, 330-2, 337-9, 341-3, 345,

346, 379, 394, 397
in undrained rock 241

valleys, rock slides into 210
valves

to let cleft water into tunnels 278
in pressure pipe 19

vaults without concrete (Ruacana) 228,
265, 457

velocity of waves 10, 142-4, 149, 415; see
seismic waves

ventilation of tunnels 13, 452, 457
vertical stress

in dam foundations 326-9
in rock 101

vibrations in rock
measurement of 348
levels 150
visco-elastic 145, 148, 149

visco-plastic deformation of rock (some-
times leading to failure) 45, 71, 136,
137, 163, 305, 352, 353

at Vajont 417, 418, 423
void index 6-8, 34, 55-6, 57, 76

correlations of: with age of rocks 6, 7,
58, 81; with compression strength 7,
57, 58, 81; with elasticity 7, 58, 81,
117, 142, 143; with rebound number
147; with shear strength 58, 81, 120;
with swelling strain 3, 37, 57, 81; with
tensule strength 58, 81; with wave
velocities 7, 37, 38, 81, 118, 142

and creep 74, 75
void ratio 35
void in rock

density of 81
shapes of 57, 58, 61, 62, 63, 81, 396

volcanic area 381, 382
volumetric strain-stress curve 73

water
chemical effects of, on rock 60, 71, 200
flow of, in fissured rock 93-6; and frac-

tured rock 197-9



laminar and turbulent flow of 197, 198
percolation of, through rock, see perco-

lation
permeability of rock to, see permeability
rock masses immersed in 213-16, 418-

20, 423
in rock 35; and compression strength

199; and deformation modulus 117;
and elasticity 212; and resistivity 153,
154; and wave velocity 37

water hammer 19
waves from 19, 221, 230, 237, 239

water loading test, for determination of
deformations 104-6

water pressure
interstitial 16, 45, 338, 399, 400; see also

cleft water pressure
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in reservoir slopes 355; see also pressure
tunnels, reservoirs, slides

in rock fissures and joints 241, 334, 383
in testing permeability 333, 334
see also hydrostatic pressure

water table 19, 20, 215, 222
water-tightness of reservoirs 21-3
waves

on water surface, caused by rock falls
212, 412

see also seismic, sonic, and ultrasonic
waves

weathering 156, 157
wing wall 381, 389
work curve 129

zeolite 361
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